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and one case study conducted.

Result:

Three journal articles and

one book

Engaging with people from 
culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds

One Co-operative Inquiry 

and one case study conducted.

Result:

One Journal article,

One book chapter and

one book

Engaging with Indigenous peoples                                     

One co-operative inquiry resulting in one journal article 
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STATEMENT BY CO-AUTHORS  

Presented in this thesis are five publications, four of them co-

authored. All co-authors have provided written confirmation 

supporting the inclusion of the articles in this thesis and have 

indicated the contribution of the PhD candidate. Please see 

Appendix 1: Author contribution in collective works reproduced in 

this thesis, for copies of their written confirmation. 
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ETHICS APPROVAL 

This thesis is a PhD by publication. The research and publications 

were conducted and written during the period of candidature. 

The thesis includes three published Co-operative Inquiries, in 

which all co-authors were the co-inquirers, co-researchers and co-

subjects. Hence the inquiries did not require ethics approval. The 

Co-operative Inquiries informed and equipped two case studies. 

The two case studies are supporting documents for this thesis. 

Please see the list of publications resulting from the research for 

details about the case studies. Charles Sturt University’s Faculty of 

Arts Human Research Ethics Committee provided ethics approval, 

as listed in Table 2 below. 

Table 2. Ethics approval 

Name Ethics 

approval 

Variation 

approved 

Protocol 

number 

Relationalism: 

Anglican churches 

engaging with rural 

communities through 

ESL groups 

Yes Yes 103/2013/07 

Rural Anglican 

churches engaging 

with people living with 

a disability 

Yes Yes 100/2015/140 
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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores the question: How do people in rural, regional 

and remote Australia, in particular people living with disabilities 

and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 

perceive that the Anglican church engages with them and they 

with it? The Anglican church is one of the largest established and 

most enduring religious organisations in rural Australian society. 

People living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds may engage with the church 

and vice versa. There is, however, a paucity of research about the 

Anglican church in rural Australian and its engagements with 

these two groups. This thesis utilises a Co-operative Inquiry 

methodology to collect and analyse narratives, perceptions and 

themes about rural Anglican church engagements with people 

living with disabilities and from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. An integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology provided the framework 

which supports and guides the analysis presented. This tri-partite 

lens provides a comprehensive and holistic understanding.  

This thesis incorporates five publications. Together they are a 

resource for faith-based and other organisations in Australia 

concerned with ensuring dignity and respect for all through the 

nurturing of peoples’ faith, and by acts of inclusion and 

integration. The main findings to emerge from the publications 

are as follows: first, the co-inquirers perceived that peoples’ faith 
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matters and that the rural Anglican church in Australia is actively 

engaging others within their localities, and vice versa. Second, the 

church is perceived and experienced as a community that follows 

Jesus’ example of gathering, serving and sending out people who 

then gather and serve those around them. Third, their 

engagements ─ as described by the co-inquirers ─ transcended 

cultural and social structural distinctiveness. Positive 

engagements, as outlined in this thesis, encouraged relationships 

with God and others. The thesis concludes that the rural Anglican 

church in Australia can be a dynamic place of welcome, 

connection, participation and belonging both for individuals with 

the lived experience of disability and/or migration, and for their 

local communities.  
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‘I believe…in the Holy catholic church,                                                                              

The communion of saints…’                                                                              

(General Synod, 1995, p. 37) 

CHAPTER ONE. INTRODUCTION TO THE FIELD: 

ENGAGEMENTS BY RURAL ANGLICAN CHURCHES IN 

AUSTRALIA 

This thesis comprises five publications, critically interpreted, 

which together address the research question: How do people in 

rural, regional and remote (rural) Australia, in particular people 

living with disabilities (LWD) and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds (CALD), perceive that the 

Anglican Church of Australia engages with them and they with it? 

The publications include one book chapter presenting the Co-

operative Inquiry (CI) methodology; one journal article regarding 

matters of faith; two journal articles relating to rural Anglican 

churches in Australia engaging people living with disabilities, and 

one journal article about rural Anglican churches in Australia 

engaging with people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds.  

Why research rural people’s engagements with the Anglican 

church and the church’s engagements with people? What 

rationale and reasons exist? It is a joy for me to attend rural 

Anglican churches and to meet new people. I love hearing 

people’s stories about their churches. Listening to them has made 
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me curious to know more about Australian rural Anglican 

churches’ engagements within their local communities. This 

curiosity inspired me to look for resources and literature on the 

subject of rural Anglican churches in Australia. Over time it 

became increasingly apparent to me that there was a paucity of 

inquiry into how the rural Anglican church in Australia engages 

with people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds (as indicated by Blair, 2008; 

Fairbanks, 2007; Snyder, 2012, pp. 210-211; Stonawski, Skirbekk, 

Kaufmann, & Goujon, 2014). The extant literature presented, in 

Chapters two and three, led me to realise that there is even less 

conversation than I first thought regarding how these two groups 

experience the Anglican church in rural Australia. This gap, it 

appears to me, existed even though people living with disabilities 

and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

have an immense knowledge-base to share about their rural 

church experiences. This thesis contributes to addressing such 

gaps in this field.  

Collecting and creating the knowledge presented in this thesis 

required the innovation of an integrated and unique lens with an 

epistemological base embedded in social work (SW), sociology 

and theology. This is outlined in Chapter two. This unique lens 

provided the focus for viewing and defining rural Anglican church 

engagements – as presented in Chapter three. Sociologically the 

application of this epistemological lens necessitated a 

participatory ontological and methodological approach, as 
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discussed in Chapter four. The participatory approach informed 

the four journal articles presented in Chapters five and six. These 

journal articles addressed the overarching research question and 

facilitated, through participation and action, the collection and 

integration of both emic (insider) and etic (outsider) knowledge 

about rural Anglican churches (Buckley, Chapman, Clegg, & 

Mattos, 2014). An emic and etic approach, increasingly common 

in community-focused research projects, ensured that the rich 

data presented in Chapters five and six was grounded in both 

lived experience and theoretical observations (Gaber, 2017, p. 

1015-1026).  

The thesis also presents the teleology of the research, the 

narrative behind the publications and the results of the impact of 

the industry partnerships that formed in response to these 

publications. For example, these partnerships created 

opportunities for speaking engagements and publications such as 

two industry-funded case studies that provide typological 

(categorised) descriptions of grassroots engagements.  

1.1 The aim of the research 

This research aims to analyse narratives, perceptions and themes 

collected through cross-disciplinary co-operative inquiries into the 

rural Anglican church’s engagements with people living with 

disabilities, together with people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds. An integrated lens with an epistemological 
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base in social work, sociology and theology (the lens) assists this 

analysis.   

1.2 The research questions 

The primary research question addressed in this thesis is: How do 

people in rural, regional and remote Australia, in particular people 

living with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds, perceive that the Anglican Church of 

Australia engages with them and they with it? The secondary 

question concerns the epistemology utilised in this thesis: What 

does an integrated lens with an epistemological base in social 

work, sociology and theology reveal about these engagements? 

1.3 Rationale and significance of the research: People 

and their faith matter 

Kierkegaard (2013 [1849]) maintains that faith is the highest 

passion in a human being. Faith matters for many people and 

some find faith central to their life, identity and/or relationships 

(Kierkegaard, 2013 [1849]). Some people desire to express their 

faith publicly in community and consequently engage with a local 

church (Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-1945]). This research investigates 

people’s experience of engaging with the rural Anglican church in 

Australia via an integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology. 
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Historically, as detailed in Chapter two, there have been instances 

of social work theorists, sociologists and theologians coming 

together to investigate people engaging with the church in rural 

locations (Anderson, 1906; Nelson, 1969, p. 103; Vaughn, 1998). 

However, developments during the twentieth century - for 

example, the secularisation of some western cultures such as 

Australia and the professionalisation of western social work and 

sociology - led to a contestation of the importance of 

investigations into faith, religion, and/or spirituality (Bouma, Ezzy, 

Halafoff, & Possamai, 2015, pp. 379-380; Edwards, 2014, p. 101; 

Taylor, 2007; Thyer, 2011, p. 12; Vanderwoerd, 2011, p. 250). In 

more recent history, social scientists such as Berger (2014, 2016), 

Gardner (2012, p. 10), Healy (2008) and Canda (2003) have been 

noting increasing scholarly attention to faith, religion and 

spirituality. The trends in social work literature over recent 

decades support these theorists’ observations. For example, a 

literature review by Canda (2003, p.81) highlighted a growing 

interest in social work and spirituality. In the period 1936-1986, 

Canda identified only 100 publications about the field compared 

to a similar review conducted 17 years later in 2003 when over 

700 publications were identified (Canda, 2003, p.81).  

Further, in 2015 the Pew Research Centre modelled the future of 

the world’s great religions based on demographics, migration and 

conversion. This research showed ‘far from a precipitous decline 

in religiosity’; instead ‘it predicted a modest increase in believers, 
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from 84% of the world’s population today to 87% in 2050’ (Paul-

Choudhury, 2019, para.20-21; Pew Research Centre, 2015).  

The observations of social scientists, the emerging extant 

literature about religion, and current statistics have resulted in 

some scholars repositioning their predictions about religion and 

religion’s relevance to the world and consequently creating a 

demand for further scientific investigation into the field. For 

example, ‘in 1968, the eminent sociologist Peter Berger told the 

New York Times that by “the 21st Century, religious believers are 

likely to be found only in small sects, huddled together to resist a 

worldwide secular culture”’ - which Berger ‘himself recanted in 

the 1990s’ and began researching anew until his passing in 2017 

(Paul-Choudhury, 2019, para.20-21). 

In a candid interview in 2016, Berger expands the reason for the 

recant. The change in Berger’s thesis was because a major section 

of sociology, which included 25 years of Berger’s own work, 

wrongly predicted a decline in people’s engagement with religion, 

and the demise of religion and the church. Berger (2016b) stated: 

‘… It is the thesis that modernity leads to the decline of 

religion. The more modernity the less religion…I changed 

my mind [about this] not because of any religious or 

philosophical changes on my own but simply because the 

evidence did not support this thesis…Every major religion is 

going through a period of resurgence in the 

world…anything but secularisation.’  
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Rather, Berger (2016) argued that the world is not secular but 

pluralist. Berger’s (2014) thesis has two exceptions: a 

geographical and a sociological one. The geographical exception is 

secular Europe with some outliers like Australia, and the 

sociological exception is the secular intelligentsia. As a side note, 

empirically, recent literature agrees with Berger - for example, 

detailing growth in Christianity in regions such as China and Latin 

America while in contrast fewer people in Australia were 

engaging with religion and/or the Anglican church (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics, 2016a; Casanova, 2018; Open Doors, 2018; 

Pew Research Centre, 2012; Pew Research Centre et al., 2017). 

Barker (2015) argues similarly to Berger. In his 2015 publication, 

Barker recognised the complexities of religion in Australia, and 

noted that Australia is labelled as both secular and as 

predominately religious. In response to this re-emerging and 

growing global interest in religion, theorists such as Gardner 

(2012) are advocating for investigations, training and resources in 

this field so that social scientists do not presume that their own 

personal experiences of religion and/or spirituality provide 

sufficient understanding for community engagement, education, 

professional development, reflective practice, praxis, and/or 

policy development and implementation.  

Alongside this interest, questions are arising within the literature 

regarding the justice, social and spiritual impact of the Anglican 

church in Australia (Edwards, 2014, p. 101) and this questioning 

also creates the need for scholarly investigation in this field. 
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However, the current literature frequently conflates the 

experience of people with the rural Anglican church in Australia 

with general social activities such as sporting clubs (Edwards, 

2014, p. 101; Maddox, 2005, p. 187; Nelson, 1969, p. 117). This 

conflation limits the contemporary scholarly conversations about 

the experiences of rural Anglican church engagements. Notable, 

as is outlined and critiqued in Chapters two and three, are the 

gaps in social work, sociological and theological knowledge about 

rural Anglican church engagements. The existing historical and 

global trends, emerging literature, contemporary questioning and 

the gaps in knowledge are generating a need for inquiries into the 

field.   

In response, this research inquires into engagements with the 

Australian rural Anglican church through ordinary events in 

common, every-day settings. In so doing, it recognises that part of 

the self-understanding of the Anglican church is its perpetuation 

of the mission of Jesus Christ to what some may describe as 

potentially marginalised groups.     

Additionally, intrinsically, this qualitative research is not about a 

problem per se, for engagements with people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds are not a problem to society. Instead, the research 

explores an often overlooked social phenomenon (Alston & 

Bowles, 2012, p. 38; Edwards, 2014, p. 70; Giddens, 2006, p. 79; 

Miles et al., 2014, p. 11). Accordingly, the engagements are 
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explored in this research from the perspectives of people with the 

relevant lived experience (Alston & Bowles, 2018 p. 52; Edwards, 

2014, p. 70; Miles et al., 2014, p. 11).  

1.4 The gaps in knowledge: A macro, meso and micro 

perspective 

The gaps in knowledge regarding rural Australia, rural Anglican 

churches and their engagements with a range of groups of people 

motivated this research. Etically, gaps can be viewed through a 

macro (‘overarching patterns of ideology and organisation of 

social institutions common to a particular culture or sub-culture’), 

meso (‘linkages between settings’ affecting a person) and micro 

(‘connections between … persons present in the setting’) 

taxonomy (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, pp. 7-8; Healy, 2014, pp. 124-

125), which is summarised in Figure 2 at the end of this 

subsection. 

A macro perspective 

Why research about rural Australia? From a macro perspective, as 

highlighted in Figure 2 below, rural Australia matters because it is 

an important part of the national population and a consequential 

social entity (Blaikie, 2010, p. 165). Thoughtful, scholarly 

commentary about living in a rural location and Australian rurality 

does exist (for example, National Rural Health Alliance Inc & 

ACOSS, 2013, p. 3). Nevertheless, compared to urban Australia, 

there are relatively few conversations about rural peoples’ day-
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to-day lives, culture, religion and other aspects of their 

experiences in living and working in rural Australia (for example, 

National Rural Health Alliance Inc & ACOSS, 2013). This disparity 

occurs despite the following three facts that prompted my choice 

of investigating rural Australia for this research.  

First, in 2017, about 7 million people, that is 28.9% of the 

population of Australia, resided outside major cities (Australian 

Government Department of Infrastructure and Regional 

Development & Bureau of Infrastructure, 2017, p. 203). Second, 

according to the National Rural Health Alliance (2017), rural 

Australia generated approximately 67% of the value of Australian 

exports. This means rural Australia is helping to build the 

strength, social fabric and prosperity of Australia (Regional 

Australia Institute, 2013). Third, rural Australia also contains some 

of Australia’s most ‘disadvantaged postcodes’ vulnerable to rural 

isolation, social exclusion, rural disadvantage and disengagement 

(McLachlan, Gilfillan, & Gordon, 2013; Vinson, 2007). From a 

macro perspective, these three points convinced me that it was 

time to add to the commentary about rural Australia. 

A meso perspective 

Why research into the rural Anglican Church? From a meso 

perspective, as highlighted in Figure 2 below, the rural Anglican 

church in Australia matters because it is a socio-religious 

institution actively participating in rural community settings. 

Some writers recognise its existence (for example, Withycombe, 
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2008). Nevertheless, gaps do exist in the literary record about this 

field (Hudson, 2016, p. 235; Withycombe, 2008, p. 28). There are 

two reasons for this. First, in recent times in Australia, it has 

become more common to perceive religion in general as a 

contentious issue (Bouma et al., 2015, p. 392). Religion is 

increasingly depicted by some as a ‘seditious’ threat to Australian 

society, for example in the ‘scripture in schools’ debate (Bouma et 

al., 2015, p. 288 & 392; Dean, 2010, para. 3). These debates 

commonly label Australia as a post-Christian country, a non-

Christian one or ‘religious none’ (Bouma et al., 2015, p. 288 & 

392; Dean, 2010, para. 3). Furthermore, there is a perception that 

the Anglican church is inconsequential or marginal, promoting 

superstition in opposition to real knowledge (Edwards, 2014, p. 

139). This view is based on the fact that affiliation with the 

Anglican Church of Australia is declining as evidenced by the 

following Census data: in 2001, 20.7% of Australians identified as 

Anglicans compared to 13.3 % in 2016 (Australian Bureau of 

Statistics, 2016a; Bouma, 2011, p. 6 & 14; Hughes & Fraser, 2014, 

p. 7; Tong, 2013, p. 339). These critiques offer a partial 

understanding of the Anglican church in Australia and how it is a 

vehicle for promoting engagement with different groups of 

people in society. They unnecessarily discourage, dismiss and 

delimit conversations about church engagements. This is a 

common occurrence for people living with disabilities and people 

from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 
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These gaps in the literature about the rural Anglican church in 

Australia exist regardless of the following two facts, which 

supported my identification of this field for this research. First, 

the Anglican church remains one of the largest, best established 

and most enduring religious organisations in Australian society 

and has the Biblically inspired goal of loving God and loving one’s 

neighbours (Blaikie, 2010, p. 164; New International Version: Holy 

Bible, 2011, Matthew 22: 37-38). Its national parish system is 

networked to include all rural locations in Australia (AAD, 2014; 

Frame, 2000, p. 21). Second, this church is an important historical, 

religious and cultural institution contributing to social cohesion, 

social inclusion and the building of social capital in rural Australia 

(Mitchell, 2005, pp. 213-217; Pickard, 2003). With these meso 

perspectives in mind, there is scope to add to the scholarship and 

public commentary about religion in Australia and rural Anglican 

churches, including engagements with people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. 

A micro perspective 

Why research about people living with disabilities and people 

from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds? From a 

micro perspective, as Figure 2 presents, each person matters in 

their uniqueness (Australian Association of Social Workers, 2010, 

p. 9; Blaikie, 2010, p. 164; English Standard Version: Holy Bible, 

2016, pp., Luke 10: 27). Their narratives about loving God and 
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others are worthy of attention. More specifically, the stories of 

how people living with disabilities and how people from culturally 

and linguistically diverse backgrounds engage with churches are 

important. People from these two groups are the focus of this 

thesis because of their common and frequent appearance in both 

conversations and research about social inclusion (for example, 

Scutella, Wilkins, & Horn, 2009). Nevertheless, rarely are voices 

from these two groups heard (Australian Government, 2009, p. 1; 

Sims, Targowska, Kulisa, & Teather, 2014, pp. 4-5; Soldatic & 

Johnson, 2017, p. 1). Another commonality is that their opinions 

about their engagement with rural Anglican churches are 

particularly rare in the literature. This research provided the 

opportunity for individuals living with disabilities and individuals 

from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds to create 

commentary about their engagements with the rural Anglican 

church in Australia. 
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Figure 2. Gaps in the scholarship from a macro, meso and micro 

perspective 

 

 

Macro

Non-urban Australia is an 
important population. Little 

is written about this 
population compared to 

urban Australia.

Meso

The Anglican Church of 
Australia is an important, 
established and enduring 

religious organisation. Little is 
written about rural Anglican 

church engagements.

Micro

People living with disabilities and 
from  culturally and linguistically 
diverse backgrounds'  personal 

experiences of faith are signficant. 
Little is written regarding these 

groups of  peoples' experiences of 
rural Anglican Churches in 

Australia.  

This thesis argues that it is time to investigate an 

important social phenomenon - rural Anglican churches in 

Australia engagements with people LWD and from CALD 

backgrounds 
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1.5 The process behind deciding how to approach the 

research 

Confirming the rationale for the research and noting the macro, 

meso and micro observations prompted me next to consider the 

essential elements of this research. Two essential criteria for the 

research emerged from the extant literature. First, the research 

was to be attentive to the voices of individuals, particularly those 

at risk of being ignored or drowned out by society (Reason & 

Heron, 1995). Second, the research would facilitate a respectful 

presentation of the narratives of people living with disabilities and 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

(Australian Association of Social Workers, 2010, p. 36; Charlton, 

2000).  

Additionally, I contemplated two philosophical questions 

concerning how to approach the research:  

1. What ontology would be suitable from a sociological 

perspective for this research, where ontology is defined as 

the ‘science of being’ (Aristotle, n.d., as cited in Critchley & 

Bernasconi, 2002, p. 9)?  

2. How do my considerations and values about the nature of 

being inform the ontology behind the research? 

In response, I systematically reviewed numerous research 

approaches from both relativist and positivist traditions regarding 

their construction of meaning (Crotty, 2012, 10). First, I 
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considered the feasibility and usefulness of a constructivist 

paradigm of ontology (Crotty, 2012, p. 58). For example, 

constructivist research would honour the being of each individual 

involved in the research and their understanding of social 

phenomena such as people’s engagements with the rural Anglican 

churches. Second, alternatively, I considered the acceptability and 

usefulness of applying a social constructionist view of being 

(Crotty, 2012, p. 58). For example, the research would review the 

culture that church engagement in a local community creates and 

how this culture impacts on people. Third, I considered the realist 

perspective on being, that is, observing how the rural Anglican 

church in Australia’s engagements have an objective (that which 

is given) existence (Heron & Reason, 1997, p. 275; Thyer, 2011, p. 

11). More specifically, I investigated the critical realist approach 

to being. Critical realism recognises that much of reality exists 

independently of human consciousness, that is, there would be 

entities that positivists point to that are real concerning rural 

Anglican church engagements (Smith, 2010, location 985 & 993; 

Wright, 1992, pp. 32-33). For example, critical realism research 

would test and measure the quality and frequency of 

engagement. In contemplating the interconnections between the 

different ontologies and the two essential criteria, I concluded 

that the ontology for this thesis would need to facilitate a 

qualitative approach – more specifically, the opportunity to 

inquire into rather than quantitatively measure the ways people 

perceive the rural Anglican church in Australia (Crotty, 2012; Luck, 

2018). 
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These philosophical and sociological deliberations regarding 

ontology led me to two further realisations about being, relevant 

for this thesis. First, that the rural Anglican church in Australia 

exists and functions within a society. Subsequently, as Bouma 

(2006, pp.29-30) posits, the church in its environment is more 

than the sum of the individuals found in it, and its culture is more 

than a sum of their thoughts, ideals and sense of right, wrong and 

beauty. Second, as Bouma (2006, p. 30) argues, the properties of 

social life, such as lived experiences within the rural Anglican 

church, are both real and constructed. The extant literature 

convinced me to utilise for this thesis an ontology that recognised 

the interactive nature of the world; acknowledged the 

interactions between the objective and the subjective - the real 

and the constructed; and that considered how in relationship 

these interactions weave together reality and knowledge 

production (Mantoura & Potvin, 2013; Reason, 1998). I became 

convinced that the research required an ontology that promoted 

a retroductive approach to being (that is, where thinking moves 

between theory and practice until it finds the ‘best fit’ 

explanation) (Craig & Bigby, 2015, p. 315). It appeared that the 

ontologies mentioned above together could achieve this, rather 

than singularly.   

As argued by Heron and Reason (2008; Reason 1998), 

philosophically, qualitative research such as this thesis requires an 

ontology (as well as an epistemology, theoretical perspective and 

methodology) that accepted both the traditional positivist 
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orientated traditions that see the world as a separate object 

independent of human construction and the relativist worldviews 

that see the constructs of the human mind and culture. Convinced 

by Heron and Reason’s (2008; Reason 1998) argument, I decided 

to utilise their participatory ontology which respected personal 

experiences alongside the existence of the world within which 

people are participating (Heron & Reason, 2008; Reason, 1998). 

Such a participatory ontology is defined in the next section. Why a 

participatory ontology came to be employed is illustrated in 

Figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 3. Why participatory ontology?  

(Photographer Jan Stead. Used with permission) 

Positivist

(useful)

Relativist 
(useful)

Relativist + 
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Participatory

(useful for 
this thesis)
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1.6 The research approach 

The participatory research approach (Heron and Reason’s version) 

led to the following research concepts informing this thesis and 

the research strategy. Crotty’s (2012) foundational thinking about 

ontology, epistemology, research approach and methodology 

framed my thinking about these concepts. 

1.6.1 Participatory (relational) ontology  

Ontology is the science of being (Aristotle, n.d., as cited in 

Critchley & Bernasconi, 2002, p. 9). It is about ‘the whole human 

being’ (Levinas, 1996, p. 3). Ontology, according to a Levinasian 

philosophical perspective, is a term ‘for any relation to otherness 

that is reducible to comprehension or understanding’ (Critchley & 

Bernasconi, 2002, p. 11). According to Crotty (2012, p. 10), 

ontology sits alongside epistemology.  

Heron and Reason’s participatory ontology is a view of being that 

engages both positivist and relativist worldviews and the 

relationship between them (Heron & Reason, 2008; Reason, 

1998). A participatory ontology is in harmony with the afore-

mentioned views that society is more than the sum of the 

individuals found in it, and its culture is more than the sum of 

people’s thoughts, ideals, and sense of right, wrong and beauty 

(Bouma, 2006, pp. 29-30). A participatory worldview 

simultaneously locates each human person and their 

community/s in the realities of their world (Reason, 2003) while 
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respecting the individuality of the person. In terms of this thesis, 

participatory ontology can respect both broad Christian values 

expressed in a community as well as an individual’s personal faith. 

Anscombe (2009, p. 131) proposes that the core of a participatory 

approach to research is a collaborative process between the 

researcher and the people involved. Some top-down research 

approaches to knowledge production and the research process 

can find this collaborative process challenging (Anscombe, 2009, 

p. 131). Heron and Reason’s participatory ontology is 

collaborative, identifiable by its signature axiom of generating 

knowledge - which is writing ‘with’ ‘people’ (Gergen & Gergen, 

2008, p. 165; Heron, 1996, p. 19). In other words, writing with 

people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds - rather than about or on them 

(Gergen & Gergen, 2008, p. 165; Heron, 1996, p. 19). 

1.6.2 Integrated epistemology  

Epistemology is concerned with knowledge (Crotty, 2012, p. 8), in 

particular, how we know what we know and with what 

justification (Lennox, 2011, p. 59). An integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology 

scaffolded the research. Through the critical lens of the three 

disciplines, the research valued each individual’s personal and 

interpersonal experiences, lessons and knowledge. This approach 

is in harmony with the Australian Association of Social Workers’ 

(AASW) Code of Ethics including its commitment to honouring 
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individual participation in research; Australian Sociological 

Association Ethical Guidelines such as respecting participants; and 

theological principles, for example, John 15:12 where Jesus 

exhorts his followers to ‘Love each other as I have loved you’ 

(Australian Association of Social Workers, 2010, p. 10 & 36; 

Australian Sociological Association, 2018; New International 

Version: Holy Bible, 2011).  

 

The integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, 

sociology and theology is defined, explored and critiqued in detail 

in Chapter two. 

1.6.3 Interpretivist theoretical perspective 

A theoretical perspective is a way of looking at the world (Crotty, 

2012, p. 8). Interpretivism considers the social reality as a product 

of its inhabitants who together navigate meanings in their 

everyday activities for actions and situations (Blaikie, 2010, p. 99; 

Crotty, 2012, p. 11). Interpretivism was the preferred perspective 

for this project as it allows a non-critical exploration of 

individuals’ cultural meanings about their social world, in this case 

regarding the rural Anglican church in Australia (Bryman, 2012, p. 

375; Crotty, 2012, p. 60). This perspective facilitated trust and 

ensured dignity for those partaking in the Co-operative Inquiries. 

Interpretivism focusses on immediate meanings of action from 

the ‘actors’ ‘points of view’ (Erickson, 1986, p. 120, as cited in 

Gage, 1996, p. 5). Consequently, all people associated with the 
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inquiries had the opportunity both to discuss and to interpret 

values, norms and beliefs (Heron, 1996, p. 143). 

1.6.4 Co-operative Inquiry methodology 

A research methodology is the design shaping the choice of the 

methods and how the methods are employed (Crotty, 2012, p. 7). 

The preferred methodology for this thesis was one that is 

participatory, collaborative, empowering of all involved and 

person-centred (Heron & Reason, 2001). Additionally, the 

methodology needed to be agile and able to move between many 

research phases and projects (Blaikie, 2010, p. 227) and between 

social work, sociological and theological insights about rural 

Anglican church engagements. For these reasons, Co-operative 

Inquiry, was chosen. The Co-operative Inquiry methodology is 

defined, explored and critiqued in detail in Chapter four. 

 

Figure 4 below is a summary of the chosen research concepts for 

this thesis. This figure also depicts how the concepts in 

relationship with each other form the research strategy. 
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Figure 4: Research concepts, theory and strategy 
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1.7 Positionality 

Positionality is the ‘act of self-reflection that considers how one's 

own opinions, values, and actions shape how data is generated, 

analysed and interpreted’ (Jafar, 2018, p. 323). The formation of 

the research approach led to philosophical deliberations, 

particularly around my positionality, including my thinking, doing 

and being, and my contact with other people. How would I impact 

the research? How was I to relate to any ‘other person’ (the 

other) through the research (Levinas, 1996, p. 18)? For example, 

was I to perceive the others involved in this research as separate 

to me, ‘part of the mass that surrounds’ or was I to see people as 

having the potential to be my research ‘colleague, comrade or co-

worker’ (Critchley & Bernasconi, 2002, pp. 12-13)? What was my 

position to be within the Co-operative Inquiries? 

Three Levinasian perceptions assisted me with these deliberations 

and in positioning myself ontologically within this research. First, 

that we meet and relate to people face-to-face, where the face is 

‘the others’ corporeal self-presence’ (Waldenfels, 2002, p. 65); 

second, that relationships are asymmetrical because each person 

in the relationship differs (alterity) and my responsibilities for the 

others differ to the other’s responsibilities (Putnam, 2002, p. 44); 

and third, that we are never alone, but always face-to-face with 

other people who call us to recognise our responsibilities 

(Hutchens, 2004, p. 19; Levinas, 1996, p. 117). These perspectives 
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challenged me to think about my obligations, power and position 

within the research relationships that I entered in the Co-

operative Inquiries. The Levinasian perceptions helped me to 

scrutinise myself in two ways. These perceptions challenge me to 

position myself and to share the power of a researcher. They 

helped me scrutinise my career and more specifically, my role 

within this research carefully and to position myself as a co-

researcher within the Inquiries. 

1.7.1 Positioning myself  

In response to the challenge about myself, I acknowledge that this 

research into rural Anglican church engagements is not 

relationship, values or responsibility free. Active reflexivity (the 

ability to recognise how aspects of myself and my context 

influence the production of knowledge) and critically reflective 

ruminations (looking at the premises on which my thinking, 

actions and emotions are based) were necessary for this thesis 

(Fook & Gardner, 2007, p. 14 & 71). They provided insights into 

and monitoring of my being, thinking and doing in each Co-

operative Inquiry (Blaikie, 2010, p. 53; Bryman, 2012, p. 35). 

Reflexivity and critical reflection helped me understand myself 

and my face-to-face relationships, my impact on others 

participating with the research and how I shared power with the 

other co-inquirers. For example, how was I to share my power 

over the design of the inquiries with all co-inquirers? I consider 

reflexive and reflective thinking particularly crucial for this thesis 
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because of its participatory nature. After all, the essence of 

participatory research requires that my own state of being, 

thinking and doing enters into the research process and impacts 

on people (Heron & Reason, 2008, p. 378). Consequently, 

according to Levinasian ethics, I am obliged to ‘others’ – that is to 

see the other person as having the potential to be my ‘colleague, 

comrade or co-worker’ (Critchley, 2002, p. 13). Regarding this 

research, this required me to identify myself and my career to all 

involved, such as when co-participating in the Co-operative 

Inquiries.  

In each inquiry, I introduced myself and my positionality to the 

other inquirers. I am a Christian. I have Lebanese-Australian 

heritage. I have extended family members who live with 

disabilities and/or health conditions. I am a qualified social 

worker. As a Christian, my desire to love God and others 

(neighbours) informs my being, thinking and doing within my 

personal life and career (Anscombe, 2001, 2009; English Standard 

Version: Holy Bible, 2016, Matthew 22:36-40; Pawar & Anscombe, 

2015). My Christian faith provides me with the inner reserve to 

embrace ontologies (being), epistemologies (thinking) and 

methodologies (doing) (Boetto, 2018, pp. 85-86) that direct me to 

ideas about connection, welcome, collaboration, participation, 

love, belonging and community. My Christian faith also provides 

me with the spiritual courage as a social worker to ask sociological 

questions and to challenge ontologies, epistemologies and 

methodologies that ignore or exclude another’s personhood (for 
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example, the Parable of the Good Samaritan teaches me to love 

my neighbour as myself, (King James Version: Holy Bible, 2016, 

Luke 10: 25-37)).  

1.7.2 Positioning myself in accordance with my work and role 

In addition to the Levinasian perceptions, my views, position and 

role within this research project aligned with two ontological 

principles by Buber. First, Buber’s foundational dialogic 

proposition that the world, people or God do not have to be 

ontologically and epistemologically seen as an ‘it’, ‘it’ being 

defined as an object set within time, goal-directed and activity-

based (Buber, 1970 [1937], pp. 13, 14, 59, 91, 94, 101, 124 & 144). 

Instead, I have the freedom and position to experience the world, 

people and God relationally that is as an ‘I-Thou’ relationship 

characterised by love and grace (Buber, 1970 [1937], pp. 13, 14, 

59, 91, 94, 101, 124 & 144). I-Thou relations are possible because, 

as Bonhoeffer (1960 [1926], p. 26) explained, ‘There is no 

distinction between the subject-object and the I-Thou 

relationship’.  

Second, according to participatory research, there exists an 

interlocking relationship between the inquirer and what is 

inquired (Howard, 2009, p. 127). It is possible in a participatory 

research relationship for neither to have power over the other. 

My positionality - more specifically, the consiliences of my 

thinking, doing and being - motivated me to abide with this ideal 

for this thesis (Anscombe, 2001, 2009; Pawar & Anscombe, 2015).  
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With these ruminations and challenges about my role in mind, I 

acknowledge that my role, experiences and relationships, 

occupational and research ontologies, epistemologies and 

methodologies were integral to this thesis. For this reason, and 

for consistency with the application of the participatory ontology 

and the Co-operative Inquiry methodology in this thesis, the 

writing approach is first-person and not third person. 

Further, with regards to this research and its parameters, I am an 

insider with emic knowledge to share. I am a member of the 

Anglican Church of Australia with my own stories about rural 

church engagements.  

My stories are grounded in lived experiences and relationships. 

My mother was born in Lebanon and migrated to Australia when 

she was 21, and both my parents lived with impairments and 

chronic health conditions until their passing. I am a social work 

practitioner who has practised in rural and regional locations - 

and throughout my practice, I have been influenced by what I 

have heard and observed about rural churches’ provision of 

support, love and care. I am a researcher who cherishes 

connecting with people through their narratives about this social 

field, and I have grown because of these connections. I perceived 

my role in the different projects associated with this research as 

embracing the ethic and opportunity of writing respectfully with 

inspiring people who were engaging with churches so they can 

share their own narratives - rather than me writing about them 
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(Heron & Reason, 2001). In the Co-operative Inquiries, I aimed to 

be aware of who I am and my positionality. Writing with people 

helped me not to project my thinking, doing and being onto my 

co-inquirers. 

1.8 Overview of the thesis structure 

This thesis comprises seven chapters. Chapter one provides a 

general introduction to the research about the rural Anglican 

church and its engagements with people living with disabilities 

and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

This chapter presents the shape of the thesis and outlines my 

positionality. Chapter two presents the conceptual framework, 

arguing for the application of an integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology to this 

investigation into rural Anglican church engagements with people 

living with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds. This lens proved invaluable as the 

framework for each stage of the research. Chapter three applies 

the lens in the defining of the research terms. Chapter four gives 

an overview of the employment of the integrated lens through 

Co-operative Inquiry, which is the chosen methodology. Chapters 

five and six reveal the integrated lens in action, arguing for and 

demonstrating its functionality as the guiding framework for the 

identified research themes. Chapter seven presents the discussion 

and conclusion. The final chapter provides the final comments 

about how the rural Anglican church in Australia engages with 
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people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds. 
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CHAPTER TWO. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: AN 

INTEGRATED LENS WITH AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL 

BASE IN SOCIAL WORK, SOCIOLOGY AND THEOLOGY 

This chapter develops the themes from Chapter one. It introduces 

and argues for an integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology. The complex historical 

relationships between social work, sociology and theology are 

described and interpreted. It is argued that when used together 

they are more effective than when applied as single perspectives. 

As an illustration, this chapter presents a sample of authors who 

have integrated ideas from social work, sociology and/or 

theology.  

This chapter aims to lay the foundation for the next chapter in 

which the integrated lens is used to define the key terms – rural, 

rural Anglican church and engagements with people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically different 

backgrounds. The argument in this chapter and the thesis as a 

whole is that the church can be a caring and engaging agency 

(Bowpitt, 2000, p. 350) promoting people’s spiritual and physical 

well-being. 
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2.1 The purpose: Surveying the literature which 

integrates social work, sociology and/or theology, and 

noting the gaps 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a sample of authors who 

have integrated ideas from social work, sociology and/or 

theology. The authors are mostly from western society; for 

example, Loch’s (1910) work on social theory in the United 

Kingdom, and social worker and historian Swain’s (2016) work in 

Australia. These examples support the argument for applying the 

integrated lens. The sample of authors and their application of an 

integrated approach in their own work provided the foundations 

for: a) the unified theory of knowledge presented in this thesis, 

that is, the knowledge generated via an integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology, and 

b) the focal point of the three disciplines which identified the 

concepts that illuminated the rural church engagements critiqued 

in this thesis. 

2.1.1 Introducing my journey towards an integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology 

From the commencement of this research, I began reading the 

extant literature about the rural Anglican church in Australia, as 

presented in the following subsections. Since the inception of the 

project, my inclination as a Christian social worker was that social 

work knowledge by itself, though relevant, could not sufficiently 
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address the research question about rural Anglican church 

engagements with people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. For example, 

social work knowledge could not provide a comprehensive 

exploration of the rural Anglican church unless theological aspects 

were incorporated. I expanded my engagement with the 

literature by reading prominent scholarship in other disciplines, in 

particular, sociology of religion (such as by pioneers Weber, 

(1971) and Anderson (1906)) and theology (such as by pioneers 

Bonhoeffer (2009 [1930]) and Swinton (2008)).  It became 

increasingly clear that sociology and theology also contained 

knowledge and resources which could help address parts of the 

research question. I began to wonder why not include sociology 

and theology in the research? Epistemologically, an idea 

developed about integrating the extant knowledge from social 

work, sociology and theology. Together, the disciplines would 

provide a more holistic understanding of the field as illustrated in 

Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. Why an integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology? 

(Photographer Jan Stead. Used with permission) 

Two propositions supported my early reasoning that this lens was 

possible, first, that there is no expectation for researchers to 

focus on one discipline and second, that there was no 

requirement to create a dominant versus a subordinate paradigm 

leading to competition between disciplines. Family, colleagues 

and my thesis supervisors challenged me to refine my thinking 

about the lens. I continued reading, assembling knowledge from 

the three disciplines. Together, the three disciplines’ knowledges 

Sociology

(partial picture)
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seemed to pivot the research towards an inclusive, socially just, 

scholarly, theological and respectful epistemological base. This 

base could provide the framework for the research into 

engagements with and by rural Anglican churches in Australia. 

The three disciplines together also pivoted the research towards 

an epistemology that could uphold a participatory approach and a 

participatory methodology such as a Co-operative Inquiry. This 

methodology is outlined in Chapter four.  

As the usefulness of the three disciplines started to become 

increasingly apparent, I began to wonder, “Why not use an 

integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, 

sociology and theology?” In response, I tried to locate other 

research using such a lens, but such a lens did not appear to exist 

explicitly anywhere within the literature. Why was this? Was it 

original? Could this epistemology be possible? Would the lens 

align with a participatory approach?  

Sherratt’s (2006) analysis of the history of the continental 

approach to the social sciences, from ancient Greek to the 21st 

Century and the apparent sympathy of this analysis towards 

integrating ideas assisted my thinking about utilising an 

integrated lens within a participatory approach to address the 

research question. Sherratt (2006, p. 64) argues that 

understanding a social phenomenon is not a specialised activity; 

instead, comprehensive understanding is made possible by a 

variety of sources and epistemologies, including the human 
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community, its language and perceptions and interpretations. 

Similarly, by using the integrated lens I acknowledge that no one 

discipline had superior knowledge about the rural Anglican 

church’s engagements. Instead, the lens gave space for the three 

disciplines to participate in conversations, and together to hear 

and uphold what co-inquirers are narrating about engagements 

with the rural Anglican church in Australia. 

2.1.2 Presenting the integrated lens 

An integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, 

sociology and theology is defined as the focal point between the 

three disciplines, as depicted in Figure 6 below (Short, 2015b).  
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Figure 6. The focal point between social work, sociology and 

theology 

There are multiple ways this focal point is expressed, including by 

the disciplines: a) combining to critique ideas; b) overlapping 

analyses; c) dialoguing; and/or d) questioning each other’s 

assumptions. None of the disciplines lost its integrity by being 

part of the lens. Rather the integrated lens provides the freedom 

to extend established social work, sociological and theological 
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knowledge. The published Co-operative Inquiries in Chapters five 

and six demonstrate the focal points. Further, an integrated lens 

with an epistemological base in social work, sociology and 

theology encourages thicker interpretations and understanding of 

rural Anglican church engagements. 

As my early thinking about the integrated lens began to 

consolidate, I started testing my ideas by presenting the lens at 

conferences and forums (for example, Short, 2014b, 2014c, 

2015b, 2017a). Thankfully, people engaged positively, and this led 

to invitations to further share my insights at the Big Ideas Panel 

for the Australian Association of Social Workers (Short, 2014a) 

and The New Voices in Social Work Research Internet platform 

(Short, 2018b).  

At the different events, I was regularly asked what literature said 

about integrating social work, sociological and theological 

knowledge. In examining the literature, it quickly became 

apparent that there were gaps in contemporary knowledge in this 

field. For example, Lawrence (2016, p. 19) states that, ‘most of 

the history of Australia’s health and welfare services is still to be 

written’ and that the history needs to include ‘the place of 

religion’. Bowpitt asserts that there is a ‘denial of the Christian 

legacy’ within the social work profession (Bowpitt, 2000, p. 350). 

Further evidence of such gaps was observable in writings such as 

Browne’s (1996), who capably helped commemorate the 50th 

Anniversary of the Australian Association of Social Workers by 
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providing an interesting and informative historical account of the 

demography and social life of Australian society in 1946, which 

was the year of the Association’s formation. A critical review of 

Brown’s article indicated that an important fact was missing: that 

88% of Australians in 1946 identified with a Christian 

denomination (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2007). Brown also 

did not refer to the relationship between religion and social work. 

Such gaps in literature made me wonder, why is cross-disciplinary 

research between social work, sociology and theology currently 

an under-developed field? How did this happen?  

2.2 From academic silos to an integrated lens: A 

historical interpretation of movements in social work, 

sociology and theology 

Western thought has discussed, questioned and critiqued social 

phenomena since classic Greek philosophers Socrates, Plato and 

Aristotle (c. 469–322 BC) (Skerbekk & Gilje, 2001). Dialogic and 

dialectic exchanges actively drew on knowledge from a variety of 

fields/disciplines including theology and religion (Taylor, 2007, pp. 

1-2). Key thinkers saw God as present in a host of social practices 

(Taylor, 2007, pp. 1-2). Isolating theological perspectives about 

social phenomena from other social science disciplines is a 

relatively recent historical trend. How is this known? 

The literary record of dialogic and dialectic exchanges about social 

phenomena makes it possible to observe trends in the generation 
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of knowledge over time (for example, Casanova, 2006; Gladwin, 

2010; Taylor, 2007). My reading of the literature (for example, 

Casanova, 2006; Frame, 2009; Milbank, 2006; Taylor, 2007) led 

me to the interpretation and argument that the production of 

epistemological thinking in the period from the beginning of the 

Christian (sometimes known as ‘Common’) era until today has 

generally occurred in three overlapping periods or movements or 

phases. These three general periods and their movements vary 

between different countries and movements of thought. The 

periods, relatively speaking, are:  

(i) Ancient social science thinkers until more recent 

centuries generated epistemology in a naturally 

integrated and holistic way before disciplines were 

clearly defined and boundaries delineated. I called this 

‘Period one: The holistic movement’.  

(ii) In more recent centuries, approximately since the end 

of the eighteenth century and early nineteenth 

century, the generation of social science knowledge 

moved towards being compartmentalised into 

disciplines that risked behaving as silos. I named this 

‘Period two: Disciplines as silos’.  

(iii) Presently, since approximately the late twentieth 

century, some pioneering thinkers are starting to 

return to integrating epistemologies across disciplines. 

I have labelled this the ‘Emergent Period three: 

Deliberate re-integration’.  
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These periods were consistent with some thinking in this field 

(for example, Taylor, 2007). The three periods are illustrated 

in Figure 7 below.  

 

 

This interpretation of the historical periods prompted the critical 

question: Could these periods influence the relationship between 

the three disciplines which together provided the framework for 

addressing the research question?  

Each discipline is considered equal in importance. The critique 

first considers the oldest discipline, theology; followed by 
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sociology; and then the youngest discipline, social work. Finally, 

the intersection of the three disciplines is discussed. This 

chronological approach, of the oldest to youngest discipline, was 

chosen for this chapter because this approach made visible both 

the trends in generating epistemologies and the limitations of an 

individualistic disciplinary outlook in contemporary reasoning, 

which would have narrowed the analysis and argument in this 

thesis.  

It is also important to acknowledge that interrogating the 

literature regarding the three historical periods assisted in 

watering the seed, which germinated the integrated lens adopted 

in the thesis. The literature confirmed the view that an integrated 

lens could provide the framework for defining the key terms and 

for viewing engagements of the rural Anglican church in Australia 

with people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

2.2.1 The integrated lens: Theology 

Christian theology, the oldest of the three disciplines, is the ‘study 

of God’ (Horton, 2011, p. 13; Krejcir, 2011). Broughton (2014a, p. 

21) argues that theology involves ‘seeing God in everyday aspects 

of life’. Christian theology centres on the Gospel which is the story 

of the birth, life, teachings, death and resurrection of Jesus and 

explores the world in the ‘light’ of Jesus (Hauerwas, 2015, p. 259). 

The Gospel is God’s ‘word’ in the Christian tradition, that is the 

Bible, which contains the Christian scriptures - Old and New 
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Testaments - and it generates living knowledge about people and 

God in relationship (Barth, 1959, p. 13; 2018 [1967]-a, p. 44; 2018 

[1967]-b, p. 505). Theology is also interested in finding Christian 

meaning and answers to human problems and questions within a 

cultural context (Hiebert, 2004, p. 211; Mathews, 2014, p. 5). A 

strength of theology for this thesis is that throughout much of 

history, theological writings have engaged with knowledge across 

the disciplines, though consequently, it has challenged many 

agnostic and critical epistemologies (Barth, 2018 [1967]-a, p. 44).  

A small range of early theological thinkers and their writings were 

selected for this thesis because their work shows the roles 

theology can take when it incorporates other disciplines. These 

pioneers were writing during Period one: The holistic movement. 

The authors, who demonstrated connections between theological 

engagement with social realities and thoughts, include: the 

Apostle Paul (c.5-64) who wrote about the early Christian church 

and how to live as a Christian which included pastorally caring for 

others; Basil the Great (329-379), who, as a bishop and doctor, 

established hospitals and hostels for the poor; Saint Gregory 

Bishop of Nyssa (c.331-395), who worked to address social issues 

such as poverty; theologian and doctor Gregory of Nazianzus 

(c.329-389), who argued that people are to have compassion for 

all who are suffering; theologian and philosopher Augustine of 

Hippo (354-430) who exhorted people not to store riches on earth 

but rather to give alms; theologian and philosopher Thomas 

Aquinas (1225-1274) who encouraged the renouncing of 
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materialism and giving to the poor (Aquinas, 2018 [c. 1265]; Brock 

& Swinton, 2012; Christianity Today, 2018; Clapsis, 2005; English 

Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 

Corinthians, Philemon, Galatians, Philippians, 1 Thessalonians, 2 

Thessalonians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, Titus; 

Saint Augustine of Hippo, n.d.; Saint Basil the Great, 2008 [368]; 

Saint Gregory, 2013 [370]; Wei, 2008). All these thinkers’ writings 

and teachings actively drew knowledge from a variety of 

disciplines such as theology, law, politics, philosophy, rhetoric, 

oratory, medicine, languages and/or literature. An example of this 

is the following quote by Thomas Aquinas (2017 [1274], Article 8): 

‘Sacred doctrine makes use also of the authority 

of philosophers in those questions in which they were able 

to know the truth by natural reason, as Paul quotes a 

saying of Aratus: "As some also of your own poets said: For 

we are also His offspring" (Acts 17:28).’  

For these holistic movement authors, theology was essential in 

understanding social phenomena (for example, Aquinas, 2017 

[1274]). They applied an integrated, holistic approach to 

understanding social phenomena, mainly drawing on philosophy 

and the ideal of good works. Sociology and social work disciplines 

did not exist at the time of these early writers. 

Similarly, theology was, arguably, essential for this thesis in 

addressing the research question. Based on its record of capably 

connecting with diverse ideas, theology generates knowledge 

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12025c.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/08673a.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/15073a.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/10715a.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12673b.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11567b.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/bible/act017.htm#verse28
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about the engagements by the rural Anglican churches in 

Australia. Theology contributes key principles to this research ─ 

for example, Basil the Great’s advocacy for the integration of 

‘theoria’ (prayer and worship) with ‘praxis’ (works of mercy, 

charitable acts) in community environments, and Bonhoeffer’s 

observance of events from the perspective of those suffering or 

living the experience (Caspary, 2012, p. 32; Wannenwetsch, 2012, 

p. 355). The publications in Chapters five and six reflect these 

theological principles and perspectives informing the research.  

The advantage of including theology was that it provided an 

understanding of Australian social phenomena since colonisation, 

also known as invasion, to the analysis and argument in this thesis 

(for example, Withycombe, 2008). In Australia, the Anglican clergy 

were initially part of the colonial establishment, and their 

grounding in theology influenced their philanthropic and political 

actions which were integral to their role within the community 

(Gladwin, 2012; Swain, 2016). In the early convict era, some of the 

epistemologies informing social actions at the time reflected the 

integration of knowledge between theology and welfare. For 

example, in 1818, the Benevolent Society included religious 

instruction and consolation alongside relief in its objects (that is 

its actions/objectives) (Piggin & Linder, 2018, p. 132; Swain, 

2016). Around this time, however, an intellectual shift began, 

which was the beginning of Period two: Disciplines as silos. New 

disciplines which studied society, such as sociology and later 

social work, began to emerge as prominent voices about society 
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(Giddens, 2006, p. 10). Nevertheless, theology continued to 

contemplate social phenomena. It also began to interact with the 

emerging disciplines. 

From around the early 1900s onwards, three key theological 

concepts informed general social welfare actions and welfare 

work in Australia. One was linked to evangelical approaches and 

considered the focus of charity and other welfare work was to 

bring people to God (Swain, 2016). Doing good works was seen as 

a demonstration of individual conversion because a person was 

fulfilling their Christian duty to love others (Swain, 2016). The 

second perspective linked with an incarnational view of the poor 

and their suffering, ─ that is, identifying them with God who 

suffered in Christ (Swain, 2016). The provision of charity was 

about bearing witness to and adhering to the values of the Gospel 

and seeing Christ in the individual (Swain, 2016). The third view 

was a social gospel which emphasised common humanity instead 

of reinforcing social hierarchy. It argued the necessity of the 

transformation of individuals and society in order for Christ’s 

teachings to be fulfilled (Swain, 2016). These three perspectives 

considered religion and welfare as integrated.  

Moreover, during Period two: Disciplines as silos, a number of 

theological, ontological and epistemological conversations about 

valuing and loving others, social concern and social phenomena 

continued to draw upon Biblical teachings such as ‘faith without 

deeds is dead’ (New International Version: Holy Bible, 2011, 
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James 2:23) and the eagerness to ‘do what is good’ (New 

International Version: Holy Bible, 2011, Titus 2:14; Withycombe, 

2018, p. 45 & 87). Some exceptions to the increasingly prominent 

dominant discourses about compartmentalising disciplines did 

exist. Several academics and practitioners retained the vision of 

the necessity of holistic praxis, frameworks and approaches. The 

following three accounts demonstrate this thinking and are 

discussed in historical order. First, Anglican minister Archdeacon 

Francis Bertie Boyce’s (Australia, 1844-1931) knowledge of the 

Gospel and his Christian service in New South Wales, Australia, 

was intrinsic to Boyce campaigning for the introduction of the 

Aged and Invalid Pensions, slum reform, temperance reform and 

female suffrage in Australia (Piggin & Linder, 2018, pp. 423-424; 

Withycombe, 2018, pp. 44, 48, 49 & 64). Second, Anglican 

minister Father Gerard Kennedy Tucker’s (Australia, 1885-1974) 

Christian pastoral concern about the social upheaval of the Great 

Depression was the motivating factor behind Tucker forming the 

Brotherhood of St Laurence in 1930 in Melbourne, Australia 

(Brotherhood of St Laurence, 2016). Third, Indigenous elder, 

Anglican Church Army Officer, assistant teacher, and social 

welfare and community worker, Connie Nungulla McDonald 

(Australia, 1933-2010) records that being ‘called by the divine 

master’ empowered her personhood and evangelism - providing 

the fortitude and knowledge to advocate for justice for all within 

and outside the Anglican church throughout Australia - regardless 

of circumstances, health or ability (McDonald, 1996, pp. 92, 181 & 

182; Melham, 2011; O'Brien, 2005, p. 248). Moreover, McDonald 
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explicitly connected with both Anglican theological thinking 

through Church Army training and social science concepts 

through welfare work. 

Generally speaking, these three examples are pictures of 

Australian Anglicans working across disciplines. They connected 

the welfare of people with their theology. Important for the 

argument in this thesis is that their lives illustrated the integration 

between belief and practice that can exist in both theology and 

the church.  

Furthermore, rich theological views underpinned such approaches 

to integration. The theologian Bonhoeffer’s (2009 [1930]) work 

based on his doctoral thesis ‘Sanctorum Communio: A theological 

study of the sociology of the Church’ presented both theological 

and sociological understandings of the church, with a brief 

reference to social work. Foundational social thinker Ellul (1977, 

1988) would discuss sociologically social issues and questions 

such as Marxism or the impact of technology on society, and then 

explore them theologically, (for example, Ellul, 1988). Significant 

for this thesis, Ellul highlighted the weaknesses of a solely 

sociological perspective on the issues and argued for a Christian 

response (Ellul, 1988; Gill, 2012). Anglican minister Leslie Francis’ 

(2001, 2015) critiques of the rural church drew upon empirical 

theological and sociological knowledge; whilst Francis (2001, p. 

15) in his book about rural English churches, ‘Rural Anglicanism: A 

future for young Christians,’ - challenged ‘other researchers to 
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tackle similar studies in other places’. Investigations like those by 

Bonhoeffer, Ellul and Francis demonstrated the application and 

usefulness of an integrated approach in critiquing the church, and 

in doing so inspired this research project and the formation and 

application of an integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology. However, does the full 

literary record within theology agree with an integrated 

approach? 

There exists within the theological tradition an ongoing debate 

about the value and validity of an integrated approach. For 

example, Milbank (2004, 2006) advocated for theology to 

function independently of other social science disciplines. 

Milbank’s (2004, 2006) critiques, which are foundational works 

within the field, warned against ontologies and secular 

epistemologies such as those found with some branches of 

sociology and social work because of their ideological clashes with 

theology. (These clashes are explored further in the next 

subsections.) More specifically, Milbank’s (2006, p. 102) analysis 

‘cast[s] doubt on the very idea of there being something ‘social’ 

(in a specific, technical sense) to which religious behaviour could 

be in any sense referred’. Based on such statements, Milbank and 

his followers would dispute my approach, and possibly uphold 

Period two: Disciplines as silos. 

Nevertheless, theology’s understanding of God and people did 

provide this thesis with the knowledge of the ‘who’ and ‘why’ the 
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rural Anglican church engages with people. It acknowledged and 

highlighted the importance of religion and faith in people’s lives. 

Theology translated this knowledge into the ‘doing’ and the 

‘being’ of church engagements (Krejcir, 2011), as symbolised in 

Figure 8 below. Theologies such as practical theology, 

ecclesiology, the theologies of disability and a theology of 

migration (diaspora) ─ which are discussed in the following 

chapters – resonated with the arguments within this thesis. These 

theologies provided perspectives which informed the integrated 

lens. However, individually they didn’t have the tools to 

holistically articulate the themes presented in this thesis. 

Further, these theologies assisted with the formation of the 

language, interpretation, argument and meaning of the rural 

Anglican church in Australia’s engagements with people living 

with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds. Examples of typical and/or exemplary 

engagements are outlined in Chapters five and six. 
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Figure 8. Theology is essential for this thesis 

2.2.2 The integrated lens: Sociology  

The Age of Enlightenment or Reason was a movement that 

agitated for people to have the freedom to think for themselves 

(Kant, 1784). Contestations between theology, including the 

church (and church doctrines), and the social sciences became 

increasingly prominent. Period two: Disciplines as silos emerged. 

Auguste Comte (1798-1857), a Period two scholar, first coined the 

term ‘sociology’ (Comte, 2016 [1848 & 1908]; Giddens, 2006, p. 

11). However, there was and is no one consistent definition of 

sociology. Giddens considers sociology to be ‘the scientific study 

of human social life, groups and societies’ (2006, p. 4). Weber 

stated that sociology is ‘a science which attempts the interpretive 

understanding of social action in order to arrive at a causal 

Theology
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The importance 
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explanation of its cause and effects’ (Weber, 1947, p. 88, as cited 

in Bryman, 2012, p. 26). 

Comte sought to create a science of society that explained the 

laws of the social world and believed these would help shape the 

destiny, and regenerate and improve the welfare, of humanity 

(Comte, 2016 [1848 & 1908], pp. 374-375; Giddens, 2006, p. 11). 

Comte argued against engaging theology and for a positivist only 

approach to forming knowledge about social phenomena, one 

that was based on empirical evidence drawn from observation, 

social classification, comparison and experimentation (Comte, 

2016 [1848 & 1908], p. 397; Giddens, 2006, p. 11). Comte devised 

what is termed ‘Comte’s ‘Law of the Three Stages’’, which claimed 

that human efforts have passed through theological thinking 

(guided by religious ideas and God’s will) and metaphysical 

thinking (society seen in natural and not supernatural terms) to 

positivist thinking (the application of scientific techniques to the 

social world) (Berger, Davie, & Fokas, 2008, p. 33; Comte, 2016 

[1848 & 1908], pp. 36-38; Giddens, 2006, pp. 11-12). Comte also 

urged the establishment of a ‘religion of humanity’ that 

abandoned faith and dogma in favour of scientific grounding with 

sociology at its heart (Comte, 2016 [1848 & 1908], p. 355; 

Giddens, 2006, p. 12). Comte (and his supporters) provided a 

paradigm of sociology, which had the aim of becoming the pre-

eminent discipline dominating the others. Theological knowledge 

was to be compartmentalised and excluded from all 

conversations about social phenomena. Eventually, there would 
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be no space for cross-disciplinary investigations or the integration 

of knowledge with theology. At this stage, social work did not 

exist as a discipline. (The first classes in social work were offered 

in 1898 by the Columbia School of Social Work (Columbia 

University, 2018)).  

In response, Milbank’s critique of Comte’s (and other 

sociologists’) suppositions concluded: ‘It is impossible for a 

science of society to determine the essence of religion or make 

any universal discoveries about religion’ (Milbank, 2006, p. 260). 

This critique by Milbank, alongside reviews of Comte’s Law of the 

Three States such as that by Taylor (2007, p. 574), led me to think 

that Comte’s work did, for a period, nurture a widespread 

perception that sociology could be a separate, independent, 

academic silo, which from its privileged position could provide an 

independent, neutral, scientific critique of other disciplines 

epistemologies. 

Religion, however, did not disappear (Possamai-Inesedy, 2016, p. 

116). Sociology never replaced theology or any other discipline in 

guiding society. Furthermore, social work emerged as a separate 

discipline to sociology (Levin, Haldar, & Picot, 2015, p. s2). What 

did all this mean regarding integrated cross-disciplinary 

epistemological thinking?  

In reality, varying views of the role of the ‘sociological 

imagination’ (that is, sociological understandings) in interpreting 

social realms (Mills, 1959) and its relevance to other disciplines 
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developed even amongst early sociological thinkers. The following 

four brief accounts of early thinkers listed in historical order 

evidence this. First, Harriet Martineau (1802-1876) who was 

possibly the foremost woman sociologist during the 1800s, had 

slightly different views to her contemporary, Comte. Martineau 

believed that the study of society, that is its ‘morals and 

manners’, needed to include key religious and social institutions 

(Giddens, 2006, p. 20; Martineau, 2010 [1838], p. 64). Perhaps 

this was in a bracketed way as Martineau also stated in a personal 

letter, ‘In the present state of the religious world, secularism 

ought to flourish’ (Martineau, n.d., as cited in Bell, 1932). 

Second, Karl Marx’s (1818-1883) focus on capitalism, class 

struggles, and the materialist conception of history inspired many 

critical epistemologies within sociology (Giddens, 2006, p. 16). 

Marx integrated ideas from many disciplines such as history, 

economics and philosophy into his thinking. However, his 

rejection of theology in understanding society and his polemic 

against religion is famous: 

‘Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of 

a heartless world, just as it is the spirit of a spiritless 

situation. It is the opium of the people.’ (Marx, 1844, para. 

4).  

Third, Durkheim (1858-1917) empirically examined social facts 

about the influence of religion (Durkheim, 1972, 1976 [1915]; 

Giddens, 2006, p. 13). Durkheim investigated changes 
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experienced by the modern world, and their disruptive effects on 

religious beliefs which Durkheim felt led to anomie, or the feeling 

of aimlessness or despair provoked by modern social life 

(Durkheim, 1972, 1976 [1915]; Giddens, 2006, p. 14-15). 

Durkheim’s sociological observations were mostly from a secular 

perspective that promoted scholarly thinking beyond theology – 

that is, a post-theological ideology (Milbank, 2006, p. 52). 

Fourth, Weber (1864-1920) differed again. Weber considered that 

societal structures such as churches were formed through a 

complex interplay of actions (Giddens, 2006, p. 18). Sociologists 

should aim to understand the meaning of these actions (Giddens, 

2006, p. 18). Weber was concerned with understanding the 

meaning of religions and their behaviours such as the formation 

of religious congregations, preaching and pastoral care (Weber, 

1971, p. 60). Weber developed sociological language and 

concepts which facilitated the categorisation of the processes of 

religion as expressed in everyday conduct (Weber, 1971, p. 1). 

Additionally, Weber linked Protestant religious values to the rise 

of capitalism (Giddens, 2006, p. 18; Weber, 2004). In doing so, 

Weber described the development of science, modern technology 

and bureaucracy, which collectively was labelled as rationalisation 

(Giddens, 2006, p. 19). Weber (2006, p. 36) stated that 

rationalisation was ‘the extension of the productivity of labour 

which has, through the subordination of the process of 

production to scientific points of view, relieved it from its 

dependence upon the natural organisation limitations of the 
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human individual’. Rationalisation was of concern to Weber, who 

considered that it crushed the human spirit, was dehumanising 

and suffocating and had implications for the fate of democracy 

(Giddens, 2006, p. 19). Weber believed the Enlightenment 

produced dangers of its own by its favouring of science and 

technology (Giddens, 2006, p. 19) over such fields as religion. 

Weber predominantly focussed on sociological approaches but 

also integrated into his aforementioned sociological analyses a 

consideration of theological thinking by referring to The 

Westminster Confession, Catholicism, Lutheranism, Methodism, 

Calvinism, St Ignatius’ teachings, monastic thinking, Baptist sects 

and Puritanism (for example, Weber, 2004, pp. 57-58, 69, 70, 71, 

72, 73, 94, 112, 181).  

In terms of this thesis, the sociological literature led me to the 

following analysis: that both Comte and Marx would be likely to 

dismiss outright an integrated lens with an epistemological base 

in social work, sociology and theology. Martineau possibly would 

see the lens as obsolete or becoming obsolete. Durkheim’s 

sociological imagination potentially would see advantages in 

engaging with the social and possibly social work aspects of the 

rural Anglican church in Australia, but not necessarily the 

theology informing it. Weber would perhaps consider how the 

rural Anglican church in Australia engaged from the perspective of 

those participating in the engagements. These five academics 

both informed and were informed by thinking associated with 

Period two: Disciplines as silos. They possibly, to varying degrees, 
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would see sociology as the dominant science for investigating 

rural Anglican church engagements over social work and 

theology. However, any domination versus subjugation approach 

to knowledge advocated by some sociologists was unconvincing 

to me. 

Instead, the diversity of thinking such as found amongst these 

Period two sociological pioneers confirmed for me a counter-

perspective as follows: that from its inception, sociology can 

accommodate a range of ontological and epistemological 

perspectives about society, religion and theology. An integrated 

lens increasingly appeared possible. 

Furthermore, assumptions regarding the concept of society 

socially progressing away from religion and theology to its 

replacement sociology have been challenged in recent 

sociological literature (Berger et al., 2008; Casanova, 2006, p. 8); 

showing that there is no historical or recent evidence of Comte’s 

‘Law of the Three Stages’ occurring (Healy, 2010, p. 27). In 

contrast to Comte, scholars such as Casanova, who is an Emergent 

period three: Deliberate reintegration author, argues for society 

to become post-secular. He further argues for the assumption - 

religion and its theology being an irrelevance - to be countered 

(Berger et al., 2008, p. 62; Casanova, 2006, p. 22). Based on 

Casanova’s work, it is argued that an integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology has a 

place within the academy. 
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Meanwhile, the ongoing importance and significance of religion 

continues, as reflected in sociological investigations such as 

Berger, Davie and Focas’ (2008, p. 1) major international study 

into the differences between religious America and secular 

Europe, and Bouma’s (2006, 2011, 2017) foundational 

investigations into religion and spirituality in Australia. It is not 

unusual for such contemporary sociologists, who are Emergent 

period three: Deliberate reintegration authors, to integrate 

religious and theological concepts into their sociological analysis. 

Their work demonstrates sociology’s important role in 

understanding the social forces associated with the current 

‘presence of religion’ and ‘its recent reappearance in public 

discussion…as religion reaffirms its influence in the modern world’ 

(Berger et al., 2008, p. 4). Additionally, Bouma (2006, p. 1) has 

provided a personal anecdote regarding religion’s reappearance 

in Australia: 

‘One piece of evidence supporting the reality of the change 

in religion and spirituality is that it is now possible to speak 

of Australian religion without facing glum stares or peals 

of laughter. This was not so when I arrived in Australia in 

1979. Secularism was in its heyday, university its temples, 

and professors of philosophy and sociology among its high 

priests. While to many educated in the 1960s and 1970s 

‘Australian religion’ was a contradiction in terms or at best 

an embarrassing legacy of the forgettable past, that is not 

so now.’  
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Despite sociology’s history, and those sociologists who proposed 

a siloed approach as well as the periodic contradictory 

sociological thinking about religion and theology, sociology did 

provide useful insights for this thesis. For example, sociologist 

Weber’s sociological investigations into religion were helpful in 

categorising social facts about the rural Anglican church. My 

research has some similarities to Weber’s (1971) work. His work 

often comprised two elements – for example, (i) religion and (ii) 

groups supporting different dogmas. In contemplating Weber’s 

work, this thesis similarly utilised two elements (Giddens, 2006, p. 

84). The first is the rural Anglican church in Australia. The second 

is its engagement with different groups of people, specifically 

people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

diverse backgrounds. 

Furthermore, sociology of religion, rural sociology and the social 

model of disability provided the tools for exploring both the 

realities of and perceptions about the rural Anglican church in 

Australia’s engagements with people living with disabilities and 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

These are defined and explored further in Chapters five and six. 

Sociology was essential for the argument in this thesis. Sociology 

brought a range of language, meanings, perspectives, 

commentaries and interpretations used to explain the 

phenomena presented (Healy, 2014, p. 75) ─ as shown in Figure 9 

below. 
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Figure 9. Sociology is essential for this thesis 

2.2.3 The integrated lens: Social work  

Social work originated in the late 1800s, during Period two: 

Disciplines as silos (Bowpitt, 1998, p. 677; Columbia University, 

2018). Social work is currently defined by the International 

Federation of Social Workers as: 

‘A practice-based profession and an academic discipline 

that promotes social change and development, social 

cohesion, and the empowerment and liberation of people. 

Principles of social justice, human rights, collective 

responsibility and respect for diversities are central to 

social work. Underpinned by theories of social work, social 

sciences, humanities and indigenous knowledge, social 
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work engages people and structures to address life 

challenges and enhance wellbeing.’ (2014, para. 2). 

(Emphasis is my own.) 

Social work methods such as casework, group work, community 

work and social action (Australian Association of Social Workers, 

2012, p. 31) were relevant to this inquiry.  

Western social casework has ‘theological roots’, as shown by this 

interpretivist historical examination of social work ontologies and 

epistemologies (Lawrence, 2016, p. 11). Social work can be traced 

at least to Professor Reverend Thomas Chalmer’s (1780-1847) 

work within his parish borders in Glasgow, Scotland (Lawrence, 

2016, p. 11). However, the origins of social work are frequently 

neglected in key social work literature and conversations (for 

example, Mendes, 2005). 

The term social work was first used around 1890 and was 

frequently associated with philanthropic activities in England, 

many of which were an expression of, or connected to, 

Christianity (Bowpitt, 1998, p. 677). Hence it has been common 

for those sections of the church, church organisations and church 

members who integrated theology and social work into their 

praxis of pastorally caring for others to be described as the 

forerunners of social work (for example, O'Brien, 2005, p. 118). 

The following four accounts discussed in historical order show 

how this is the case. These accounts are snapshots of the origins 

of social work. First, the founder of the National Trust, social 
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entrepreneur, social caseworker, possible founder of 

contemporary social work, social housing and welfare reformer, 

philanthropist, and arts and feminist advocate, Octavia Hill (1838-

1912, England), was motivated by the knowledge of the ‘majesty 

of God’s tenderness’ (Hill, 2012, p. 43; Hunt, 2012). Second, 

Edward Denison (1840-1870, England), a pioneering political and 

social justice advocate and social caseworker, believed in the 

importance of unifying ‘religion and morality’ (Denison, 1872, pp. 

113-116 & 180). Third, Sir Charles Stewart Loch (1849-1923, 

England) as chair of the Charity Organisation Society appointed in 

1895 the first ‘Lady Almoner’, Mary Stewart (c. 1862-1925, 

England), to the Royal Free Hospital in Central London (Cullen, 

2013; Loch, 1895). Mary Stewart’s social casework led to 

almoners, antecedent to social workers, being employed in other 

hospitals in England and later in Australia (Australian Association 

of Social Workers, 2018; Cullen, 2013). Loch also wrote the 

casework reference guide ‘How to help cases of distress: A handy 

reference book for almoners and others,’ and the social theory 

and welfare history book ‘Charity and Social Life’ (Cullen, 2013; 

Loch, 1895; 1910, p. 207). Loch, who in his writings utilised an 

early 1900’s Christian definition of charity ─ which was love and 

not alms-giving ─ stated, ‘The history of charity [love] is the 

history of many social and religious theories’ (Loch, 1910, p. 5). 

With regards to the social theory, Loch noted that ‘The Christian 

maxim of loving one’s neighbour as oneself sets a standard for 

charity’ (Loch, 1910). Fourth, one of the founders of social work in 

Australia, Norma Parker (1906-2004, Australia), in 1943 co-
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formed a Sydney discussion group to enable Catholic women to 

influence the public sphere (O'Brien, 2005, p. 89). Christian 

thinking and theology were part of the early welfare 

environment. 

When, therefore, did social work begin to de-emphasise its 

theological heritage? After the inception of social work, tensions 

between it and theology formed. In 1910 Loch (pp. 342-343) 

documented that eighteenth and nineteenth century post-

Enlightenment thinking started a movement away from church-

based welfare to a ‘new humanism’, where ‘law revised the 

religious conception of charity’. Around World War 1 social 

casework globally began to pass through a sociological phase 

(Lawrence, 2016, p. 12), and was influenced by the sociological 

trends previously outlined in this thesis as Period two: Disciplines 

as silos. The emphasis of social work moved towards the effects 

of the environment on the individual (Lawrence, 2016, p. 12). In 

this period sociology and social work were perceived as having 

multiple points of connection, with sociology providing social 

workers with the theoretical tools for their practice (Healy, 2014, 

p. 75; Shaw, 2015, p. s17). Those tools included scientific methods 

and knowledge about human beings, their problems, and ways to 

resolve them (Reid, 1998, p. 3, as cited in Shaw, 2015, p. s13).  

At this point, it is important to note that tensions also marked the 

early relationship between social work and sociology. Most early 

social scientific thinking (often written by men) excluded 
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empirical knowledge about communities (frequently narrated by 

women) (Seltzer & Haldar, 2015). For example, the Chicago 

School ─ that is, the group of male sociologists who started one of 

the early social work schools in the United States ─ was influenced 

by social Darwinism as evidenced in their description of the social 

control of immigrants in America (Seltzer & Haldar, 2015, pp. s28-

s29). In contrast, the early social work practitioners such as those 

at Hull House were frequently women with their own social work 

approach. The women at Hull House detailed the American 

immigrants’ lack of economic and political power, and the misery 

of poverty (Seltzer & Haldar, 2015, pp. s28-s29). Nevertheless, 

eventually, the sociological interpretation did become the 

dominant discourse of early social work practice (Seltzer & Haldar, 

2015, pp. s28-s29) and contributed richly to social work thinking.  

This complex relationship between social work and sociology 

continues. For example, contemporary social work is often 

‘defined as a practical field with limited theoretical contributions 

as opposed to sociology which is perceived as theoretical’ 

(Fjeldheim, Levin, & Engebretsen, 2015, p. s42). At times, ‘social 

work as a discipline has felt variously patronised by, and excluded 

by sociology and sociologists’ (Frost, 2015, p. s89).  

This tense history between social work and theology, and social 

work and sociology, made me curious. I wondered, “Were there 

examples in the extant literature demonstrating that social work 

could engage in an integrated way? Would such tensions stop or 
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limit social work engaging in cross-disciplinary conversations with 

theology and/or sociology?” This thesis argues that an 

interpretivist historical critique of social work shows that the 

tensions did not entirely isolate or disconnect social work from 

the other disciplines such as theology.  

The historical origins of non-casework fields of practice in social 

work, such as Western social group work, community work and 

engagement and social action were similar to social casework in 

that they also had a Christian heritage. These fields grew out of 

such movements as Sunday Schools, university settlements, Boy 

Scouts, Girl Guides, the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) 

and the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) (Lawrence, 

2016, p. 14), all of which integrated theological, religious and 

welfare concepts into their activities. The following four historical 

accounts highlight this. First, Mary Hassall (1799-1883, Australia), 

whose community and group work predated the inception of 

social work in Australia, actively engaged with others through 

teaching Sunday School in Parramatta to families whose children 

were illiterate and whose parents could not afford to send them 

to school. They included Indigenous and convicts’ children (West, 

1997, pp. 50-53). Her Christian faith motivated Hassall to provide 

free education to the children so they could study the Bible, and 

learn reading, writing and other skills like sewing which generated 

independence (West, 1997, pp. 50-53). Second, philanthropist 

and suffragette Mary Coulton (1822 – 1898, Australia), inspired by 

her Christian ideals taught Sunday School and also through her 
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committee work and community development work, actively 

engaged with approximately twenty-two social causes (Jones, 

2018; West, 1997, p. 150). For example, Coulton assisted people 

living with disabilities, people incarcerated, people who were sick 

and/or destitute, migrants, single women, and women and 

children escaping violence and/or prostitution (Jones, 2018; West, 

1997, p. 150). Coulton also lobbied for the government to replace 

institutional care with boarding-out for state children and for the 

age of consent to be increased from 12 years. Coulton was a 

founder of Adelaide Children’s hospital (Jones, 2018; West, 1997, 

p. 150). Third, the settlement movements in the United Kingdom 

were initiated and developed by Canon Samuel (1844-1913, 

United Kingdom) and Henrietta Barnett (1851-1936, United 

Kingdom) who considered the founding of settlement houses to 

be a religious act in the service of society (Cnaan, 1999, p. 58). 

Fourth, Jane Addams (1850-1935, America), Nobel Peace Prize 

recipient, political and social housing activist and community 

worker, nicknamed the mother of social work, known for 

challenging traditional societal systems and establishments, 

converted to Christianity as a young adult (Addams, 1912, 1932; 

Knight, 2010, pp. xiii, 55 & 259). Addams recorded the motivation 

for co-founding Hull-House and engaging with the local 

community as:  

‘first, the desire to interpret democracy in social terms; 

second, the impulse…urging us to aid in the race progress; 
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and, third, the Christian movement toward 

humanitarianism’ (Addams, 1912, p. 125).  

Regardless of its theological heritage ─ in social casework, group 

work, community work and engagement, and social action ─ 

social work courses from the early 1900s aimed to impact on the 

social welfare functions that the churches had traditionally 

undertaken and to wrest philanthropy from them (Bowpitt, 2000, 

p. 350; Lawrence, 2016, pp. 71-72). In line with Period two: 

Disciplines as silos, social work training started in the 1930s in 

Australia, and it was essentially secular (Australian Association of 

Social Workers, 2018; Lawrence, 2016, p. 71). From a cross-

disciplinary perspective, academically, social work engaged with 

and emphasised sociological thinking over theological concepts. 

However, developments were different in this epoch at the 

practical and practice level. For example, the first two 

professional social workers in Australia, Constance Moffit (1906-

1988) and Norma Parker (1906-2004) were actively supported by 

Catholic priest John Thomas McMahon in securing their training, 

provided with a scholarship by the National Catholic Council of 

Women, and studied social work at the Catholic University of 

America in Washington, DC (Centacare - North Queensland, 2018; 

Crisp, 2017a, p. 21). They graduated with Master degrees in 1930 

(Centacare - North Queensland, 2018). Many clergy at the time 

were engaged in social engagement and casework activities; the 

church was often providing welfare assistance, and social workers 

were employed by Christian organisations such as The Catholic 
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Social Bureau and The Church of England Family Service Centre, 

both of which were founded in about 1939 (Lawrence, 2016, p. 71 

& 99).  

It was not until slightly later in the 1900s that science (which 

included the social sciences) and theology (and religion) 

increasingly became seen as incompatible (Frame, 2009, pp. 131, 

290-292). Social work consistent with Period two: Disciplines as 

silos thinking decided, mostly, to shy away from theological 

thinking and to align with science. As Vanderwoerd (2011, p. 250) 

argues, a common post-1930’s narrative was that social work 

originated from religiously-motivated amateurs who moralised 

the destitute and the poor in the nineteenth century. In contrast, 

once armed with new social scientific methods, social workers in 

the early twentieth century developed advanced methods that 

eliminated religion, increased effectiveness, and therefore 

opened the way to advancement into full-fledged 

professionalisation (Vanderwoerd, 2011, p. 250). Negative 

labelling language was used to describe Christian approaches in 

this period such as ‘unscientific’, and it was assumed that religious 

institutions were incapable or unwilling to use scientific tools 

(Vanderwoerd, 2011). Could this negativity exclude contemporary 

social work from participating in an integrated lens?  

It is accurate to say that many interpretations of social work 

history and its associated language aimed to splinter or subtract 

theology from social work and to accentuate sociology. For 
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example, the church’s involvement in welfare became closely 

questioned around the 1960s (Swain, 2016). In this period church 

attendance was declining in Australia, and as Swain explained, 

this helped break the link between religion and good citizenship 

(Swain, 2016). A more diverse marketplace of ideas, 

professionalisation and agency dependency on government 

funding rather than congregational donations also impacted on 

the relationship (Swain, 2016). In response, some Christian 

welfare organisations in line with Period two approaches 

disguised or de-emphasised their religious affiliation (Swain, 

2016). However, Christian influence on social work (including for 

contemporary practice) was never entirely removed (Bowpitt, 

2000, p. 350) in any period of its history. This de-emphasising of 

religion has two implications for this thesis. 

First, that contemporary social work remains conflicted about 

conversing with theology and cross-disciplinary research. The 

literature demonstrates that some social workers would support 

investigating the research question in this thesis and possibly this 

field, while others believe it is necessary to separate religion and 

social work activities, as shown by the following two synopses. A 

1999 survey of 2,094 United States National Association of Social 

Workers about their attitudes and practices of spirituality and 

religion found that 94% of social workers surveyed thought it was 

appropriate when undertaking social work activities to discuss 

with clients the clients’ religious and spiritual beliefs (Canda, 

Nakashima, & Furman, 2004, p. 30). In contrast, Associate 
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Professor Fiona Gardner (2011, p. 1; 2017, pp. 300-301) from the 

La Trobe Rural Health School in Australia noted recent trends and 

taboos about social workers having such conversations. Gardner 

(2011b, p. 1; 2017, pp. 300-301) utilised an Australian social work 

class discussion about a student’s connection to a church and 

fellow social work students’ reactions to illustrate the variation in 

social work opinion about this field. The students’ responses 

included the following: religion was irrelevant to practice; 

confusion as religion was not part of their lives; rejection of 

religion; and acceptance of religion as an essential part of 

someone’s identity (Gardner, 2017, pp. 300-301). Though the 

American survey and the Australian classroom anecdote vary in 

time, country, method and size, nevertheless these two synopses 

indicate that social workers differ in their views about integrating 

theological and social work epistemologies. 

Additionally, this interrogation of the literature shows that since 

its origins, social work has been able at times to engage 

effectively in partnership with theology and sociology, despite the 

historical and contemporary tensions and conflicts outlined. The 

extant literature repeatedly points towards social work 

contributing positively to the integrated lens and towards its 

inclusion. 

Moreover, social work was essential to this research, as shown in 

Figure 10 below. Specifically, rural social work and its focus on 

social justice, human rights, collective responsibility and respect 
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for diversities in a rural context were important (International 

Federation of Social Work, 2014). Rural social work promotes the 

dignity of each person, empowering each person as they engage 

within their social networks within a rural community. 

Empowerment is fundamental to the essence and identity of 

social work, as seen in the above mentioned global social work 

definition (International Federation of Social Work, 2014) and the 

below statement in the Australian Association of Social Workers 

Code of Ethics: 

‘Social workers will aim to empower individuals, families, 

groups, communities and societies in the pursuit and 

achievement of equitable access to social, economic, 

environmental and political resources and in attaining self-

determination, self-management and social and emotional 

wellbeing’ (2010, p. 19). (Emphasis is my own).
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Figure 10. Social work is essential for this thesis 

2.2.4 Integrating social work, sociology and theology  

Internationally there has been re-emerging attention, recognition 

and even new respect for the role of theology and religion in 

contemporary social science discourses. This attention is due to 

current narratives challenging ideas such as ‘secularisation as 

progress’ (Bouma, 2006, p. xiii; Casanova, 2006; Vanderwoerd, 

2011, pp. 250 - 251). Academic research written in secular 

contexts, for example, Bouma (2006, 2011); Bowpitt (2000); 

Canda et al. (2004); Crisp (2008, 2010, 2017b) Furness and Gillian 

(2010); Gardner (2011); Halloway and Moss (2010) and Milner, 

Myers and O’Bryne (2015) is beginning to refer to and investigate 

spirituality, religion, theology, belief and faith. Furthermore, Crisp 

(2010, p. 23) shows that providers in the United Kingdom and 

Australia human services are expected to take into account the 

religious needs of service users/people.  

Social work

Engages 

to address life 
challenges & 

injustices. Engages 
to enhance 
wellbeing.

Empowers people 
socially.
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This re-emerging attention to and recognition of spirituality, 

religion, theology, belief and faith is also partly due to theorists 

with an interest in theology such as Bouma, Frame, Milbank and 

Taylor whose polemics have engaged theoretical thinking 

generated by the disciplines and have actively challenged 

dominant paradigms about the subtraction of theology and 

religion from human life (for example, Bouma, 2006, 2010, 2011; 

Frame, 2009; Milbank, 2006; Taylor, 2007). The attention is also 

related to sociologists such as Black, Berger, Casanova, Kaldor and 

Mitchell skilfully critiquing misconceived perceptions and 

theoretical frameworks about religion (for example, Berger 2014, 

2016; Casanova, 2018; Kaldor, Hughes and Black, 2010; Mitchell, 

2005). It is also due to social workers including Bowpitt, Crisp, 

Gardner and Hallahan’s provision of normative considerations of 

what theological and/or spiritual perspectives imply for social 

phenomena, social values and praxis (for example, Bowpitt, 2000; 

Bowpitt, Dwyer, Sundin, & Weinstein, 2014; Crisp, 2008, 2010, 

2013; Gardner, 2017; Gardner, Tan, & Rumbold, 2018; Hallahan, 

2008b).  

This research embraced the intersection between theology, 

sociology and social work and applied it to engagements by the 

Anglican church in Australia. 
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2.2.5 The integrated lens: In alignment with values, theory and 

praxis 

From a qualitative perspective, applying the integrated lens is 

possible because it is in normative alignment with the values, 

theories and praxis consistent with the focal point between social 

work, sociology and theology. Norms can be descriptors of 

expectations that emerge out of a group's values about how 

something is done (Henslin et al., 2014). Normative alignment has 

various meanings, depending on its application. Regarding 

qualitative paradigms, alignment can be associated with (i) the 

conduciveness of normative connections to that being 

investigated and (ii) the resilience of the normative connections 

to absorb and adapt (Heldeweg, 2017).  

This thesis inquires into engagements between the rural Anglican 

church and people living with disabilities, and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. The integrated 

lens with its epistemological base in social work, sociology and 

theology has the capability to investigate rural Anglican church 

engagements. This lens also has the ability to absorb, adapt and 

accommodate information (Heldeweg, 2017), such as people's 

perceptions and interpretations about what they value about 

their engagements with the rural Anglican church and vice versa.  
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In alignment with Values 

Values are that which are desirable in life (Henslin et al., 2014). 

The research presented in this thesis honours humanity by valuing 

people, including their well-being (such as spiritual well-being) 

and their engagements. The lens as applied in this research is in 

alignment with the three core values of Australian social work, 

which are respect for persons, social justice and professional 

integrity (Australian Association of Social Workers, 2020, p. 12-13 

& 44). It is in alignment with the core ethical approach to 

sociological research, as promoted by the United Nations 

Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, that is, 

contributing to the improvement of the global human condition 

(International Sociological Association, 2001). Additionally, the 

lens is in alignment with the theological principles such as loving 

people as image bearers (Imago Dei - for example, Genesis 1:27; 

John 15:12 & 13; Anglicans Online, 2017 [381]). This alignment 

with valuing people and their well-being is demonstrated in the 

journal articles in Chapters five and six of this thesis. 

In alignment with theory 

Next considered is theory, which is formally organised ideas that 

guide and explain the world (Healy, 2014; Osburn, 2016). The 

integrated lens contains the consistency and coherence to 

advance connections between existing organised theoretical ideas 

(etic) and people's narratives (emic), and the generation of new 

knowledge (Heldeweg, 2017). For example, the lens can align with 
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knowledge from rural theology (such as authored by Roth, 

(2017)), rural sociology (such as authored by Tonnies, (2002 

[1887])) and rural social work (such as authored by Lonne & 

Cheers, (2004)). This lens can then apply the knowledge so that a 

richer understanding of rurality, the Anglican Church and 

engagements are developed, as demonstrated in Chapter three. 

In alignment with praxis 

The integrated lens is also in alignment with social work, 

sociological and theological praxis, which can be perceived as the 

action, doing and/or making in an informed way meaningful 

contributions to society (Petray & Halbert, 2013). The integrated 

lens has the conduciveness, resilience and flexibility (Heldeweg, 

2017) to accommodate the practical ways of knowing generated 

through engagements of social work, sociology and theology 

(Reason, 2008). For example, it can hear the practice wisdom 

produced through engaging, participatory and collaborative social 

work practice (for example, Baldwin, 2006). The lens too can be 

utilised to incorporate C. Wright Mills' recommendation of 

utilising the sociological imagination to illuminate private troubles 

about social issues, and then to act by engaging with and 

transforming public conversations, issues, debates and policies 

(Mills, 1959). Further, the lens can accommodate testimonies 

from practical theology, pastoral care and public engagement that 

are characterised by social justice and advocacy (Neville, 2014, p. 

13). This alignment is demonstrated in the journal articles 

presented in Chapters five and six.  
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What, however, are the advantages and limitations of using this 

epistemology within a participatory approach to research? This is 

answered in the next subsection. Meanwhile, the focal point of 

the integrated lens and its alignment with values, theory and 

praxis is depicted in Figure 11 below. 

 

Figure 11. The alignment between the integrated lens and the 
values, theories and praxis that are consistent with the focal point 
of social work, sociology and theology 

2.3 What are the advantages of an integrated lens with 
an epistemological base in social work, sociology and 
theology? 

Concentrating on the focal point between the three disciplines of 

social work, sociology and theology proved advantageous for all 

stages of this research. This epistemological approach, consistent 

with the Emergent period three: Deliberate re-integration, 

appeared to be well-received at the conferences (examples of 

conference papers: Short, 2014b, 2014c, 2015b, 2017a, 2017b). 

Discussion during the presentations of these papers led me to 

identify several advantages of the integrated lens.  

Focal 
Point values theory praxis
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First, as previously argued in this chapter, the integrated lens 

contributes a more comprehensive, holistic and exhaustive 

approach to an understanding of social phenomena such as 

engagements with and by the rural Anglican church in Australia 

(Short, 2014b). Together, social work, sociology and theology, and 

their values, theories and praxis that are complementary, as 

highlighted in the discussion so far, brought an extensive range of 

knowledge and resources about social and rural isolation and 

disadvantage to the research (Short, 2014a). These advantages, 

such as the knowledge and resources generated, are 

demonstrated in the publications in Chapters five and six.  

Second, the integrity of the integrated knowledge bases of the 

three disciplines was maintained within the lens, and this allowed 

practitioners and scholars from each discipline to converse about 

the importance of connection and belonging. For example, in the 

publications presented in this thesis, social work, sociological and 

theological practitioners and scholars carefully examined from a 

multi-discipline perspective each other’s assumptions, limitations 

and unknown areas. This helped prevent artificial boundaries and 

a limited understanding of the field being presented through the 

Co-operative Inquiries (Short, 2014b). A third advantage was that 

the literature of each discipline contained knowledge and 

questions useful for this research project. For example, Weber’s 

(1947 [1915], p. 107) helpful question: ‘What motives determine 

and lead the individual members in this socialistic community to 

behave in such a way?’ Such insightful questions guided the social 
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work-sociological-theological analysis of engagements by rural 

Anglican churches in Australia with people living with disabilities 

and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

The published research ensured that the motivations behind such 

engagements were not ignored or minimised (Short, 2014b) (see 

Chapters five and six). 

Fourth, a number of social work, sociology and theology 

practitioners and theorists shared a similar compassion for people 

within their environments and had similar concerns about social 

problems (for example, Cnaan, 1999, p. 58; Howard, Katrak, 

Blakemore, & Pallas, 2016; Hughes & Kupciunas, 2009; Sharma, 

2004; Short, 2015b). Examples of common areas included: 

critiquing engagement (Fairbanks, 2007; Pawar, 2014; Petray & 

Halbert, 2013); spirituality – specifically for this thesis Christianity 

(Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-1945]; Bouma, 2006; Crisp, 2010); love 

of the neighbour/others (Ellul, 2015; Godden, 2017; Rusu, 2018); 

community (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926]; Ife, 2013; Tonnies, 2002 

[1887]); the search for justice (Broughton, 2011; International 

Federation of Social Work, 2014; Liebig & Sauer, 2016); social 

goals of social groups (Giddens, 2006, p. 946; International 

Federation of Social Workers, 2019); and what is an egalitarian 

approach? (Chesters, 2018; Ellul, 1988, p. 154; Solas, 2008).  

A fifth advantage of applying an integrated lens is that the 

common areas of interest made it possible for theologians, 

sociologists and social workers to journey together through 
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conversation (Ellul, 1988) in addressing the research question. 

Together, the focal points shared between them promoted social 

inclusion, dignity and respect throughout society and rallying 

points for people’s human rights, including respecting the 

freedom for people living with disabilities or from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds to express their religion and to 

attend churches in rural Australia (Short, 2014c; United Nations, 

1948, Article 18).  

Finally, the three disciplines together can be a powerful voice 

which can advocate for social change. Practitioners and scholars 

from the three disciplines advocate for and aim to ensure human 

dignity, respect, social inclusion, spiritual well-being and human 

rights for all people (International Federation of Social Workers, 

2012a; Levy, 2014; Luther King, 2013 [1963]). Justice is one 

example. Social workers are known to argue for a just society that 

respects the diversity and dignity of all individuals and recognises 

that all in the community can come together in harmony for 

mutual good (Bowles, Collingbridge, Curry, & Valentine, 2006, pp. 

111-114; Long, 2015, p. 87). Sections of sociology posit social 

justice as a belief system that gives high priority to the interests of 

the least advantaged (Germov, 2009, p. 96). Within theology, the 

Bible calls for justice as in Isaiah’s writings of the need to learn to 

do good, seek justice and rescue the oppressed (English Standard 

Version: Holy Bible, 2016, Isaiah 1:17). More specifically, 

theologian Broughton (2014b, p. 166) calls the Anglican church to 

be ‘convicted to practice the imaginative conversations and 
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embodied disciplines necessary to enact God’s restorative justice’. 

This commonality means the three disciplines can argue for 

justice or what the World Council of Churches (2007) aspires to ─ 

which is a world where every human person is aware that they 

have a right to sit down at the table without needing to be asked 

or to seek permission. Additionally, the three disciplines can 

argue for justice across what some theorists might see as 

disparate groups or separate fields, such as people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds - see Chapters five and six. 

To briefly summarise: sociology, social work and theology’s 

collective voice can speak into this research, and as depicted in 

Figure 12 below, they proved advantageous in providing insights 

into rural Anglican church engagements.  
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Integrated
lens

• Advantage: Comprehensive, holistic and exhaustive 
understanding 

Integrated
lens

• Advantage: Integrity of each the knowledge of each discipline 
maintained

Integrated 
lens

• Advantage: Useful knowledge and questions exchanged 

Integrated 
lens

• Advantage: Compassion for people within their environments 
and concerns about social problems 

Integrated 
lens

• Advantage: Practioners and scholars from each discipline can 
journey together in answering the research questions

Integrated 
lens

• Advantage: A powerful voice, either singularly or collectively, 
for positive social change

Rural Anglican 
Church

• An integrated lens with an epistemological base in social 
work, sociology, and theology upheld the research into rural 
Anglican church engagements

Figure 12. Advantages of applying an integrated lens 
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2.4 What are the limitations of the lens? 

Suspicions exist about crossing fields of knowledge between 

disciplines, a consequence of Period two: Disciplines as silos 

thinking (Short, 2014b; Stark & Finke, 2000, p. 1). The suspicions 

can limit cross-disciplinary critiques of the theory and praxis of 

social work, sociology and theology, and their integration. 

Additionally, an integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology has inherent limitations. Each 

discipline within the lens has at times incited exclusion, evil, pain 

or worse. The lens cannot guard against corruption, 

discrimination, repression or abuse. Instead, individuals, the 

academy and industry need to be vigilant against indignities and 

injustices. Discussion of the following limitations, injustices and 

suspicions at conferences deepened the critique of the lens (for 

example, Short, 2014b, 2014c, 2015b, 2017a). 

A major limitation was the remnant of the injustices embedded in 

the history of each of the three disciplines. Injustice has 

substantially undermined the credibility of each discipline. Social 

work contains stories of social work values being ignored, and 

consequently, interventions resulting in people having their 

personhood minimised, as evidenced by the following example. 

Historically, some social workers have classified people into living 

with and living without disabilities, and have then knowingly 

referred people living with disabilities to large institutions where 
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they were isolated from society, cut off from family and subjected 

to abuse (Humphreys, Diop, Bland, & Healy, 2015; International 

Federation of Social Work, 2012, p. 120). 

Another example is the collusions involved in abusive welfare 

systems. Social worker Professor Robert Bland spoke poignantly 

of the time in his career when, as a social work student, he 

worked in Alkira Salvation Army Home for Boys, Indooroopilly, 

Australia (Humphreys et al., 2015). In outlining his observations of 

the abuse, his relative powerlessness and the distress 

experienced by the boys in the home, Bland explained that the 

job ‘broke me’ because he could not protect the boys (Humphreys 

et al., 2015).  

Third, social worker Howard (2016) highlighted that rural social 

work practice has a tarnished history in rural Australia. Social 

workers have acted as agents of colonisation in rural towns by 

being actively involved in the forced and traumatic removal of 

Indigenous children known as the stolen generations (Howard et 

al., 2016; Australian Association of Social Workers, 2004). These 

examples show that social work, at times, has not abided by 

principles of social justice, human rights, collective responsibility 

and respect for diversities (International Federation of Social 

Work, 2014). 

Regarding sociology, leading sociologists like pioneer Joyce Ladner 

(1973), Executive Editorial Board member of the international 

journal Disability and Society, Professor Carol Thomas (2012), and 
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contemporary thinker and President of the American Sociological 

Association, Professor Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (2017), argue that 

since its foundations, their discipline has struggled with labelling, 

bias and discrimination. For example, theories such as social 

deviance theory have persisted as a core and robust theme in this 

discipline (Thomas, 2012, lecture argument 2 - para. 5). Such 

theories have been used to observe and even at times, inform 

abusive social policies, values, mores and practices. Social 

deviance theory has also influenced knowledge bases of other 

disciplines such as social work and politics. Notably, sociology has 

devalued, silenced, categorised and labelled some people and/or 

their beliefs as inferior (not part of the superior class), social 

deviants, abnormal or subhuman, and consequently people have 

been subjected to belittling, social oppression, exclusion and 

injustices (Thomas, 2012, lecture argument 2 - para. 1).  

Three accounts are listed here. First, sociological pioneer, Comte 

(2016 [1848 & 1908], No. 265 & 435) referred to the superiority of 

positivism, the superiority of the white race and ‘superiority of 

the social life of the west’. Comte dismissed certain groups of 

people as the non-white or savage world, seeing sociology as 

being interested only in those who have experienced progress 

(Staples, 1973). Second, Durkheim’s (1964 [1895], p. 108) 

sociological investigations of social phenomena led to the 

establishment of a dichotomy of abnormal and normal whereby, 

he argued that sociology aimed to ‘define and explain the normal 

and distinguish it from the abnormal’ (p. 104). Durkheim used 
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these dualistic categories to theoretically distinguish between 

sickness and health, where sickness frequently was the abnormal 

(Durkheim, 1964 [1895], p. 96). Third, parts of sociology rose to 

prominence and prosperity at the expense of the religious, the 

poor, people living with disabilities, Indigenous peoples, and the 

oppressed (Comte, 2016 [1848 & 1908]; Durkheim, 1964 [1895]; 

Forsythe, 1973; Spencer, 1851). Some sociologists advised ruling 

classes on how to keep minority populations in their place and 

helped in justifying dehumanising policies (Forsythe, 1973). This 

can be observed retrospectively through sociologist and polymath 

Herbert Spencer’s work. Spencer, credited with pioneering and 

supporting Social Darwinism, argued that humans are in the 

process of adaptation:  

‘All imperfection is unfitness to the conditions of existence. 

This unfitness must consist either in having a faculty or 

faculties in excess; or in having a faculty or faculties 

deficient; or in both. A faculty in excess, is one which the 

conditions of existence do not afford full exercise to; and a 

faculty that is deficient, is one from which the conditions of 

existence demand more than it can perform. But it is an 

essential principle of life that a faculty to which 

circumstances do not allow full exercise diminishes; and 

that a faculty on which circumstances make excessive 

demands increases. And so long as this excess and this 

deficiency continue, there must continue to be decrease on 

the one hand, and growth on the other. Finally all excess 
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and all deficiency must disappear; that is, all unfitness 

must disappear; that is, all imperfection must disappear. 

Thus the ultimate development of the ideal man is logically 

certain.’ (Spencer, 1851, chpt 2, sect. 4). 

Spencer was concerned about social issues such as colonisation 

and slavery (1851, chpt. iii, sect. 6 & chpt. iv, sect.2 & chpt. xvvii), 

which Spencer argued were ‘beneficially painful’ and reflected 

necessary change; a change from the ‘impulsive nature of the 

savage’ to the ‘civilised man’ and a change from ‘savage’ society 

to ‘civilised’ society. Spencer claimed that Indigenous peoples 

whom Spencer labelled as savage, ‘must be left [by colonial 

society] to acquire fitness for social life as fast as the conquest of 

the earth renders social life possible’ (Spencer, 1851, chpt. xxx, 

sect. 2). Spencer’s (1851, chpt 3, sect. xxviii & chpt 4, sect.4) work 

upheld those whom Spencer thought essential to society and 

showed little regard for those Spencer classed as stupid, suffering 

vice, idle, deformed or demonstrating other examples of ‘nature’s 

failures’, seeing these people as eventually being removed from 

society: 

‘Inconvenience, suffering, and death, are the penalties 

attached by nature to ignorance, as well as to 

incompetence… Partly by weeding out those of lowest 

development, and partly by subjecting those who remain 

to the never-ceasing discipline of experience, nature 
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secures the growth of a race who shall both understand 

the conditions of existence, and be able to act up to them’.  

Such thinking about the weeding out of ‘nature’s failures’ by 

Spencer and others became the cornerstone of 1930’s white 

scholarship (Jones, 1973, p. 114; Parliament of Australia, 2019). It 

was used to give credibility to the early 1900s Australian racist 

idea that able-bodied whites were at the apex of racial harmony 

above non-whites and groups like Indigenous Australians were 

considered predestined for extinction (Parliament of Australia, 

2019). Social Darwinism informed the Australian Immigration 

Restriction Bill that enacted the 1901 White Australia Policy, 

which, in its ‘brutal capacity’ restricted ‘coloured immigration’ 

(Parliament of Australia, 2019, footnote 57). Sociology does not 

always challenge repressive constructs nor promote dignity, 

respect and empowerment. 

Regarding theology, the history of the church contains stories of 

discrimination, people who have been horrifically abused by 

church leaders and of people being labelled evil or sinful by 

theologians (Charlton, 2000; O'Brien, 2005, p. 262; Short, 2015a, 

p. 126). Theologian and anti-Nazi dissident, Bonhoeffer (1963 

[c1940s], p. 318) accused the church of upholding injustice 

through silence: ‘By her own guilt she [the church] has given 

offence so that [people] are prevented from believing her 

message’. Bonhoeffer (1963 [c1940s], pp. 93, 94), labelled the 

church as ‘timid’, believing that the church had not faithfully 
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proclaimed frequently enough the Gospel, and accused it of 

sinning by breaking all of the ten commandments.  

Three examples regarding the history of sinfulness within the 

church are as follows. First, Bonhoeffer (1994 [1906-1945], p. 

354) points explicitly to the Nazi holocaust and the guilt in parts of 

the church in theologically upholding and practicing racial and 

social discrimination and ‘the lawless application of brutal force, 

the spiritual and physical suffering of countless innocent people, 

oppression, hatred and murder…and has not raised its voice on 

behalf of the victims and has not found ways to hasten to their 

aid’. Bonhoeffer (1994 [1906-1945], p. 354) further argues that 

the church has to deal with the ‘guilt of the deaths of the weakest 

and most defenceless brothers and sisters of Jesus Christ’.  

Second, in Australia, the Royal Commission into Institutional 

Responses to Child Sexual Abuse conducted a comprehensive 

survey of the 23 Anglican dioceses and their response to child 

sexual abuse (Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to 

Child Sexual Abuse, 2017, No 1). This Royal Commission revealed 

the abuse that has occurred and is occurring within the Anglican 

church, and it also showed the repeated ‘failure to tackle child 

sexual abuse within the Church and the depth of survivors’ pain 

and suffering’ (Freier, 2017b). The inquiry, which submitted its 

final report to the Australian government in 2017, received 1,085 

allegations of child sexual assault by a total of 569 identified 

alleged perpetrators ─ who were ordained clergy, lay employees 
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or volunteers ─ and a total of 133 alleged perpetrators whose 

identities were unknown (Royal Commission into Institutional 

Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, 2017, No. 40, 55 & 106). The 

Anglican Church in Australia and its theologies has not always 

upheld the teachings of the Christian scriptures in respect to the 

dignity of the human person (for example, English Standard 

Version: Holy Bible, 2016, James 1:27). This church has not always 

ensured the utmost safety of all people, including the most 

vulnerable.  

Third, the church and its theologies have at times supported 

existing negative, socially constructed views of disability, 

disempowering many (Charlton, 2000, p. 64) and entrenching 

prejudice and alienating people living with disabilities (Clifton, 

2014, p. 216). Rose argues that some churches have displayed 

‘covert signs of hostility’ towards people living with disabilities 

(Rose, 2010, p. 395). Theologically, they have perceived disability 

as a sign of punishment or evil; a challenge to divine perfection; 

an object of pity, charity and/or incompetence, and requiring 

exemptions from religious practice (Rose, 2010, p. 397). There are 

churches, supported by their theologies, that are physically 

inaccessible, socially inhospitable, exceptional in exclusivity, 

practising segregation and/or isolating of people or groups 

(Eiesland, 1994, pp. 20 & 108 -109). Hauerwas (2010, p. 139) calls 

out the hypocrisy of the church and its theology arguing that ‘the 

church can hardly expect a nation to be able to confess its sins as 

a nation unless the church is capable of expressing our common 
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sin as a church’. Collectively these examples show the enormity of 

the sin of theology and the church.  

This above summary and interpretation of the histories 

demonstrates the limits of social work, sociology and theology. 

Their collective history undermines their credibility for 

commenting on social phenomena and consequently limits their 

ability to critique the rural Anglican church in Australia and its 

engagement with people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

A second and further limitation of the integrated lens concerned 

the points of divergence and discord between the disciplines 

which moved beyond challenging each other to blocking multi-

disciplinary dialogue. As previously mentioned in this chapter, 

some social workers and sociologists see their disciplines as 

prominent and themselves in opposition to theology and vice 

versa (Milbank, 2004, 2006). Some social workers and sociologists 

adopt an atheistic and positivist approach, arguing that life and 

history occurred by chance, was purposeless and directionless, 

and that it is humans who have created meaning out of the 

meaningless (Comte, 2016 [1848 & 1908]; Fraser & Campolo, 

1992, p. 80; Milbank, 2006, p. 4). Such social workers and 

sociologists might acknowledge that Jesus existed and that a 

movement started but may be reluctant to say that the 

movement was the result of the power of the Holy Spirit or that 

Jesus is the incarnate Son of God (Fraser & Campolo, 1992, p. 79 
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& 80). Moreover, some scholars may see Christian theology as 

contrary to social work practice and sociology because theology: 

examines both the empirical and the metaphysical; has the 

activity of God central to its identity; and studies how Jesus’ life, 

ministry, death and resurrection provides meaning for human 

existence (Canda et al., 2004; Fraser & Campolo, 1992, p. 80; 

Furman, Benson, Grimwood, & Canda, 2004, p. 784). On the other 

hand, there are theologians such as Milbank (2006, p. 260) who 

distrust social work and sociology because of their positivist or 

scientific only and/or anti-religious approaches. Importantly for 

this thesis, Milbank (2006) believes that it is ‘impossible for a 

science of society to determine the essence of religion, or to 

make any universal discoveries about religion’. 

Alongside this, as already mentioned in this chapter, social work 

and sociology have a long history of discord, which could have 

blocked dialogue about this field. For example, some social 

workers question discourses associated with labelling theories like 

sociology of deviance (for example, Cohen, 1975; Fjeldheim et al., 

2015). They challenge sociological thoughts that labels people as 

strident or non-interventionist and refute intellectual exercises 

removed from the reality of practice (for example, Cohen, 1975; 

Fjeldheim et al., 2015). Alternatively, some sociologists can see 

social workers as lacking theoretical knowledge (Fjeldheim et al., 

2015, s42) and may perceive social workers as ‘tools of the state’ 

who act as ‘agents of social control’ supporting ‘bourgeoisie 
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individualism’ because they ‘work in the system’ (Cohen, 1975, 

pp. 76-78).  

The discord, synonymous with Period two: Disciplines as silos 

thinking, had the potential to create a total breakdown in 

communication between practitioners and scholars from the 

disciplines and could have impacted the multi-disciplinary critique 

of rural, the rural Anglican church and engagement outlined in 

Chapter three. The potential epistemological conflict between 

practitioners and scholars from each discipline possibly could 

have undermined the integrated lens and its analysis of 

engagements with people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. Thankfully any 

discord did not limit the conversations recorded in the Co-

operative Inquiries listed in Chapters five and six. 

A further limitation in applying an integrated lens if, due to the 

discord, one discipline was silenced, not true to itself, lost its 

voice for critique or was made to adapt to another discipline’s 

discourse. This silence included any unconscious filtering of 

interpretations of a text or facts (Ellul, 1988, p. 83). For example, 

if theology was manipulated from studying God to adapting to a 

dominant sociological perspective (Ellul, 1988, p. 13). A second 

example would be if sociological values, theory and practice were 

dismissed as irrelevant for undertaking the ‘scientific study of 

human social life, groups and societies’ (Giddens, 2006, p. 4). A 

third example would be redirecting social work away from 
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drawing out issues of social justice, human rights, collective 

responsibility and respect for diversities (International Federation 

of Social Work, 2014). The integrated lens is dependent on all 

three disciplines contributing to the analysis of the key terms 

presented in this thesis – that is, rural, the rural Anglican church 

in Australia, engagement, and in addressing the overarching 

research question. 

The limitations of the integrated lens with an epistemological 

base in social work, sociology and theology are shown in Figure 

13. Elements from each discipline, regardless of their history and 

potential for discord, were able to be brought together to 

enhance the respective strengths of each discipline ─ as shown in 

Chapters five and six. Practitioners and scholars from each 

discipline had the freedom to participate in conversations, to 

question each other’s assumptions, to voice critique and to 

produce an authentic understanding of engagements with and by 

rural Anglican churches. 
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2.5 The conclusion: Applying an integrated lens 

This interpretivist historical critique of the literature argued for 

and justified the formation of the integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology 

utilised in this thesis. The critique also outlined the strengths and 

weaknesses of this epistemology. It is argued that the three 

disciplines comprising the epistemology provide a synergistic 

foundation for understanding engagements with the rural 

Anglican Church in Australian better than any of them could have 

as a stand-alone approach.   

Additionally, this critical and interpretative analysis of the 

literature argued that during the recurrent Period two: Disciplines 

Integrated lens

• Limitation: Histories of social work, sociology and theology contain 
immense failings. Their histories undermine their creditibility for 
commenting on social phenomena with integrity   

Integrated lens

• Limitation: Points of suspicion, divergence and discord exist between 
the disciplines

Integrated lens

• Limitation: A limitation would have emerged if one discipline was 
silenced, lost its voice for critique or was made to adapt to another 
discipline’s discourse

Rural Anglican
Church

• An integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, 
sociology and theology contains limitations

Figure 13. The limitations in applying an integrated lens 
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as silos thinking, the dominant global and local sociological 

prediction of the global demise of religion never eventuated. 

However, the associated consequences from the beliefs that led 

to this prediction may have stunted literary knowledgeability that 

could have enriched this investigation into the rural Anglican 

church in Australia. Conversely, this apparent dearth of thinking 

created potential research opportunities for this research project, 

such as the Co-operative Inquiries in Chapters five and six (and 

the publications presented in the list of publications resulting 

from the research). A unique opportunity to add to the literature 

and knowledge about the field of engagement from the 

perspective of an integrated lens through this thesis emerged. 

Further, this critique challenges Period two social work and 

sociological ontological and epistemological silos and 

individualistic theological perspectives that intentionally or 

unintentionally excluded critical conversations by other disciplines 

about society, faith, social actions and welfare. This critique is 

consistent with foundational thinkers in the field, such as Taylor 

(2007, p. 322), who argues that trends towards a silo mentality 

were mostly a late 1800s and early 1900s social phenomena. Such 

trends have already started losing their currency within academia. 

Finally, this interpretivist historical critique argued that theology, 

sociology and social work are not mutually exclusive. Together 

these three disciplines can provide a framework for observing 

social phenomena associated with the rural Anglican church in 
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Australia engagements (see Chapters five and six). Figure 14 

below depicts the collective influence of the three disciplines 

within this thesis.
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(Adapted from Giddens, 2006; International Federation of Social 

Work, 2014; Krejcir, 2011) 

Points   
towards an 

integrated lens. 
This lens provides 

the optics for 
viewing rural 

Anglican church 
engagements

1. Theology

The study of God. 
The importance of 
religion and faith 
in peoples's lives. 

Translates this 
into engagement 

with a church.

2. Sociology

The scientific study 
of human social 

life. Critiques 
sociality.

Provides language, 
meanings and 

interpretations. 3. Social work

Engages to address 
life challenges & 

injustices. Engages 
to enhance 
wellbeing.

Empowers people 
socially.

                         Figure 14. The influence of the three disciplines  
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This chapter also argued that the integrated lens is a useful 

epistemology for this research. It challenged paradigms of 

dominance and subordinance which lead to unhelpful 

competition between disciplines. The integrated lens aligns with 

those thinkers positing that, despite some dominant secular 

historical discourses, theological thinking throughout the western 

world informed by sociological knowledge has been a factor in 

social work history and development since the turn of the 20th 

century (Dudley, 2016, p. 12).  

The lens, as depicted below, allowed this thesis to develop an 

informed, scholarly and respectful inquiry into rural Anglican 

churches in Australia.  
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The integrated lens: Values people; respects theory generated by all 

three disciplines; challenges assumptions such as secularisation is 

progress; provides comprehensive analysis; is dialogic; makes the motivation 

behind engagement visible; practices compassion; upholds human rights; and 

is a combined voice for social change. 

Social work

e.g., theorist Crisp

Social change & development, 
social cohesion, empowerment & 

liberation. Values respect.

Practice has theological roots. 
Conflicted about theology.

Enhances well-being.

Sociology

e.g., theorist Weber

Scientific study of human 
social life. Values people & 

society.

Comte's Law of the 3 
stages challenged by post-

secular thinking.

Provides tools for exploring 
realities & perceptions 

about the rural Anglican 
church.

Theology 

e.g., theorist Bonhoeffer

The study of God. Values 
love.

History of integrated 
thinking.

Provides background 
information about the rural 

Anglican church and its 
praxis.

Explains the who & why 
behind the engagements. 

Figure 15: The focal point of the integrated lens 
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Further, the lens facilitated a participatory approach drawing on 

the three disciplines. This lens provided a more comprehensive 

analysis of the key terms of this thesis. The next chapter, through 

the integrated lens, introduces and defines the key terms for this 

thesis. 
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CHAPTER THREE. ENGAGING THE LITERATURE: 

DETAILED EXPLORATIONS OF RURALITY, ANGLICAN 

CHURCH AND ENGAGEMENT 

This chapter builds on the previous chapter, which was presenting 

the conceptual framework for an integrated lens. The aim of this 

chapter is to introduce, via the integrated lens, the key terms ─ 

rural, the rural Anglican church in Australia, and engagement. Its 

purpose is to share the working definitions utilised by this thesis. 

This chapter demonstrates the usefulness of the lens in 

introducing the key terms, arguing that the lens draws together 

the strengths of the knowledge base of each discipline. It posits 

that the integrated lens was essential to introducing the key 

themes, providing a more comprehensive, holistic and exhaustive 

understanding of each term. 

It is important to note early in this chapter the impact of Period 

two: Disciplines as silos thinking and the consequential paucity of 

literature about religion’s inter-connections with welfare, rurality 

and community development/engagement (Piggin & Linder, 2018, 

p. 13; Rice, 2002, p. 310). Inevitably, at times, this paucity 

delimited the discussion in this chapter and in the next three 

chapters, whilst at the same time creating the opportunity to 

make a contribution to this field of inquiry. 

This chapter starts by presenting the background knowledge from 

each discipline that informed the definition of the key terms. It 
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also outlines the insights developed by applying the integrated 

lens. This structure minimised the repetition of themes. The 

chapter continues the pattern from the previous chapter of 

presenting theological knowledge first, followed by sociological 

knowledge and social work theory. This pattern is purely to 

continue the interpretivist historical critique framework for this 

thesis and maintain consistency in the argument. All three 

disciplines are equal in importance, and there is no preferred 

discipline. 

3.1 Rural: Towards a definition 

An observable, imaginary and sometimes spiritual idea, the term 

rural – also known as the bush – is a social, geographical and 

ecological construct defined as much by what grows and lives 

there as by the people who inhabit it (Watson, 2014, p. 66). In this 

thesis, the term rural is interchanged with ‘rural, regional and 

remote’. Theologians, sociologists and social workers discuss 

rural, ruralism and rurality alike. As mentioned in Chapter one and 

observed from a macro perspective, relatively little has been 

written in theology, sociology and social work theory about this 

population compared to non-rural Australia. The working 

definition of rural that emerged from this research via the 

integrated lens is:  

those populations located outside major cities and their 

immediate surrounding suburbs.  
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In this thesis, a broad definition of rural was utilised.  

3.1.1 Defining rural according to rural theology 

The relationship between rurality (the perception of being rural) 

and rural Christian theology is an undeveloped and emerging field 

of scholarship and includes writings by Jung and Agria (1997), 

Astley (2003), Martineau (2009), Francis (2016) and Roth (2017). 

These authors acknowledge differences between rural and urban 

communities: they highlight the uniqueness and richness of rural 

communities: and argue for churches to be active participants 

within their rural context. Rural theology engages rural 

communities in their agrarian context, seeing them as places 

open to God’s goodness and in need of God’s grace (Roth, 2017, 

p. 17). 

Viewed through the integrated lens, rural theology’s 

contributions to this thesis is its articulation of rural and rurality 

as an important Biblical theme (Clark, 2018, p. 4 & 16) and its 

valuing of rural people’s relationship with God. For example, rural 

is a recurring theme in the Pentateuch (the first five books of the 

Old Testament), and Jesus frequently chose to preach and 

minister to people in small rural towns (Clark, 2018, p. 4 & 16). 

Defining a connection between rural and faith is complicated due 

to the diversity in belief and faith that exists outside metropolitan 

areas. The map below, Figure 16, shows the variation in the 

distribution of Christianity in Australia, particularly the variations 
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in the percentages of self-identifying Christians across Local 

Government Areas (LGA) in 2016 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 

2016b). For example, there are more Christians in the eastern 

states compared to the western states. This richness in variation 

makes generalisations impossible. 

 

 

Figure 16. Percentage of self-identified Christians in each LGA 

According to the 2016 Census; the darker the colour, the higher 

the percentage (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016b). 
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Three of the published journal articles, presented in Chapters five 

and six, consider rural a contemporary issue for ecclesiology and 

practical theology. Ecclesiology is how people understand the 

church (Roth, 2017, p. 18), while practical theology ‘covers a 

range of concerns, including the worship life of the church, 

pastoral ministry in its various forms …, Christian education, 

justice and advocacy …, holistic mission and evangelism’ (Neville, 

2014, p. 13). Rural raises many questions for these theologies. For 

example, how does living in a rural location impact on church 

engagements, compared to urban regions? (Roth, 2017, p. 18; 

Voas, 2017, p. 10)? For some areas of Australia, rural decline, 

financial constraints and rural isolation affect people’s sense of 

belonging to a local rural church, as observable in the Tasmanian 

experience. In the Anglican Diocese of Tasmania (in Australia), by 

2010, nearly every rural parish had been amalgamated with 

another or several parishes so as to maintain the population base 

required to support a stipend for a parish priest (Collins, 2011, p. 

21). In 2018, due to its ongoing financial circumstances, the 

Anglican Diocese of Tasmania had to make difficult decisions 

about funding several important endeavours and schemes, 

including the redress to the survivors of sexual abuse scheme. 

Finances for these endeavours were raised through the sale of 

about 100 Tasmanian Anglican Church properties, which had 

fewer than 30 households regularly involved, were financially 

unviable and were without weekly services or paid clergy (Beavis, 

2018, p. 17 & 20; Kempton, 2018, para. 1 & 4). The property list 

shows that most of the churches sold were located in rural areas 
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(Beavis, 2018; Kempton, 2018). Consequently, people in these 

regions now have fewer churches to connect with compared to 

before the sales, and the churches have fewer opportunities for 

engagement. 

The current definition of rural in this thesis accommodates the 

totality of the Anglican Communion’s experience of the rural 

church, as described, analysed and critiqued in Chapters five and 

six. 

3.1.2 Defining rural according to rural sociology 

The theoretical formulation of the rural sociological field in 

Australia, though growing, is underdeveloped. Classical 

sociological thinking informs much of this field, such as writings by 

Weber from Germany who was interested in the rationalisation of 

societies (as was discussed in Chapter two) (Giddens, 2006, p. 19), 

Durkheim from France who explored the social facts of societies 

(also discussed in Chapter two) (Durkheim, 1972, 1976 [1915]; 

Giddens, 2006, p. 13) and Tonnies (1855-1936) from Germany 

who was interested in community (Nelson, 1969, p. 159). Unlike 

Durkheim who believed urbanisation was a positive force, 

enabling people great freedom and choice and Weber who 

argued that the ‘full urban community’ could ideally be a positive, 

liberating force, Tonnies favoured a rural or village experience 

(Bruhn, 2011, pp. 30-32). Pioneer sociologist Tonnies, in 1887, 

categorised human relationships and their associations into 

Gemeinschaft (community) and Gesellschaft (society), aligning 
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gemeinschaft with rural life, which Tonnies described as the 

‘lasting and genuine form of living together’ (Tonnies, 2002 

[1887], pp. 1, 34-35). Despite Tonnies’ pioneering writings, rural 

sociology, also known as the sociology of rurality, did not become 

prominent as a scientific field until the American Progressive Era 

(1900s-1910), a period in which the United States government 

assumed an active role in social and economic development and 

promoted science as an instrument of progress (Lowe, 2010, p. 

312). From this starting point, rural sociology spread into many 

parts of the western world, including Australia. 

Importantly for this thesis, rural sociology articulated the impact 

of social forces within rural areas and rural relationships upon the 

rural Anglican church engagements in Australia. For example, 

sociology considered the impact of industrialisation and 

urbanisation and how, over time, such global forces have led to 

social phenomena such as rural disadvantage and isolation ─ that 

is poverty, unemployment, and education, health and social 

disorganisation (Sharma, 2004, pp. 1-2). These forces impact on 

local rural Anglican churches in Australia. These social forces 

necessitated the systematic study of different aspects of rural 

social life such as social engagements, social relations, social 

inclusion, social constructs, social action, social milieu, social 

organisations like the rural Anglican churches, social capital and 

social cohesion (see for example the journal articles discussed in 

Chapters five and six). 
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Evolving conceptions of rural are frequently categorised 

sociologically within the literature into: rural landscape; rural 

consensus; security in the face of rural social change; idealised 

rural images (Jonasson, 2012, p. 18); and rural villages which 

includes village ecology, village life and village relationships 

(Sharma, 2004, p. 11). The working definition of rural for this 

thesis accommodated the sub-text that ruralism is a complex 

sociological concept, a multifaceted social field that is both 

observable and imaginary (Short, 2018a; Watson, 2014, p. 66).  

3.1.3 Defining rural according to rural social work 

Rural social work is also an under-developed field. There is, 

however, a growing trend in Australia to write about the 

experience of rural social work in the twenty-first century, 

including by Lonne and Cheers (2004), Alston (2005), Bay (2012), 

Maidment and Bay (2012) and Howard et al. (2016). Relevant to 

this thesis was the recognition that rural social work could bring 

together ideas about people, location, meaning, geography, 

emotional significance, the natural world, human history, human 

activities and human aspirations (Bay, 2012, p. 22). 

Additionally, contemporary rural social work interconnects with 

individuals and groups within their rural communities. Rural 

communities influence rural social work practices (Howard et al., 

2016), as seen by the following three examples. First, it is not 

unusual for rural social workers to have limited access to 

supervision (Bowles & Duncombe, 2005, p. 285) and professional 
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development. They can feel professional isolation and dislocation. 

This is even though they are more visible than their urban 

counterparts, and regardless of having the dual roles of a 

community member as well as a social worker (Howard et al., 

2016). Consequently, it is common for rural social workers to 

receive professional support from colleagues from other 

disciplines, such as the local minister in the local rural Anglican 

church. Second, there are fewer social workers practising outside 

compared to within major cities in Australia and this number 

covers a large geographical area of Australia. For example, in 

2013-2014, only 33% of social work positions advertised in the 

Australian Association of Social Worker’s Horizon Career Centre 

were located outside capital cities (Howard et al., 2016). As a 

result, for rural social workers to be effective practitioners, they 

frequently need to cross professional boundaries and participate 

in inter-professional networks, transdisciplinary work and 

collaborations (Beddoe & Burley, 2012, pp. 42-43 & 45-46) 

including with religious leaders. Third, social workers tend to work 

with people from low socio-economic backgrounds and this, 

coupled with social isolation and limited transport options, 

impacts on people’s ability to access services (Howard et al., 

2016). Often there are few options for referring cases (Howard et 

al., 2016), and the local church may be their only option in the 

town. Based on these three factors it is possible to assert that 

rural social work can apply a collaborative community-embedded 

generalist practice, and work across disciplines and agencies, 
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building relationships with other organisations, practising beyond 

the role and standard domains (Howard et al., 2016). 

Examples like those above made clear that rural social work’s 

innovative work and partnerships in the intersection of practice 

within rural communities would be a major contribution to this 

thesis (Howard et al., 2016). Another major contribution would be 

the provision of tools which could uphold thinking about rural, 

rurality and the relationship between identity, relationships, 

knowledge and livelihoods (Bay, 2012, p. 35). 

With this in mind, and consistent with Emergent period three: 

Deliberate reintegration reasoning, this thesis required a 

comprehensive working definition of rural ─ and together social 

work, sociology and theology facilitated this. The integrated lens 

provided useful background knowledge, which scaffolded the 

definition. Further, the lens illuminated a way forward, ensuring 

that the related publications in Chapters five and six 

acknowledged what is unique about social work theory 

concerning establishing partnerships. This is because the social 

work perspective of collaborations and partnerships have the 

potential to create opportunities and justice for people within 

rural towns.  
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3.1.4 An integrated lens: Critical contemplations about rural 

Figure 17 below summarises the contribution of the three 

disciplines to defining rural, as discussed in the previous 

subsections. 
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Figure 17. Demonstrating how the background information 

contributed by each discipline scaffolds the definition of rural 

Rural theology: Connects 
and articulates a 

personal understanding 
of ruralism through the 

lens of a relationship 
with God.

Rural sociology: 
Articulates the impact of 
social forces upon rural 
areas and relationships.

Rural social work: 
Articulates ideas about 

work and partnerships in 
the intersection of 

practice within rural 
communities. Provides 

tools which support 
thinking about rurality 

and the relationship 
between identity, 

relationships, knowledge 
and livelihoods. 

Working definition.

Rural means 
populations located 

outside major cities or 
their immediate 

surrounding suburbs. 
Rurality can be 

experienced 
geographically and/or 

relationally.
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My contemplations of rural, as indicated in Figure 17, involved me 

connecting with a range of definitions by such as Tonnies (1955), 

Pritchard and McManus (2000), Astley (2003), Alston (2005), 

Mitchell (2005), Cheers and Taylor (2005), National Church Life 

Survey (NCLS) (Powell, Brady, Pipette, & Sterland, 2009), Gibson 

(2010), The Australian Institute of Family Studies (2011), 

Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (2011, 2014), the United 

Nations (2013b), Regional Australia Institute (2013), Dufty-Jones 

and Connell (2014), The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 

(2015), and Howard, Katrak, Blakemore and Pallas (2016). My 

critical reflections over time led to a change in this project’s 

definition of rural. Early in the research, the initial definition was – 

“‘rural’ combined with ‘regional and remote’ includes all localities 

outside capital cities, which have a population equal to or less 

than 99,999” (Short, M. A., Broughton, Short, M. G., Ochala, & 

Anscombe, 2017, p. 121). Currently, in the research, this 

definition has evolved to: 

 interchanging the term ‘rural’ with ‘rural, regional and 

remote’ and for rural to mean populations located outside 

capital and major cities or their immediate surrounding 

suburbs (Short, 2018a, p. 14; Short, Seiffert, Haynes, & 

Haynes, 2018).  

It became evident that the first definition was limited and static. 

The first definition would not adequately accommodate the 
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spiritual, geographical, multiplicitous, dynamic and relational 

nature of rural Australia examined in this thesis.  

For example, one of the limits of the first definition was its 

inability to accommodate changes in demography in rural-

regional locations throughout Australia. Resident populations 

located outside greater capital cities in Australia are growing. In 

2016 to 2017, populations outside greater capital cities grew by 

72,467 people or 0.9% compared to greater capital cities 

populations which grew by 315,657 people or 1.9% (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics, 2018a). It is projected that the population 

outside capital cities will grow by 26% between 2007 and 2026 

(Regional Universities Network, 2018). 

This limitation of the first definition was observed in the case of 

Bendigo which grew from approximately 91,713 to 108,437 over a 

five-year period (from 2010 to 2015) (Spatial Analysis and 

Research Department of Planning and Community Development, 

2011, p. 6; State of Victoria Department of Environment, 2016, p. 

3). Regarding the first definition, and similar to several other 

regional locations, during the life of the research project Bendigo 

would move from being included in the research to being 

excluded. The flexibility of the current (second) definition meant 

contemporary demographic changes in rural Australia that 

occurred during the life of the thesis, or more specifically the life 

of researching and writing a publication, would be accommodated 
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by the research. It also meant that, included in the definition and 

research were all parts of regional, rural and remote Australia. 

Please see Chapters five and six for further explanations of rural 

(such as the Australian Bureau of Statistics definitions), in line 

with the integrated lens. 

3.2 The rural Anglican church in Australia: Towards a 

definition 

The rural Anglican church in Australia is a community 

(Gemeinschaft), a Christian one. More specifically, due to its 

diversity the rural Anglican church is defined in generic terms in 

this thesis as:  

gatherings of people located outside major cities who 

identify as Anglicans. People gather in the power of God’s 

Spirit as churches to learn about Christ, pray, sing, support 

each other and eat together. (Short, 2015a, 2015c; Short, 

2018a; Short, Broughton, et al., 2017; Short et al., 2018; 

Tillotson, Short, Ollerton, Hearn, & Sawatzky, 2017)  

Currently, as observed in Chapter one from a meso perspective 

and as argued in Chapter two from an interpretivist historical 

critique, there are gaps in knowledge within the literature about 

this church which need addressing. 
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The rural Anglican church is a subset of religious bodies. It is part 

of the church, the worldwide Anglican Communion and the 

Anglican Church of Australia, as shown in Figure 18 below.  
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Figure 18. The rural Anglican church in Australia is a subset of the 

church and religious bodies 

Investigating this position was part of the process of defining the 

rural Anglican church for the thesis. The definition consequently 

occurred in a series of steps. Step one acknowledged the complex 

religious and historical contexts that have led to the unique 

identity of the rural Anglican church in Australia. The rural church 

The rural Anglican    

church in Australia

The Anglican Church

World-wide Anglican 

Communion

The church

Religious bodies
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is a religious community of those who belong to Jesus through the 

Holy Spirit, and it functions in local environments across multiple 

social, cultural and historical manifestations in time and place 

(Barth, 1959, p. 141; Neville, 2014, p. 12). (Please see Appendix 2 

for a summary of the knowledge generated through step one – 

religious and historical contexts described.) 

Step two involved engaging with background thinking about the 

church of which the rural Anglican church is a component. For 

example, crucial to the definition were the writings by the Apostle 

Paul and Bonhoeffer, and the classic Anglican foundational 

documents as listed in the Constitution of the Anglican Church of 

Australia – that is the Articles of Religion, the Creeds and The 

Book of Common Prayer. All of these documents emphasise 

sociologically and theologically that the church gathers people 

and that national, geographic, political or cultural boundaries do 

not limit people connecting to learn about Christ, pray, sing, 

support each other and eat together (for example, English 

Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, 1 Corinthians 1; 1 Corinthians 

5:4; Ephesians 1:22; English Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, 

Acts 2; Anglican Church of Australia, 2010, p. 3; Standing 

committee of the General Synod of the Anglican Church of 

Australia Sydney, 1978, p. 630; Anglican Communion, 1897 

[1662]; Anglicans Online, 2017 [381], 2017 [390]; General Synod, 

1995, pp. 15, 29, 95, 141, 183, 186, 220, 501, 521, 575, 582; 

Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], pp. 97-98 & 111). (Please see Appendix 

3 – The church described - for an overview of step two.)  
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Step three involved reviewing literature about the World-wide 

Anglican Communion and the Anglican Church. (Please see 

Appendix 4 – The Anglican church described for a summary of 

step three.)  

In 2017, approximately 80 million people worldwide and in 2016, 

over three million people in Australia identified as Anglicans 

(Anglican Communion, 2018; Australian Bureau of Statistics, 

2018b; Null & Yates, 2017, Preface). Within Australia, there are 

four primary expressions of Anglicanism, and each contains 

nuanced ecclesiological variations within them (Edwards, 2014, p. 

30; Grant, 2018). They are summarised here as:  

 An emphasis of the importance of the Charismatic in 

worship. These congregations focus on an absolute 

dependence on God and the emotive response to God’s 

charisma. 

 An Evangelical focus on personal salvation, preaching the 

Gospel, mission and the authority of the Bible.  

 The High Church or Anglo-Catholic church focuses on 

tradition, the continuation of the historic Catholic church, 

liturgy, the Eucharist, renewal and independence from the 

state. 

 The Liberal church focuses on reason and interpreting 

Christianity according to rationalist philosophies such as 

humanism (Edwards, 2014, p. 30; Grant, 2018, p. 11).  
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 (Please see Appendix 4 for a review of the literature about the 

Anglican church.) 

Step four involved exploring and critiquing the writings specifically 

about the rural church and the rural Anglican church from the 

perspective of each discipline within the integrated lens, which is 

the priority of this thesis. This critique is presented here, after the 

illustration. Please see the illustration below, Figure 19, which 

summarises the four steps. 
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Figure 19. The four steps in defining the rural Anglican church in 

Australia 

Step 1 in defining 
'rural Anglican 
church':  Understand 
the religious and 
historical contexts

Step 2 in defining 
'rural Anglican 
church': Engage 
with the 
foundational 
documents for the 
23 dioceses and 5 
provinces

Step 3 in defining 'rural 
Anglican church': 
Introduction to the 
Anglican church

Step 4 in defining 'rural 
Anglican church': View 
writings about the rural 
church and the rural 
Anglican church in 
Australia through the 
integrated lens 
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3.2.1 The rural church and the rural Anglican church  

In comparison to spirituality, religion and the church, relatively 

little writing exists about the rural church across the three 

disciplines and almost nothing is recorded about the rural 

Anglican church in Australia. These conversations about the rural 

church, however, are eminently relevant to understanding the 

rural Anglican church in Australia. 

Globally, there are similarities between rural and urban churches: 

for example, many clergy independent of location frequently 

experience high demands on their time, a lack of privacy, 

pressures from frequent relocation, and criticism from church 

members (Miles & Proeschold-Bell, 2012). Differences include 

population size and density, connection to agrarian work and 

rural-based leisure activities, and identity with the land (Jung & 

Agria, 1997, p. 31). These differences distinguish the rural church 

─ and more specifically, the rural Anglican church in Australia ─ 

from the urban archetype and allow it to be investigated and 

documented as a unique phenomenon.  

Literature such as Roth’s (2017) ‘God's country: Faith, hope and 

the future of the rural church’; lectures such as Archbishop Barry 

Morgan’s (2008) ‘The future of the Rural Church in the next ten 

years’ in America, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Canada, 

England and Wales; and newspaper articles such as Pepinster’s 

(2018) investigative piece ‘How rural vicars became the last social 

workers in the countryside’ highlight the standard dimensions of 
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rural churches in Western contexts. For example, they highlight 

the experiences of comparatively smaller congregations, social 

and rural isolation, and rural decline. Despite these critical 

conversations about the field, there is still a sparseness of work 

specifically about rural ministry ecclesiology and praxis in any 

denomination in any country (for example, Miles & Proeschold-

Bell, 2012; Pepinster, 2018). 

Currently, European and American writings comprise the majority 

of the rural ecclesiology collection. There are a relatively few 

publications about the rural church or, in particular, the rural 

Anglican church in Australia. This thesis begins to address this 

paucity. 

Additionally, rurally located clergy tend to author the works in this 

field, and their writings frequently focus on their personal 

observations (a posteriori) and theological knowledge of their 

local rural locations. These writings frequently quote general 

sociological thinking, and they make occasional allusions that are 

synonymous with social work insights into rural, (for example, 

Miles & Proeschold-Bell, 2012; Pepinster, 2018).  

3.2.2 Defining the rural Anglican church in Australia according to 

rural theology 

Theology acknowledges that God is omnipresent in rural areas, 

and it highlights events such as Jesus visiting deserted places 

(New International Version: Holy Bible, 2011, Romans 1:20 & Luke 
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5:16; Roth, 2017). Rural theology considers how people who live 

in a rural environment view their lives and construct meaning 

(Astley, 2003, p. 9). Rural theology recognises that these views 

differ from those of town or city-dwellers (Astley, 2003, p. 9). The 

rural church ministers in places between cities, which is a sign of 

these churches identifying with, and being called towards, the 

margins (Roth, 2017, pp. 32-33). According to Bennett (2008, p. 

82), the rural church grapples with how to assist rural people 

retain Christian hope while dealing with immensely complex 

issues such as drought and rural isolation. Relevant to this thesis 

is how rural theology strives to express what Christian life is like 

within this context (Bennett, 2008, p. 82). Relevant critical 

international writers and thinkers in this field were Jung and Agria 

(1997), Astley (2003), Francis (2016) and Roth (2017). These 

academics draw upon knowledge from a variety of sources 

reflecting an Emergent period three: Deliberate reintegration 

perspective in their writings. 

Australian rural theology defines and considers the rural church in 

Australia. Australian rural culture can be pragmatic, oral, one to 

one focused, day by day orientated and associated with working 

within uncontrollable natural environments (Hughes & Kupciunas, 

2009, pp. 24-25). Australian rural theology expounds daily 

dependence on God, recognising that He is in control of the 

natural world and that this influences people’s lives (Hughes & 

Kupciunas, 2009, p. 25). As will be discussed further in Chapters 

and five and six, theologically the Australian rural church is a 
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religious community providing: regular rurally located worship 

services and other activities; opportunities to express anxiety and 

celebration about local experiences such as the weather; practical 

assistance alongside social welfare agencies; and a moral 

framework for issues such as stewardship of the environment 

(Hughes & Kupciunas, 2009, p. 6). Critical Australian academics 

who are also Period three thinkers about rural theology include 

Hughes, Kupciunas, Powell and Pipette (2009; 2009) who co-

authored ‘Models of leadership and organisation in Anglican 

churches in rural Australia’, and Collins (2011) who authored ‘Four 

rural Anglican communities of faith: An ethnography of hope’. 

In focusing on the rural Anglican churches in Australia, the 

Primate of the Anglican Church of Australia reports that these 

churches reflect Australia’s demographic patterns of a century 

ago (Freier, 2017a, p. 9). From inception, the rural Anglican 

church in Australia has been a religious and social entity defined 

by its church services, social activities and pastoral care ─ 

following the distinctiveness of each region of country Australia 

(Hilliard, 2015, pp. 11-12). Since early days this church has been 

‘characterised by patient endurance, courage and sheer hard 

work…loneliness also, remembering, however, that, with the 

companionship of the Holy Spirit, the ministries would have the 

resources they needed’ (Preston, 1988, as cited in Stone & Body, 

2013, p. 104). Withycombe (2008, p. 29) characterised the 

historical rural Anglican church in terms of: ‘itinerary; 

mother/daughter churches with remoter missionary [centres]; 
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horsemanship; persistent use of the Book of Common Prayer, of 

music, and of ‘tea meetings’; disdain for ‘dissent’; a sense of 

pastoral isolation; novel patterns of lay leadership and episcopal 

roles; seeing rural ministry as missionary; and … conservatism’. In 

my experience, many of these defining characteristics remain, 

except horsemanship which has been superseded by cars, trains 

and aeroplanes. 

In the twenty-first century, the rural Anglican church in Australia 

continues to engage with its local communities. Hughes et al. 

(2009, p. 9) lists five models of rural ministry and engagement. 

They are summarised here. First, the full-time stipendiary priest 

model, where a paid minister works across one or more parishes 

(Hughes et al., 2009, p. 9). The strengths of this approach are that 

at least one person is specially trained for ministry and has 

specific skills and experiences for leading, engaging others and 

pastorally caring for the church/es (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 9).  

Second, the ecumenical model, where Anglican churches work 

cooperatively with other denominations (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 

9). The strengths are that the church can enable the co-operating 

denominations to: afford a full-time minister; rationalise 

resources like buildings; operate larger units of ministry; and 

create stronger engagement and witness with the local 

community (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 10).  

Third, the enabler ministry which involves the calling of local 

people into leadership teams that are supported by an ordained 
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person who takes a training role (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 10). The 

strengths of this model are: the priest focuses on enabling leaders 

rather than serving congregations; the minister relates well to 

their congregation: there are increased number of leaders; costs 

are lower; leaders are supported; and there are stronger 

connections between laypeople and the diocese (Hughes et al., 

2009, pp. 10-11).  

Fourth, area team ministry, which is where a team of ordained, 

non-ordained, stipendiary and non-stipendiary people serves a 

group of worship centres (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 11). The 

strengths are: there is a team approach to ministry; people can 

cover for each other; functions like finances are centralised; and 

isolation can be reduced (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 11).  

Fifth, the ministry leadership team model, which involves a team 

of people ministering at the local level (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 12). 

The strengths are: it is easier to cover large Anglican parishes; the 

team can provide stronger support and engagement as well as 

more variety in input; there is more involvement in ministry by all 

members of the church; and there is greater sustainability of 

ministry (Hughes et al., 2009, p. 12). These five models have 

tacitly shaped the rural Anglican church in Australia and were 

assumed knowledge in the discussion of three of the journal 

articles presented in Chapters five and six.  

Each of these five models of the rural Anglican church in Australia, 

however, has been passionately criticised concerning their 
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inadequacies which include the following. They are: possibly 

irrelevant to secular Australia; small; connected to Anglican clergy 

who have trained outside the rural communities and who may or 

may not engage well with the local rural community; at times 

they may contain little lay/local involvement; clergy pastor 

clusters of parishes and need to travel long distances; positions 

are susceptible to extended vacancies; and small communities are 

unable to afford stipendiary Anglican clergy (Bouma, 2017; 

Hilliard, 2015; Hughes, 2009, p. 16; Mitchell, 2005, pp. 35-36).  

Regardless of these criticisms, rural Anglican churches in Australia 

do exist and serve their communities (Hughes & Kupciunas, 2009, 

p. 25). They are one segment of their community, and the rural 

community knows that if one segment of the community does not 

fulfil its responsibilities or is devalued, the whole community 

suffers (Hughes & Kupciunas, 2009, p. 25). Roth (2017, p. 19) 

argues that it is essential to understand the criticisms while 

refuting any devaluing and/or disempowerment of rural churches. 

Roth (2017, p. 19) states that, ‘The world without the sacred is 

not just disenchanted but it is deprived of some kind of depth’ 

(Williams, 2008, as cited in Wirxzba, 2011, p. 31, as cited in Roth, 

2017, p. 19). Roth (2017, p. 38) also contends that God delights in 

and is present in rural places and that all places can offer 

authentic praise to God. Challenged by Roth’s work, this thesis 

too argues the importance of theological knowledge and argues 

for a theological depth to conversations about rural communities, 

religion and the church.  
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Summarised in Figure 20 below is the contribution of rural 

theology to defining the rural Anglican church. 
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Figure 20. Rural theology’s contribution to defining the 
rural Anglican church 
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3.2.3 Defining the rural Anglican church in Australia according to 

the sociology of religion 

The sociology of religion defines religion, the church and the rural 

church in terms of social forces and concepts such as culture, 

ritualised practices and the purpose of religion (Giddens, 2006, p. 

534). Globally, sociology of religion’s investigations into the rural 

church date from at least the early 1900s with the establishment 

of such bodies as the Institute for Social and Religious Research 

(Nelson, 1969, pp. 46, 47, 48 & 50). These bodies conducted 

significant rural sociological inquiries in America into the rural 

milieu of religious institutions (Nelson, 1969, p. 50). Their work 

helped inspire the emergence of the sociology of religion and 

supported rural sociology development in other parts of the 

world.  

Both the sociology of religion and rural sociology were impacted 

by the three epistemological periods mentioned in chapter two, 

but slightly later than many other branches of sociology. At the 

beginning of the 1900s there were examples of Period one: The 

holistic movement thinking, such as the church being a sponsor of 

major rural sociological studies; for rural sociology studies to 

focus on the rural church; and/or for the objectives of such 

studies to consider the social context in which the church 

functioned and its social characteristics (Nelson, 1969, pp. 46, 47, 

48 & 50). One pioneering work which was widely utilised by 

sociologists at the time (and similar to Tonnies, Weber and 
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Durkheim’s work, is still frequently referred to in the field) was 

‘The country town: A story of rural evolution’ by Christian minister 

Wilbert L. Anderson (1906). This study started a trend of 

presenting the church sociologically as an institution in its own 

right ‘in the broad context of the rural community’ (Nelson, 1969, 

p. 103; Vaughn, 1998). Additionally, during this epoch, social 

workers and rural sociologists were known to work together to 

improve the welfare of rural communities (Nelson, 1969, p. 91). 

For example, in 1930, social worker Harry L. Hopkins organised 

the Federal Emergency Relief Administration whose Division of 

Research and Statistics employed rural sociologists who 

conducted a census of unemployment in rural America (Nelson, 

1969, p. 91). They asked questions about the social nature of 

communities, and peoples’ behaviour (Weber, 1947 [1915], p. 

107). The research raised awareness of the impact of rural change 

and rural decline including changes in farming practices, 

unemployment and demography (Nelson, 1969, p. 103; 

Wunderlich, 2004, pp. 1-3 & 14-15).  

However, the recognition of the rural church changed in the 

middle of the twentieth century, consistent with Period two: 

Disciplines as silos thinking. Projects about rural life during this 

period began to minimise the role of the rural church, until 

eventually the rural church was rarely mentioned at all or was 

categorised under the heading of ‘other institution’ or alongside 

social organisations and sporting clubs, family, schools and 

governments (Nelson, 1969, p. 117). More recently sociologists of 
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religion have noted that in those societies which have become 

more secular ─ such as contemporary Australia ─ the role of 

religion, the church and the rural church has become increasingly 

understood in instrumental terms (Maddox, 2005, p. 187) with 

minimal theological consideration. In Australia, there is no clear 

definition of the rural church and, as with other religious bodies, 

the rural church has been increasingly categorised sociologically 

less as a system of belief relating to a cosmic order that makes 

claims upon us, and more as a toolbox of therapeutic or goal 

setting techniques that can be deployed selectively to achieve 

individual ends (Maddox, 2005, p. 187). These trends appear to 

have limited contemporary sociological analysis in this field and 

have consequently influenced the richness of the definition of the 

rural Anglican church in Australia in this thesis.  

Sociology of religion, nevertheless, was judged relevant to this 

research and to the definition of the rural Anglican church in 

Australia in this thesis because: sociology of religion analysed 

religious practices and the rural church’s activities; it was sensitive 

to the ideals that inspire profound conviction in believers; and it 

aimed to make a balanced view of both (Giddens, 2006, p. 534). In 

terms of Australia, sociologically speaking, increasingly common 

descriptions for religious institutions such as the rural Anglican 

church in Australia include the phrases: subdued; attended 

occasionally by members; participation occurring late in the life 

cycle; accepting of low levels of consistency between belief and 

practice; the transcendent being seen as distant; and existing on 
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the margins of society (Bouma, 2006, p. 35). In contrast, Mitchell 

(2005, pp. 213-214, 225) described the rural church in Australia as 

building social capital; providing social solidarity; creating social 

cohesion; and providing ministry in times of stress. Fundamental 

Australian sociology of religion texts for this thesis’ investigation 

into the rural church included: Hughes, Black, Bellamy and 

Kaldor’s (2004) ‘Identity and religion in contemporary Australia’; 

Mitchell’s (2005) ‘Country life and the church’; Bouma’s (2006) 

‘Australian soul: Religion and spirituality in the 21st Century’; and 

Kaldor, Hughes and Black’s (2010) ‘Spirit matters: How making 

sense of life affects well-being’. These texts inspired the 

sociological imagination and argument within this thesis and 

encouraged wonderment about the sociality of the rural church. 

They helped raise the question: What social characteristics 

determine the rural church?  

‘[S]ocial practices of the Christian community … form its essential 

nature’ (Broughton, 2011, p. 326). Included in this thesis are three 

sociological perspectives that defined the social characteristics of 

the rural Anglican church in Australia. One by Pickard, a 

theologian whose writings included sociological insights about the 

church. Pickard’s (2012, pp. 85-86) perspective was that 

sociological explorations could occur because the church, in this 

case the rural Anglican church in Australia, is a social form of 

Christianity where human sociality is given in and with 

relationship to God. Another was the approach of Weber 

(sociologist) (1947 [1915]), whose definition of ‘church’ would 
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have included the rural Anglican church in Australia. Weber 

(sociologist) (1947 [1915], p. 154) stated that ‘[a] compulsory 

hierocratic association with continuous organisation is called a 

church if and in so far as its administrative staff claims the 

monopoly of the legitimate use of hierocratic coercion’, (where 

hierocratic is about the rule and role of priests). The third was 

Tonnies’ (sociologist) (2002 [1887], pp. 62-63 & 231) work about 

gemeinschaft - that is ‘community’ - which made it possible to link 

the rural Anglican church in Australia, its administration and 

character to family life, rural life and village life. From this 

integrated perspective emerged a multifaceted and vibrant 

sociological picture of the rural Anglican church in Australia with 

vivid images of: God’s incarnate love engendering hope (Pickard, 

2003, p. 11); a home containing the ‘joy and delight of creating 

and conserving’ within it, agriculture and associated habits where 

‘co-operation is guided by custom’, of ‘art based upon memories’ 

that connects belief in ‘the work’ with belief in ‘the task’ (Tonnies, 

2002 [1887], p. 262); and the administrative activities upholding it 

all (Weber, 1947 [1915], p. 154). 

Regardless of these dynamic integrated insights, very little has 

been written about the rural Anglican church in Australia from a 

sociological perspective. If referenced in works at all, then the 

rural Anglican church seems to be covered within one sentence, 

paragraph or small section (for example, Barr, 2009, p. 23). In 

contrast, this research, through its publications, has brought 
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attention to an important but over-looked religious and social 

phenomenon - the rural Anglican church in Australia. 

Summarised in Figure 21 below, is the sociology of religion’s 

contribution to defining the rural Anglican church in Australia for 

this thesis. 
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Figure 21. Sociology of religion’s contribution to defining the rural 

Anglican church in Australia 

Rural sociology brings 
to the definition of the 
rural Anglican church  
perceptions about 
social forces through:

Analysing practices, being sensitive to 
ideals that inspire believers

Recognising that the rural Anglican 
church in Australia is a social form of 
Christianity where human sociality is 
given in and with relationship to God

Noting the hierocratic/priestly 
association 

Considering its character from the 
perspective of family life, rural life and 
village life

Painting a picture of the rural Anglican 
church with images of God's love, a 
home connected to agriculture and its 
adminstration

Rural sociology was 
important for this thesis
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3.2.4 Defining the rural Anglican church according to rural social 

work 

The Australian Association of Social Workers (2010, p. 17) states, 

‘Social workers will respect others’ beliefs, religious or spiritual 

world views, values, culture, goals, needs and desires, as well as 

kinship and communal bonds, within a framework of social justice 

and human rights’ and that, ‘Social workers will obtain a working 

knowledge and understanding of clients’ racial and cultural 

affiliations, identities, values, beliefs and customs, including 

consultation with cultural consultants, where appropriate’. From 

an ethical and an Emergent Period three: Deliberate reintegration 

perspective, these statements aim to ensure that social workers 

respect the religious views of the people they are assisting and 

their attempts to make sense or meaning of situations in which 

they find themselves (Crisp, 2010, p. 11). This includes making 

sense of the non-material aspects of their lives. For as social work 

scholar Crisp (2010, pp. 11-12) highlights, many people find 

meaning in Christian relationship with God rather than resources 

or material goods. They consequently may wish to belong to a 

church and participate in its activities. For example, a farmer 

anxious about the drought, their farm and future may decide to 

attend a prayer group at the local Anglican church to pray to God 

with their Christian community about their situation. 

Crisp (2010, pp. 130-132) proposes that social workers are more 

effective in their practice when they understand the religious 
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environments and systems around them, and how these interact 

with the people they service. The literature, however, indicated 

that the religious literacy and spiritual competencies of many 

social workers are underdeveloped (for example Dinham, 2017; 

Gardner, 2017; Hodge, 2017). Gale and Dudley’s (2017, p. 347) 

statement supports this, ‘Spirituality and religion are the very last 

human rights to be implemented in social work’. Consequently, 

limited scholarship exists about the church from a social work 

perspective. Even less has been written about the rural church 

and the rural Anglican church in Australia.  

Key social work writers and thinkers in this field tend to present a 

general overview of religion and spirituality rather than engaging 

with specific local community contexts or institutions such as the 

rural church. The Emergent period three: Deliberate reintegration 

authors who provided notable general background information to 

the research and its definition of the rural Anglican church in 

Australia in date order include: Hallahan (2004, 2005, 2008a, 

2008b), Crisp (2008, 2010, 2013, 2017a), Furness and Gilligan 

(Furness & Gilligan, 2010; Gilligan & Furness, 2006), Dudley 

(2016), and Gale and Dudley (social worker and psychiatrist) 

(2017). 

In considering the rural social work literature, some writings 

briefly refer to the role of the rural church but not specifically to 

the rural Anglican church in Australia. Furthermore, the rural 

social work literature relevant to this thesis tended not to define 
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the rural church or more specifically, the rural Anglican church in 

Australia. Rather, the literature appeared to assume that social 

workers were knowledgeable about the rural church. The 

literature instead focussed on discussing rural church functions 

within local non-urban communities. These functions have been 

summarised and categorised for this thesis in the following five 

ways. First, some extant literature referenced examples of rural 

churches participating in coalitions with other community leaders, 

health and social services professionals and consumer groups – 

which aimed to deliver and develop services and to advocate for 

change (for example, Beddoe & Burley, 2012, p. 50). Second, 

occasionally illustrative case studies mentioned that the client/s 

were members of a church congregation (for example, Mason, 

2012, p. 130). Third, the rural church was referred to through 

Christian support groups in rural areas such as those for refugees 

(for example, Briskman, 2012, p. 147). Fourth, the rural church 

was referenced as a social phenomenon engaging specific 

demographics such as ageing populations and women in rural 

Australia (for example, Warburton & Hodgkin, 2012, p. 194; 

Wendt, 2012, p. 180). Fifth, the rural church was considered to be 

aiding, constraining or creating negative social forces which 

imposed normative processes and control on groups (for 

example, Alston, 2012, p. 208).  

The limited amount of literature from a social work perspective 

and its lack of definition, discussion and critique about the rural 

church or more specifically, the rural Anglican church in Australia, 
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impacted the definition in this thesis. This paucity highlighted a 

need for further in-depth analysis of social work connections with 

the rural church, such as through the Co-operative Inquiries into 

engagements by the rural Anglican church in Australia as 

presented in this thesis (or the case studies listed in the list of 

publications resulting from the research). It also caused me to 

contemplate the potential for further social work conversations, 

for instance about the ability of the church to be a catalyst for 

change in all fields; and about its solidarity with issues of social 

and restorative justice, social rights, social inclusion, spiritual 

wellbeing and growth, partnerships, relationships with God and 

others, local concerns, belonging and community engagement 

(Gale & Dudley, 2017). This thesis aims to partially address the 

paucity in social work thinking about the rural Church in Australia, 

and in particular Anglicanism. 

Summarised in Figure 22 below is the contribution of social work 

theory to defining the rural Anglican church in Australia.
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Figure 22. Rural social work's contribution to defining the rural 

Anglican church in Australia 
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3.2.5 An integrated lens: The shape and scope of the rural 

Anglican church in Australia  

This review of the literature demonstrated the richness and 

complexities associated with the definition. The review showed 

how social work, sociology and theology together provided 

background information for this thesis, particularly for the 

working definition - as depicted in Figure 23 below.  
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Figure 23. Demonstrating the contribution by each discipline that 

scaffolded the definition of the rural Anglican church in Australia 

 

Rural theology: Provided 
theological knowledge, 

depth and insight into how 
meeting together as a 

rural Anglican Christian 
community assisted rural 

people retain Christian 
hope whilst dealing with 

immensely complex issues 
such as drought

Rural sociology: 
Provided the 

recognition that the 
rural Anglican church in 

Australia is a social 
form of Christianity 

where human sociality 
is given in and with 
relationship to God 

Rural social work: 
Provided a framework 

of social justice and 
human rights through 

which the rural 
environments and 

systems impacting on 
the rural Anglican 
church in Australia 

could be viewed 

Working definition.

The rural Anglican church in 
Australia is a Christian 

community (gemeinschaft). It 
is defined as a gathering of 

people who are located 
outside major cities, who 

identify with Anglicanism and 
who come together to learn 

about Christ, pray, sing, 
support each other and 

practice hospitality in the 
power of the Holy Spirit. 
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Similar to Durkheim (1976 [1915], p. 416), and as indicated in 

figure 23 above, I also considered there was a need for a careful 

and thorough cross-disciplinary dialogue concerning the 

definitions and themes about this field in order to accurately 

represent believers’ experiences. Cross-disciplinary dialogues at 

both the etic level as outlined in this chapter and the emic level as 

outlined in the journal articles in Chapters five and six ensured 

that the dominance of single-issue focussed social scientific 

rational definitions or the prevalence of explanations by a solo 

discipline were circumvented (Durkheim, 1976 [1915], p. 416). 

These dialogues avoid a narrow analysis and/or external 

translation(s) about the field which were contingent and 

materially focussed (Durkheim, 1976 [1915], p. 416). Such 

safeguards were important because a narrow analysis would not 

have represented the lived experience of the actors (people) 

involved. For as Durkheim (1976 [1915], p. 416) warns, it is not 

unusual in research for a believer to read an analysis about 

themselves and not be able to see themselves within the 

investigation undertaken (Durkheim, 1976 [1915], p. 416). 

Furthermore, social scientific rational definitions have not always 

comprehended the believer’s views on truth, belief and 

knowledge (Durkheim, 1976 [1915], p. 416). This can occur, for 

example, if the social scientist observing is a non-believer who 

perceives the ‘object’ as irrelevant or if they cannot understand 

elements such as communication with God, rising-up against the 

miseries of the world or the experience of being saved from evil 
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(Durkheim, 1976 [1915], p. 416). Barth reinforces this when 

stating: 

‘[T]o see the true Church, we cannot look abstractly at 

what a human work seems to be in itself. This would not 

be a genuine phenomenon but a false [one]. The real result 

of the divine operation, the human action which takes 

place in the true Church as occasioned and fashioned by 

God, will never try to be anything in itself, but only the 

divine operation, the divine work of sanctification, the 

upbuilding of Christianity by the Holy Spirit of Jesus the 

Lord, by which it is inaugurated and controlled and 

supported. To the extent that it is anything in itself, it is the 

phenomenon of the mere semblance of a Church, and it is 

only this semblance, and not the true Church, that we shall 

see when we consider this phenomenon’ (Barth, 2018 

[1967], §67 (616–7, as cited in Swann, 2018, p. 142). 

These views expressed by Durkheim and Barth galvanised the 

aspirations for this thesis and more specifically, the publications. I 

aimed to describe and define the rural Anglican church in 

Australia carefully through an integrated framework, and to 

ensure that the presentation of the knowledge generated was in 

an intelligent, authentic, realistic and personal way. In other 

words, this research extended beyond an ‘epiphenomenon 

morphological interpretation’ (Durkheim, 1976 [1915], pp. 423-

424).  
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Additionally, Pickard (2012, p. 67) showed that sociological 

inquiry with theological input pioneered by theologians like 

Bonhoeffer opened new insights and brought a note of realism 

into the life, constructs and practices of the church. Bonhoeffer’s 

(1960 [1926]) theological and sociological work ‘Sanctorum 

Communio’, which briefly mentioned social work, demonstrated 

the usefulness of employing a cross-disciplinary approach to 

defining the rural Anglican church in Australia.  

Further, Durkheim, Barth and Bonhoeffer’s scholarship alongside 

the insights of the participants (presented in Chapters five and six 

and the writing presented in the list of publications resulting from 

the research) informed the definition for this thesis:  

The rural Anglican church in Australia is a Christian 

community (gemeinschaft). This church is defined as 

gatherings of people located outside major cities, who 

identify with Anglicanism and who come together to learn 

about Christ, pray, sing, support each other and practice 

hospitality in the power of the Holy Spirit.  

This definition of the rural Anglican church in Australia is a living 

definition and knowledge from social work, sociology and 

theology continue to shape, expand, scaffold and refine it. 

Additionally, Bonhoeffer’s (1960 [1926], pp. 88-87) work brought 

to the definition a unique nuance and warning that needed 

continual heeding when investigating/defining – ‘what is the 
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church?’ – or, in this case, what is the rural Anglican church in 

Australia? Bonheoffer explained that it is possible to 

misunderstand the church in two ways ─ sociologically and 

theologically. Regarding sociological misunderstandings, social 

workers and sociologists who exclude input from theology in their 

work can emphasise observable constructs and religious motives 

but risk de-emphasising ‘the character of reality possessed by the 

new fundamental relationship based on God’ (Bonhoeffer, 1960 

[1926], pp. 88-87). Such approaches were limited, confined to a 

sociological morphology only, and considered theological 

discussions about the field to be superfluous (Bonhoeffer, 1960 

[1926], p. 88). They missed the knowledge that theology brings. 

Regarding theological misunderstandings, theologians who 

dismissed sociological and/or social work knowledge missed the 

sociality of the church and risked narrowing their investigations to 

deifying history or constricting people’s experience to specific 

theological themes such as sin and death (Bonhoeffer, 1960 

[1926], p. 88). These sociological and theological misperceptions 

did not fully ‘grasp the reality of the church, which is at once a 

social-historical community and established by God’ (Bonhoeffer, 

1960 [1926], p. 88). 

Bonhoeffer (1960 [1926], p. 88) convinced me that it was possible 

to hear and consider all the claims the church makes, such as 

about relationships, Christ and the Bible, and to take them all 

seriously. It was also feasible to understand the church from 

within itself (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], pp. 88-89), that is emically. 
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The application of Bonhoeffer’s insights facilitated the emergence 

of an authentic concept of the rural Anglican church in Australia, 

one that is based on Christ and is in accordance with the role of 

belief and revelation (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], pp. 88-89).  

This discussion about the rural Anglican church in Australia 

viewed via an integrated lens was explored in more detail in three 

of the publications presented in Chapters five and six. 

3.3 Engagement: Towards a definition 

From an integrated perspective, four dimensions inform 

engagement within a community: human relationships, love, 

social organisation and political construction (Temple, 1976 

[1942], p. 65). A Christian community also has the added 

dimension of engagements occurring ‘through Jesus Christ and in 

Jesus Christ’ (Bonhoeffer, 1954 [1939], p. 10). These five 

dimensions of Christian engagement make engagement an 

influential yet complicated concept that frequently eludes 

description.  

Minimal social work, sociological and theological scholarship 

exists about the experience of engagement with regards to the 

rural Anglican church in Australia. Furthermore, as mentioned in 

Chapter one, the narratives of people living with disabilities and 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

about their own experience with the rural Anglican church in 

Australia are rarely heard or published. It was decided to present 
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a general overview of discussions of engagement from a social 

work perspective, a sociological perspective and a theological 

perspective, and in so doing, begin to address this gap.  

For this discussion, the thesis utilised the United Nations (2005, 

No. 11) community-based outcome-focused definition of 

engagement as: 

‘seek[ing] to address barriers and build the capacity and 

confidence of people to participate in, and negotiate and 

partner with, institutions that affect their lives’.  

The thesis presented the concept of engagement with the rural 

Anglican church in Australia from the perspective of people living 

with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds. The strength of the United Nations’ 

definition is that it provided the research with a broad view of 

engagement pertinent to social work, sociological and theological 

thinking because it featured the inter-connections and 

participation between the person, the community and an 

institution. This focus upon participation was consistent with the 

ideas of engaging through action and engaging through just 

relations. In terms of the publications in this thesis, the extensive 

range of this well-established definition proved beneficial because 

it allowed the exploration of both theoretical concepts (etic) as 

well as personal (emic) ones. The definition respected individual 

co-inquirers’ understandings of engagement and their 

descriptions of their experiences of engagements by rural 
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Anglican churches, and it supported the rationale for investigating 

these engagements ─ specifically that such engagements counter 

social and rural isolation (see Chapters five and six). 

The definition also allowed the research to connect with different 

fields of engagement such as civic engagement (political and 

religious participation for social justice reasons), community-

based and local engagement (community, citizens and 

organisations brought together), public engagement (public 

participation), and social engagement (creating relationships and 

connections) (Anglican Parish of Sunraysia South, 2017; Marks & 

Russell, 2015; Petray & Halbert, 2013; United Nations, 2005). 

3.3.1 Defining engagement according to theology 

Coutts (2015, p. 359) proposed that a stereotypical Western view 

of a relationship with God is that it is ‘an individual, even private 

affair’, not one for open discussion. This stereotype excluded the 

concept of individuals or communities engaging with others (that 

is, neighbours and Christian communities). Would this 

stereotypical thinking impact on the definition of engagement in 

this thesis? Would it dissuade investigations into engagements by 

the rural Anglican church in Australia with different groups of 

people? I suspected that this stereotype, if unaddressed, risked 

placing tacit limits on this field of the research.  

In contrast to this stereotype, the Christian scriptures have 

recorded both private responses to God and collective 
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engagements with God, such as the account of the Day of 

Pentecost (Coutts, 2015; for example, English Standard Version: 

Holy Bible, 2016, Matthew 18:20, John 3:1-21; 1 Samuel 3:10-14; 

Matthew 6:6; Acts 2; Acts 16:31-34; Revelations 2 & 3).  

Similarly, the Anglican foundational documents call for 

community engagement through such activities as community 

action; just community relations; prayers for the community; 

communal sharing of the sacrament; and the community reading 

of scripture (for example, Anglican Church of Australia, 2010, pp. 

283-284; Anglican Parish of Sunraysia South, 2017; Bush Church 

Aid Society, 2017; 2018b, pp. 7-8; General Synod, 1995, p. 185). 

The Anglican foundational documents are grounded in the gospel 

as outlined in the Christian scriptures. The gospel aims to meet 

people collectively and individually ‘at the point where people are 

… where it is relevant’ for them (Leslie Newbigin, 2003, p. 97) 

within their environment. These collective engagements with God 

challenged this stereotypical thinking. Biblical writings and the 

Anglican foundational documents confirmed that this field has 

long been open for consideration; thus investigation into 

engagements with the rural Anglican church through the 

integrated lens is possible. 

Engagement is a contemporary issue, and theological thinkers 

such as Percy (2005, p. 1) argued that it is one of the most 

pressing challenges faced by the church, across all church 

traditions. However, of the three disciplines making up the 
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integrated lens, it appeared that theology gives engagement the 

least attention compared to social work and sociology, often 

seeing engagement as a secondary theme. Consequently, a critical 

review of the literature noted a disparate collection of theological 

writings defining and discussing engagement. This thesis 

categorised the collection into three loosely related groups.  

One group was those theological writings and sub-disciplines for 

whom engagement is a tacit concept that is occasionally referred 

to (directly or indirectly), for example in writing about community 

church work, ecclesiology, evangelism, missiology, pastoral care, 

practical theology and rural theology (for example, Bonhoeffer, 

1954 [1939], 1963 [c1940s], 1978 [c1940], 1994 [1906-1945], 

2009 [1930], 2010, 2012 [1928-1939]; Bosch, 2010; Lesslie 

Newbigin, 1983, 1989; Pickard, 2003, 2012; Ranse & Jamieson, 

2012; Roth, 2017). A second group was the small number of 

writers explicitly developing a theology of engagement (for 

example, Fairbanks, 2007; Markham, 2003). These authors tended 

to focus on connecting people, religions, cultures, world views, 

and/or, non-Christian ideas with Christian ideas and traditions. A 

third group was made up of individual Christians, not necessarily 

academic practitioners, blogging about engagements between 

church and groups of other people (for example, Poulos, 2009; 

Stetzer, 2013). 

In some ways the variable nature of theological conversations 

about engagement was not surprising because engagement is a 
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fluid concept applied to a variety of settings throughout society. 

Markham (2003, p. 138) noted that ‘[t]he dynamics of 

engagement take on different forms with different issues’. This 

variety of concepts of engagement includes relationships (for 

example, two people becoming engaged); academic debate (for 

example, engaging with perspectives); violence (for example, 

engaging with war); participation (for example, engaging with a 

community) (Markham, 2003, p. 10 & 13); and culture and society 

(for example, one mini-culture engaging another mini-culture) 

(Percy, 2005; Poulos, 2009).  

The primary aspect of engagement considered in this thesis 

concerned connections between people living with disabilities 

and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 

and the rural Anglican church in Australia – and vice versa. 

Authors who provided important background theological 

knowledge for the definition in this thesis in date order were 

Temple (1976 [1942]), Bonhoeffer (1954 [1939], 1960 [1926], 

1963 [c1940s], 1978 [c1940], 1994 [1906-1945], 2009 [1930], 

2010, 2012 [1928-1939]), Lesslie Newbigin (1983, 1989), Astley 

(2003), Markham (2003), Vanier (2005, 2008a, 2008b), Fairbanks 

(2007), Hauerwas (2008), Bosch (2010) and Roth (2017). 

Furthermore, background information indirectly obtained through 

related theological concepts and sub-disciplines scaffolded the 

definition of engagement ─ such as loving your neighbour, living 

in the ‘midst of this world’, mission studies, rural theology and 

ecclesiology (Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-1945]; Bosch, 2010; English 
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Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, Matthew 22:36-40; Pickard, 

2012). For example, theologians Astley’s (2003, p. 10) and Roth’s 

(2017, p. 82) work about rural theology and the church 

reinforced, in an indirect way, the concept that Christian 

engagement involved listening theologically to the stories of 

people in rural Australia, allowing each person to draw out what 

they see Jesus is doing and hearing their witness to God at work in 

a rural context.  

In comparison to general academic writings about engagement, 

Fairbanks (2007) was one of the few theologians who had 

intentionally written a theology of engagement. Fairbanks 

contemplated the question: how do the church and people 

engage? Fairbanks (2007, p. vii & 36) advocated that Christians 

follow Christ’s model of engagement. Fairbanks argued that 

Christian discussions about engagement start from the vantage 

point of Christ’s incarnation (that is ‘God taking on human flesh’) 

(Fairbanks, 2007, p. vii & 36). Fairbanks (2007, pp. vii & 36-37) 

posited that because of Christ’s birth, Christ ‘moved into the 

neighbourhood’, and was in proximity to others. In other words, 

Christ was observable, Christ was located amongst real people 

and Christ ‘made His dwelling among us’ (English Standard 

Version: Holy Bible, 2016, John 1:14). Christ personally and 

physically engaged and engages people within their local culture, 

context and environment while being faithful to the gospel. This 

research aligned with these views of engagement, focusing on 

engagement with and by churches in rural areas.  
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Fairbanks (2007, p. vii) also explained that understanding 

engagement required an understanding of a theology of 

community. This too proved necessary for this thesis. A theology 

of community starts with recognising God’s triune nature (that is 

God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit) and that 

‘God has existed as community from time eternity’ (Fairbanks, 

2007, p. vii & 65). Christians then role model God’s valuing of 

community and strive for the ideal of living joyfully in their 

community, engaging with those around them within their local 

culture and context (Fairbanks, 2007, p. vii) for God’s glory.  

The extant theological literature about engagement and 

community relationships also highlighted themes of 

interconnectedness, interdependence and engaging through love. 

Regarding community relationships, personal social relations are 

important to people and essential for engagement. This is 

because people are mostly ‘naturally and incurably social’ 

(Temple, 1976 [1942], p. 69). Mid-twentieth century Archbishop 

and theologian, Temple (1976 [1942], p. 69) posited that no 

person ‘is fitted’ for an isolated life; that everyone has needs 

which they cannot supply themselves; and that a person needs 

what their neighbours can contribute to their lives and vice versa. 

Others, for example, the L’arche community promoted the 

importance of social relations and interconnections (Vanier 2005, 

p. 12). When one person engages another ─ within or outside the 

church ─ something happens: they allow themselves to enter into 
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a relationship, to be vulnerable, to love, and to listen to another’s 

story (Vanier 2005, p. 12).  

Theology, in this thesis, advocated for relationships within a 

Church community that are interdependent, inclusive of each 

person, and that recognise that each member of the body has an 

equally important role to play in the community (Douglas, 2001). 

In a Church community, people engage and connect with each 

other through the Holy Spirit as brothers and sisters. From here 

they are then sent out to engage and connect with the world (for 

example, English Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, Matthew 

28:19-20; Romans 12:10-12).  

More specifically for this thesis, interconnectedness was a 

recurrent theme in rural theology and was based on the Biblical 

teaching that when part of the body suffers other parts of the 

body suffer; when one part rejoices the whole body rejoices 

(English Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, 1 Corinthians 12:26). 

Rural theology recognises that close interconnections with others 

can occur within a rural community and that the rural church can 

bring people together in worship (Hughes & Kupciunas, 2009, p. 

25). This interconnectedness continues before and after worship 

such as when the congregation members see each other and the 

rest of the community down the street, in farming activities and 

at rural sporting grounds (Hughes & Kupciunas, 2009, p. 25). 

Another major theme in the theological literature about 

engagement was love. ‘Life has meaning and value only so far as it 
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has love in it’ (Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-1945], p. 241). Christian 

engagement through community aims to show God’s love, to 

share love, to value others, and to share gifts, abilities and 

resources. Coutts (2015, p. 403) explained that love is those 

‘attitudes and actions towards another that show regard and seek 

the good of that other’ (for example, English Standard Version: 

Holy Bible, 2016, John 4:7-30). The way each person lovingly 

engages with another person will differ between people. This is 

because the gifts, abilities and resources that they share will vary. 

Christian engagement characterised by love will involve ‘people 

genuinely entering into a relationship with true curiosity, giving 

and taking without an agenda’ (Fairbanks, 2007, p. 84). 

Engagement is sometimes a contested field within theology, as 

seen through these three contrasting perspectives. Some 

theologians and Christian traditions perceive engagement as risky, 

not Biblical and threatening the integrity and identity of Christian 

tradition (Percy, 2005, p. 1). For example, the Plymouth Brethren 

(Exclusive Brethren) operate with a doctrine of separation that 

argues for disengagement between Christians and the world. 

They see separation as necessary because as Christians ‘they are 

not of the world’ and separation allows them to make a ‘moral 

distinction between what is right and wrong’ (Plymouth Brethren 

Christian Church, 2012). 

In contrast, other Christian groups ─ including much of the 

Anglican church ─ argue for engagement (Percy, 2005, p. 1). For 
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example, ‘Connect ’09’ invited ‘the membership of all parishes, 

congregations, fellowships, Anglican schools and Anglican 

organisations to work together to contact and connect with all 

the residents of the area covered by the Sydney Diocese’ (Wicks, 

2007, No. 7). This activity was to be marked by a ‘culture of 

generosity and support’ and engagement was seen as an element 

of it, as is shown by the following quote: ‘Such contact will 

provide residents … an opportunity … to engage with Christians’ 

(Wicks, 2007, No. 7 & 22).  

A third contrasting perspective is that engagement needs to occur 

through language and dialogue. For example, Newbigin (1989, p. 

7) stated,  

‘Is it not more honest to stop preaching and engage rather 

in dialogue, listening to the experience of others and 

offering our own, not to displace theirs but to enrich and 

be enriched by the sharing of religious experience? Only an 

open mind can hope to reach the truth’.  

This view considered rational discourse as the way people engage 

with each other and with the church over real issues such as 

around the meaning and goal of the human story and the 

concerns of their local neighbourhoods (Lesslie Newbigin, 1989, 

pp. 81-82, 181, 229).  

 Through its definition of engagement, this thesis strove to hear a 

range of voices about engagement from a theological perspective, 
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and to highlight those views relevant to the rural Anglican church 

in Australia. The publications in Chapters five and six highlighted 

exemplars of engagement and noted instances of disengagement. 

3.3.2 Defining engagement according to sociology 

Sociology has a long history of thinking about engagement and 

using its sociological imagination to view people within their 

social, structural and historical contexts (Petray & Halbert, 2013, 

pp. 441-442). Sociologically speaking, engagement leading to 

connection is a constructed social phenomenon influencing the 

actions of individuals, groups, communities and society (Bruhn, 

2011, pp. 180-181). Bruhn (2011, pp. 180-181) argued 

sociologically for the benefits of engagement, identifying these as: 

having the potential of building up people, involving people in 

meaningful and defined roles, promoting the self-esteem of 

individuals, enhancing the quality of life of groups of people, 

improving civil behaviour, building social capital, strengthening 

communities and promoting the order and productivity of a 

society. Bruhn (2011, p. 209), influenced by Durkheim, argued for 

the importance of engagement because it facilitated contact with 

others, promoted social integration and reduced the tendencies 

towards self-centredness, egoism or isolation. 

Similar to Bruhn, Mackay (2013, p. 98; 2017) noted the 

importance of engaging relationships within communities. 

Mackay (2013, p. 98; 2017) perceived people as social creatures, 

belonging to each other and engaging with others. According to 
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Mackay (2013, p. 68), an engaged member of society aims to be 

sensitive to others’ needs, kind to others including strangers and 

is willing to take responsibility for those around them.  

This thesis focussed sociologically on two forms of engagement 

within a rural Anglican church context – the a) mutual 

engagements between people and God, and b) mutual 

engagements between one person and another. Regarding the 

mutual engagements between people and God, and as already 

mentioned in Chapter two, some might question the potential for 

scientific or theoretical thinking about any human community’s 

relationship with God or engagements within a church context 

that are based on Christian presuppositions (Niebuhr, 1953, p. 

12). They may wonder: What relevance do sociological 

investigations into engagements with God and others through the 

church have for general society? Buber (1970 [1937], p. 94), a 

philosopher who lectured in sociology, argued that the existence 

of a relationship between God and an individual cannot be proven 

any more than the existence of God. Nevertheless, it is possible 

for people to speak of their connection with God and for a person 

to ‘bear witness and evoke the witness of whom he [she] 

addresses’ (Buber, 1970 [1937], p. 94). Some writers have done 

this. For example, two sociological thinkers bearing witness about 

their and other peoples’ engagements with God, church, and their 

neighbours are Mitchell (2005) and Berger (2014, 2016). Their 

studies about religion and the church demonstrate that 

sociological conversations about engaging with God, such as 
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within a rural Anglican church context, are relevant and possible. 

In terms of this thesis, the sociological conversations proved 

invaluable, as shown in Chapters five and six.  

Buber (1970 [1937]), Mitchell (2005), and Berger’s (2004, 2008, 

2014, 2016) works highlighted a critical implication for the 

definition of engagement in this thesis: that is, the definition 

needed to be rich enough to hear and respect people’s 

positionality, such as regarding their spirituality and experiences 

of the rural Anglican church in Australia. For example, the 

research needed to accommodate peoples’ right to bear witness, 

if they desire, about their engagement/s with God. The chosen 

definition of engagement by the United Nations (2005) for this 

thesis, with its emphasis on participation in institutions affecting 

people’s lives, addressed this critical implication. This definition 

ensured social inclusion (United Nations, 2005), and it did not 

exclude the ‘witness’ of people about their engagement with God 

through the church and vice versa. 

The next consideration is the sociological literature about mutual 

engagements between one person and another within a rural 

Anglican church in the Australian context. The church is a 

‘sociologically researchable entity in our contemporary world’ 

(Berger, 2004, p. 130) and this includes the rural Anglican church 

in Australia. Australian sociological investigations which either 

include the rural church in their sociological analysis or 

contemplate engagements between the rural church and 
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community are rare (Mitchell, 2005). There are two notable 

exceptions – Smalltown: A study of social inequality, cohesion and 

belonging by Dempsey (1990) and Country life and the church’ by 

Mitchell (2005). Dempsey (1990, p. 190 & 212) referred to the 

church alongside community groups, noting connections and 

activities through management committees, women’s guilds, 

mission societies and Sunday schools. Dempsey (1990, p. 212) 

referred in a footnote to a church that brought the working class 

and the middle class together. In contrast, Mitchell’s (2005, pp. 

168-192) in-depth discussion affirmed multiple points of 

connection and engagement between the rural church and 

people, through community support, tradition, volunteering, 

social cohesion, building social capital, programs and groups, 

physical and spiritual wellbeing and happiness.  

Maybe this current dearth of Australian sociological discussion 

about the rural church, and more specifically the rural Anglican 

church in Australia, was due to the early and post 1900s social 

scientific narrative of the demise of religion and the church 

throughout the world (Berger, 2016b), which was detailed in 

Chapter two of this thesis.  

Authors who provided sociological knowledge scaffolding the 

definition of engagement, the argument and the integrated lens 

throughout this thesis included, in date order, Anderson (1906), 

Buber (1970 [1937]); Dempsey (1990), Ammerman (1998, 2001, 

2005), Vaughn (1998), Berger (2004, 2008), Mitchell (2005) and 
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Bruhn (2011). In the early 1900s, foundational sociological thinker 

Anderson noted the impact of social connections, engagement 

and disintegration within rural environments including the rural 

church. Anderson (1906, pp. 202-204, 247) pointed to the 

importance of rural people congregating in places such as 

churches, and to the significance of rural-themed social 

conversations that occurred when people meet each other. 

Engagements through congregating and conversing connect a 

wealth of individuality. One reason for connecting through such 

public spaces as churches was practical ─ for example, so that a 

farm roof is fixed and a field is sown (Anderson, 1906, pp. 202-

204). Another reason was for the nurturing of social exchanges 

and engagements for social reasons such as the sharing of 

wisdom around rural events or rural disasters (Anderson, 1906, 

pp. 202-204).  

Though not explicitly writing about rural contexts, Buber has been 

frequently quoted by sociologists and had some similar views to 

Anderson about engaging in a community. Buber (1970 [1937], p. 

94) considered that communities come into being when people 

‘stand in a living reciprocal relationship to a single living centre, 

and they have to stand in a living, reciprocal relationship to one 

another’.  

Bruhn (2011, p. 185) in his work the Sociology of community 

connections argued, ‘Connecting with a church is a communal 

experience’. Bruhn also posited that religiously involved people 
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tended to know more people. Perhaps this is because from its 

earliest days the church has been universally open to and 

engaging of all people regardless of race, class, identity (Berger, 

2004, p. 139; for example, English Standard Version: Holy Bible, 

2016, Galatians 3:28). For example, from period three 

perspective, this sociological observation is observed in the Bible 

passage, ‘There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave 

nor free, there is no male and female, for you are all one in Christ 

Jesus.’ (Berger, 2004, p. 139; for example, English Standard 

Version: Holy Bible, 2016, Galatians 3:28). Further, Matthew 

28:19 records Jesus’ direction to the disciples to ‘Go and 

therefore make disciples of all nations, baptising them in the 

name of the Father and of the Son and the Holy Spirit (English 

Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016). These Biblical teachings 

assume Christian engagement.  

Such sociological and literary themes about engagement with the 

rural church have been summarised for this thesis into three 

categories – the romantic notion, the social centre and the 

heavenly version. The romantic notion category posits that in the 

past, all or most people in rural communities engaged with the 

rural church (Anderson, 1906, p. 260). It is easy to challenge this 

notion about the past because there has never been a time 

anywhere where everyone in country towns engaged with a 

church. For example, this point was also made in 1906 (p. 260), by 

classical sociology of religion scholar Anderson whom we now 

perceive to be part of the so-called ‘past’.  
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Another category was the church as a social centre (Vaughn, 

1998, p. 124). Vaughn (1998, p. 124) considered that the coming 

together of people to share a public opinion, to act as a collective 

social conscience and to discuss common ideals, are all critical for 

a town. Churches may be the only adequate provision for these 

necessary elements of sociality in a rural community (Vaughn, 

1998, p. 124). With regards to this Vaughn quotes foundational 

academic Anderson: ‘The community needs nothing so much as a 

church to interpret life, to diffuse common standards of morals, 

to plead for the public interest, to inculcate unselfishness, 

neighbourliness, cooperation, to uphold ideals, to stand for the 

supremacy of the Spirit.’ (Anderson, 1906, p. 290 & 299, as cited 

in Vaughn, 1998, p. 124).  

The third category of rural church engagement is a heavenly 

vision. For pioneering thinker Anderson (1906, p. 273), a rural 

church’s ability to engage was not dependent on whether a rural 

town was declining or in economic difficulty. Anderson (1906, pp. 

273, 299 & 302) realised that the rural church loses membership 

when people move out of town, and Anderson wrote about rural 

decline sociologically. However, Anderson considered that rural 

church engagement was dependent upon a heavenly vision for 

people that incorporated friendly theology, the vitality of the 

church, the activity of the church, generous deeds, tireless 

diligence and steadfast patience (Anderson, 1906, pp. 273, 299 & 

302). 
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Holiness, a heavenly or a universal vision has not always 

characterised engagements to, of, with and by the church (Berger, 

2004, p. 131). Regarding the church, sociological observations 

such as those by the sociologist Berger (2004, p. 131) highlighted 

that ‘the empirical reality is one of emphatically non-holy 

activities and all sorts of sometimes vicious tribalism’. Some 

engagements by church leadership were ‘fanatical, greedy, 

power-hungry and exploitative. The members can be narrow, 

petty and prejudiced’ (Berger, 2004, p. 131). Such issues can 

cause disengagement. 

Disengagement, disconnection and social exclusion are the 

opposite of engagement. ‘Social exclusion relates to the 

alienation or disenfranchisement of certain people in society’ 

(Bruhn, 2011, p. 144). People’s social class, income, employment, 

educational status, health, relationships in childhood, living 

standards, opportunities, stigma and stereotypes and prejudice 

can cause disengagement, disconnection and social exclusion 

(Bruhn, 2011, p. 144 & 150). Disengagement may be either 

imposed (for example, when a town’s public transport system 

ceases operating) or chosen (for example, people choosing to 

reside in gated communities) (Bruhn, 2011, p. 144). Further, both 

forms of disengagement can occur in rural as well as urban 

communities. Reasons for disengagement, disconnection and 

social exclusion include: fear of being unsafe; distrust of 

institutions because they are seen as lacking integrity and regard 

for the common good; anger at inequalities due to a sense of 
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being blocked from achieving opportunities that others have; and 

relocation such as for work (Bruhn, 2011, pp. 280-285). 

Similar to Bruhn, Anderson also discussed the limitations of 

engagement. When the opposite of engagement arises, the 

population can experience a loss of positive social forces 

(Anderson, 1906, p. 247). Sociologically speaking, when 

disintegration occurs, and when institutions do not have the 

density of population to continue, then churches can struggle, 

schools may close, fewer rates/taxes are paid, and the town can 

succumb to universal discouragement (Anderson, 1906, p. 247). 

3.3.3 Defining engagement according to social work 

Active, effective engagement is an essential concept for this 

thesis. Known as the ‘constructive engagement’ of others, 

effective engagement generates better decision making and the 

delivery of sustainable economic, environmental, social and 

cultural benefits (United Nations, 2005, No. 9). In social work, 

engagement is known by many names, including co-operation, 

collaboration, participation or buy-in (Jacobsen, 2013, p. 2). 

Engagement is an essential social work concept and part of the 

social work identity, as conveyed by the phrase below in the 

global definition of social work: ‘social work engages people and 

structures to address life challenges and enhance wellbeing’ 

(International Federation of Social Work, 2014, para. 4). (The 

emphasis is my own.)  
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Engagement is associated with social work fields of practice, 

employment, ethical considerations, and interventions such as 

social work community engagement roles (Australian Association 

of Social Workers, 2010; 2019, p. 8 & 9; Healy, 2012). It is 

considered part of the social work tool kit (for example, 

Papworth, 2018), and is fundamental to person-focused social 

work interventions and therapeutic relationships (Jacobsen, 2013, 

p. 2). For example, non-possessive warmth (that is, 

communicating respect in a non-threatening way and ensuring 

self-determination), genuineness, and accurate empathy are 

three characteristics of constructive social work engagement 

(Sheldon & Macdonald, 2009, p. 65).  

Foundational social work thinkers from the field that informed 

this thesis in date order included: Hallahan (2004, 2005, 2008a, 

2008b), Crisp (2010, 2017b), Jacobsen (2013) and Pawar (2014). In 

critically reviewing the social work literature, it quickly became 

apparent that some aspects of engagement, such as community 

work, have been analysed to such an extent that it is hard to find 

something new to say (Hallahan, 2004, p. 34). In contrast, little 

social work scholarship exists about engagement with a church 

community, or more specifically the rural Anglican church. As 

Crisp (2017b, p. 4) pointed out: 

‘much of the professional literature on religion, spirituality 

and social work has focussed on particular situations, 

stages of life or fields of practice:  
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 end of life care and bereavement  

 treatment for substance misuse  

 issues in migration, including issues for refugee and 

asylum seekers  

 religion as problematic particularly in respect of 

mental health, providing care to children and 

hindering health promotion efforts associated with 

sexuality and sexual behaviours  

 attitudes of religious social workers/social work 

students, which are conservative.’  

Based on Crisp’s summary of the literature and the critical 

investigation of the extant literature in this thesis, it appeared 

that ─ though seen as important ─ engagement with the rural 

Anglican church or other churches is currently an atypical 

conversation for social workers. 

Despite the breadth and depth of writing by social workers about 

some aspects of engagement such as community engagement 

and the rural social work community work within local 

communities, this gap partly exists perhaps because there is no 

clear definition of engagement for the social work profession 

(Arbieter & Toros, 2017, p. 1470). Engagement in this field has 

become a broad and complex term, ranging in meaning from 

participation to the effectiveness of the worker-client relationship 

(Arbieter & Toros, 2017, p. 1470). This critical review of the 

literature noted that social workers utilised engagement for 
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creating connections with organisations, professionals, 

communities, groups and/or individuals such as churches and 

their members; and also for challenging injustice, uniting 

professionals in solidarity, promoting human rights, bringing 

understanding and relationship, and creating change (for 

example, International Federation of Social Workers, 2017; 

International Federation of Social Workers, 2018b; Radulescu, 

2017). The following quote by the International Federation of 

Social Workers is an example of social work engagement (IFSW) 

(2018b, para. 17): 

‘… IFSW members work jointly with UN agencies locally, 

nationally, regionally and globally bridging engagement 

between communities’ aspirations, the SGDs [Sustainable 

Development Goals] and other UN agendas.’ (The 

emphasis is my own.) 

This social work approach of utilising engagement to create 

connections exist within all fields of social work practice, including 

rural social work. 

For this thesis, social work engagement in rural locations was 

categorised into three levels of practice: macro, meso and micro 

practice levels. Social work can engage with the rural Anglican 

church via these three levels of practice. At the macro practice 

level, social work engagement involves connecting with 

international organisations about global social work agendas, 

which could include engaging the world-wide Anglican 
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Communion. This engagement includes influencing policy and 

debates in the struggle against inhumane measures (International 

Federation of Social Workers, 2014; Radulescu, 2017). For 

example, the global agenda of the International Federation of 

Social Workers is an international mechanism opening up 

different forms of engagement, and thereby facilitating 

understanding between the diversity of postures available in the 

profession (Abye, 2014, p. 128, as cited in Truell & Jones, 2017, 

para. 29). Another example of global engagement at the macro 

level is the Federation’s support of the draft United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (International 

Federation of Social Workers, 2012b, para.3).  

At the meso practice level, Pawar (2014) challenged social 

workers in local communities, especially in developing countries, 

to engage politically with all parts of the community, which 

inevitably would include church communities. Local communities 

in developing countries are frequently rural ones (Anríquez & 

Stloukal, 2008). Pawar (2014, p. 2) defined local community based 

political engagement as:  

‘not merely limited to voting and membership of 

organizations and associations, but including mobilisation 

and authentic participation of local communities, 

particularly the excluded and/or exploited/oppressed 

groups, to organize themselves to create pressure, lobby, 

confront oppressive structures, make decisions, and work 
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with governance systems to improve communities and 

their conditions, and quality of life’.  

Such local community work is important for ‘confident and 

engaged communities with good social structures are an essential 

foundation for sustainable economic development’ (International 

Federation of Social Workers, 2018a, para. 18). This is because as 

people become empowered, they become engaged in economic 

activity and political issues (Ife, 2009, p. 55; International 

Federation of Social Workers, 2018a, para. 18). This engagement 

leads to increased social connections (such as through rural 

Anglican churches), political awareness and economic outcomes 

(Ife, 2009, p. 55; International Federation of Social Workers, 

2018a, para. 18). 

At the micro practice level, rural social workers engage individuals 

in change within their environments, communities and support 

networks, such as within churches. Jacobson (2013, p. 1) defines 

social work engagement with individuals as the process through 

which people (clients) become involved in their interventions 

(treatment). Arbeiter and Toros (2017, p. 1470), who quote 

Altman (2008, p. 555), define social work engagement with 

individuals ‘as the degree to which a given client is committed to 

collaborating with a worker towards change’. Engagement at the 

micro practice level is key to a range of social work practices. For 

example, engagement is described as the first stage of 

professional assessment and involves the ‘clarification of the 
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reason(s) for referral, whether by self or other parties’ (Sheldon & 

Macdonald, 2009, p. 99). Another example of engagement is 

frequently the first step in task centred practice, where the social 

worker clarifies their role, explains confidentiality and its limits, 

outlines expectations of the casework process and explains what 

is negotiable with the intervention (Trotter, 2006, as cited in 

Healy, 2014, pp. 146-147). A third example is in engagement by 

services, where improved engagement increases the openness of 

families to receiving assistance from workers and increased 

participation in services (Arbieter & Toros, 2017, p. 1470). 

This knowledge at the macro, meso and micro practice levels 

makes the social work understanding of engagement flexible, and 

relevant to many environments. More specifically, this 

background understanding of engagement from a social work lens 

deepened my thinking about engagements with and by the rural 

Anglican church in Australia for this thesis, in particular, the 

journal articles presented in Chapters five and six.  

Engagement also occurs with and through the rural Anglican 

church at multiple levels. For example, the rural Anglican church 

in Australia engages with individual congregation members 

through pastoral care; engages with its local communities through 

Church services, food banks and youth groups; and engages 

through connection to the worldwide Anglican communion. 

Social work knowledge contributed to this research, providing a 

breadth of understanding of engagement through its literature as 
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well as a depth of thought facilitated through professional, ethical 

contemplations. In turn, this raised some critical questions about 

engagement for this thesis. These critical questions arose out of 

my reflections on the Australian Association of Social Workers 

(2010, p. 17) Code of Ethics – which states that social workers:  

‘Understand the communities in which they work, (in 

particular marginalised groups), by actively engaging, 

building relationships and participating in activities with 

members of those communities, where appropriate’. (The 

emphasis is my own.) 

This statement considers engagement to function within 

relationships, and that relationships and participation are critical 

elements in forming ethical, social work connections with a 

community. Further, this ethical consideration about engagement 

illuminated a key clause in the working definition of engagement 

in this thesis, which was to ‘address barriers and build the 

capacity and confidence of people’ (United Nations, 2005, No. 

11).  

The critical questions were: From a relational and participatory 

social work perspective, how can the Australian rural Anglican 

church in its community be understood? How can barriers be 

addressed, and capacity built so people can choose with 

confidence to relate and/or participate (or not) with the 

institution called the rural Anglican church in Australia?  
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Social work scholar Hallahan’s (2004) writings, which apply a 

disability lens, assisted in resolving such questions for the thesis. 

Hallahan (2004, pp. 38-39) quotes Hampshire’s (2000) view that 

relationships involved bonding with family, friends and networks; 

linking to institutions, business and government; and/or bridging 

to wider networks, communities and support groups. Hallahan 

stated ‘we also know that many people ‘living in the community’ 

only ever see paid workers and do not have family, workmates, 

friends or comrades’ (Hallahan, 2004, p. 39). The lack of 

community engagement leads to social isolation (Taket, Pollock, 

Hanna, Learmonth, & Farquhar, 2014, p. 153). In a non-urban 

context, social isolation intensifies when mixed with rural 

isolation. Hallahan (2004, p. 39 & 41) in response called for the 

breaking down of isolation, loneliness, rejection, revenge, 

suspicion and regret. Hallahan (2005, pp. 166-167) called for a 

movement from affliction to flourishing, and for those who draw 

near to others to ‘convert their apprehension and compassion 

into active listening and active engagement’. Hallahan advocated 

for: 

 ‘Communio flowering amongst the righteous and those 

who would engage all people in the demands of daily 

loving’ (Hallahan, 2004, p. 42).  

To clarify, Hallahan (2008a, p. 99) is advocating for honest 

engagement which empowers all: 
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‘I am interested in developing understandings of 

spirituality that promote honest engagement; that do not 

undermine the priority of belonging’. 

Hallahan called (2005, p. 201) for engagements which are deep, 

ethically shaped and potentially life-changing for all. This is 

because for Hallahan (2008a, p. 99), honest engagement such as 

through rural Anglican churches, meant ‘reconciliation and 

relationship building’. Such engagement is dynamic, holistic, 

relational and political (Hallahan, 2008a, pp. 99-101). Honest 

engagement enables relationships between people and God, and 

through relationships between each other and the created world 

(Hallahan, 2008a, pp. 100-101). This enabling of honest 

engagement ensures people’s being, and their spirituality, their 

faith is not viewed through or limited by disciplines or rites 

(Hallahan, 2008a, p. 101). Honest engagement was associated 

with liberation, the ‘capacity to hope’ and attempts to establish 

justice (Hallahan, 2008a, p. 103; 2008b, p. 216). Furthermore, this 

engagement was ‘based on listening, understanding and working 

together for better solutions’ (International Federation of Social 

Workers, 2016, para. 9).  

However, engagement did have its challenges and can cause 

barriers to people connecting with institutions. For example, from 

a social work perspective, a power divide arises when a 

professional or organisation perceives themselves as the ‘expert’ 

and engages as the ‘expert’ who makes decisions on behalf of 
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others and assigns actions accordingly (Arbieter & Toros, 2017, p. 

1474). This disempowers people, and they may lose their means 

to self-determination.  

Another example is when the concept of engagement becomes 

synonymous with agreement. In this circumstance people become 

labelled as disengaged when they disagree, challenge, resist, do 

not admit to a problem or if there is no ‘positive’ outcome 

(Arbieter & Toros, 2017, p. 1474 & 1476) even though they were 

engaged with the so-called problem/situation and are thinking 

about it. 

Overall, social work knowledge raised critical questions for the 

research and brought rigour to the research conversations 

presented in Chapters five and six about engagements with and 

by the rural Anglican church. 

3.3.4 An integrated lens: Critical contemplations about 

engagement 

Engagement for this thesis was a rich and complex concept. More 

specifically, when grounded in the ‘inherent dignity of people’ and 

their values, rights and responsibilities, engagement ensures ‘the 

free and full development of human potential, fosters 

relationships based on mutual understanding, trust and respect, 

facilitates the sharing of responsibilities and creates more 

inclusive and sustainable communities’ (United Nations, 1948, 

Article 1; 2005, No. 1 & 10). Similarly, from inception, this 
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research sought to obtain an understanding of engagement that 

respected peoples’ faith and religion, and one that was as holistic 

as possible. This approach meant that the research valued 

community and encouraged connections with institutions, 

specifically with the rural Anglican church in Australia. The 

integrated lens with its epistemological base in social work, 

sociology and theology adapted the United Nations definition 

which facilitated a deeper understanding of engagement for this 

research, as evidenced in Figure 24 below. 
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Figure 24. Demonstrating how the background information 

contributed by each discipline scaffolded the definition of 

engagement 

Theology: Provided the 
knowledge of how 

people engage with 
each other through the 
Holy Spirit as brothers 

and sisters and how 
they engage with the 

world

Sociology: Provided 
knowledge about how 
church engagements 

potentially construct a 
heavenly vision, 

friendly theology, the 
vitality of the church, 

activities of the church, 
generous deeds, 

diligence and patience 

Social work (SW): 
Provides knowledge 

about how engagement 
creates connections. 

SW can challenge 
injustice, unite 
professionals in 

solidarity, promote 
human rights, bring 

relationship, and create 
change  

Working definition.

Engagement is defined for  
this thesis as: addressing 
barriers and building the 

capacity and confidence of 
people to participate in, and 
negotiate and partner with, 
institutions that affect their 
lives, in particular the rural 
Anglican church in Australia
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Figure 24 above also indicates the diverse knowledge base 

associated with engagement both within and across the three 

disciplines. The working definition for this thesis and its emphasis 

on building capacity and confidence, participation and partnering 

did unite the disparate range of background knowledge for the 

research projects about engaging with rural Anglican churches in 

Australia. The definition also encouraged people to ‘rise to the 

capacity for caring chiefly for what unites them to one another, 

rather than what separates them from each other’ (Temple, 1949, 

pp. 83-84).  

More specifically, the definition accommodated the fact that 

engagement differs in different settings, and is affected by: the 

wide range of methods of engagement, and the individual and 

collective experience of engagement. Thus each engagement can 

be experienced differently by different people and communities 

(Markham, 2003, p. 138; United Nations, 2005, Article 14). 

Engagement is explored further in the Co-operative Inquiries in 

Chapter five and six. 

The definition also accommodated a two-way process of 

engagement, the first ‘by which the aspirations, concerns, needs 

and values of citizens are incorporated at all levels and in all 

sectors in policy development, decision making, service delivery 

and assessment’ (United Nations, 2005, Article 8). The second of 

the two way processes is ‘by which…civil society organisations 

involve citizens, clients, communities and other stakeholders in 
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these processes’ (United Nations, 2005, Article 8). Engagement 

with the rural Anglican church in Australia is also a two-way 

process. That is, the rural Anglican church in Australia engages 

with people and is engaged by people.  

3.4 Definition: People living with disabilities 

The publications in Chapter five, via the integrated lens, explored 

in detail the term ‘people living with disabilities’. To save space 

and to avoid repetition, please see the publications in Chapter 

five for an exploration of this key term. For example, Chapter five 

presents background information about: social work 

investigations into inclusion and also the connections between 

social justice and faith in challenging discrimination against 

people living with disabilities; sociological discourses such as the 

Social Model of Disability; and theological examinations of the 

theologies of disability (Short, 2015a; Tillotson, Short, M, Ollerton, 

Hearn & Sawatzky, 2017; Short, Seiffert, Haynes, & Haynes, 2018).  

Meanwhile, the working definition is presented here to maintain 

the flow of the argument within this thesis. 

Australia is a signatory to the Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities, and according to the Convention, 

people living with disabilities ‘include those who have long-

term physical, mental, intellectual, or sensory impairments 

which, in interaction with various barriers, may hinder 
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their full and effective participation in society on an equal 

basis with others’ (United Nations, 2006a, Article 1).  

3.5 Definition: People from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds 

The term ‘people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds’ is explored in detail in Chapter six in the published 

journal article. To save space and to avoid repetition, please see 

the publication in Chapter six for an exploration of this key term. 

For example Chapter six presents background information about: 

social work perceptions of the lived experience of culture; 

sociological viewpoints regarding the sociality of the church ─ that 

is, it is a community that gathers people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds to serve and to be sent out to 

service; and how the church through theology can transcend 

cultural distinctiveness (Short, M. A., Broughton, Short, M. G., 

Ochala, & Anscombe, 2017). 

The working definition is also presented here to maintain the flow 

of the argument in this thesis. 

People from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds are defined by the United Nations (2012, p. 7 

& 10) as groups of people who are in a non-dominant 

position, who differ from the majority of the population, 

and who are ‘endowed with ethnic, religious or linguistic 

characteristics’. 
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3.6 Conclusion: Applying the integrated lens  

This chapter, through the integrated lens, recognised the dearth 

of scholarly thinking in this field and embraced the opportunity to 

define and expand contemporary thinking about rural, the rural 

Anglican church in Australia and engagement. Two populations 

residing outside major cities and their immediate surrounds were 

defined, namely people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. This thesis 

acknowledges that members of these two populations gather in 

Christian community, and, via the integrated lens, recognises the 

importance of hearing their experience of rural Anglicanism. Steps 

were taken within this chapter to define the rural Anglican church 

in Australia carefully, via the integrated lens, and to position it 

within the global religious landscape as well as within a local rural 

Australian church scene. Presented also in this chapter was a rich 

and detailed understanding of engagement through which to 

examine, together with people from these two populations, how 

they participate in rural Anglican churches in Australia.  

Embracing the opportunity, the research extensively documented 

the key terms from a social work, sociological and theological 

perspective, which was necessary because of the dearth of 

literature and qualitative investigations into people’s experiences 

of and engagements with Anglican churches in Australia within 

non-urban locations (Collins, 2011, p. 16). This chapter suggested 

that multiple reasons exist for this lack of background scholarship 
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about this field. They include the complexity of rural religious 

experience; the undermining forces of rural and social isolation; 

the impact of rural decline; the power of disengagement, 

disconnection and social exclusion; dominant discourses 

proposing that Australian society is losing its religion; and the lack 

of respect and/or space for the voices of people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds to talk about their experiences within their rural 

Anglican churches. Nevertheless, this thesis has ‘pause[d] before 

conventional interpretations of Australian culture as baldly 

secular’ (O'Brien, 2005, p. 130) and attended to defining and 

laying the foundational concepts for addressing the research 

question. How do people in rural, regional and remote Australia, 

in particular people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, perceive that the 

Anglican church engages with them and they with it? The next 

chapter explains from a participatory approach how this question 

was addressed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. APPLYING A PARTICIPATORY 

FRAMEWORK: DEFINING AND PRESENTING THE CO-

OPERATIVE INQUIRY METHODOLOGY 

This chapter aims to discuss the participatory approach adopted 

in this research, particularly explaining the Co-operative Inquiry 

methodology. It builds on the previous three chapters, which 

argued the case for an integrated lens with an epistemological 

base in social work, sociology and theology. The previous three 

chapters provided the foundational background thinking for this 

methodological chapter.  

For example, Chapter one outlines why a participatory ontology, 

an integrated lens, interpretivist theoretical perspective and Co-

operative Inquiry are preferred for this research project. To briefly 

recap, Chapter one lists several useful approaches for this 

research, including, the ontology critical realism - which has an 

interest in the middle ground between the objective and 

subjective and a perception of reality being independent of 

human consciousness (Smith, 2010, location 985 & 993; Wright, 

1992, pp. 32-33). However, participatory ontology and Co-

operative Inquiry were preferred for this thesis due to their 

retroductive agility (that is, where thinking moves between 

theory and practice until it finds the ‘best fit’ explanation) and 

their harmony with both relativist and positivist paradigms (Craig 

& Bigby, 2015, p. 315, Heron & Reason, 2008; Reason, 1998). The 

participatory nature of Co-operative Inquiry can simultaneously 
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respect both broad Christian values expressed in a community as 

well as an individual’s personal faith (Reason, 2003). 

The purpose of this chapter is to show the research process. 

Included in this chapter is a published book chapter about Co-

operative Inquiry and how it works, with examples. Three of the 

journal articles presented in the next two chapters utilised the Co-

operative Inquiry methodology, and they too describe Co-

operative Inquiry, which was part of their publication process.  

4.1 Linking the objective and subjective 

My early presumptions were that it was possible to consider the 

objective (that which is given) and the subjective (that which is 

constructed) together in this thesis, and not to privilege one over 

the other (Heron & Reason, 1997, p. 275). The research described, 

analysed and critiqued peoples’ subjective perceptions about 

rural Anglican church engagements whilst accepting the 

fundamentals of Anglicanism and the objective realities of the 

church and the Christian scriptures. Habermas (1974 [1936], pp. 

206-207) argued that, sociologically, people are ‘social role 

bearers’ and in studying people and their roles, it is not possible 

to separate the empirical and theoretical from socially 

constructed phenomena. 

Similarly, this investigation did not distinguish between the 

subjective and the objective, nor, constructivism and realism, nor, 

practice and theory. The research did not privilege one over the 
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other. This is because separating knowledge and privileging one 

form of knowledge over the other would have constricted the 

associated epistemological base and the methodological 

approach (Habermas, 1974 [1936], p. 208). Habermas (1974 

[1936], p. 208) perceived separation when categorising 

knowledge as unhelpful because it undermined the analysis of a 

situation, labelling such separation as ‘fiction’.  

Additionally, Habermas’ approach to engaging practice and theory 

helped shape the integration of subjective and objective 

knowledge, and, ideas from constructivism and realism argued for 

in this thesis. Posteriori knowledge (which is knowledge known 

from experience) and a priori knowledge (which is knowledge 

independent of any particular experience) (Kant, 1997 [c. 1797], 

p. ix) about engagements with and by the rural Anglican church in 

Australia were gathered according to this Habermasian approach 

and were integrated. As indicated in Chapter one, identifying 

these perceptions required creating space for both subjective and 

objective realities experienced by people and the relationship 

between them (Heron, 1996, p. 158; Inwagen, 2002, p. 73).  

Similarly, Heron’s (1996) helpful thinking on participatory 

research highlighted the possibility of creating subjective-

objective spaces in which a posteriori and a priori knowledge co-

exists in a relationship. Heron also argued for rigorous approaches 

and methodologies that respected both forms of knowledge 

without one subjugating the other. Heron’s work led me to the 
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realisation that a participatory methodology would be apposite to 

addressing the primary research question and supporting the 

argument in this thesis. This methodology brought a more 

comprehensive understanding of the field than a solely subjective 

or objective approach. Consideration of this participatory 

approach led to three questions. First, how can I ensure from a 

qualitative perspective the reliability (consistency) and validity 

(checking and rechecking the accuracy of the content and 

analysis) of a participatory methodology (Alston & Bowles, 2018, 

pp. 82-85)? It should be noted that ‘reliability and validity are 

treated differently in quantitative and qualitative research’, and 

also that some qualitative researchers prefer other terms such as 

rigour and trustworthiness (Alston & Bowles, 2018, pp. 60, 82). 

Second, how can a participatory methodology ensure that 

knowledge generated about the engagements of the rural 

Anglican church was an accurate representation of peoples’ 

narrations? And third, was it possible to guarantee that the 

knowledge produced represented the messages salient to the 

people involved with the research projects? 

Miles, Huberman, Saldana’s (2014, p. 11) work ─ about the local 

groundedness of people with the lived experience buttressing a 

methodology ─ helped address these questions. Local people 

actively participated in all parts of the Co-operative Inquiries in 

this thesis, including involvement as authors of the journal 

articles. Their presence and their lived experiences ensured that 

the information presented about the rural Anglican church in 
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Australia and its engagements with people living with disabilities 

and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

was reliable, consistent and an accurate representation of their 

own narratives. They decided what was salient to the research. As 

participants and authors of the Co-operative Inquiries, people 

with the lived experiences were able to check and double-check 

the methodological approach, the content, the validity of the 

research, the analysis and the publication. According to a 

participatory approach, people with the lived experience were 

best suited for deciding the rich and thick language, meanings, 

messages and symbols (Miles et al., 2014, p. 11) about Australian 

rural Anglican church engagement. 

Additionally, this research considered local people to be best 

suited for initiating change within the field. Catalytic validity 

means the directing of each stage of a project/inquiry towards 

dialogues which encourage positive change and the creation of 

opportunities for all involved within the environment where the 

research occurs (Bryman, 2012, p. 386; Riessman, 2008, p. 196). 

In the Co-operative Inquiries listed in Chapters five and six, all 

people were participants/subjects, and all had the power to 

generate knowledge and identify and/or act on opportunities for 

change.  

4.2 Research design: A participatory research approach 

Martineau (1876, p. 218), in the 1800s, critiqued different 

approaches utilised to contemplate society, stating:  
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‘The true records of mankind (sic) the human annals of the 

earth are not to be found in the changes of geographical 

names, in the shifting boundaries of dominion, in the 

travels and adventures, in the baubles of royalty, or even in 

the undulations of the greater and lesser waves of 

populations. We have learned nothing till we have 

penetrated far beyond these causal and external changes, 

which are of interest only as the effects and systems of the 

great mental vicissitudes of our race.’ 

Following Martineau’s example, this research recognised the 

need to penetrate beyond facile or superficial facts about rural 

Anglican church engagements. Martineau’s point also illustrated 

the rationale for a participatory research paradigm for this thesis. 

It supported the view that the perceived world is participatory, 

where the perceiver and perceived both participate in a 

relationship within it (Heron, 1996, p. 186). Further, the perceived 

world has already been ‘pre-interpreted’ by the people 

experiencing it, and they have formed a cultural symbolic 

meaning system to describe it (Blaikie, 2010, p. 52).  

A participatory research design is very different to the ‘traditional’ 

positivist research paradigms that see the researcher as a 

detached observer separated or mutually exclusive from the 

subject (Blaikie, 2010, p. 89; Heron, 1996, p. 18). In positivist, non-

participatory paradigms, the researcher is distant from and has 

power over the subjects. The researcher conceives the project, 
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designs it, manages it, draws knowledge to and from it and 

critiques it, while the subjects only contribute by being studied 

(Heron, 1996, p. 19). In contrast, this project’s preferred research 

design ─ that is a participatory design utilising Co-operative 

Inquiry (as discussed below) ─ breaks down and challenges those 

research ontologies and epistemologies that subjugate and 

exclude people/subjects from any of the phases of the research 

including authorship. The participatory, Co-operative Inquiry 

approach is not critical of people’s own perceptions and 

interpretations of their lived experiences. Instead, this approach 

encourages gathering knowledge from many sources and 

respectfully analysing the knowledge generated. 

4.3 Presenting the methodology – Book chapter: 

Writing ‘with’ not ‘about’: Examples in Co-operative 

Inquiry 

Pioneered by Heron and later Reason, Co-operative Inquiry is ‘two 

or more people researching a topic through their experiencing of 

it, using a series of cycles in which they move between this 

experience and reflecting together on it’ (Heron, 1996, p. 1). Co-

operative Inquiry is a participatory research methodology with 

the flexibility to engage knowledge from social work, sociology 

and theology. It focuses on writing with and not about people 

(Heron & Reason, 2008, p. 366). Co-operative Inquiry naturally 

collects knowledge from across disciplines and encourages 

explorations of social fields, like those examined in this thesis.  
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Co-operative Inquiry is an alternative to the more common 

research dichotomy of researcher/participant, preferring an 

inclusive writing approach that is respectful of all involved with 

the research (Heron, 1994, para. 1). According to Heron, social 

scientists alone cannot correctly inquire into a topic or 

phenomenological category through experiments and gathering 

data (Heron, 1996, p. 1). Social scientists need to engage with the 

people involved in the research. Co-operative Inquiry proposes 

that respondents have a right to participate in decisions about 

research, including its design, management and the conclusions 

drawn from it (Heron, 1996, p. 21). This makes Co-operative 

Inquiry a person-centred approach because it involves all 

participants in all stages of research as co-authors, co-inquirers, 

co-researchers and co-subjects (Heron, 1994, para. 1; 1996, p. 

19). Co-operative Inquiry emphasises the importance of ensuring 

that what is written respects people, reflects people’s realities 

and experiences and raises consciousness about each other’s 

situations (Alston & Bowles, 2018, pp. 265-266). This 

methodology does have several known limitations, as discussed in 

the following book chapter under the publication heading 

‘limitations’. These limitations listed in this book chapter were 

relevant issues for all of the Co-operative Inquiries in chapter five 

and six. 

The following published book chapter co-authored early in the 

candidature was helpful in developing my understanding of the 
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methodology. I then applied this methodology during the rest of 

the PhD candidature. Part of the chapter drew upon knowledge 

from an Inquiry conducted before the thesis and hence is not part 

of this thesis. This completed Inquiry supported the 

methodology's suitability for this thesis. The chapter also referred 

to the research presented in this thesis. It also explained the 

utility of Co-operative Inquiry methodology. This book chapter is 

included because it provides an overview of Co-operative Inquiry 

and it actively informed my preliminary thinking about all the Co-

operative Inquiries, discussed in Chapters five and six of this 

thesis. 

4.3.1 The published book chapter ─ Writing ‘with’ not ‘about’: 

Examples in Co-operative Inquiry, by Monica Short and John 

Paul Healy.  

Authorship, title and publication outlet: Short, M., & Healy, J. P. 

(2017). Writing ‘with’ not ‘about’: Examples in Co-operative 

Inquiry. In S. Gair & A. V. Luyn (Eds.), Sharing qualitative research: 

Showing lived experience and community narratives (pp. 188-

203). London: Routledge.  

The chapter is presented here in entirety, including its references. 

The layout of this book chapter in this thesis abides with the 

publishing style of the published book. 

Please see Appendix 5 for a copy of the permission to include the 

book chapter in this thesis. 
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Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss Co-operative Inquiry, including its 

strengths and its challenges. We reveal our reasons for 

undertaking such an inquiry and outline the phases of this 

qualitative research methodology. We explain the principles of 

Co-operative Inquiry conversations to illuminate the processes 

involved in applying this unique methodology. The Co-operative 

Inquiry methodology can be applied to a wide range of research 

topics. It is an accessible research methodology that encourages 

inclusive research and writing with community. It is flexible and 

adaptable, naturally encouraging explorations of social fields and 

making connections through conversation between empirical and 

theoretical concepts. Furthermore, Co-operative Inquiry 

promotes the value of people's lived experiences and raises 

people’s consciousness of others’ situations. In a professional 

sense, it respects practice wisdom, and facilitates connections 

between practice and theory. In this context, practice wisdom is 

knowledge that combines the inquirers’ own values with their 

professional or personal knowledge and experience (Samson, 

2014). 

Our chapter begins by outlining what a Co-operative Inquiry is and 

presents the four phases that make up an inquiry cycle. We 

explore the advantages of undertaking a Co-operative Inquiry and 

highlight why researchers might want to write with others rather 

than about others. To illustrate these processes we present an 
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example of a Co-operative Inquiry that we have completed. The 

example shows how each inquiry phase works. The chapter 

concludes with acknowledgement of the limitations of this 

research methodology. Our interest in Co-operative Inquiry began 

with researching social work students living with disabilities 

undertaking work placements (field education). We were keen to 

undertake participatory action research after looking for a 

methodology that was accessible: and upheld the voices of 

participants. We found this methodology adapted easily to 

researching different social phenomena. We have been involved 

in a number of inquiries, including researching the Anglican 

Church of Australia, multiculturalism, social work supervisors 

living with disabilities, and off-site social work supervision in rural 

Australia. In this chapter, we share our approach and reflect on 

our own convictions for using the research methodology of Co-

operative Inquiry. 

What is a Co-operative Inquiry? 

Co-operative Inquiry is participatory research, and it also is known 

as collaborative, co-operative relationship or a reflective 

approach to research (Heron & Reason, 2001; Jones-Mutton, 

Short, Bidgood & Jones, 2015; Oates, 2002). The idea of Co-

operative Inquiry, an experiential research methodology, was first 

introduced by Heron (1971). The methodology emphasises 

researching ‘with’ people rather than ‘about’ people or ‘on’ 

people (Hearn, Short & Healy, 2014; Reason & Heron, 2013). Co-
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operative Inquiry is an extension of Participatory Action Research 

(PAR), a research design that incorporates community 

involvement and action that benefits the participants 

(Wadsworth, 2011). One clear notion from Fook (2002) is that a 

PAR approach to research is a critically reflective process. 

Participatory Action Research involves repeated cycles of 

planning, acting, observing, reflecting, replanning and so on 

(Heron, 1996b). Further, it democratises the research experience 

for all those involved by recognising an equal partnership 

between researchers and the researched in the research process 

(Summers & Turner, 2011, p. 458). A core aspect of all action 

research methodologies is participation (Reason, 2006). Hynes, 

Coghlan and McCarron (2012) asserted ‘action research 

recognises the ability and right of individuals to have a say in how 

knowledge is generated about them and the decisions that might 

affect them’ (p. 295).  

A Co-operative Inquiry involves the co-inquirers joining together 

to form an Inquiry group about a mutual interest, concern or 

practice (Reason & Heron, 2013). All members are included in 

each stage of the research or inquiry because they are the co-

researchers, co-subjects, co-inquirers and co-authors (Oates, 

2002, p. 27). A Co-operative Inquiry acknowledges experiences 

may be professional or personal (Bray, Lee, Smith & Yorks, 2000, 

p. 42). It values each co-inquirer, respecting their ownership of 

their knowledge and attributes to them the power to determine 

the interpretation of this knowledge (Baldwin, 2006; Research 
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Centre for Leadership in Action, 2013). The inquiry group shares 

narratives, descriptions of experiences and observations about 

the area of mutual concern and in so doing develops grounded 

ideas or themes that can inform practice and generate rich data 

(Reason & Heron, 2013). Rich data are the data that reveal the 

inquirers’ thoughts, feelings, intentions and actions; they include 

human experiences that social conventions may encourage 

people to hide or minimise (Ogden & Cornwell, 2010, p. 1061). 

The initial collaborative phase ensures the produced knowledge is 

grounded experientially (Oates, 2002, p. 28). A co-operative 

approach seeks to prevent inquirers being disempowered, 

misrepresented, ignored or lost in the process (Oates, 2002, p. 

28). 

A Co-operative Inquiry cycles through four phases. The phases 

described in this chapter are an adaptation of the phases listed by 

Reason and Heron (2013). 

These phases can be summarised as: 

1 establishing the focus area and the research team, 

developing key ideas; 

2 discussing and reflecting on the focus and beginning to 

collect resources; 

3 becoming immersed in the topic, agreeing on and taking 

action; and 

4 reflecting on actions and refining the focus. 
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These phases are presented in Figure 11.1. This model is adapted 

from and informed by Heron and Reason (1995) and Jones-

Mutton et al. (2014). 

In phase 1, the co-researchers come together as a team to inquire 

into an agreed area, also known as the focal idea (Jones-Mutton, 

Short, Bidgood & Jones, 2015; Reason & Bradbury, 2006). They 

agree on the focus and conduct of the research, including how 

ideas will be recorded (Heron, 1996a; Reason & Bradbury, 2006, 

p. 145). The co-researchers begin researching the topic, sharing 

 

Figure 11.1. Co-operative Inquiry Phases 
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narratives or observations associated with practice, recording 

experiences, reading associated literature and developing key 

ideas (Jones-Mutton et al., 2014). In phase 2, the co-researchers 

become the co-subjects for the Inquiry and discuss and reflect on 

the focus of the Inquiry (Jones-Mutton et al., 2014). This is 

possible because all involved in the research contribute to the 

ideas as researchers and also because all involved fully participate 

in the associated research activities as subjects (Reason & Heron, 

2013). The co-subjects collectively share their observations and 

experiences, collect resources, begin to allocate tasks and record 

the discussions (Reason & Bradbury, 2006, p. 145). In phase 3, the 

co-subjects engage actively with the Inquiry, become immersed in 

the topic, openly share experiences and insights, agree on and 

take action, continue to identify and allocate tasks and evolve 

Inquiry themes and analysis (Reason & Bradbury, 2006, p. 146). In 

phase 4, the co-subjects resume the co-researchers role, reflect 

on and refine the research focus and begin to formulate themes 

(Reason & Bradbury, 2006, p. 146). They make connections 

between experience and practice. The Inquiry cycles repeatedly 

through this process of reflection-action-reflection until the 

themes are finalised and a ‘rounded’ Inquiry is created; in other 

words, ideas are discussed until the co-inquirers feel they are fully 

developed (Heron, 1996b; Reason & Bradbury, 2006). Information 

is then shared publicly by all co-researchers, for example through 

publications or conferences (Heron, 1996b, p. 101). 
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Why did we undertake Co-operative Inquiry? 

There are many reasons why we have considered Co-operative 

Inquiry as the chosen research methodology for our projects. 

However, what particularly attracted us is that it encourages 

researchers to write with others respectfully in community. 

Writing with others 

We found the experience of writing about others can often fall 

short of capturing the experience, beliefs and even desired 

outcomes of the participants. It can risk focusing on theoretical 

concepts and analysis, not always including participants' everyday 

thoughts. We realised Co-operative Inquiry opens up the capacity 

to wonder, to formulate and discuss many research questions 

with others and to accommodate a large range of ideas, as we 

identify below. 

JOHN: A few years ago, I was researching a particular New 

Religious Movement, and it quickly became apparent 

through our interactions that I could not fully understand 

their experience without being one of them. When I came 

to analyse and write up the study I was acutely aware that 

the analysis was my own (imbedded with academic 

literature and theory). I started to think how different it 

could have been if we had undertaken the research and 

write up together instead of myself as the sole researcher. 

The notion to write ‘with’ rather than ‘about’ stayed with 
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me and I eventually shared my desire and commitment 

with Monica. Monica liked the idea and we began thinking 

about topics and partners. 

MONICA: At the time John mentioned his thoughts, I was 

about to embark with others on three research projects 

over a two-year period. One project included John and 

was focussed on social work students living with 

disabilities, another project was about the Anglican Church 

engaging with people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse (CALD) backgrounds in rural Australia and a third 

research project was about off-site supervision and field 

education. The readings for the research projects were 

informative but I was not always certain I was hearing the 

voice of the participants. I wondered if the participants 

would agree with what was written about them. I was 

keen to do something different, to share power with 

participants, to draw out people's knowledge, and to hear 

their thoughts about research questions as well as their 

answers to them. I wanted to increase the authenticity of 

these research projects. John had heard about Co-

operative Inquiries, and suggested we both consider this 

research methodology. 

The capacity to write ‘with’ rather than ‘about’ others makes Co-

operative Inquiry an invaluable research approach (Heron & 

Reason, 2001; Reason & Bradbury, 2008). When we joined in a co-
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operative research conversation with others and became both the 

researcher and participant, we became acutely aware of the 

impact of what we said and eventually wrote. After all, we were 

writing about ourselves. When you write about yourselves and 

those close to you, you are constantly aware of the impact of your 

words. We feel this acute awareness provides an opportunity for 

all involved in the research to become more compassionate. For 

example, an Inquiry group may choose to omit aspects of the 

conversation that, although powerful, may be hurtful to the 

potential audience or the individual co-inquirers. This is in 

contrast to those researchers who may develop themes for 

impact but remain personally unaffected by the research 

outcomes. In a Co-operative Inquiry the participants have more 

control over what eventually ends up in print; therefore the write-

up of the study is clearly the view of the participants (Heron, 

1996a). A Co-operative Inquiry upholds the notion of equality in 

engagement with the topic, whereas other methodologies may 

have a clear delineation between the researcher and the 

researched (Ospina, Hadidy & Hoffmann-Pinilla, 2008). In a Co-

operative Inquiry the usual dichotomy of researcher/participant is 

put aside, replaced by all joining together as partners, that is, co-

researchers. This is one of the hallmarks of the methodology. In 

other words, it allows all invited to participate, and to contribute 

fully throughout the research (Reason & Heron, 2013). 
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Reciprocal benefits 

Demystifying research and joining together democratically as 

equals can reduce the pressure on researchers to produce 

findings. For example, a researcher does not need to perform but 

rather to trust in the process. It can bring a shift in power to the 

conversations, and a sense of connectedness, acceptance, 

collaboration and freedom to float ideas (Baldwin, 2012; Ospina 

et al., 2008) as Monica explains: 

I found it freeing to participate in the research as a co-

inquirer. My labels as lecturer and researcher were 

secondary to the research. We could connect, share 

insights together and dilemmas about the topics being 

discussed. 

It is an opportunity to learn together and for those not overly 

familiar with research practice to be empowered to develop their 

own research skills alongside their peers (Ospina et al., 2008). It 

can give all the experience of taking on roles such as inquirer, 

researcher and author by making these roles accessible, as we 

explain:                                                             

JOHN: In our first Co-operative Inquiry, into field 

education and people living with a disability, our co-

researcher Cass Hearn, a recently graduated student, was 

interested in learning about research and writing for 

publication. Together, over the time of the Inquiry, we 
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discovered something about what it is like to live with a 

disability. Cass was able to channel her ideas and 

experiences into the research, and further her 

understanding of research principles including how to 

construct a research paper. By the end of the process we 

perceived equality had developed between all of us which 

reflected in our co-authorship of a peer-reviewed paper 

and the three of us forming an ongoing research 

community. 

MONICA: For example, Cass was able to lend her voice as a 

person living with a disability to challenge labelling terms 

about disability. Cass stated ‘I do not like the term 

disability when it is used to label people ... I believe people 

should always be treated as individuals first and foremost’ 

(Hearn et al. 2014, p. 1347). In doing so, Cass skilfully 

guided the language we used in the research and in the 

final publication (Hearn et al., 2014, p. 1344). 

Accessible research 

The beauty of a Co-operative Inquiry is that it can be accessible 

for all: participants and researchers. It values what people do, 

that is, coming together and discussing ideas. The co-operative 

aspect of such Inquiry takes the natural features of community 

conversations and narratives and formalises them into a research 

approach. 
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Another characteristic of a Co-operative Inquiry, which makes it 

accessible is that it assumes there is action occurring in the real 

world (Ospina et al., 2012). A Co-operative Inquiry facilitates 

collective actions and reflections (Ospina et al., 2012). These 

reflections can lead to new ideas being generated, developed and 

shared. For us, it was about sharing our conversations with our 

communities, and our communities sharing conversations with us 

such as through seminars, conferences and journals (Ospina et al., 

2008). It was about us all raising our consciousness about other's 

situations. 

Opening up opportunities and awareness 

Consciousness-raising can be an important aspect of a Co-

operative Inquiry, especially when co-researching with individuals 

or groups where there appears to be some differences or 

distance, for example, across education, religions, disciplines, 

incomes, cultural groups, class, gender and (dis)abilities. In a 

postmodern sense we think ‘any gaze is filtered through the lens 

of language, gender, social class, race and ethnicity’ (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 1994, p. 12) and ability. This is important to us because it 

heightened our awareness of others and their experience of our 

shared world. 

MONICA: I found this happens regardless of the topic. For 

example, an Inquiry into Anglican Church engagements 

with people from Culturally and Linguistically Diverse 

backgrounds has heightened my awareness of the 
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importance of faith, culture, language and identity for 

some moving locations. 

JOHN: The initial Inquiry in which I co-participated made 

me more consciously aware of people living with 

disabilities. The learning and awareness from the initial 

Inquiry outlasted the study. 

The following section further demonstrates our heightened 

awareness and learning. It presents the Co-operative Inquiry 

phases through a published example titled ‘Social work field 

education: believing in students who are living with a disability’ 

(Hearn et al., 2014) and provides a window into how each phase 

works. Although the presentation of Co-operative Inquiry below 

appears linear, in practice it was a circular process in which 

phases were repeatedly cycled through. 

Explicating the process: a Co-operative Inquiry example 

To present the phases of a Co-operative Inquiry we have provided 

brief narratives describing our experiences of participating in an 

Inquiry about students, field education and the concept of ability. 

Phase I: establish the focus and research team, develop key ideas 

In phase 1, a group of co-researchers come together to explore an 

agreed area of human activity. There is no limitation on who the 

co-researchers are. For example, they may be academics, 

professionals reflecting on practice or members of a minority 
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group articulating their experiences that have been muted by the 

dominant culture (Heron & Reason, 1995). 

JOHN: At the outset of our initial Co-operative Inquiry 

there was some agreement on the topic. Monica and I 

were interested in students' experiences of living with a 

disability and attending university and the social work 

practicum. 

It is important to choose the co-inquirers carefully and to be 

aware that there is an element of critical subjectivity happening 

(Heron & Reason, 2001, p. 15). We were able to identify some 

current students who we thought could be interested in the 

research. However, we considered it might be difficult to develop 

a peer relationship with students who we teach now or in the 

future. Even past students may have some trepidation around a 

peer research approach with former lecturers and we discussed 

this aspect so that we could develop our approach to the co-

research process. With this in mind we approached a graduate 

student living with a disability, who agreed to join the research. 

However, not only was there some trepidation on the student's 

part, there was also some anxiety for us, as the seemingly non-

disabled were exploring a topic that is so familiar to, and an 

everyday reality of, the graduate. However, we became aware in 

the initial phases of the Inquiry that we brought our own 

individual skills and knowledge to the project. 
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JOHN: The purpose of the first Co-operative Inquiry we 

undertook was to explore the experiences of students 

living with disabilities. As three co-researchers we could 

contribute ideas and experiences about the topic. Cass, a 

co-researcher, had experiential knowledge of being a 

student and person living with a disability, I was sure I 

could delve into the literature and Monica had the 

experience of locating placements for students living with 

disabilities. 

In writing this chapter, we asked Cass about her experience of her 

first inquiry. 

CASS: It was a little scary, I felt vulnerable because it was 

personal. But I brought my experiences and my knowledge 

to the research. I gained an understanding of my lived 

experience and its relationship to our research. 

It takes time to build rapport, trust and a good group dynamic, 

and therefore much of the beginning phase of a Co-operative 

Inquiry seems to be that of getting to know each other, sharing 

your ideas and personal experiences with others. Equally, 

deciding to record the conversations is an intimate process. 

MONICA: In our first Inquiry we introduced ourselves to 

each other by sharing our connections to the topic of 

disability. Each person took it in turns to talk, and slowly 

explore a conversation idea until we each thought we had 
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exhausted what could be said. We questioned each other 

as we went, clarifying points. We discussed how we would 

record data from each session. We agreed to open a 

Google Doc and for me to type the conversations into it as 

we spoke. 

Phase 2: discuss and reflect on the focus, collect resources 

In this example the researchers become co-subjects and start to 

experience greater participation, reflection on experience and 

developing actions (Heron 1996b; Heron & Reason, 2001). We 

came together as co-inquirers to consider the topic and share 

practice wisdom. Unlike some types of qualitative interviewing, 

where we record people's stories and may never see the 

participant again, in a Co-operative Inquiry group we meet 

regularly. This gave us time to reflect and come back to the group 

with renewed understanding. The conversation grew over time 

and so did the relationships and shared knowledge. 

As the group developed we allocated ourselves tasks. These could 

vary according to the abilities or interest of the members. Our 

initial tasks included: collecting published literature on disability 

and education; setting up a shared Google Document online that 

we could all add to and edit; and formalising our meeting 

schedule. As members of our group (inquirers) were 

geographically dispersed, we met mostly by teleconference with 

sporadic face-to-face meetings. The face-to-face meetings helped 

to solidify our group. The creation of a shared Google Document 
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was an important method of data collection and allowed us to 

begin our goal towards co-writing. All our notes from the 

meetings, individual notes and literature began to build up in this 

shared document and the file helped keep an audit trail of our 

developing research. Here is an example of some edited 

conversation, recorded in the Google Document and later 

published (Hearn et al., 2014, p. 1348): 

JOHN: But how does the student demonstrate what they 

can do when they have already been deemed incapable? 

MONICA: I guess part of the issue is placement is a subject 

that is either passed or failed. I think there is an 

assumption that someone living with a disability is at risk 

of failing or unable to pass because they are not up to 

industry standards or up to university requirements. 

However, in reality all students are at risk of failing. 

CASS: That is right Monica; people need to be given a 

chance to see what they can do. You don't know what you 

can do until you try. Students living with disabilities need 

to be given a chance - even if it includes the possibility 

they may fail. 

As we followed up on our particular tasks, we all began to feel 

more and more like a real research group; we were discovering a 

new world of knowledge both academically and experientially. 

The knowledge each inquirer gained in the initial phase, and the 
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experience of the research process we were attempting, although 

challenging, seemed to affect us all deeply and began to change 

us. For example, it made us inquirers who were more aware of 

the barriers existing for people living with a disability. The barriers 

included students' (living with disabilities) own apprehensions of 

what was expected of them, assumptions by university staff about 

what students are capable of and limited practicum opportunities. 

It made us reflect and want to know more, ask more questions of 

ourselves and each other, begin to refine our own approach to 

the research and decide what further action we could undertake. 

Phase 3: become immersed in the topic; agree on and take action 

Phase 3 is in some ways the touchstone of Co-operative Inquiry 

methodology. It is a stage in which the co-subjects become fully 

immersed in and engaged with their experience. That is, people 

are attentive to themselves, their beliefs, their own lens, their 

practice and their intuitions and actions, and are engaging in a 

process of critically evaluating them (Heron & Reason, 2001, p. 

15). They may develop a degree of openness to what is going on, 

free of preconceptions, allowing them to see the topic in a new 

way (Heron & Reason, 1995). The third phase of the Inquiry into 

field education and ability lasted approximately three months. We 

were meeting weekly. At each meeting we discussed ideas and 

observations from our interactions with the topic during the 

week. We explored our personal definitions of disability. We 

would bring snippets from associated literature, share narratives 
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about our experience and share media articles. For example, 

together we read Jasmine Pipe's poem called 'I am a Person First' 

and contemplated the associated artwork by Giselle Burningham 

(Hearn et al., 2014, p. 1346); both artists are living with a 

disability and expressing their experiences through their art. This 

gave us further firsthand experiential knowledge about the topic. 

At the end of each meeting we would allocate tasks for the next 

week. It was not always possible to allocate tasks equally each 

week; rather, we aimed to allocate tasks as fairly as possible. 

During the week we would write up our reflections or notes taken 

from published research and share them with each other. Often 

one person took the lead in collating what we had contributed 

and shared. Copious amounts of rich data were generated, such 

as narratives of when people saw ‘the disability’ before they saw 

‘the person’ who was living with a disability (Hearn et al., 2014, p. 

1348). Here is an example: 

CASS: It is certainly tough - turning up - and after that you 

are the girl with the disability. 

JOHN: Gosh I know Cass, well I am more aware now; when 

you came to meet me at the university the other week 

somebody said to me there is a disabled girl who wants to 

see you. I didn't know how to respond. I was sort of 

excited about our meeting and rushed out to meet you. It 

hit me; it is just like you said, people see the disability not 

the person. 
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CASS: That is life; I get it all the time. (Hearn et al., 2014, p. 

1348)

  

Our data were openly shared between the three of us and 

amendments made, with consultation, by all co-inquirers in real 

time. Rather than being static, our data seemed to be more a 

living, growing process of a collection of ideas and experiences. As 

we became more and more immersed in the topic we noticed 

recurring ideas and themes developing. These ideas and themes 

were continually discussed, reflected on, analysed and considered 

in the light of sharing literature and experiences throughout the 

preceding week. Observations were continually written down. 

This deep development of ideas continued until we all were in 

agreement that we were starting to develop some major themes. 

This was not a fast process and perseverance was needed. At 

times it seemed like a particular idea was not going to develop 

into anything. This was because an idea would be raised and then 

each person would contemplate it and comment on it. For 

example, we discussed the issue of self-esteem and living with a 

disability and soon realised this was a complex issue as we all had 

different definitions. At these times of ambiguity, good 

interpersonal skills were required, including being able to 

thoughtfully and gently critique ideas, ask questions, as well as to 

show active listening skills and to hear alternative opinions. 

Occasionally it was necessary for each co-subject to demonstrate 

resilience by taking the time to thoughtfully listen to and discuss 
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differences of opinion about an idea or theme. This allowed a 

more informed understanding to arise. Eventually, surprisingly, 

the ideas would develop, become real and be recorded. This can 

be seen in the example below. 

MONICA: How can we foster a belief in ability in 

supervisors and a belief in self in a student living with a 

disability? 

CASS: As I gradually completed subjects and progressed 

through both practicums I began to develop a self-belief in 

myself that I could actually one day be an effective social 

worker to someone who needed help. (Hearn et al., 2014, 

p. 1350) 

Over time a number of exciting innovations flowed from this 

project, including emerging themes about the topic and the 

countering of narratives which label people living with disabilities. 

As the main ideas and themes evolved, they were ready to be 

reflected on in public forums such as conference and seminar 

presentations. 

Phase 4: reflect on action and refine focus 

In phase 4 the co-subjects re-assemble as co-researchers and 

meet together to share the experiential data and consider the 

original ideas in light of it (Reason & Heron, 2013). This may lead 

the co-researchers to decide to modify the focus of the Inquiry, 
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start another Inquiry cycle or begin to write up the Inquiry ideas 

and themes (Reason & Heron, 2013). 

In this example, the reflection-action-reflection process had been 

occurring over a three-month period and some major Inquiry 

themes had been generated; for example, the need for equal 

accessibility by students living with disabilities to field education 

was crucial, while the censoring of placement options created 

hurdles to education (Hearn et al., 2014). 

After developing our major themes from our Inquiry, 

opportunities arose that allowed us to present our initial findings 

in professional public forums, which helped increased all of our 

profiles as social workers and created career opportunities for all 

three of us. These activities also generated good exchanges with 

other social workers that helped us reflect upon and eventually 

strengthen our research. The scholarly exchanges and reflections 

on our experiences informed the writing of a paper, rounding off 

the Inquiry. The authors on the paper were the co-inquirers: Cass 

Hearn, Monica Short and John Healy (Hearn et al., 2014). 

JOHN: This Inquiry resulted in interesting outcomes for the 

three of us. These included presenting at conferences and 

publishing research. However, beyond the measurable 

outcomes, the lived experience of the Co-operative Inquiry 

seemed to have multiple benefits for all us inquirers, both 

personally and professionally. We all have rethought our 

views about disability and have become more aware of 
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the issues. The three of us have all participated in further 

Inquiries; we formed an ongoing research and writing 

community and we have been approached by others who 

were interested in joining with us. 

Final thoughts: comments on the presented example 

We hope the example of the phases give a sense of the richness, 

and the ease with which a Co-operative Inquiry can be 

undertaken and the journey from initial ideas through to possible 

outcomes, including conference presentations and publications. 

As mentioned, although they are presented in linear form for the 

practical purposes of this chapter, in practice an Inquiry will cycle 

through each phase multiple times. The presented example 

provides an overview of what could be happening within these 

phases. Different inquiries and inquirers would make their own 

particular journey through these cycles of Inquiry and would 

generate and illuminate the themes important to them. 

Limitations 

One of the main strengths of this methodology can also be seen 

as its limitation. It collects together like-minded colleagues who 

share a concern or interest (Heron & Reason, 2001). A possible 

limitation of collecting together like-minded colleagues is 

groupthink, which may dominate conversations. There is also a 

risk that the research can be limited to safe or popular topics and 

the more dominant views of the more powerful in the group or in 
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society are echoed and unchallenged (Gaventa & Cornwall, 2008). 

This could minimise people's willingness to engage with the 

personal side of the reflective process, stifling creative expression 

or the expression of beliefs (Green, 2009). 

We found groupthink to be a real possibility within this research 

methodology. The way we navigated this risk was by holding 

steadfast-to the ideal of writing ‘with’ people rather than 'about' 

them, which seemed to create a partnership rather than a 

hierarchy. As new ideas were introduced, we, the inquirers, 

attempted not to be overly attached to the presenting idea and to 

be open to accommodating alternative thinking. We found this 

helped to reduce the risk or at least allow us to reflect on the 

possibility of groupthink. 

MONICA: The Inquiry into field education and ability 

increased my awareness of my language about disability. I 

was not yet wedded to any description or labels. John and 

I were talking generally about the literature, both using 

similar terms. Cass challenged us to think about the 

dominant language in the literature and encouraged us to 

use the term ‘living with a disability’ (Hearn et al., 2014, p. 

1344). We partnered together in contemplating language, 

recycling through the themes a number of times until we 

developed our own language for our Inquiry. 

Like other qualitative research, and because Inquiry groups are 

often small, the findings from inquiries are not intended to be 
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generalisable to the greater community or statistically 

representative (Alston & Bowles, 2013, p. 88). We acknowledge 

that the inquiries undertaken offer a slice of life of a particular 

group and the research process. What strengthens the 

methodology is the authentic voice of all participants and how the 

key themes relate to or extend the literature. 

Co-operative Inquiries can be more time-consuming than other 

methodologies. They can demand a high level of commitment, a 

willingness to connect with others, and an inclination to share 

personal thoughts. However, thoughtful consideration of the use 

of self within the group is essential (Douglas, 2002). Additionally, 

if a group is open, adventurous, innovative and directionless, then 

conversations can diverge from the specific focal topic (Heron & 

Reason, 2001). While we have not experienced it in our inquiries, 

it is possible that a worst-case scenario can occur where the 

research becomes chaotic and themes and findings remain 

ambiguous (Heron & Reason, 2001). A further limitation is that 

the methodology can seem unclear about the appropriate 

number of participants for an Inquiry. In our experience, Co-

operative Inquiry works well with small group numbers, about 

three to five people. In our experience, a small group made it 

possible to accommodate all co-inquirers' availability for meetings 

and to share tasks. We are not sure if this would also be the same 

for larger groups. This is something for further consideration. 
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We observed in our inquiries that the questions of authorship or 

publication can be important to an academic, but may not 

necessarily be as important to other inquirers such as those 

whose focus is on practice. Some may prefer to be more involved 

in the Inquiry process, critically reflecting upon their experiences 

or practices and using it as a professional or personal 

development activity rather than focusing on writing or 

publication. It may be helpful to acknowledge as a group that 

each person involved in an Inquiry may have different goals and 

expectations. Once this is acknowledged it is possible for the 

differences to be discussed and resolved. In our own research we 

took a democratic approach to authorship. 

MONICA: The way we managed authorship in our research 

community was to rotate it. That way everyone has the 

opportunity to be first author or first conference 

presenter. This only works if the inquirers have agreed to 

participate in more than one activity and if everyone is a 

keen contributor to the research. 

Although, like most research methodologies, there are limitations 

to consider, we have found it is possible to work within them. 

Conclusion 

The chapter provides an overview of Co-operative Inquiry, and we 

present our own example to illustrate what we regard to be a 

useful research methodology. Throughout we have emphasised 
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the notion of writing ‘with’ people rather than 'about', and this 

notion has guided our own research practice. The idea of 

partnership is an important part of how we have worked 

together. It allowed us to join with others in illuminating ideas, 

themes, experiences and knowledge. Our own aspiration for this 

chapter is that people may, like us, discover that Co-operative 

Inquiry can be an accessible and an important addition to their 

practise of social research, and that they can take the opportunity 

to journey with others in what we see to be an empowering and 

engaging research process. We have tried to emphasise 

throughout the chapter that this type of research approach is not 

objective, but rather it is deeply personal. In a practical and 

versatile sense, a Co-operative Inquiry can be an opportunistic 

starting point for delving into new areas of study with like-minded 

colleagues; or an evaluation tool for small organisations or 

programmes. Although there are certainly limitations to the 

methodology around groupthink, small sample size and 

generalisability, the design has clear strengths in its democratising 

of the research process, its reflexivity, its capacity for raising 

awareness and its focus on action. It is a community-focussed 

approach to developing knowledge. 
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4.4 Strengths and limitations of Co-operative Inquiry 

4.4.1 The strengths 

All of the strengths listed in the published book chapter above 

were evident in the Co-operative Inquiry journal articles 

presented in Chapters five and six. The following illustrates this. 

The signature strength of Co-operative Inquiry is that the 

resultant writings are with people rather than about people. It 

respects the testimonies and relationships of the inquirers – 

turning their wisdom into theory. It also values the perceptions of 

other thinkers in the field about their lived experience. The 
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valuing of the lived experience, as an example, is in alignment 

with Hauerwas’ (1993, p. 68) view ‘that our lives are narrative 

dependent’, ‘that we are pilgrims on a journey, even if we are not 

sure what the journey entails’. This signature strength of the 

methodology is evident in the Co-operative Inquiry journal articles 

in Chapters five and six. All participating in the research projects 

were authors. The articles captured, critiqued and presented the 

perceptions (data) of people with the lived experience of 

engagements with the rural Anglican church. 

As mentioned in the book chapter above and demonstrated in the 

three Inquiries, the Co-operative Inquiry methodology allowed 

everyone to develop trust and share their own narratives and 

journeys without coercion. The Inquiries ─ as observed in the 

following journal articles ─ respectfully made space for people to 

talk about their own personal and intimate experiences of their 

engagement with church and their faith. If they desired, it gave 

people the right to testify to ‘their story of God learned through 

Christ’ (Hauerwas, 1993, p. 68). Consistent with the methodology 

listed in the book chapter, the people participating in the inquiries 

had the power to co-direct the research and were not 

disempowered, oppressed or misrepresented by the researcher’s 

values implicit in a unilateral research design (Heron, 1996, p. 21).  

Additionally, each of the three Co-operative Inquiries to follow 

successfully cycled through the four Inquiry phases outlined in the 

book chapter above. Each member of each inquiry group had full 
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control over all phases of the research. Each Inquiry group, as a 

community, mutually decided upon the research questions, the 

sort of literature to be explored, the frequency of meetings, how 

to collect the data, the themes, the analyses and the presentation 

of the analysis in the journal articles. Each Inquiry met until key 

inquiry themes were saturated – that is, had been fully examined. 

Following the methodological approach, each inquiry achieved 

validity and reliability by ensuring the grounding of all knowledge 

was generated experientially (Heron, 1996, p. 173) and 

considered together in the extant literature.  

4.4.2 The limitations 

All of the limitations listed in the book chapter were relevant to 

the inquiries presented below. For example, all three inquiries 

were small, collecting together liked-minded people with similar 

interests in the field.  

The inquiries presented in this thesis captured the opinions of a 

small, self-selected group. The inquiry groups were aware that 

they might not necessarily be advancing the understanding of 

engagements by rural Anglican churches beyond their own 

experiences. The inquirers could not speak for others and they did 

not discuss the full spectrum of themes in the field. Additionally, 

there is the possibility that the claims by the inquirers may not be 

corroborated in future similar Co-operative Inquiries. The claims 

may also be incomparable to other corresponding more-
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traditional or non-traditional qualitative research projects such as 

illustrative case studies and auto-ethnography.  

Regardless of the limitations of the collection of journal articles, 

this thesis argues that there was room within current 

conversations about rural Anglican church engagements to value 

cross-disciplinary exchanges about the lived experience of rural 

Anglicanism (Short, Broughton, et al., 2017, p. 129). The three Co-

operative Inquiry journal articles in the next two chapters provide 

more information regarding how each Inquiry utilised this 

participatory methodology. 

4.5 The co-inquirers participating in the research  

The published book chapter above was foundational, guiding the 

research approach, for instance in the enlisting of co-inquirers. As 

discussed in the book chapter, in this thesis all participants were 

co-researchers, co-subjects, co-inquirers and co-authors. This is a 

very different approach to the research model of the researcher 

recruiting and then observing participants. This unique approach 

is also outlined in each of the journal articles in Chapters five and 

six.  

The Co-operative Inquiries in this thesis also followed a 

democratic approach to research, including in the recruitment of 

inquirers, as outlined in the book chapter above. Each Inquiry 

began with me discussing the possibility of an Inquiry with a small 

group of colleagues who I knew had professional and/or personal 
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experiences in the field. They then suggested other colleagues 

with similar interests. In phase one of each of the three Inquiries, 

interested co-subjects/co-inquirers mutually agreed to come 

together to discuss joining an Inquiry and decide the participation 

process. This meant the selection process for all Inquiries 

occurred in a strategic, non-random, purposive way (Bryman, 

2012, pp. 407-408). Each inquirer was known to the PhD 

candidate or another inquirer, had a close association with the 

field, was willing to contribute their lived experiences and share 

both etic and emic insights to the inquiry topics.  

4.6 Ethical issues 

Participation in the research projects was voluntary, with the 

inquirers agreeing to fully participate in the four phases of an 

inquiry (Leedy & Oromond, 2013, p 105 & 107). All participants 

also agreed to hold steadfast to the Co-operative Inquiry maxim 

mentioned in the book chapter above - that is of writing with 

people rather than about people. This maxim ensured that all 

inquirers were partners in the research, and that all involved, 

including myself, accommodated alternative thinking. 

Consequently, no one dominated the conversations in the 

inquiries. The Inquiries were respectful, low risk and sensitive 

investigations into people’s connections with the topic (Leedy & 

Oromond, 2013, p 105). The Co-operative Inquiries did not 

require ethics approval as all the participants are authors. This 

was clarified in 2013 with the then school ethics committee chair. 
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(Ethics approval was obtained for both of the case studies 

presented in the list of publications resulting from the research. 

Please see the ethics approval section at the beginning of this 

thesis for details.) 

The Co-operative Inquiry methodological approach applied in the 

Co-operative Inquiries in Chapters five and six abided by the 

values, ethics and principles consistent with social work, sociology 

and theology, as outlined in the following ethical statements 

concerning social work, sociology and theology. A core value of 

Australian Social Work Ethics is the ‘respect for persons’ 

(Australian Association of Social Workers, 2010, p. 12). This 

includes respecting ‘the inherent dignity, worth and autonomy of 

every person’, respecting ‘group identity, interdependence, 

reciprocity and the collective needs of particular communities’, 

and the fostering of an individual’s wellbeing, autonomy, justice 

and personal/social responsibility, with due consideration for the 

rights of others (Australian Association of Social Workers, 2010, p. 

12). A core ethical approach to sociology, as promoted by the 

United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, 

is: ‘sociologists work to develop a reliable and valid body of 

scientific knowledge based on research and, thereby, to 

contribute to the improvement of the global human condition’ 

(International Sociological Association, 2001). A theological 

principle stated by Jesus in John’s gospel is: ‘Love each other as I 

have loved you. Greater love has no one than this: to lay down 

one’s life for one’s friends’ (John 15:12 & 13). 
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4.7 A Co-operative Inquiry approach to data collection 

and analysis 

The Co-operative Inquiry methodology theory presented in the 

book chapter above justified and guided the methodological 

approach of the three Inquiries, including their approach to data 

collection and analysis. Further, each Co-operative Inquiry journal 

article presented in the next two chapters contains a 

methodology section with information about how the data was 

collected and analysed, in accordance with each journal’s 

requirements. Outlined here is a brief discussion of the data 

collection and analysis process, so as not to duplicate the 

information in the journal articles. 

The methodology outlined in the book chapter describes the four 

Co-operative Inquiry phases followed in each of the three Co-

operative Inquiry journal articles presented in the next two 

chapters. In each project, the four phases effectively generated 

rich data for this thesis. The data collected about engagements 

and the analysis of this data was grounded in people’s narratives 

of their lived experience and the extant literature. Conversations 

between the inquirers distilled the key themes outlined in the 

journal articles. A retroductive approach was applied to the 

narratives and related literature gathered through the Inquiries; 

that is, the analysis of the narratives and literature moved 

between theory and practice until a ‘best fit’ explanation 

emerged and the relevant themes were documented in the 
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journal articles (Craig & Bigby, 2015, p. 315). In other words, 

retroduction allows connections such as those between theory 

and practice to emerge and allows themes to develop and be 

analysed. A thematic approach to analysis is the searching for 

themes and patterns within information (Ochala & Mungai, 2015, 

p. 314).  

Table 3 below summarises the methodological information of the 

three Co-operative Inquiry articles presented in Chapters five and 

six. This table prepares the reader for the next two Chapters. The 

three journal articles listed in Chapters five and six contain further 

details about Co-operative Inquiry. 
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Table 3. Summary of the methodological information for each of the Co-operative Inquiries presented in this 

thesis 

Inquiry No. of co-

researchers 

Ethics requirements  

Data Analysis 

Tillotson, N., Short, 

M., Ollerton, J., 

Hearn, C., & 

Sawatzky, B. (2017). 

Faith matters: From 

a disability lens. 

Journal of Disability 

and Religion, 21(3), 

319-337.  

 

5 Ethics approval deemed 

unnecessary because all 

participants were authors 

and the Co-operative 

Inquiry posed a negligible 

risk (Tillotson et al., 2017). 

Narrative 

Retroductive 

Thematic  
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Short, M., Seiffert, 

M., Haynes, R., & 

Haynes, L. (2018). 

Church, disability 

and rurality: The 

lived experience. 

Journal of Disability 

and Religion, 18(1), 

1-26. 

 

4 All involved in this research 

inquiry are co-authors, co-

researchers, and co-

participants. Consequently, 

ethics approval not required 

as all participants or 

subjects were authors, 

making the research a low-

risk project. 

(Short et al., 2018, p. 68) 

Narrative 

Retroductive 

Thematic  

 

Short, M. A., 

Broughton, G., 

Short, M. G., 

Ochala, Y., & 

Anscombe, B. 

(2017). Connecting 

5 All participants are authors, 

therefore considered low 

risk and ethics approval was 

not required. 

Narrative 

Retroductive 

Thematic  
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to belonging: A 

cross-disciplinary 

inquiry into rural 

Australian Anglican 

Church 

engagements with 

people from 

culturally and 

linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. 

Journal of 

Contemporary 

Religion, 32(1), 119-

133. 
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4.8 Conclusion 

This chapter argued for and outlined the participatory research 

approach, which utilised the Co-operative Inquiry methodology as 

the means of addressing the research question explored in this 

thesis. It presented a book chapter which outlined the four phases 

of Co-operative Inquiry and critiqued this approach. The strengths 

and limitations of Co-operative Inquiry examined in the book 

chapter were evident in the three Inquiries presented in this 

thesis.  

A Co-operative Inquiry approach encouraged people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds to voice their perceptions about their engagements 

with rural Anglican churches in Australia. The next chapter 

addresses the research that focussed on the experiences and 

perceptions of people living with disabilities. The narratives within 

the publications were compelling, making me (and possibly 

others) ‘wary of discounting the work of God’ (Pickard, 2012, p. 

228) in rural Anglican church communities.  
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CHAPTER FIVE. PORTFOLIO: THE RURAL ANGLICAN 

CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA ENGAGING WITH PEOPLE 

LIVING WITH DISABILITIES 

This chapter is a portfolio presenting three publications about the 

rural Anglican church in Australia’s engagements with people 

living with disabilities. All of the papers presented in this thesis 

were authored and accepted for publication early in the 

candidature, and consequently, the process of writing the journal 

articles was not orderly. For this reason, the articles are not 

presented in chronological order in this Chapter. Instead, the 

layout of the articles follows a macro, meso and micro order. An 

explanatory summary, as per the integrated lens, introduces each 

article. Please note that the exegesis in Chapter seven of this 

thesis synthesises the findings and discussions from the articles. 

Chapter seven explains how the articles addressed the 

overarching research question and their impact within the field. 

5.1 Explanatory introduction to the portfolio about 

rural Anglican churches engaging with people living 

with disabilities 

The first publication ─ ‘Faith matters: From a disability lens’ ─ is a 

peer-reviewed journal article published in the Journal of Disability 

and Religion. This Co-operative Inquiry examined faith and 

disability at a macro level, discussing global or big ideas alongside 

personal narratives and perceptions about the role of faith for 
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people living with disabilities, their families and friends. The 

Inquiry acknowledges that many in the world identify with a 

religion (Pew Research Center, 2012). More specifically, this 

article investigates five themes about disability and faith, themes 

which are illustrated by Canadian and Australian narratives 

regarding faith and engagement with Christian ministries. Figure 

25 below summarises the methodological approach within this 

article. 

 

Figure 25. Summary of the methodological approach for the 

research project 'Faith matters: From a disability lens’ 

From a social work perspective, this article challenged powerful 

societal forces grounded in ableism ─ forces such as de-
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humanising discourses regarding whose life is valuable and worth 

preserving. From a sociological perspective, this article discussed 

clashes between values and norms about disability and faith ─ for 

instance, the values displayed at an Australian Anglican church 

funeral which was grounded in the Biblical principles of being 

valued and connected to a creator, versus those principles 

grounded in the medical model and perceptions informed by 

ableism (the presumption and privileging of able-bodiedness). 

From a theological perspective, the article reminded everyone 

that faith matters, that faith gives people identity, and of the 

need to hear people’s perceptions about their faith and their 

connections with others in a Christian community. From an 

integrated perspective, the article argued for the principle that 

people’s spiritual lives are to be respected. All people have the 

right to engage with and belong to a church or Christian 

organisation; this includes people living with disabilities.  

This article recommended further research into matters of faith 

with and by people living with disabilities. Currently, as discussed 

in Chapters one and two of this thesis, the extant literature 

commonly neglects the importance of religion for people living 

with disabilities. This neglect in the literature occurs even though 

churches are potential sources of life-sustaining, enriching 

support for people living with disabilities. The article argued that 

churches can choose to engage with people living with disabilities, 

offering full and effective participation, inclusion and belonging 

for all.  
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As a co-inquirer, the inquiry provided me with clearer boundaries 

for the focus of the research presented in this thesis. The inquiry 

did not specifically address the research question. Instead, the 

inquiry and my co-inquirers helped me understand background 

information about the field, and for me, it was an encouraging 

step towards addressing the research question. Chapter seven of 

this thesis explains how this article partially addressed the 

research question. 

The next publication ─ ‘The Anglican Church of Australia and 

engagement with people living with disabilities’ ─ was a peer-

reviewed, sole-authored, theoretical journal article published in a 

special edition of St Mark’s Review titled Perspectives on 

Disability. This article outlined theoretical and organisational-

focused concepts regarding the rural Anglican church engaging 

with people living with disabilities at the meso level. That is, the 

article reflected on a religious institution and the impact of 

current discourses of disability and ability upon it. Figure 26 below 

summarises the methodological approach within this article. 
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Figure 26. Summary of the methodological approach for the 

research project ‘The Anglican Church of Australia and 

engagement with people living with disabilities’ 

From a social work perspective, disparities exist between people 

living with disabilities in rural areas and those living in urban 

areas. For example, The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 

reported that in 2011, Indigenous people are more likely to live 

with disabilities or long-term health conditions, and two-thirds 

were living outside major cities (p.130). The journal article 

recorded a need to review and/or rethink approaches to 

interventions, participation, inclusion, servicing and engaging with 

people living with disabilities within the church.  
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From a sociological perspective, dominant social discourses about 

the lived experience of disability can lead either to inclusion or 

exclusion in rural Anglican churches. Currently, we have an 

incomplete picture of the experience of disability in rural, regional 

and remote areas. From a theological perspective, the Anglican 

church in Australia has a personal connection with people living 

with disabilities. The National Church Life Survey (2011, p. 129) 

research showed that in 2011, about 10% of attendees of 

Anglican churches were living with profound or mild disabilities. 

Literature referenced in the article showed that people living with 

disabilities were making major contributions to their churches. 

From an integrated perspective, this article encouraged Anglican 

dioceses – especially those with rurally located churches, clergy 

and laity ─ to assess and/or reassess their commitment to 

including people living with disabilities within their ministries. This 

article invited people to participate in this research about 

Anglican church engagements with people living with disabilities. 

It also invited people to consider how the interaction between 

Biblical principles and social discourses will help inform the 

Anglican church’s engagements with people living with 

disabilities. 

Summarised in this article are several key themes about rural, 

rurality, the rural Anglican church in Australia and engagement. 

Chapter seven explains how this article stepped me towards 

addressing the overarching research question.  
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The last publication introduced in this portfolio – ‘Church, 

disability and rurality: The lived experience’ ─ was a peer-

reviewed article published in the Journal of Disability and 

Religion. This Co-operative Inquiry presented the lived 

experiences of people living with disabilities and their 

engagements with the rural Anglican church in Australia at the 

micro-level. From a social work perspective and based on 

personal experiences and the literature, the article posited there 

was a need to challenge and overcome social and rural isolation. 

Figure 27 below summarises the methodological approach within 

this article. 
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Figure 27. Summary of the methodological approach for the 

research project ‘Church, disability and rurality: The lived 

experience’ 

Social work knowledge and interventions assisted with 

deconstructing negative attitudes, empowering people living with 

disabilities in rural towns, and recognising that dependency is not 

inevitable. Social workers can advocate for churches to 

reasonably accommodate people. From a social work lens, the 

rural Anglican church within Australia is a grassroots organisation 

engaging with people living with disabilities and advocating for 
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their needs in a local township. The rural Anglican church in 

Australia contains a wealth of social and human capital, and often 

church members are also core members of local communities. 

The church reflects the strengths and challenges of local 

communities. From a sociological perspective and again based on 

personal experiences and the literature, this article argued that 

parents and important others in rural Australia are a force in 

constructing a child or adult’s perceptions of and labels about 

their disability. The article also highlighted that children living 

with the social dimensions of disability have fewer opportunities 

in rural towns compared to those in cities. From a theological 

perspective, this article challenged and deconstructed ideas about 

strength and weakness, impairment and disability within the 

Anglican church within rural Australia.  

Rural Anglican church networks and communities are 

interconnected and cannot function without their members who 

are living with disabilities. These churches can help overcome 

rural and social isolation by being places of belonging that serve 

people living with disabilities well. From an integrated 

perspective, this article presented perspectives and testimonials 

about the engagement of rural Anglican churches engagements 

with people living with disabilities.  

This article was the final step for this thesis in addressing the part 

of the research question: How do people in rural, regional and 

remote Australia, in particular people living with disabilities, 
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perceive that the Anglican Church of Australia engages with them 

and they with it? This article recommends that social workers, 

sociologists and theologians combine knowledge and resources 

about this field. The article suggests that they collaborate and call 

on rural Anglican churches in Australia to uphold the well-being of 

all and to help address the rural and social isolation experienced 

by people living with disabilities in rural Australia. Chapter seven 

explains how this article assisted with addressing the overarching 

research question.  

Below are the three articles in entirety. The layout of the articles 

and the spelling styles are in accordance with the publishing style 

of the journals. 

5.2 The portfolio: Rural Anglican churches engaging 

with people living with disabilities 

5.2.1 Published journal article number 1 - Faith matters: From a 

disability lens. 

Authorship, title and publication outlet: Tillotson, N., Short, M., 

Ollerton, J., Hearn, C., & Sawatzky, B. (2017). Faith matters: From 

a disability lens. Journal of Disability and Religion, 21(3), 319-337.  

Please see Appendices 1 and 5 for a copy of the permissions to 

include the journal article in this thesis. 

ABSTRACT 
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In this article, the authors engage with matters of faith as 

expressed by Christians living with disabilities, recognising faith 

matters to many. Extant debates regarding faith and disability risk 

being about people living with disabilities rather than being by or 

with them. This article presents a cooperative inquiry about faith 

undertaken by five Christian women, three of whom identify as 

living with disabilities, who explored their own and collective 

expressions of faith. Each outlines her intimate experience of faith 

and critically reflects on the norms and values informing her 

Christian worldview. Additionally, the authors summarize the 

inquirers’ perceptions regarding Christian churches and inclusion. 

KEYWORDS 

disability; impairment; inclusive congregations; religion; social 

inclusion  

In memory of baby Lotte.  

Coauthor Nicole Tillotson (NT) initiated this inquiry into faith 

through the lens of people living with disabilities. NT was inspired 

by her friendship with a Christian family whose baby, Lotte, was 

diagnosed with a severe health condition and died in utero. At the 

funeral, NT contemplated how and why Lotte’s life was so 

influential on her even though Lotte had not drawn breath 

outside the womb. She states:  
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I had been praying for Lotte and her family throughout the 

pregnancy and was inspired by their loyalty and trust in God. 

Being at the funeral made me realise I wanted to emulate them, 

to be strong and Christ centred. I admired Lotte’s parents’ 

resilience, which was based in their faith and I wished for my faith 

to be bold too. A lot of people attended the funeral because we 

all loved Lotte’s parents and we loved Lotte. The service was a 

heart-breaking experience and I cannot wait until I meet this little 

girl one day in heaven.  

This experience raised questions for NT about the role of faith for 

people living with disabilities and their families and friends. She 

recognised gaps in literature. NT observed the family’s journey 

and the clash between the medical model of disability and the 

family’s faith. The medical model of disability inherently regards 

disability as a problem located within an individual (Ollerton & 

Kelshaw, 2011, p. 269). She saw how the couple’s faith led them 

to value the life of everyone including their unborn child when 

they decided to reject the medical advice to terminate the 

pregnancy. Such a clash had a personal significance for NT, who 

identifies as a Christian social worker living with disabilities. It 

made her think about society and her own perceptions about 

faith. The purpose of the research was for us the authors to 

consider our perceptions about the relationship between faith 

and Christians living with disabilities, using a cooperative inquiry 

methodology. 
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Key term 

Faith 

Numerous definitions and debates exist about faith. According to 

Kierkegaard (2013), faith is the highest passion in a human being. 

The Bible speaks of faith in that which is unseen (O’Brien, 2010), 

defining it as “confidence in what we hope for and assurance 

about what we do not see” (Hebrews 11:1, NIV). Faith in Christ is 

a fundamental experience of being a friend of truth, a friend of 

Jesus, and it means we know we are loved (Vanier, 2008).  

This inquiry was grounded in our own individual experiences and 

communal expression of faith in God’s love and grace. Moller’s 

(2012) research into the inclusion and exclusion of people in faith 

communities points to the importance of the church as a place 

where people living with disabilities can be accepted as spiritual 

beings and where people with and without disabilities are woven 

together in community. This is a togetherness in faith, worship, 

and witness (Packer, 2017).  

Background literature 

The World Health Organization confirms that barriers in our world 

exist and exclude people living with disabilities (World Health 

Organization & The World Bank, 2011). Such barriers mean 

society does not always acknowledge, value, or encourage people 

living with disabilities—instead of making some people feel less 
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normal and capable than others (Charlton, 2000). For example, 

people living with disabilities can feel excluded or on the edge of 

church life and that their faith is not always respected (CBM 

Australia, 2010). Swinton (1995) noted that in churches 

paternalistic, asymmetrical relationships can develop between 

those who perceive themselves as “caring” (p. 17) and others in 

the congregation, such as people with disability, whom they 

perceive as “needy” (p. 17). Such attitudes are underpinned by 

ableism. 

Ableism is the presumption and privileging of able-bodiedness 

(Ollerton, 2016). Many institutional practices and theologies are 

underpinned by unchallenged ableism. For example, those 

described by Yong (2010) as the “un-interrogated theological 

assumptions linking sin, the lack of faith and disability, and about 

healing and curing of disability” (p. 77). Ableist attitudes can lead 

to disablism, which is defined as the deliberate “differential or 

unequal treatment of people because of actual or presumed 

disabilities” (Campbell, 2008, p. 152). Yong warned that churches 

who view people with disabilities as in need of healing bolster 

biases, fears, and stigmatization. He also claimed such attitudes 

inhibit “the formation of a more disability-welcoming church” 

(Yong, 2010, p. 77). Yong’s warning to the Church is about the risk 

of being disablist.  

Likewise, communities influenced by ableist and disablist thinking 

risk focusing only on people living with disabilities accessing the 
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most basic of human needs (see World Health Organization & The 

World Bank, 2011). They can consider some people living with 

disabilities to be incapable of engaging with beliefs such as 

Christianity and as unfit to worship God (Patka & McDonald, 

2015). They may consider faith as irrelevant to a person’s well-

being. However, excluding a spiritual domain when measuring 

quality of life for people with intellectual disability has been 

criticized as faith is recognized as an important aspect of human 

life (Liegois, 2014).  

A counter-theology proposed by a Christian theologian living with 

disabilities, Nancy Eiesland (1994), called for a new theology of 

disability. Eiesland pointed to Jesus Christ’s impaired resurrected 

body, complete with wounded hands, feet and side and radically 

celebrated Jesus as a disabled God (Eiesland, 2004).  

Additionally, a change in thinking and respect about matters of 

faith appears to be occurring in society and this includes by some 

proponents of the medical model of disability. It is now more 

readily acknowledged that religion thrives in the most advanced 

scientific nations and that indeed, faith matters to many people 

(Henslin, Possamai, & Possamai-Inesedy, 2014). It is increasingly 

seen as unethical to refuse to see the importance of faith or 

spirituality and religion in peoples’ lives, including human services 

clients (Furman, Benson, Grimwood, & Canda, 2004). Sections 

within medicine argue for physicians to take into account their 

patients’ religious beliefs, such as Lotte’s family’s faith (Koenig al., 
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2000). They also argue not to overlook religion in describing 

influences on the health of populations (Koenig al., 2000). The 

literature indicates that to dismiss a person with disability as 

being incapable of faith or to consider faith irrelevant to them 

restricts their well-being and possibly limits their personal 

development, potential, and opportunities. Critically reflecting on 

the previous academic investigations and discussions we 

recognized the need for further inquiries and critical reflections 

by and with people living with disabilities about this field. This 

initiated our inquiry. 

Methodology 

Two principles underpinned our study. The first was a belief in, 

respect for, and valuing of Christian people living with disabilities. 

The second was a desire for the research to start with a single 

case story, that is, the story of baby Lotte’s parents’ faith and 

journey through pregnancy and then to shift into a 

phenomenological study that would facilitate engagement with 

the subjective lived experiences and perspectives of inquirers 

about faith and disability (Hasa, 2017). In particular, we would 

focus on the experiences and narratives of Cassandra Hearn (CH), 

NT and Bonita J. Sawatzky (BJS). It was therefore appropriate that 

we adopted a methodology that facilitated such principles and 

that also allowed us to apply a democratic approach to deciding 

what would be included in the study. Cooperative inquiry is a 

form of second-person action research in which all the 
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participants work together as both coresearchers and as 

cosubjects within an inquiry group (Heron & Reason, 2008). It is 

also inclusive and participative by nature (Healy, Tillotson, Short, 

& Hearn, 2015). The inquiry involves active exploration and 

learning within the research team allowing shared meaning and 

change through improved practice, organizational outcomes or 

social democracy (Ospina, El Hadidy, & Hofmann- Pinilla, 2008). 

As every person involved in the inquiry group is an author, 

subject, inquirer, or researcher, it redirects the research away 

from the idea of one person in the project being the expert 

(Heron, 1994). Together inquiry group members work through 

cycles or phases of action and reflection, developing their 

understanding and practice by engaging in what Heron and 

Reason (2008) have described as “an ‘extended epistemology’ of 

experiential, presentational, propositional and practical ways of 

knowing” (p. 366).  

In this inquiry all participants are researchers and authors 

recruited from within our own research community. Because the 

cooperative inquiry posed negligible risk, ethics approval was 

deemed unnecessary. 

Participants 

NT is a social worker with an Australian health organization and 

an adjunct lecturer at an Australian rural university. NT was born 

with a nonprogressive, genetic vision impairment. 
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Monica Short (MS) is a social work lecturer at an Australian rural 

university. She has a number of relatives who identify as living 

with disabilities. MS has both a professional and, through her kin, 

a personal connection to the field.  

JO is an independent sociologist with a PhD in critical disability 

studies and over 30 years’ vocational experience in the disability 

employment assistance space. She also works part-time within 

the third sector as a research coordinator and undertakes 

sessional teaching at an Australian rural university.  

CH is a social worker with an Australian non-government 

organization and an adjunct lecturer at an Australian rural 

university. CH was born with mild cerebral palsy (CP).  

BJS is a researcher at an international spinal cord injury research 

center in Canada and has worked within the medical model for 

over 30 years. She was born with a nonprogressive spinal cord 

disease and was also injured at 30 years of age in a car accident 

and now requires the use of a wheelchair for daily mobility.  

By sharing our faith stories within our cooperative inquiry group 

we engaged with Heron and Reason’s (2008) extended 

epistemology of experiential, presentational, propositional and 

practical knowledge. This occurred through shared experiential 

knowledge, gaining insight into both the differences and the 

shared patterns of our Christian faith experiences. Sharing 

spiritual experiences such as answered prayers, an awareness of 
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the presence of God in certain situations and of experiencing a 

leading of the Holy Spirit within the inquiry group, contributed to 

our presentational knowledge. Our propositional knowledge was 

enhanced through a review of the literature, all of which tacitly 

informed our practical knowledge as professional Christian 

women. 

The reflective phases of a cooperative inquiry are shown in Figure 

1. 

Phase I 

Our research community was challenged by NT to begin an 

inquiry into the topic faith and disability. Although there is an 

opinion that insists the world is comprised of separate individual 

objects composed of inert matter and all operating according to 

the causal laws of nature, as qualitative researchers we see things 

differently. We recognize that the world is interrelated, changing 

us just as we change it simply by being part of it, in what Heron 

and Reason (2008) called “a community of subjects of which the 

human community is part” (para 17). Further to this,  
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Figure 1. Cooperative inquiry phases. This figure is an adaptation of 

Reason and Heron’s description of a Co-operative Inquiry (Reason & 

Heron, 2013; Short & Healy, 2017, p.190). 

as Christians we understand our part as participating in that 

which is God’s interrelated world. Thus, from this epistemological 

position we began to share our experiences and agreed to 

research faith and disability. To achieve this, we agreed to meet 

together weekly via teleconference. MS volunteered to 

coordinate each phone meeting and to scribe each conversation. 

The notes were compiled as one evolving Word document, 

distributed via email after each meeting. In between the meetings 

we would email each other about our emerging thoughts and 
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these points were added to the notes. These notes became our 

data. 

Phase II 

As coresearchers and coparticipants we discussed and critically 

reflected on our own experiences of faith, and explored our 

fundamental thoughts and concerns in the search for meaning 

and collected resources. As a research community we began to 

read and share academic and associated literature, including 

biographies, which are listed in the reference list. We 

teleconferenced regularly to discuss our findings, share critical 

reflections, and refine our research. Coming to the inquiry group 

from different parts of Australia (both city and regional contexts) 

and Canada, from different age brackets, career stages, and 

academic backgrounds we each brought with us diverse 

perspectives. Our cooperative inquiry was a cross-disciplinary, 

cross-continental experience. 

Phase III 

It was in this phase that we agreed on and took action by 

becoming immersed in the topic and the research. We would 

critically reflect on how what was happening in each of our lives 

did or did not dovetail into this inquiry’s focus area. Inquiry 

themes started to emerge. 
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Phase IV 

We critically reflected on actions, refined our focus, and began 

drafting this article. At the end of phone meetings each of us 

would volunteer to write or dictate a section of the article, 

depending on our other work commitments, and we would email 

the draft around the group for people to read before the next 

meeting. MS collected the writings and coordinated the emerging 

article. Occasionally we met in pairs outside the meeting time, 

assisting each other with writing. We would then critically reflect 

on and gently critique what was written at the next phone 

meeting and make changes. The writing phase was a cooperative, 

democratic, and enjoyable experience. However, we each 

suggested a different title for the article. To resolve this we 

conducted a poll via email and voted for “Faith matters: From a 

disability lens.”  

Overall, we found the topic of faith and disability fascinating as 

well as deeply personal, and the act of critical reflective sharing 

was very encouraging. This made it hard to move from being 

cosubjects back to being coresearchers and authors. We cycled 

repeatedly through the four cooperative inquiry phases until the 

research was completed. 

Findings: The conversation themes 

This section presents an overview of our discussions and critique 

about matters of faith. Our year long inquiry provided us with 
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opportunities to expand conversations about the relationship 

between disability and faith. We synthesized our conversations 

into themes. We decided to publicly report the themes because 

we felt in our society there was a lack of opportunity to talk about 

the personal experience of disability and faith. Talking together 

seemed to us to be a very important element in making change in 

the world. Please note that these themes are exemplars from our 

inquiry and other groups or individuals may identify different 

themes.  

Theme I. Why we inquired into faith and disability 

NT’s narration of her friends’ experiences surrounding baby 

Lotte’s death, paired with her own recent visit to a medical 

specialist, compelled us to connect with current thinking about 

faith and disability. NT recounted her visit to us: 

I live with Rod Monochromatism and recently went to see an 

ophthalmologist, who has treated me since I was six months old. I 

was challenged by his suggestion of seeking genetic counselling 

now I am of child-bearing age. This was suggested because I am 

living with a genetic vision impairment. This got me thinking, what 

is the point of the test? If like in my friend, Lotte’s mother’s 

situation, it should reveal some ‘abnormality’ in my unborn baby, 

what would such knowledge mean to me? Except to maybe help 

me prepare for the baby. Any suggestion by medical services or 

society in general, that my unborn child is of no or less value due 

to a disability, would be at odds with my faith. What is the point 
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of genetic testing if due to my faith I believe that the child is 

knitted together in my womb by God and is fearfully and 

wonderfully made? 

Attending Lotte’s funeral helped NT bring perspective to her own 

life and genetic counselling. It challenged NT to think how she as a 

person living with a disability would respond if she were pregnant 

and her child was diagnosed in utero with Rod Monochromatism. 

Lotte’s parents knew at about 15 weeks’ gestation that Lotte 

would have profound health conditions and would be living with 

disabilities. They saw Lotte as a gift from God and they decided to 

cherish every moment of her life. NT was in awe of their 

commitment to God and to people living with disabilities. Lotte’s 

parents’ faith had a major impact on NT, as shown in the 

following quote. 

Lotte’s parents’ faith was relevant for me because of my 

appointment for genetic counselling. I was thinking about the 

decision I have to make – that is, if I have a baby with my 

condition would I terminate the pregnancy? Not only that, but 

what does termination say about my life and who I am? Lotte’s 

life mattered so much to so many people and my life matters too. 

Lotte’s family’s stance was very helpful for me as a person living 

with a disability. 

For NT the deep juxtaposition between her friends’ unwavering 

dedication to Lotte because of their faith against the medical 

model validated her own life. Hearing NT’s testimony, insights, 
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and the meanings they generated had a profound impact on all of 

us. NT also quoted to us Psalm 139 and reminded us afresh of the 

intimacy between God the creator and us even as we were being 

created in our mother’s womb. It also reminded us how God’s 

connection with every person exists from conception regardless 

of living with a disability or not. Moved by NT’s narrative, her 

homily, and her questions, we decided to focus on sharing our 

own stories regarding people living with disabilities and faith. 

Theme II. What is faith and disability? 

We found scoping this topic challenging, considering 84% of the 

world, or approximately 5.8 billion people identified with a 

religious group in 2010 (Pew Research Center, 2012). Alongside 

the five major world religions—Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, 

Hinduism, and Judaism, there are a multitude of folk and other 

religions (Pew Research Center, 2012). Additionally, it is not 

unusual for people to adopt a selection of spiritual practices from 

a diverse set of religious traditions (Crisp, 2010). How were we to 

cover all people living with disabilities’ perceptions of belief in our 

small project? Which definition of faith should we utilize? As NT 

pointed out: 

It is a big area. How do you narrow it down? 

In an attempt to narrow the research area we explored literature 

and undertook a critical reflexive and reflective exercise. We 

discussed our own association with matters of faith, as we are all 
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Christians. This facilitated reducing the topic into something 

achievable. The reflexivity exercise allowed us to be more aware 

of the influences on who we are, how we are perceived, and how 

we perceive others (Gardner, 2011). This is demonstrated in the 

following conversation.  

MS: My family’s experiences partly influence my views about 

disability and faith. For example, listening to my father, who was 

living with disabilities all his life, talking about his faith in the 

period before his death.  

MS’s father’s life taught her about the personal side of disability. 

His life showed MS how precious inclusion is and the pain that 

exclusion causes. Her father’s journey to faith enriched both their 

lives and MS particularly enjoyed praying with her father just 

before he passed away. These life experiences made this 

cooperative inquiry professionally and personally important for 

us. As Gardner (2011) highlighted that we are all influenced by 

our own history, the culture we live in, the history of the social 

groups we belong to, our personality, and our emotional, 

physical, and social selves (pp. 58–59). These influences can affect 

how society or individuals treat people living with disabilities and 

view their faith. People can be looked down on if perceived as 

different, undeserving, or not entitled to something, regardless of 

their needs.  

Alongside our own experiences, we contemplated current writing 

within the field, including engaging with biographies and 
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autobiographies; for example, Thompson and Kelshaw’s (2007) 

presentation of BJS’s story about her faith. In this chapter, BJS 

stated: 

I am reminded each day of the grace that God gives me to get 

through that day. He wants me to come to Him each day for 

absolutely everything. I can take nothing for granted, which 

would be easy to do were I physically more able-bodied. 

(Thompson & Kelshaw, 2007, p. 117) 

Over time, the following key themes emerged from our 

conversations. 

Theme III. Believing in Christians living with disabilities’ faith 

From the beginning our inquiry team was aware of the impact of 

ableist and disablist views, as implied in the following comment. 

JO: I recognised that people with impairments live under 

oppression. 

Essential to this discussion is the social model of disability’s 

ontological position. That is, it is society and its social systems and 

structures that disable people with impairments and discourage 

their inclusion and participation in society (Oliver, 2009) and their 

expression of their faith. We noted the social models’ active 

resistance to and questioning of those medical model discourses 

resulting in the marginalizing, isolating, labelling, dehumanizing, 

or eradicating of people living with disabilities. 
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We also recognized that ableism as well as disablism exist or have 

the potential to exist in all parts of society. The universal Christian 

church was no exception. Ableism and disablism can influence 

people’s opportunities to express their faith and participate in 

religious communities. It risks devaluing people living with 

disabilities’ relationship with God. 

In critically reflecting on our personal stories about our faith and 

our worship of God it appeared to us that the issue of disability, 

though valuable and present, seemed inconspicuous. Deciding on 

a relationship with God was momentous, encompassing, and 

intimate for all involved in this inquiry. It did not detract or ignore 

impairment or remove peoples’ identity. We describe our 

experiences in the following excerpts. 

NT: I wanted freedom to pursue my relationship with Christ. And 

that’s just what I did! … Faith has influenced my perception of my 

impairment rather than the other way around. Before I became a 

Christian, I perceived my vision impairment more from a medical 

model… It was deficit-laden and I felt like a burden. Now, I have a 

Biblical interpretation of my whole self. I now see my strengths 

more and value the gifts God has given me. I am free to pursue 

my relationship with God regardless of my disability. 

JO: I became a Christian at a Word of Life camp and I think the 

change was transformational.  
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CH: Something changed and I finally started to believe in Him 

[God], rather than just a ritual. 

MS: [I was] given a Bible by a friend at church. I was reading it and 

overcome by what was in it. 

BJS: Although raised in a strong Christian family, I adopted my 

faith through learning about Him at a summer camp, surrounded 

by God’s amazing creation and discovering I was part of that 

being fearfully and wonderfully made. 

In this research, CH, NT, and BJS had the lived experience of 

expressing faith in community through church attendance and 

living with disabilities. We aimed to see concepts about faith and 

disability through their lenses. In critically reflecting on our 

conversations it appeared that people living with disabilities were 

accepted, or not, depending on the discourse present within the 

Christian faith community. This was noted by all of us. The 

following conversation is an example. 

CH: It was nice being treated the same as everyone else…I walked 

in… to a church. It was [my] second time there. [I was] greeted, 

acknowledged, and not ignored. I have walked into other 

churches and because I limp, I was made to feel different and 

people avoided me… 

MS: It appears to me that churches can reflect the values and 

discourses existing in general society about disability and the 
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expression of their faith. The inclusive as well as exclusionary 

ones.  

Discourses expressed by congregations can include elements from 

the moralistic or paternalistic and medical models. When CH 

attends church she desires for the congregation to surpass 

negative discourses about disability and to accept her before God 

for herself. CH undertook this inquiry in an attempt to challenge 

moralistic or paternalistic discourses that argue such things as 

disabilities are the result of sin; or, if someone has enough faith 

they will be healed or people living with disabilities are childlike 

and require pity and care. Rose (2010) summarized such 

theological views about disability into four categories: (a) 

disability as a sign of punishment or evil incarnation, (b) disability 

as a challenge to divine perfection, (c) disability as an object of 

pity and charity, and (d) disability as incompetence and 

exemption from religious practice (p. 397). People living with 

disabilities can feel their faith is disrespected and be deeply hurt 

by such views (Short, 2015, pp. 126–127). Furthermore, such 

views can lead to exclusion, as shown by the following example: 

BJS: I was living in another Canadian city for a month after 

completing my doctorate. I attended a local church in the 

neighbourhood. When I arrived several folk highlighted the new 

ramp they recently built. Unfortunately, once I was inside no one 

made an attempt to speak to me or welcome me. 
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In this story by BJS the congregation was more concerned about 

physical accessibility than embracing someone with a disability 

into their community emotionally or spiritually. 

The medical model, or the focus of treatment on people living 

with disabilities, also can be present in churches. People and their 

faith may become defined by their medical label, have experts 

decide if someone has the ability to participate in an activity, and 

do not always encourage people living with disabilities to take up 

opportunities within churches (Short, 2015, p. 127) such as 

leadership positions. 

Theme IV. Values, norms and faith 

For us, values are ideas of what are desirable in life (Henslin al., 

2014) and what are worth emulating. In this inquiry we learnt 

much about a church or a Christian faith-based organization from 

their values (Possamai, & Possamai-Inesedy, 2014). We 

approached such values through the lens of people living with 

disabilities. This approach impressed on us that the collective 

values of a Christian community about ability were important to 

the experience of congregation members who were living with 

disabilities, such as whether a congregation values the 

contributions of people with disabilities as evident by the extent 

to which people are encouraged to be active rather than passive 

participants within their faith community. For example, NT and 

BJS are active participants making valuable contributions to their 

churches, as seen in the following exchanges: 
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NT: I have enjoyed having the opportunity to serve and use the 

gifts that God has given me. The student minister at our church 

has an agreed upon understanding with me. She assumes I can do 

things, with the exception of driving, unless I tell her otherwise. 

This means others are not limiting my opportunities for me to 

serve and participate in activities. 

BJS. I have always had opportunities to lead worship, sing on the 

music team, lead bible studies and even preach a sermon. I am 

fully accepted into the faith community regardless of my ability or 

gender. This inclusive approach to faith is incredibly valuable to 

me as someone who has abilities that God has given me. 

NT and BJS’s examples highlight that their churches valued ability, 

inclusion, and belonging. This conversation led us to critically 

reflect on the values of prominent faith-based organizations and 

individual churches advocating for the inclusion and belonging of 

all in Christian communities. NT helped direct the thinking. 

NT: [Christian Blind Mission (CBM) does] a lot of different things, 

with a Christ-centred approach. They provide adaptive assistance 

that people need to live healthy and productive lives that are 

inclusive. They do campaigns, raising awareness in churches like 

the Luke 14 Program. 

At first, we talked superficially about the values of Christian 

organizations, such as CBM Australia Luke 14 Program (Gosbell, 

2015) and L’Arche communities. Over time we began to identify 
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particular values that impressed us, for example, L’Arche began as 

a Catholic movement that creates communities for people with 

intellectual disabilities. The Canadian founder, Jean Vanier, has 

drawn attention to imperfection and fallibility by naming them as 

important. He describes being truly human as valuing and 

welcoming all people as they are, with both their gifts and 

weaknesses (L’Arche Australia, 2013). Vanier (1998) posited that 

love humanizes societies. He highlights human longing to find 

ways to live at peace with our own, and others’ imperfections 

(Cushing, 2015). The L’Arche Charter includes such themes as 

giving welcome, giving people living with intellectual disabilities a 

valid place, respect for the weak and downtrodden, unity, 

faithfulness, and reconciliation. Through our readings about 

L’Arche we noticed principles such as “the deepest need of a 

human being is to love and to be loved”; and “each person has a 

right to friendship…to communion and to a spiritual life” (L’Arche 

Australia, 2013, para. 1–9). Additionally, we noted the 

statements, “in order to develop the inner freedom to which all 

people are called, and to grow in union with God” and “each 

person needs to have the opportunity of being rooted and 

nourished in a religious tradition” (L’Arche Australia, 2013, para. 

9). As a research community we also acknowledged CBM’s values 

statement, which connects the words: Christian, inclusive, 

integrity, communication, and human rights (CBM, 2015, para. 4–

5). 
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These statements and values contrast with the alarming banner 

headlines released in an Australian national newspaper. Around 

the same time as our conversation The Australian declared 

“Disability Support Pension burden hits $17bn a year” (Crowe, 

2015; People with Disabilities Australia, 2015). Such antagonistic 

comments lead the People with Disabilities website to urge the 

media to stop depicting people living with disabilities as burdens 

or bludgers and to start addressing real issues such as 

discrimination, marginalization, and exclusion (People with 

Disabilities Australia, 2015, para. 1–2). 

In critically reflecting on the values outlined by L’Arche, CBM, The 

Australian and on our own experiences of society, faith and ability 

we realized our inquiry identified with churches and other faith-

based organizations’ that respected social justice, evidenced by 

their inclusive practices and their encouragement of people living 

with disabilities to enjoy their right to be included in church 

activities. We valued kindness, churches that respected 

difference, encouraged peoples’ faith and treated people with 

love. We also appreciated churches that valued all life and were 

humble before God. 

Our discussions about values developed into a conversation about 

social norms and how they operate alongside the previously 

mentioned values. Norms are expectations or rules of behavior 

that come out of a group’s values (Henslin al., 2014). We realize 

there can be a pressure to conform to pre-existing norms and to 
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disrespect peoples’ faith. This includes those hidden ableist and 

disablist rules and expectations in society that can guide the 

behavior of its members (Macionis & Plummer, 2005). They can 

be stated or implied and can facilitate or hinder participation 

(Pawar & Anscombe, 2015). It was unclear to us what norms and 

expectations about living with a disability existed globally within 

faith-based communities. Therefore, it was decided that we 

would simply explore those social norms that were evident to us 

through our group dialogues. These would be explored directly 

through the lens of someone with the lived reality of disability. NT 

and CH shared the following thoughts: 

NT: There is a norm in every society. Any deviation is hard for 

people to understand. 

CH: No one copes when things are…different. 

What was clear to NT, CH, and JO was there are Biblical teachings 

that could inform norms. JO provided the following Bible passages 

for us to critically reflect on: 

Indeed, Christian Scriptures stress that the fruit of a spiritual 

group of believers is evidenced by love, joy, peace, forbearance, 

kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control 

(Galatians 5:22–23). The Church manifests such fruit in the way it 

deals with and supports members in its congregation. In doing so 

they demonstrate love in action - as required by Jesus’ disciples 

(John 13:35). 
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JO encouraged us to consider if and how such passages inform 

norms and praxes. Practical examples of ways that NT’s church 

abided by such passages and demonstrated love in action to her 

includes emailing her before church the PowerPoint presentations 

for the sermon and the lyrics for the Christian songs the 

congregation will be singing. Church members provide NT with 

transport to events. It appeared reasonable accommodation of 

NT and her involvement in the corporate expression of faith was 

this churches’ norm. 

We also considered norms and values as interrelated through a 

disability lens and we began to realize that our own inquiry was 

norm saturated and value laden. Our own critical reflections led 

us to think about our own values and norms with regard to faith 

and living with disabilities. For example, JO values scripture. 

JO: “He has told you … what is good; And what does the LORD 

require of you but to do justice, to love kindness, and to walk 

humbly with your God?” (Micah 6:8).  

Scripture informs JO’s norms. 

JO: As a bible-believing Christian, I cannot accept that 

disenfranchisement is an inevitable position for any person to find 

himself or herself in when seeking support from a Christian 

Church. 
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We then considered how values and norms informed the parents 

of baby Lotte. Their Christian values and norms meant Lotte’s 

funeral was a celebration of her life and the impact she had on 

her family, leading NT to make the following observation: 

I was struck by my friend, Lotte’s mum’s passionate eulogy. She 

spoke about how Lotte was loved and valuable. The service 

publicly demonstrated their faith. My friend wanted Lotte’s life to 

mean something and to matter to others. 

This is why NT challenged us to write this article, in honor of 

Lotte. Remembering Lotte reminds NT to worship God and to 

thank Him for life and all it means. It encourages her to ground 

her personal values and norms in Christian teachings about God 

such as the statement in Psalm 139:14b (NIV), “Your works are 

wonderful, I know that full well.” Lotte’s story helped all of us 

think deeply about faith and disability. As our conversation 

progressed we each found that it nourished our individual faith. 

Theme V. Faith empowers 

In this inquiry, CH particularly discussed how her faith had been 

empowering her by allowing her to see what she can do. This is 

explained in the following excerpt.  

CH: As an adult I now realise there is a purpose for my disability. I 

would not have achieved what I have without it. My faith helped 
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me realise my ability. When I was a kid I was frustrated as my 

disability stopped me doing things. 

Faith makes CH resilient and helps her engage with opportunities 

that exist around her. It allows her to move beyond society’s 

expectations and limitations. People are often surprised by what 

CH has achieved as an adult, such as her becoming a social 

worker. 

BJS insights complemented CH’s experiences. BJS shares how faith 

empowers her work.  

My faith gives me daily strength to manage the physical 

challenges placed before me and to be an encouragement to 

those that I work with, both those with spinal cord injuries and 

my medical and graduate students that I teach. If asked, I will 

share about my faith and how God blesses me through the 

challenges and constant pain. My disability gives me a unique 

framework which may enable me to do research and teach, in a 

way that may be more meaningful. 

BJS perspective as someone with a disability and faith has been 

particularly useful when she supervises medical students through 

a program about chronic diseases from the patient’s perspective. 

When students write in their reflection journals about faith and 

disease, BJS is able to help students work through their questions 

with greater sensitivity. She believes God has given her disability 

and placed her in her role at the university for His work. 
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Additionally, experiences over time within the Church and 

Christian communities, positive and challenging, had been 

developing CH’s faith and her understanding of her own identity 

whilst living with CP. The following excerpt shows CH’s thinking. 

CH: My hand sits there and looks pretty. I mean, it is a hand. It 

looks like a functioning hand, like my other hand, but it is 

different. I do have days when my CP frustrates me. However, my 

faith continues to remind me and encourage me that, regardless 

of my daily battle with CP, I have a blessed life. 

CH further explained how her faith encourages her. For example, 

she has a Christian Bible verse on her fridge that particularly 

inspires her—“I can do all things through Christ who strengthens 

me” (Philippians 4:13, NIV). Such thinking uplifts CH and spurs her 

to take control of her life rather than having other people control 

it for her. She claims this verse is particularly important to her 

when she receives unfavorable comments about her disabilities 

from others. It helps her to resist taking the negative comments 

to heart, as shown in the next comment. 

CH: [A series of experiences over the last couple of years] grew 

my faith. I look at everything differently now, through Jesus’ eyes. 

I also put a social work lens on everything ... My experiences 

make me go to the Bible more rather than accepting what other 

people tell me. 
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Furthermore, for CH, living with a disability was interconnected 

with her faith and central to her identity and social work practice. 

CH: If you take CP away, my whole life changes and my whole 

purpose changes. My reasons for being a social worker and 

wanting to help people are taken away.  

NT: It would take away your lived experience of social justice and 

empathy. It is all connected to the [faith and church] experiences 

you have had along the way. Faith puts the fire in your belly. 

Final comment: Faith matters 

The disparate extant views; the dynamic nature of faith; and the 

pressure of tacit norms, values, and assumptions make 

discussions such as this one about faith and disability magnetic, 

intriguing, and daring to us, as NT explains: 

I really longed to write this paper as it is a way to acknowledge 

and honour Lotte and the faith of her parents. For both matter to 

me and to God. 

We strove to resist cooption by ableist and disablist thinking 

about faith and disability. Instead, we longed to see the dynamic 

of faith through the lens of people living with disabilities. In doing 

so, this inquiry facilitated for us rich topics for exploration and 

broadened our wondering. In many ways it was an uplifting 

experience intellectually and spiritually for each of us. 
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We are aware that this study occurred at a point in time and 

many of the opinions in this article are still evolving. This is why 

one of the key themes that developed throughout the 

conversations was how faith, churches and other faith-based 

organizations, and perceptions about disability change over time.  

Our concern in undertaking this inquiry was that readers might 

feel imposed on or that their own thoughts about faith matters 

were minimized by our discussion of our experiences. We 

recognize that our conversation themes are exemplars from our 

inquiry and not the last thoughts about this topic. Instead, we 

hope it ignites further explorations that are empathic by nature.  

While acknowledging the unique challenges with this topic we are 

enthralled by the opportunity to embed our own thoughtful and 

passionate conversations into the debate about disability and 

faith. We have tried to do this in a way that was respectful and 

consistent with Christian ideals so the themes explored did not 

become ephemeral when challenged or subject to trends and 

cycles (Brown, Chaplin, Hughes, Rowlands, & Suggate, 2014; 

Short, 2015).  

Limitations 

This research collected from five inquirers’ narratives about faith 

and living with disabilities. It focussed on lived experiences and 

the extant literature. Consequently, the inquiry was small and not 

representative of all people or Christians living with disabilities. 
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The strength of the cooperative inquiry methodology can also be 

considered a weakness. As a research community, when writing 

with others rather than about others, we are constantly aware of 

our co-inquirers and the need to be considerate (Short & Healy, 

2017). Consequently, co-inquirers can choose to omit aspects of 

the conversation out of respect (Short & Healy, 2017). We were 

conscious of this possibility as this research project unfolded. To 

counter this risk we encouraged each other to share their 

thoughts and proactively asked each other their opinions about 

themes. 

Another risk for us with this methodology was to focus on safe or 

popular themes about faith and to avoid challenging popular 

views about faith and disability. We attempted not to be overly 

attached to presenting ideas and to be open to accommodating 

alternative thinking.  

The advantage of writing as a research community was that we 

each contributed to the content and had a shared measure of 

control over what eventually ended up in print. It was an iterative 

process with many drafts written over a 12-month period during 

which we met regularly to discuss the developing manuscript. 

Recommendations 

This was a small study. We recommend further research and 

critical discussions into faith matters with or by people living with 

disabilities. We also urge that research outcomes be continuously 
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imbedded into the debates about faith within extant literature 

and society. 

We recommend service providers, such as group homes and day 

centers, recognize religion as potentially part of people’s lives and 

to not disregard it. We recommend service providers value 

spirituality, actively include it within their holistic assessment 

processes and interactions with people living with disabilities and 

practically assist people to access churches. 

Last, we recommend that faith communities such as churches 

embrace being a resource providing life-sustaining and enriching 

support to people living with disabilities. We entreat churches to 

connect proactively with people living with disabilities, endeavor 

to reasonably accommodate all, and utilize universal design in 

their buildings and resources. We also recommend Christian 

churches strive for full and effective participation, inclusion, and 

belonging. 

Conclusion 

NT initiated this project in reaction to two events—personally 

observing a values clash between the medical model of disability 

and the faith of baby Lotte’s family, and also the medical model 

confronting her own faith and identity following a specialist 

physician’s recommendation that she receive genetic counselling. 

In response to these events this research explored matters of 

faith through the lens of people living with disabilities. CH’s faith 
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is embedded within her identity as a Christian living with a 

disability. Disability and faith are part of who CH is and her 

motivation to be a social worker. BJS recognizes that disability 

enriches her faith and deepens her reliance on God. NT’s faith 

motivates her to advocate for justice and empathy. All agreed 

faith empowers and builds people’s resilience. In conclusion, faith 

matters. 
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The prevalence of physical conditions, diseases, congenital and 

perinatal conditions, injuries, poisoning, and mental health and 

behavioural disorders means that people living with disabilities 

are a significant portion of our Australian society.1 In 2012, 4.2 

million people or 18.5 per cent of Australians reported living with 

a disability and an additional 4.7 million people or 21 per cent 
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reported having a long-term health condition that did not restrict 

their everyday activities.2 Furthermore, most people reporting as 

living with disabilities do not receive a Disability Support Pension 

(in 2010–11, 818,850 people received this payment).3  

Regardless of their presence, many parts of Australian society 

exclude people living with disabilities.4 As a consequence of this 

daily exclusion, some Australians have been known to hide their 

disability so as not to miss opportunities. Some have disengaged 

from their local community because making authentic 

connections has become too difficult. 

Despite this, it is also important not to ignore reasons for 

celebration. People living with disabilities do make considerable 

contributions to Australian society—including its churches. The 

good news is that, thanks to agitation from the disability 

movement, there are significant governmental initiatives and 

social policy changes. Today, Australian society appears to be 

more disability aware than ever, even questioning the dominant 

discourses informing the national disability field’s practices.5 

Practitioners and policy makers are rethinking approaches to 

interventions, participation, inclusion, servicing and engagement 

of people groups living with disabilities.6 There are voices insisting 

that local providers and organisations, including churches, extend 

their welcome so that all people can fully participate and belong. 

This makes it an ideal time for the Anglican Church of Australia to 

reflect on the current discourses of disability and ability, and for 
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dioceses, clergy and laity to reassess their commitment to 

including people living with disabilities. Furthermore, a number of 

Christians see this as an opportune moment for churches to 

promote the gospel message as a compelling means of restoring 

relationships with God and between people. 

(Dis)ability is of professional interest for me as a social worker and 

social researcher. As a Christian, a member of the Anglican Church 

of Australia and an Australian, this social field is also of personal 

interest, not least because a number of my extended family live 

with chronic health issues and/or disabilities. I am proud to be 

their kin. While these relationships inform my research, their 

experiences are not included in this article.  

This article is thus written by an Australian Christian from a social 

work perspective. It engages modern discourses regarding 

disability, considers how Australia currently perceives disability, 

and asks where are the people living with disabilities in our 

churches? The paper encourages the movement away from 

discourses that perceive or characterise people living with 

disabilities as invisible or an object of pity, towards discourses 

that embrace those with disability as people ‘innately precious 

and inviolable,’7 as fully participating citizens, and also as 

Christians who are often making a significant contribution to all 

aspects of the life of the church. Concepts from the Paternalistic 

Models, the Medical Model and the Social Model of Disability are 

briefly assessed. This article also invites churches to participate in 
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two research projects that are looking at how the rural Anglican 

Church engages with people living with disabilities. 

Key terms 

(Dis)ability is socially constructed and crosses all people groups.8 

A person may identify as having multiple disabilities. For these 

two reasons, the preferred term for this article is ‘people living 

with disabilities’. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities, The Australian Disability Discrimination 

Act (1992), The Australian ‘National Disability Strategy Inclusive 

and Accessible Communities’ policy document, and similar state-

based legislations, aim to see people living with disabilities fully 

engaged,9 included and participating in their local communities.10 

In Australia it is thus expected that organisations like churches will 

make reasonable adjustments to accommodate people living with 

disabilities.11 This includes full access to all church activities, 

regardless of ability and with minimal risk. Some measures have 

already been taken in this regard. An example is the legal 

obligation for all public building owners, including church 

administrators, to ensure their buildings and activities are 

accessible.12 

Three key discourses informing disability in Australia 

Broader societal discourses influence churches. This section looks 

briefly, through a Christian lens, at three of the well-established 

(dis)ability discourses informing contemporary Australian social 
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and welfare practices, and in doing so encourages Christians to 

consider how they might respond to or connect with each of 

them.13 Before introducing them, it is helpful to understand 

present developments within the sector. Currently, there is a 

movement away from more paternalistic, medical or service 

models of care towards strength-based, multi-dimensional, 

person-centred approaches, which seek to ensure that people 

living with disabilities are placed at the centre of decisions 

affecting their own lives.14 This change includes emphasising 

values such as belonging; being respectful of history, gifts, and 

abilities; friendships with other citizens; the right to access 

everyday community settings and to contribute their gifts to 

make a positive difference to others; and having control over 

their own lives.15  

Additionally, some well-known Christian organisations from 

different traditions such as Anglicare, Christian Blind Mission 

(CBM), and L’Arche Australia encourage their members to pray 

for, acknowledge and affirm the God-given gifts of people living 

with disabilities. These organisations believe such recognition 

empowers all people, whether they identify as disabled or non-

disabled, making society more humane and Christian 

communities stronger.16 They do not ignore or minimise the 

spiritual and relational needs of people living with disabilities.17  

Alongside this theology is rereading and retrieving biblical 

traditions from the perspectives of people living with disabilities, 
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and also considering what it means to be a welcoming church in 

light of these perspectives.18 For example, commentators are 

looking afresh at the biblical book of Job with a view to better 

understanding disability in the ancient world, and exploring its 

meaning for contemporary life.19  

1. Contemporary paternalistic models 

Paternalistic discourses are present within contemporary 

Australian society. Cassidy argues that, at times, ‘individual voices 

are being silenced in favour of a return to a more paternalistic 

model of disability.’20 She points out that one person with power, 

or a board of people, who are often non-disabled, cannot speak 

for each individual with a particular disability.21 

These models, which can also be observed in some Christian 

conversations about (dis)ability, and in some interactions with 

people living with disabilities, are vehemently challenged by the 

disability movement. Their prejudicial or alienating nature is 

exposed by theologians like Yong and Clifton.22  

Often people living with disabilities, who are subject to these 

models, feel oppressed, less human, unhappy, incapable or 

abnormal compared to others who are socially accepted as 

‘normal.’23 Such discourses may see people living with disabilities 

as having childlike qualities, requiring care, needing to be civilised, 

or hidden.24 These views disempower, degrade, isolate and 

exclude people,25 encouraging them to hide their disabilities and 
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their needs. Such hiding is common. For example, a survey of 

1,031 Australian workers, released in 2014, found that almost 50 

per cent of workers who took time off due to depression hid the 

reason from their employer.26  

The contemporary Christian community can be hospitable and 

inclusive. Sadly, however, in numerous cases, people living with 

disabilities feel excluded, pitied, friendless and unwanted.27 Of 

particular concern are Christian discourses that characterise 

people living with disabilities as evil, sinful, resentful, or as a 

challenge to the perfect nature of God, and therefore in need of 

charity and pity.28 Additionally, some well-meaning individuals, 

motivated by compassion and love, believe that peoples’ 

disabilities will be healed by faith.29 These discourses often refer 

selectively to Bible passages disabilities to support their 

arguments, while ignoring others such as John 9:1–2 where Jesus 

explains to his disciples that a man was not born blind because of 

his sins. Though unintended, such views are deeply hurtful when 

people are not healed or their condition deteriorates, particularly 

if it is inferred that this is due to their lack of faith.30 

2. The medical model discourse 

The treatment of people living with disabilities and chronic health 

conditions predates Christianity. Throughout history there have 

been stories of medicine enhancing peoples’ lives. For example, 

Hippocrates of Cos (460–377 BC), who is known as the father of 

modern medicine, described and treated numerous conditions, 
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including plague, and epilepsy in children.31 However, the medical 

model also has limitations, as seen in the gospel story of the 

healing by Jesus of a woman who had been bleeding for twelve 

years (Mark 5:25–26; Luke 8:43). She had suffered under the care 

of many physicians, had spent all she had on medical treatment, 

and her condition was deteriorating. 

The medical model’s inadequacies are currently being vigorously 

challenged by sections of the disability movement, particularly 

elements of the medical model discourse that describe people as 

a category of medicine, perceive them as ill because they have 

infirmities, and rob them of their voice.32 Critics ask why disability 

is seen as a personal tragedy requiring cure, care and 

intervention.33 They resist the idea of experts like social workers 

and other professionals, who are often non-disabled, making 

decisions about the lives of people living with disabilities’34, such 

as the support they receive, the opportunities they have for 

socialising, their education and work, and whether their spiritual 

needs are recognised or not. 

This model, when insensitively imposed, forces people living with 

disabilities to fight against being dehumanised or having their 

opinions ignored, and to advocate for themselves or to have an 

advocate, so as to ensure their needs are met. This can be 

exhausting, frustrating and disempowering for those requiring 

assistance. 
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Though not necessarily Christian, ideas from this model pervade 

Australian society and the churches. Examples exist of people 

attending Christian activities being introduced, labelled or 

referred to by their medical conditions. People are sometimes 

defined, without consultation, as unable to contribute or 

participate in church activities, or are deemed unsuitable for para-

church services/activities.35 

3. The social model of disability 

The social model of disability emerged out of the 1960s and 1970s 

United Kingdom disability activist movement.36 It radically 

reappraised society’s view of disability. It challenged the linking of 

disability and impairment, arguing that society disables, oppresses 

and excludes people living with disabilities rather than the 

impairment itself.37 For example, it shows how language, and 

definitions of disability that stigmatise, are used to devalue and 

control people living with disabilities. The model also highlights 

the fact that, regardless of environmental and attitudinal barriers, 

people living with disabilities are making a significant contribution 

to society,38 including those within the churches. 

This model contains concepts, such as hospitality, that are 

compatible with Christian principles. This can be seen in its desire 

for society to welcome and include all, facilitate full participation, 

and allow disabled and non-disabled people to reach their 

potential.39 Amos Yong presents a relevant example in Zacchaeus’ 

story (Luke 19: 1–10).40 ‘Ableist’ interpretations41 often disregard 
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Zacchaeus’ lack of height—and Luke’s apparently deliberate 

inclusion of this in the passage to show how Zacchaeus overcame 

environmental and attitudinal hurdles to see Jesus—and so miss 

the full extent of his exclusion by his society.42 Yet Jesus 

welcomed him, confronted prejudice, pronounced Zacchaeus’ 

salvation and actively included him in His mission to seek and save 

the lost.  

With regard to the Anglican Church community, the social model 

of disability is helpful because it advocates ‘abling’ language; 

suggests impairments be acknowledged but not linked to 

disadvantage, and that gifts be affirmed; and insists that people 

be fully incorporated into the church’s collective identity and 

activities, including each element of services, prayer events, 

evangelism activities and Bible studies.43 

Précis of the disability scene within the Australian Church 

This leads us to ask how many people living with disabilities are 

participating in our churches. According to the 2011 National 

Church Life Survey (NCLS) of church attendance, which surveyed 

1,386 church attenders, 7.7 per cent attenders identified as living 

with a severe or mild disability, and 48.7 per cent of people 

surveyed had a personal experience or connection with 

disability.44 Furthermore, 7 per cent of weekly church attenders 

identify as having a disability, 5 per cent of monthly attenders, 

and 10 per cent of less than monthly attenders.45 So where does 

the Anglican Church of Australia sit within all this, especially as 
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the Anglican Communion encourages parishes and para-

organisations to welcome and include all people in the life of the 

Church?46 The Anglican Church of Australia does have personal 

connections with people living with disabilities. In the 

aforementioned NCLS, the denominational breakdown of those 

surveyed who were living with a severe or mild disability was: 

Anglicans 10 per cent, Catholics 10 per cent, Uniting 9 per cent, 

Other Protestant 8 per cent, Lutheran/Presbyterian 7 per cent, 

Baptist/Church of Christ 7 per cent and Pentecostal zero per 

cent.47 Thus, the percentage of people living with disabilities in 

the Anglican Church is similar to most denominations and, sadly, 

like all denominations, is substantially lower than the percentage 

figure for the national population as a whole.48 The promising side 

of these statistics, as demonstrated in the literature, is to be 

found in examples of positive engagement with people living with 

disabilities within the Anglican Church.49 The challenge is 

continually to bring to public attention change-inspiring narratives 

within all denominations. Internationally, and in Australia, there 

are examples of this occurring, such as in Colson’s Dancing with 

Max, which includes the story of how the church the Colsons 

attend brings Max, who is diagnosed with autism, into their 

community; in the collection of personal testimonies of Christians 

in Hurley’s Take Heart, which draws out theological questions and 

themes relating to disability; and, again, in Thompson and 

Kelshaw’s Shocked by Blessing,50 which links peoples’ experience 

of living with disabilities to biblical stories and themes. These 

narratives show how to empower people living with disabilities in 
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their relationship with God, with others, and the church. 

However, the apparent difference between the number of 

Australians reporting as living with a disability and the number of 

church attenders identifying as living with a disability indicates a 

need for further sharing of experiences. 

Opportunities for participation 

In presenting such stories, it is also important to recognise that 

Australia is vast, and the Anglican Church diverse.51 Strategies 

cannot always be transposed from one location to another. 

Instead, local ones need nurturing. For example, disparities exist 

between people living with disabilities in urban localities and 

those in rural Australia.52 There is a slightly higher presence of 

people living with disabilities in regional and remote localities 

compared to urban ones. In 2009, 22 per cent of people in inner 

regional Australia, and 20 per cent of people in outer regional and 

remote Australia, reported living with a disability, compared to 17 

per cent of those living in major cities.53 This difference was also 

evident in 2012.54 In 2005–06, people living with a disability 

outside major cities were more likely to have a severe or 

profound disability limitation, but were significantly less likely 

than those living in the major cities to access disability support 

services.55  

We currently have only a partial picture of the lived experience of 

people living with disabilities in rural, regional and remote areas. 

Noticeably missing are descriptions of the impact of rural 
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disadvantage on indigenous people living with disabilities,56 

including their connectedness with churches. This is noteworthy 

because, in 2011, compared to the general population, 

Indigenous peoples were more likely to be living with disabilities 

or long-term health conditions, and two thirds of indigenous 

peoples were living outside major Australian cities.57 

How can churches do more than mirror societal trends in 

engaging people? How can churches be leaders in demonstrating 

love and graciousness to all attending, model interdependence 

between people, and respect for the collective contributions of all 

volunteers? How can churches become a force that transforms 

their local communities for the benefit of people living with 

disabilities?58 And how can the Anglican Church be sure that it is 

meeting the needs of people living with disabilities who desire full 

affiliation with it, or providing meaningful religious experience, 

opportunities for participation, and Christian education such as 

belonging to Bible study groups.59 

The extant literature, along with many Christian communities and 

service providers, proclaim that disability is not a problem that 

needs a solution.60 They recognise that God gives spiritual gifts to 

people living with disabilities so they can serve Him and build up 

the church and those around them.61 Historically, God has gifted 

people living with disabilities for service (for example, Moses with 

leadership skills and Job with teaching skills),62 and He continues 

to do so within the contemporary Anglican Church. It is exciting 
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when truly positive connections are made, like St John’s Anglican 

Church Bairnsdale’s inclusion of people with Autism Spectrum 

Disorder (ASD) within their church, and work to increase 

belonging for all with ASD in their local community.63 It is also 

heartening when Christian principles, such as those listed by CBM, 

are demonstrated within churches. Examples of such principles 

are: all people are valued because they are made in the image of 

God; the good news of salvation is for everyone; Jesus destroyed 

barriers between people; God is sovereign; God gives spiritual 

gifts to every believer to build up the church; and, weakness is no 

barrier to God working powerfully for good within and through 

each person.64 The challenge is to embed meaningful 

engagements that are consistent with Christian ideals so that they 

do not prove ephemeral when challenged or subject to trends and 

cycles.65 

Future research about disability and the Anglican Church 

People living with disabilities are actively involved in Christian 

ministry in Australia. For example, the NCLS found that of those 

surveyed who were from Anglican, Catholic and other 

denominations, and who were in leadership or ministry, 2 per 

cent had a severe disability and 4 per cent a mild disability.66 

Australian and international literature also highlights the 

contribution that people living with disabilities are making to the 

church.67 Two research projects are starting later this year with 

the aim of capturing narratives like Bonnie’s, which is shared by 
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Rob Thompson and Carolyn Kelshaw in Shocked by Blessing.68 

Bonnie, a Canadian who is married to an Australian, was born 

with arthogyposis (club feet) and was involved in a car crash. She 

lives with continual pain and significant health issues. She works, 

has a PhD, is a Christian, attends church regularly, and builds up 

those around her. She points out that it takes more faith for her 

to live with her condition, and to overcome its hurdles day by day, 

than to be healed. Bonnie explains that she lives the life God gave 

her, and her purpose is to love the Lord her God with all her 

heart, mind and soul, and to love her neighbour as herself.69 The 

two research projects are a cross-disciplinary Co-operative Inquiry 

and a subsequent case study that investigates the Anglican 

Church of Australia’s engagements with people living with 

disabilities in rural, regional and remote locations. These projects 

aim to explore people’s perceptions and experiences of 

engagement, and whether they contribute to peoples’ well-being, 

including their Christian faith. They will draw on theological, 

sociological and social work concepts. The projects will also 

develop recommendations about the Anglican Church’s 

engagements with people living with disabilities. I welcome 

dialogue with others about these research activities. 

Conclusions 

People living with disabilities are a significant and valuable part of 

Australian society, and their contribution to Anglican communities 

is worthy of recognition. What impacts me as a Christian social 
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worker and social researcher in this complex area are stories 

about God’s people challenging exclusionary discourses through 

their active engagement with people living with disabilities. 

Furthermore, it is inspiring to hear and read about people living 

with disabilities using their spiritual gifts to serve God, connect 

with others and to build up the church. This paper has outlined 

three discourses informing church connections with peoples living 

with disabilities: the Paternalistic Model(s), the Medical Model 

and the Social Model of Disability. The question remains: how will 

the interaction between biblical principles and social discourse 

help inform the Anglican Church’s engagements with people living 

with disabilities? 
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ABSTRACT 

The authors document a Co-operative Inquiry involving two social 

workers, a sociologist, and a theologian, each with personal and 

professional connections to disability and rurality. They consider 

the following research question: How do the inquirers perceive 

that the Anglican Church of Australia located in rural, regional and 

remote communities engage with people living with disabilities? 

The authors present from a sociological viewpoint the rural 

Anglican Church in Australia’s influence on personal constructs of 

disability and how these constructs can lead to either inclusion or 

rural isolation. It reflects through a social work lens on the 

church’s actions in engaging with, advocating for, and ensuring 

access to services for people living with disabilities who are 

located in rural areas. Christian theology can critique and 

deconstruct discriminatory labels that exclude people living with 

disabilities within a non-urban community, reclaims the concept 

of weakness and strength from negative stereotypes, and points 

people living with disabilities toward the hope found in the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ. The authors amplify the view that all 

people are to be included in all aspects of the rural Anglican 

Church of Australia and in general society. 
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We outline a Co-operative Inquiry into the rural Anglican Church 

of Australia and its engagements with people who are living with 

disabilities. We present an extended dialogue among two social 

workers, a sociologist, and a theologian, each of whom has both a 

personal and a professional connection with this social field. That 

is, it is a window into these four individuals’ personal and 

professional experiences of rural Anglican Church engagements 

with people living with disabilities within rural, regional, and 

remote communities.  

Our conversation begins with positioning disability within rurality, 

both globally and within Australia, and explains the cross-

disciplinary approach. It outlines sociological, social work, and 

theological perceptions, which are grounded in personal and 

professional stories about the field and which together point to 

how the rural Anglican Church can challenge rural isolation and 

reflect the totality of the people that God created.  

We also partially address two existing gaps in knowledge. First, it 

is a response to the scarcity of research and literature across 

disciplines undertaken by people living with disabilities (Ferguson 

& Nusbaum, 2012). Second, we partially address the dearth of 

conversations and investigations about disability and rurality 

(Barton, Robinson, Llewellyn, Thorncraft, & Smidt, 2015) by 
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inquiring into people living with disabilities and their engagement 

with churches in locations outside capital cities. 

The purpose of this investigation is to consider the following 

research question: How do the inquirers perceive that the 

Anglican Church of Australia located in rural, regional and remote 

communities engage with people living with disabilities? We 

undertook this investigation because we consider the rural 

archetype not to be exactly the same as the urban experience of 

disability, for unique social and geographical characteristics 

impact upon people living with disabilities who reside and attend 

Anglican churches in nonurban locations. 

Background 

In 2015, 15% of the world’s population were living with disabilities 

(World Health Organization, 2014) and, though hard to quantify, 

it is known that many reside in rural locations. In 2006, in 

developing countries, about 80% of all people living with 

disabilities lived in isolated rural areas (United Nations, 2006b). 

Rural populations, globally, often have a lower living standard 

(United Nations, 2013a; 2013b) and higher levels of disadvantage 

(Dellemain & Warburton, 2012, p. 302) compared with urban 

ones. For example, it appears people living in rural locations have 

less access to education, health care, drinking water, sanitation, 

transportation and communication compared with urban ones 

(United Nations, 2013a, p. 56). Rural resources, human capital 

and financial capital can often be under-employed (Osei, 2017). 
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People living with disabilities in rural areas can experience unique 

barriers. They may have limited or no access to transportation; 

rural roads and buildings are often not accessible to those with 

physical or visual impairments; they are often excluded from rural 

strategies, programs, and decision-making processes; lack 

information about community services and programs; and are 

largely excluded from national disability services and education 

(International Labour Office, 2011). With all this in mind, there is 

relatively little written about rurality compared with urbanism 

(Short, 2015c), including about the rural dimensions of disability. 

We partially address this gap by inquiring into how rural Anglican 

Churches engage with people living with disabilities.  

Key terms 

People living with disabilities in Australia 

Researchers struggle to find an operational definition of disability 

as it is defined in several and contradictory ways, such as in 

functional, legal-administrative or subjective terms (Gronvik, 

2009). Australia is a signatory to the Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities, and according to the Convention, people 

living with disabilities ‘includes those who have long-term 

physical, mental, intellectual, or sensory impairments, which in 

interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and 

effective participation in society on an equal basis with others’ 

(United Nations, 2006a, Article 1). In 2012, 4.2 million people 
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(18.5%) in Australia reported living with a disability (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics, 2012). 

The church: Anglican Church of Australia 

The church is “the earthly gathering of God’s people called His 

body” (Broughton, 2014, p. 138). Globally, many Christian 

denominations engage with people living with disabilities. The 

Anglican Church has an international, national, regional, and local 

presence (Anglican Church of Australia, 2014). In 2011, 3.67 

million (17.1%) Australians identified as Anglicans (Hughes & 

Fraser, 2014). A 2011 National Church Life Survey of 1,386 church 

attenders found that 10% of Anglican attenders were living with 

severe or mild disabilities. In comparison, 10% of Catholics, 9% 

Uniting Church, 8% other Protestant, 7% of Baptist/Church of 

Christ, 7% Lutheran/Presbyterian, and 0% of Pentecostal 

attenders were living with severe or mild disabilities (National 

Church Life Survey, 2011). Due to its relatively frequent 

connection with people living with disabilities, we focus on the 

Anglican Church of Australia, narrowing the field to engagements 

in rural Australia. 

Rural, regional, and remote 

In Australia there are many synonyms for rural, regional and 

remote including the bush, outback, and country. In this article 

the term rural means “outside capital cities or their immediate 

surrounding suburbs” and is used interchangeably with “rural, 
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regional and remote” (Australian Institute of Family Studies, 2011; 

Short, 2015c, p. 14d). In 2011, 7.59 million people (34%) in 

Australia resided outside greater capital cities (Australian Bureau 

of Statistics, 2011). A 2009 report into disadvantage in Australia 

found “52% of areas identified as disadvantaged…were in rural 

areas” (Vinson, 2007, p. xiv). Dellemain and Warburton (2012) 

pointed out that rural life is often accompanied by inadequate 

health care services, distance from services, and social isolation. 

In 2009, 22% of people living in Inner Regional Australia and 20% 

of people living in Outer Regional and Remote Australia reported 

living with disabilities (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009). This 

is compared with 17% of those living in Australian major cities 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009). These statistics do not 

paint the full picture of disability in Australia. For example, in 

2011, two thirds of Indigenous peoples were living outside major 

Australian cities and compared with the general population 

Indigenous peoples were more likely to be living with disabilities 

or long-term health conditions (Australian Institute of Health and 

Welfare, 2014). More specifically, in 2013, Indigenous Australians 

aged under 65 years old were also more than twice as likely as 

non-Indigenous Australians to require assistance with daily 

activities (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2014). 

Additionally, people living outside major Australian cities in 2005 

– 2006 were significantly less likely to access disability support 

services compared with those living in major cities (The Australian 

Institute of Health and Welfare, 2008).  
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Introducing the literature  

An integrated approach with an epistemological base in social 

work, theology and sociology assists with critiquing the literature 

about disability and rurality. These three disciplines do experience 

epistemological clashes; nevertheless, their commitment to the 

study of disability facilitates the potential for them to be natural 

allies in this research inquiry. Cooperation between the disciplines 

is achieved by the collecting of knowledge and resources across 

disciplines, while allowing each discipline to examine each other’s 

assumptions. For example, concepts about the social construction 

of disability, and the contemporary theologies of disability helped 

inform this investigation because they confront society and 

organizations’ oppression, discrimination, segregation, 

stigmatization, and exclusion of people living with disabilities 

(McNair, 2007; Oliver, 2009; Yong, 2007). 

More specifically sociology, with regard to disability, brings to 

conversations an interest in both the experience and the social 

context (Giddens, 2006). Sociologists like Shakespeare (2006) 

have a long history in critiquing societal structures associated with 

the experience of disability and impairment, and counter-

attacking discrimination and oppression by arguing for positive 

social relations, solidarity, and mutuality between people living 
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with disabilities and the nondisabled. These sociologists argue 

that the full spectrum of disabled voices about disability need to 

be heard in public debates and conversations like this one 

(Shakespeare, 2006). Likewise, social workers have similar goals of 

ensuring that people living with impairments are seen as a 

complete human being in every way and removing obstacles 

causing disadvantage (Milner, Myers, & O’Byrne, 2015). Globally, 

social workers are called on by the International Federation of 

Social Workers to ensure the full inclusion of people living with 

disabilities within the public life (International Federation of Social 

Workers, 2012). Crisp (2010), alongside other social workers, 

critiqued social engagements and challenges social workers to 

advocate for all people to belong to communities and to work in 

ways that instil a sense of acceptance, opportunity, equity, 

justice, citizenship, expression, and validation. 

Theology too is concerned with humanity and has an appreciation 

of every person in every form and how human beings exist from 

or for God (Brock, 2012; Wood, 2012). There are examples of 

Christian critiques about disability, such as the World Council of 

Churches La Paz Report, which aims to transform the church 

through theological reflections—so that the church is as an 

alternative to the unjust, discriminatory, and oppressive world 

and its institutions (World Council of Churches, 2007). The 

theologies of disability critiques exclusions faced by people living 

with disabilities within and outside Christian churches and strives 

for social inclusion and belonging. These Christian views consider 
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every member of the church living with disabilities is as valuable 

as every other member (W. Morris, 2010). Such critiques have led 

to alternative or new narratives about disability, such as Swinton 

(2008) arguing that it is not the world of disability that is strange 

but the world outside of it, which people dare to call normal. 

Vanier’s critique of society’s interactions with people living with 

disability similarly leads him to reconstruct views about disability. 

He argued that members of a community who are labelled ‘the 

weakest’ have much to give and can lead others into deep union 

with Jesus (Reinders, 2012). People living with disabilities are 

important and they are not to be isolated or hidden in institutions 

(Reinders, 2012; Vanier, 2008). 

With regard to rurality, Australian Anglican leaders, such as Stead 

(2015), present the situation of the local rural Anglican Churches, 

whilst celebrating small communities and congregations. Social 

workers Yangi Ochala, Bill Anscombe, and Monica Short alongside 

theologians Mark Short and Geoff Broughton highlighted that 

Australian rural Anglican Churches can be places of connection, 

welcome, participation and belonging (Short, Broughton, Short, 

Ochala, & Anscombe, 2017). Meanwhile, Mitchell’s (2005) 

sociological critique of Australian rural life and investigation into 

one country town shows the local church supports and empowers 

its local community, contributes to the local community’s social 

cohesion and assists local people in times of stress. Occasionally 

the literature recognises that Australian rural churches provide a 

place for the community to gather, build up others around them, 
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give a voice to both despair and hope in changing times, offer 

practical assistance, reinforce a moral framework (Hughes & 

Kupciunas, 2009; Stead, 2015), and encourage a relationship with 

God and others. This occurs despite Australian rural communities 

and churches confronting issues endemic to their locations such 

as an ageing population, high youth unemployment and clergy 

ministering to increasingly larger geographical areas (Anglicare 

Australia, 2015; Australian Institute of Family Studies, 2011; 

Collins, 2010; Hughes, Kupciunas, Powell, & Pipette, 2009). 

The contemporary Australian rural Anglican Church is a subset of 

the worldwide church which Clifton explains is subject to 

paternalistic practices that have at times silenced disabled voices 

(Clifton, 2015, p. 69). The church can choose to be different. 

Clifton (2015) argued that the church can be a natural home for 

people living with disabilities and for their voice. The church can 

reflect the totality of all people God created and help shape 

perceptions and social constructs about disability. 

It can advocate for dignity, justice, and love and ensure people 

living with disabilities are not excluded from conversations within 

general society (Hiller-Broughton & Broughton, 2015). After all, 

the contribution to the Anglican Church by people living with 

disabilities is noteworthy and needs recognition (Short, 2015a). In 

response, we present the dynamic lives and perceptions of a 

sociologist, theologian, and social worker who are living with 

disabilities, amplifying their voices through a Co-operative Inquiry. 
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Methodology 

Co-operative Inquiry is a form of action research—it is inclusive, 

participatory, democratic, and experiential (Reason, 1999; 2002). 

A Co-operative Inquiry methodology was chosen for this research 

project for three reasons. First, the methodology has the 

flexibility to integrate emic perspectives (the insider perspective 

which for this inquiry are our personal stories) and etic 

perspectives (the outsider perspective, which for this inquiry are 

the extant literature from our disciplines and our professional 

observations) and to equally value both perspectives (Buckley, 

Chapman, Clegg, & Mattos, 2014; Morris, Leung, Ames, & Lickel, 

1999; Punnett, Ford, Galperin, & Lituchy, 2017). Second, it is 

consistent with an integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology approach (please refer to 

Figure 1). Third, it can accommodate the ideal suggested by 

Eiesland (1994) and supported by theologians like Yong of—"any 

theology of disability… must also speak with [people living with 

disabilities] and, more specifically, learn from them” (Yong, 2007, 

p. 11). This is possible because an inquiry draws together like-

minded people with a connection to the focus area being 

explored (Reason & Heron, 2013). This methodology focuses on 

researching with people rather than about or on people (Reason, 

1999) living with disabilities. All involved in this research inquiry 

are coauthors, coresearchers, and coparticipants. Consequently, 

ethics approval was not required as all participants or subjects 

were authors, making the research a low-risk project. 
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Figure 1. An integrated lens 

Participants 

We four collaborators undertaking this research project are 

members of the Anglican Church of Australia and have a personal 

and professional connection to both disability and rurality. Two of 

us are men and two are women, all over 45 years old. Two 

identify as Anglo-Saxon, one as Australian-Lebanese, and one as 

Australian-Greek. Leanna Haynes is a social worker. She lives with 

lung disease caused by severe childhood asthma. The Reverend 

Rob Haynes, an Anglican Minister and theologian, has been 

diagnosed with lifelong endogenous depression. He and his wife, 

Leanna, have ministered in both city and non-urban parishes. The 

last 30 years they have lived in either rural or remote Australian 

People living with disabilities, rural Anglican churches and 

rurality 
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towns and villages. Murray Seiffert, a sociologist, spent his 

childhood and some of his professional working life in a rural 

setting. He developed serious hearing loss in middle age, 

becoming a profound loss in later years. He worked for 10 years 

within the Anglican Church and is now retired. Monica Short is a 

social worker who lecturers for a rural University and is a 

volunteer for the Bush Church Aid Society. She has lived in 

regional and rural locations. A number of her extended family live 

with disabilities. Each of us through a Co-operative Inquiry shared 

our perceptions about the topic.  

An inquiry involves cycling through action-reflection-action cycles, 

as shown in Figure 2. 

In Phase 1, a group of people come together as coresearchers to 

explore an agreed focus area of human activity, establish the 

research team, develop key ideas and plan the method for the 

inquiry (Heron & Reason, 1988; Short & Healy, 2017). Monica 

initiated this inquiry via email, inviting Rob, Leanna, and Murray 

to join due to their personal and professional connections with 

this social field. The extensive distance between inquirers made 

face-to-face meetings impossible. 
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Figure 2. Co-operative Inquiry phases (Reason & Heron, 2013; 

Short & Healy, 2017).  

To overcome this Rob, Leanna, and Monica met weekly via phone 

and minuted the conversations. Due to Murray living with hearing 

loss, they would then email him the minutes. Murray would write 

his thoughts into the minuted conversation document and reply 

each week—which Rob, Leanna, and Monica would in turn 

discuss. This strategy reasonably accommodated each inquiry 

member, ensuring the inclusion of all inquirers’ voices.  

In Phase 2, the coresearchers become cosubjects, discuss and 

reflect on the focus area, and collect resources (Heron & Reason, 
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1988; Short & Healy, 2017). Our weekly conversations generated 

the data for this inquiry. We collected information from various 

literary sources including the Bible and from our life experiences 

or perspectives. 

In Phase 3, the coresearchers become the cosubjects, fully 

immersed into the topic and agreeing to take action (Heron & 

Reason, 1988; Short & Healy, 2017). We began reflecting critically 

on this topic and each other’s comments. Monica, on behalf of 

the inquiry group, presented the emerging ideas at a conference 

(Short, 2015b) and at the Anglican Diocese of Canberra and 

Goulburn 2016 Synod. These activities inspired our thinking about 

social work, and sociological and theological perceptions 

regarding this research field. 

In Phase 4, the cosubjects reassemble as coresearchers to reflect 

on the action and refine the focus (Reason & Heron, 2013; Short 

& Healy, 2017). We cycled repeatedly through these four phases, 

revisiting conversations until the below key themes emerged. The 

next section summarizes the main research conversation. 

We communicated weekly via phone and email for seven months. 

Our exchanges about the topic gave us much to consider. 
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Themes from the Inquiry (Findings) 

From the inception of the project we applied a disability lens with 

an additional dimension of rurality to our conversations about the 

Anglican Church engagements, as seen in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Disability lens with a rural dimension. 

These parameters assisted us clarify the focus area and ambit of 

the project. We then summarized the inquiry conversations into 

six key themes. The themes were social and rural isolation, 

socially inclusive rural Anglican Church communities responding 

to isolation through belonging, perceptions about the topic by a 

sociologist, perceptions by two social workers, perceptions by a 

theologian, and the rural Anglican Church looking like the totality 

of the people God created. 

Furthermore, it quickly became apparent at the beginning of the 

inquiry that each discipline represented had its own tacit 

definitions, approaches, norms, values, and social processes 
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regarding analyzing the church, living with disabilities, rurality, 

and engagement. The following piece of conversation highlights 

this. 

MURRAY: I [a sociologist] suspect that social work has 

various values lurking behind most issues… the Gospel is 

full of exhortations to examine our values and behaviours 

in the light of our beliefs. 

Finding common ground across disciplines for this inquiry, such as 

when defining the rural Anglican Church, was onerous. This is 

because the rural Anglican Church is an extensive system, with 

some similarities but with many differences to its urban 

counterpart. The conversation pieces below indicate the 

complexity in defining the rural Anglican Church of Australia. 

LEANNA: The [rural] Anglican Church for me is an amorphous 

concept of a variety of approaches to [Christian] beliefs, 

practices… 

MURRAY: In my experience, the rural Anglican Church is…a 

series of independent cottage industries with varying 

levels of cooperation between each unit. Anglicans 

perceive their heritage as coming from the Bible, liturgical 

styles, a commitment to the Gospel and a form of 

governance that is shared between laity and clergy… 
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ROB: Does the rural Anglican Church have a voice? There 

are multiple voices, including small voices of groups and 

individuals both official and local… 

MONICA: The churches exist in rural towns who have 

smaller populations, long distances to travel and possibly 

less resources [compared with urban centres]. Any 

understanding of the rural Anglican Church needs to 

accommodate these issues. 

We decided that the rural Anglican Church is defined and 

described by these four dimensions that are outlined in the above 

conversational pieces.  

In deciding on this focus area, we did not wish to diminish the 

urban experience of disability, which we consider important to 

the disability field and we recognized that some of the themes we 

developed had similarities to urban church situations. We, also, 

noted that rural and urban churches each have their own unique 

identity and that they are interconnected through the Anglican 

Communion or network. 

This inquiry: Challenging social and rural isolation 

This inquiry challenges the social and rural isolation experienced 

by people living with disabilities in rural locations. We believe the 

impact of rural isolation for people living with disabilities can be 
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understated, but as Rob’s comment below demonstrates it is a 

very real experience. 

[While living with depression and working in rural 

Australia,] the biggest handicap I faced as a theologian was 

not the depression itself but rather it was not having 

people to talk to. 

This inquiry is our response to rural isolation as described by Rob, 

our recognition of the importance of rural Anglican Churches and 

our hope to encourage all such churches to be maturing and 

dynamic communities of inclusion and belonging that reflect the 

totality of God’s creation. We decided to enlist knowledge from 

our professions—sociology, social work, and theology—as this 

would support our response, scaffold our insights, and assist us in 

answering the research question. This integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, theology, and sociology is 

pictured in Figure 1. 

What is a socially inclusive rural Anglican Church community? 

Community was a reoccurring theme in our discussions, and has 

many dimensions such as geography, boundaries, common 

attributes or identity, history, social organizations, or local 

development (Pawar & Anscombe, 2015). A community is “a 

relational state which brings comfort and support with daily living, 

friendship, meaningful work, spiritual renewal and relationships in 

which we can be ourselves freely with others” (Hallahan, 2008, p. 
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97). Tonnies (2002) proposed a community (gemeinschaft) forms 

because of three reasons: (a) blood—such as family relationships 

or kinship, (b) place—locality or a common habitat, or (c) mind—

the idea of cooperation and coordinated action for a common 

goal. All three types of community exist in rural Australia. 

Discussions about the ideal—that is a socially inclusive rural 

Anglican Church community of belonging—led us to reject views 

based on exclusion, polarization, paternalism, charity, and 

moralism. Instead we generated ideas about rich relationships 

and cooperation, such as a righteous relationship with God and 

with others, as seen in the following comment. 

ROB: It is about building strong, trusting relationships with 

others…righteously… Christ’s death and resurrection 

builds relationships. 

Biblical teachings inform relationships between people within the 

Anglican Communion. For example, we contemplated the 

Christian Bible verse, “this is how we know what love is: Jesus 

Christ laid down his life for us. And we ought to lay down our lives 

for our brothers and sisters” (1 John 3:16, NIV). Such verses 

inspire Christians to be willing to sacrifice their own needs for 

others. We noted that such self-sacrificing relationships can build 

engagements between rural church congregations and individuals 

living with disabilities and their families. 
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All of the Australian rural towns we resided in had extensive 

family networks. In some ways rural Anglican Churches were like 

their urban counterparts who often develop other-centered 

Christian relationships across one or possibly two generations. We 

felt what was more unique to rural Australia, is that it was not 

unusual for rural churches to be engaging with families across 

three or four generations, as seen by the following example. 

MONICA: Three generations from one farming family 

attended our rural church. Many of the family members 

who attended church were living with disabilities and/or 

deteriorating health conditions. They were a very loving, 

kind family, friends to all of us. They were often 

volunteering at church and with other organisations in 

town. Many of their family loved to talk about what God 

had done for them. When they were sick the church 

members would join together and help them.  

We concluded from examples like the previous story about 

Monica’s friends, that including people living with disabilities and 

allowing their whole family group to belong as equal and 

important church members gives each relationship within rural 

Anglican Church communities a sense of mutuality, righteousness, 

and maturity. It can provide opportunities for all to share in faith, 

love and deeds, whilst respecting the diversity that exists within 

rural Australian towns. This inspired us to share our own personal 

experiences and our own professional insights about the topic. 
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We discussed rural Anglican Church engagements with people 

living with disabilities from each of our disciplines’ perspectives, 

which are outlined subsequently, beginning with sociology. 

Perceptions by a sociologist 

Murray explained to us that an aim of sociology is to develop or 

interpret meanings of social action (Weber, 1978). Aron (1967) 

wrote that it is the task of the sociologist “to render social or 

historical content more intelligible than it was in the experience 

of those who lived it. All sociology is a reconstruction that aspires 

to confer intelligibility of human existences which, like all human 

existences, are confused and obscure” (p. 206). 

Residing in a small community, compared with a large urban 

center, can mean there are fewer churches for someone living 

with disabilities to choose from and a person’s circumstances may 

be known by many in town, with minimal regard to the person’s 

privacy or the possibility of anonymity. Murray, a sociologist, 

critiqued the rural Anglican Church role in constructing disability 

in small towns. The social construction of reality proposes that 

knowledge is defined, or at least strongly moulded by, the social 

environment in which it arises (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). When 

applied to disability within rural Australia, we can expect that the 

social environment’s rural characteristics in which a person lives 

will influence the construction of his or her perceived disability. 

Murray provided three personal examples that highlighted the 

impact of a rural social environment upon someone living with 
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disabilities, first through his own medical label, second via a story 

about exclusion and inclusion by rural churches, and third through 

the sharing of meals. 

First, parents and important others in rural Australia have a major 

influence in constructing a child’s perception of and labels about 

his or her disability. Important others are likely to include siblings, 

peers, teachers, church members, and medical professionals. 

Murray experienced this when a doctor announced the result of 

Murray’s blood test and connected it with a label, “Did you know 

that you are a diabetic?” 

MURRAY: In other words, I belonged to a group of people 

with diabetes; and now, belonged in a different place 

within society. 

This announcement has a different social dimension to a 

comment such as, “Do you know that you have diabetes?” which 

does not necessarily result in a new categorization within a local 

community. 

A child living with a social dimension of disability in a country 

town compared with children living in major populations centers 

can have fewer opportunities to engage with others living with 

the same or similar disabilities. They may experience both rural 

isolation and social isolation and this can impact how they 

perceive themselves. If a child’s social milieu includes being a 

regular part of a church, his or her interaction with the church, 
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including adults and children, most likely will have an active and 

possibly a more important role than an urban church in defining 

how the child views his or her impairment, how he or she 

responds to the impairment, and his or her identity within their 

local town. 

Murray shared a second story to highlight this. Murray’s friend, a 

young person living with a disability, Jonathan (name changed, 

details anonymized), attended mainstream school and a local 

church Sunday School. Jonathan was well known, well liked, and 

well supported within a small town. 

When Jonathan reached the appropriate age, he was welcomed 

into the local high school. At the time, when one of his parents 

approached their local rural church about Jonathan commencing 

junior youth group, they learned that Jonathan would not be 

permitted to join the group. An approach to a nearby church of a 

different denomination soon revealed a warm welcome and 

Jonathan could attend their group. Being a small location there 

were few alternative churches to choose from and little 

anonymity for Jonathan and his family as much of the town would 

have known what had happened and why. The first church was 

defining Jonathan as possessing a disability that would separate 

or isolate him from mainstream children in the town, while the 

second church was helping Jonathan learn that he belonged with 

everyone. Murray highlights the importance of this story to the 

inquiry in the following. 
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MURRAY: This example shows how a church [in a small 

town] can contribute towards the way a person’s disability 

is defined and worked out in real life. 

Murray, through Jonathan’s story, provided a third example of 

social constructions of disability leading to isolation. Soon after 

Murray’s friends changed churches, a family from their new 

church asked them to come to their home for a home-cooked 

country-style meal. At their former country church, invitations to 

meals had ceased about the time that Jonathan was born. Murray 

explained that his friends had moved from a “normal” category of 

parents with a couple of “normal” children in a small rural 

community into a family defined by the presence of a young son 

with a disability, despite him being a well-behaved, loveable child. 

There will be many parts of a child’s rural environment which will 

influence how they perceive themselves and others perceive 

them. The smaller the community the fewer opportunities that 

can exist to engage with alternative perspectives. Murray’s 

critique is that participation in a local rural Anglican Church has 

the potential to add significant dimensions to the construction 

and meaning of “disability” for that person and influence their 

inclusion and level of isolation in their local rural community. 

Through Murray’s stories we note how disability is socially 

constructed and how the impact of impairment within a church 

context can be determined by language used and the decisions of 

rural church leaders and congregations in formal (such as parish 
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council meetings) and informal (such as chatting over morning 

tea) settings. These decisions may be conscious or unconscious. 

Next, we considered social work perceptions about this social 

field. 

Perceptions by two social workers 

Social workers are required to understand the political 

dimensions of impairment, disability and the barriers that society 

imposes whilst advocating that each person is seen as a complete 

human in every way (Milner et al., 2015). Social work can be 

involved in deconstructing negative identities imposed on people, 

empowering people living with disabilities to recognize 

dependency as not always inevitable, and advocating for society, 

communities such as churches, groups, and activities to adjust to 

reasonably accommodate all (Milner et al., 2015; e.g., Short, 

2015a). In this inquiry, Leanna and Monica, both social workers, 

reflected on the rural Anglican Churches’ actions as a grassroots 

organization engaging with people living with disabilities and 

advocating for their needs. 

LEANNA: My rural work experience highlights the 

importance of advocacy for the needs of people, and 

being a broker for much needed services. 
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MONICA: I aim to facilitate connections for people living 

with disabilities, so they can have their needs met and feel 

socially included and not isolated. 

Within rural Australia, compared with urban Australian, social 

work practice deals with unique challenges (Green, 2003) and 

experiences, which are similar to challenges encountered by rural 

Anglican Churches. Leanna and Monica both pointed out that 

professional and personal boundaries are different in rural 

Australia to urban Australia. Green argues rural social workers are 

expected to be more intimately connected to local communities, 

can be required to work across fields due to a lack of services, and 

are required to deal with a lack of anonymity for both themselves 

and their clients (2003). Both Leanna and Monica have 

experienced professional challenges in providing services to 

people with impairments and noncommunicable health 

conditions in rural Australia and noted that the challenges and 

potential for isolation increased the further away from main 

population centres people live. Leanna highlighted how 

government funding can appear random, whilst decisions about 

programs and tenders at times appear urban-centric and can 

seem to occur without contact with rural client groups. Rural 

social workers and other professionals work alongside people as 

allies advocating for positive change and resources. 

Both Leanna and Monica observed that rural welfare services 

tend to be located in large centers many hours away and that 
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these agencies provide drive in/drive out or fly in/fly out services 

to rural and remote areas. Leanna shares her experience of 

remote servicing: 

We had to fly [from a regional town] to remote islands or 

drive many hundreds of kilometres on four wheel drive 

tracks to visit clients (except in the wet season when the 

roads are flooded and the communities become 

inaccessible). Many Indigenous people [living in these 

areas] lived with a variety of impairments and English was 

often their third or fourth language. 

The long distances, climatic events, and staff shortages, and the 

need for interpreters, often resulted in rural isolation, 

intermittent contact between workers and clients and a lack of 

continuity in workers. In the area where Leanna worked as a 

social worker, the local rural Anglican Church present was 

providing pastoral care locally and consistently. This is because 

Anglican Churches in Australia are located in most regional 

locations, many rural districts and some remote communities 

(Australian Anglican Church, 2014) and the minister or church 

leadership often reside either in the town or in a nearby rural 

community. 

Leanna also observed that in rural areas, compared with urban 

ones, rural social workers could have a closer relationship with 

local Anglican churches, and work in partnership with them to 

ensure that services and activities reach those needing them. The 
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local rural Anglican Church has a wealth of social and human 

capital with the bonus of many of its congregation being residents 

and often visible core members of the local community. For 

example, when Leanna was working in remote Australia for 

Anglicare, which is the umbrella organization for the 

caring/welfare agencies of the Anglican Church of Australia 

(Anglicare Australia, 2017), the rural Anglican congregation 

members were the backbone of services as they were volunteer 

board members, and staff. Together Anglicare and Anglican 

churches provided much needed assistance to people with 

disabilities in the rural communities she serviced as a social 

worker. Leanna explains: 

Rural social workers and others drew on local knowledge, 

relationships, and the professional expertise that can 

come from Anglican churches and agencies such as 

Anglicare. 

Additionally, rural Anglican Church staff and other congregational 

members can also be living with disabilities, be neighbors or 

related to parishioners with disabilities. This means they may 

know first-hand the needs of people across a town. Leanna 

provides an example of this from her professional experience. 

Anglicare Northern Territory began because of requests to 

churches for more professional services than they could provide, 

as Leanna noted: 
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The needs [in Northern Australia] were always significant 

and there are very few services to call on. 

Initially Anglicare began respite services for people with 

disabilities relocating to Darwin from rural and remote 

communities for periods of treatment (Anglicare Northern 

Territory, 2016). Anglicare also worked with rurally located 

churches to build teams of volunteers to spend time with people 

living with disabilities to overcome social exclusion and provide 

respite for their full-time carers. 

Monica provides a personal story about caring for her father who 

was living with numerous disabilities from birth as a contrast to 

Leanna’s professional experience. 

Dad had lived by himself for years in a non-urban location. 

Dad decided to downsize his accommodation and moved 

to a nearby town. I was his next of kin and I was living in 

the country too, about two days drive from him. At the 

first country town, dad attended the local Anglican 

Church, and people in the church provided him with 

support. In the new town he did not have the same 

amount of contact with the Anglican Church as it was too 

far being just out of town and he did not drive, though he 

did have a couple of caring friends and some supportive 

neighbours. Dad was unexpectedly hospitalised and we 

thought he was going to be in hospital a while. I expected 

to be notified when dad was to be discharged and was 
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informed there were community services available to help 

him. The local hospital was a very long drive from dad’s 

place. With minimal notice the hospital discharged dad 

because they desperately needed the bed for someone 

else. There was no one to pick dad up, no public transport 

between the hospital and his town, no airport in his town 

and no one at his home to receive him. The hospital did 

the best they could in the situation and paid a taxi to take 

dad home. When dad arrived home he rang me and I rang 

some services begging for help. Managers and staff 

explained they were small country services, did not have 

the resources their city counterparts had and that they 

had long waiting lists. The services did the best they could. 

Dad and I were both distressed. Dad felt isolated and 

unsupported. 

Even though Monica’s father was unwell and isolated in his home, 

Monica and her father were perceived to be clients and 

regardless of the situation they needed to wait their turn for 

services. Leanna and Monica noted the connection between 

people living with disabilities and churches is not limited to a 

service and client relationship. Rather, it is a mutual personal 

relationship, where people living with disabilities are also 

respected and seen as contributing members of rural Anglican 

Churches. People living with disabilities have opportunities to 

develop friendships, use their skills to build their local church 

communities, help people around them develop their 
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relationships with God and others, and to empower others so 

they can participate in Christian activities. 

In contemplating these social work perceptions, three points are 

noted. First, social work not only connects with people living with 

disabilities, but also engages with people at the points where they 

interact with their environment, (Australian Association of Social 

Workers, 2010) and this includes with the local rural Anglican 

Church. Second, social workers, like Leanna and Monica, advocate 

for organizations like rural Anglican Churches to be 

understanding, inclusive and to also take action when partnering 

with people living with disabilities. Third, the rural Anglican 

Church whilst reflecting the strengths and needs of the 

community, is a grassroots organization with the potential to be 

mobilized as an effective support network of belonging. 

Next, we consider theological perceptions about this social field. 

Perceptions by a theologian 

Theology is the study of God (Bird, 2013). Christian theology 

articulates what the Christian churches believe, teach and confess 

(Bird, 2013). Theology can be counter-cultural, deconstructing 

and reconstructing views. Rob points out that Christian theology 

intersects with every aspect of human existence (Gibson, 2010). 

Theologians Hauerwas (2008) and Vanier (2008) argued for 

Christians to display gentleness to all, the inclusion of everyone 

into the church including people living with disabilities and for 
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everyone’s God-given gifts and abilities to be valued and utilized 

(Hauerwas, 2008; Vanier, 2008). Rob, a theologian, challenges and 

deconstructs popular ideas about impairment and disability, 

weakness and strength within the rural Anglican Church context 

and general society. Rob also applies his theological thinking to 

his own personal experience of living with depression and 

ministering in a rural Anglican Church. The following quote shows 

how theology is connected to Rob’s personal life. 

ROB: Theology comprises of what we see, think and say in 

relation to God—making sense of our lives and 

experiences from a personal perspective and a world view. 

For a Christian the Bible and experienced life are the key 

foundations for good theologies [such as about disability]. 

Rob names his theological reflections on this inquiry’s social field 

and on his own experiences with depression a “theology of 

weakness and strength” and applies it to both dimensions of this 

research project, which are disability and rurality. Rob’s 

theological reflections appear to sit comfortably with a theology 

of disability, particularly the point asserting that God is present in 

the midst of disability (Creamer, 2012). 

In this inquiry we deconstructed views about the word weak. We 

considered that in general society, negative connotations 

containing stigma and tragedy can be associated with the word 

weak when used in the context of disability—making it a 

controversial word that is often avoided. Christianity accepts that 
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all human life is touched by goodness and suffering (World 

Council of Churches, 2007). Furthermore, Christianity recognizes 

that the Christian Bible has distinctive views about those who 

society calls weak. For example, Paul talks of weakness and 

strength saying for “Christ’s sake, I delight in weaknesses [or 

infirmities] … For when I am weak, then I am strong” (I Cor 12:10, 

NIV). The Bible also inspires Christians, while accepting the impact 

of impairment, to express a deep egalitarian spirit within the 

practice of Christian faith. 

In both Rob’s life and a Christian context, the concept of 

weakness is not defined by negative popular perceptions about 

people living with disabilities and/or life in rural Australia. This is 

because people with particular and ‘apparent’ weakness—who 

may be negatively labelled by general society—in reality have 

strengths which are indispensable to the rural Anglican Church 

and to their local communities. They are not to be pitied, isolated 

or excluded. Furthermore, rural Anglican Churches—part of the 

body of Christ—are interconnected and cannot function properly 

without its members who are living with disabilities. This 

observation by Rob is informed by the Bible passage 1 Corinthians 

12:22–26 (NIV): 

On the contrary, those parts of the body that seem to be 

weaker are indispensable, and the parts that we think are 

less honourable we treat with special honour … God has 

put the body together, giving greater honour to the parts 
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that lacked it, so that there should be no division in the 

body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each 

other. If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one 

part is honoured, every part rejoices with it. 

To demonstrate his theology of weakness and strength, Rob 

shares the following testimony: 

In my weakness and/or in my strength I am to love you 

and you are to love me. I remember so clearly a six-month 

period when I felt depressed and struggled to pray alone. I 

grew to value a weekly parish prayer meeting, which I lead 

and which I came to understand that only in the 

anonymity of the large gathering did I find a genuine 

meeting and conversation with God … I found that the 

parishioners’ praying was somehow lifting me up in my 

spirit … This experience remained with me in such a way 

that at important times in our remote locations I 

deliberately asked Aboriginal Christians to pray for me 

when I was finding things tough. I would say that I trusted 

them to support me as they trusted me to support them. 

There are many forms of impairments, disabilities, weaknesses 

and strengths. Central to Christian thinking is the concept that 

God knows each person personally and works through His Spirit 

encouraging each individual to emulate Christ’s example to love 

regardless of weakness or strength. Rob further explains this. 
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Essential… is that we never allow a feeling [of weakness, 

sense of tragedy or a disability] or a discriminatory label to 

define any person. My endogenous depression is not 

absolute, even if it is with me till I die. Christians live in 

hope…We live in this life, but confidently hope in the 

resurrection… 

This hope in the resurrection referred to by Rob is mentioned at 

the end of the Apostles’ Creed—“I believe in …the forgiveness of 

sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting” 

(Christian Classics Ethereal Library, 2017). Rob, in reflecting on 

this hope, directed us to the theologian Ellul, who critiqued and 

advocated against systems that impose denuding orders on 

human life (Brock, 2014). 

Ellul (1977) stated, “Hope is the challenging of a concrete 

situation held to be obvious and certain. It affirms a way out, in 

spite of all the roadblocks … [Hope] is always this, giving the lie to 

something obvious which man (sic) considers unimpeachable, to a 

fatality to which man (sic) bows” (p. 204). The following example 

of people living with disabilities sharing hope with others in very 

difficult circumstances further demonstrates this point: 

ROB: In my experience in remote and rural, Indigenous 

and mining communities, [which are experiencing rural 

isolation as well as significant economic and social 

challenges, and] in which I have lived in for many years, I 

have often thought about isolated Christians and their role 
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within the local rural Anglican Church. An example springs 

to mind—[my friends who are] Aboriginal Christian elders 

who suffer various serious health conditions and/or 

impairments [and who have hope because of their faith] 

are willing to undergo training, accept leadership and help 

their own language- speaking communities. This is 

because they love their people and know that they have 

gifts that can sustain and build good things within fraught 

and dysfunctional situations and community groups. 

In this example, the Aboriginal elders’ Christian hope encourages 

them to build their rural communities social and spiritual capital; 

they are not defined by such things as health, disability, tragedy, 

discriminatory labels, and rural or social isolation. God and 

Christians do not abandon people because they reside outside 

cities and/or in isolated locations and are living with a disability. 

Rather, people living with disabilities in the bush have lives to live 

and are important to God, their friends and family, communities, 

and society. As Christians we are interconnected, banding 

together in Christian love to help, include, encourage, and pray 

for all people in the bush—such as praying through the Bush 

Church Aid Society (2017) prayer notes and in small groups for 

others. This is indicated in the following quote: 

ROB: Where we lived, in a remote mining town, there was 

much that we missed from our earlier city lives… Yet in our 

weakness and strength, we found ways of depending on 
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others and on God. It is about trusting in God’s hope and 

goodness. 

To demonstrate Christian interconnectedness and to debunk 

negative views of impairment, Rob shared the story of a much-

loved rural Anglican Church member who lived with a mental 

illness and her strength through her faith. The church member 

kept an album containing photos of every church member, which 

she looked at daily. She noticed when others in the church 

struggled and prayed for God to help them. Rob explains: 

Disability in relation to what? She has the strength to 

notice others’ weaknesses [and their struggles and she 

would pray for them]. Prayer means trusting in God, going 

to Him for help because everyone around us is weak and 

needs help…I felt humbled when this woman prayed for 

me. 

Regardless of society’s disempowering perceptions, Rob’s friend 

has many strengths, she is connected with her rural community, is 

other person-centered, providing pastoral care and is willing to 

ask God for help. The point in contemplating these theological 

perceptions, is that a theology of weakness and strength 

acknowledges both the positive and the hard realities of life faced 

in rural Australia. It accepts that people can feel isolated from 

God and others, and that there may be moments of desperation 

where people are unable to voice their needs and need support 

from others. It recognizes that these feelings or moments are not 
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unique to people living with disability labels. Rather, people living 

with such labels have strengths through their faith and are 

actively ministering to those around them. Christians can be 

confident God is there during times of rural isolation and 

difficulty, bringing hope and new life. 

The next section summarizes final views from all three disciplines 

about this topic. 

The rural Anglican Church looking like the totality of the people 

God created  

There are many advocating for the universal church to look like 

the totality of the people God created, two examples are listed. 

First, Christian Blind Mission Australia through the Luke 14 

Program partners with churches to develop inclusive practices 

and promote Biblical responses to the issues of inclusion, with the 

aim of churches being places of welcome and belonging (Gosbell, 

2015). Second, the panel discussion, at the Third National 

Conference on Ageing and Spirituality, affirmed churches can be 

inclusive, a community where every person has a place and 

presented the notion that a healthy church enables people who 

identify as disabled or nondisabled to be authentic parts of the 

community of faith (MacKinlay, 2008). 

This inquiry, via an integrated lens, lends our voice to this 

movement for inclusion because we perceive the rural Anglican 

Church, regardless of imperfections, as having the potential to 
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counter barriers. Our own discussions indicate rural churches can 

reduce rural and social isolation, be places of belonging and 

position themselves to serve well, through community, all people 

living with disabilities. They can have an empowering view of 

people by embracing diversity and expressing love, joy, peace, 

forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and 

self-control (e.g., 1 Corinthians 12, Galatians 5:22–23, NIV). 

Egalitarian valuing of people, as presented in this inquiry, can 

generate a movement to seeing each person as important, 

indispensable and with gifts that build the rural Anglican Church. 

We recognize via sociological, social work, and theological 

perceptions, that a rural Church community can connect with and 

welcome every person living with disabilities and that all people 

can have the opportunity to have their social and spiritual needs 

met, participate in activities, and belong (Short et al., 2017). It is 

more than caring for someone living with a disability (Hauerwas, 

1994). It is about dignity, sharing life, building a mutual identity 

and expressing what it means to be in a Christian community 

together. For example: 

Murray: The good side of it may be that some people with 

a disability become so integrated into our churches that 

we do not recognise what has happened… In a…rural 

town, we had people attending church who were living 

with disabilities…. 
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Many…took on a role in the church. So I tended to view 

them [my friends] for what they were doing around 

church and not by their disability that they are living 

with…[They] still attend church and faithfully continue in 

their ministries…they have proven to be very patient with 

the changes happening at church and very consistent 

people. 

This story of Murray’s teaches all of us how to accept others who 

are different from ourselves. Through acceptance and respect, we 

grow as people and in relationship with God. When this occurs, 

churches are partnering with people living with disabilities in their 

projection of their own voice about their faith, their needs and 

experiences in the public sphere. 

Seeing people living with disabilities up the front or actively 

involved in groups, activities and decision making allows all to 

realize everyone can fully participate within the rural Anglican 

Churches. Such actions show that the church can engage with the 

forces of present day life (Bonhoeffer, 1960) for four reasons. 

First, it accepts that God engages with people living with 

disabilities in the country, even though their town is experiencing 

economic decline. Second, it ensures God-given gifts to people 

living with disabilities are utilized and supported even when 

essential social services are lacking. 
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Third, it develops social and human capital within rural 

communities. Last, it encourages congregational growth both 

spiritually and numerically. 

Limitations 

A number of limitations exist with this project, both with its 

methodology and also with the project itself. With regard to the 

methodology, a Co-operative Inquiry is small and consequently 

the findings cannot be generalized to the greater community or 

seen as statistically representative (Short & Healy 2017). It cannot 

present the full spectrum of thinking about the research topic. 

An inquiry collects together like-minded inquirers who focus on 

their experiences and related literature (Jones-Mutton, Short, 

Bidgood, & Jones, 2015). It does not separate emic from etic 

research perceptions or the personal from the professional. This 

methodology hence can become vulnerable to groupthink, which 

can dominate conversations by directing them toward more 

popular socially acceptable themes (Short & Healy, 2017).  

With regard to the project itself, this inquiry is small, focusing on 

social work as well as theological and sociological thinking. Many 

social science disciplines such as philosophy and anthropology are 

not included in the exchange. Additionally, three of the four 

inquirers identify as living personally with disabilities. We four 

inquirers can only voice our experiences and connections to the 

field and do not speak on behalf of others living with disabilities 
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or everyone within our disciplines. We acknowledge our 

experiences informed the themes selected and their 

interpretation. 

Recommendations 

Based on this inquiry, we recommend: 

1. A case study considering the lived experiences of people living 

with disabilities who attend rural Anglican Churches follows this 

inquiry. In particular, that this case study continues the 

conversation of how does the Anglican Church of Australia 

outside capital cities engage with people living with disabilities. It 

is suggested this case study includes investigating the intentions, 

impacts and implications of these engagements. Additionally, that 

this case study includes people’s testimonies about the 

engagements. 

2. Sociologists, social workers, theologians, and others combine 

knowledge and resources, and in doing so collaborate in calling on 

governments, rural churches and others to remember their 

responsibility in upholding the wellbeing of all and in addressing 

social and rural isolation experienced by some people living with 

disabilities. 

Conclusion 

We perceive that rural Anglican Churches in Australia are not only 

grounded within their local communities, they are part of them 
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and actively engaging with people living with disabilities. In this 

article, we simultaneously gathered and critiqued concepts via an 

integrated lens with an epistemological base in sociology, social 

work, and theology about Anglican churches, disability, and 

rurality. In particular, this lens facilitated the presentation of the 

issues associated with disability within rurality and the unique 

barriers faced by people living with disabilities outside cities. It 

also scaffolded the discussion of the role of the rural Anglican 

Church in this regard. Our conversation across three disciplines 

confronted social and rural isolation, advocated for inclusion and 

presented rural perspectives and testimonials about rural 

Anglican Church engagements with people living with disabilities. 

Sociologically, we critiqued how the rural Anglican Church can 

socially construct disability and compared two church responses 

one leading to engagement and the other leading to exclusion 

and isolation. From a social work point of view, we recognize 

professionals are engaging with people living with disabilities in 

rural Australia and forming partnerships with rural Anglican 

Churches in addressing need to ensure consistent and relevant 

servicing in small locations. Whilst acknowledging the reality of 

impairment, disability, weakness, and strengths, theologically 

speaking all people in rural locations can have hope regardless of 

their circumstances or location. After all, God is present, for 

example, when He is guiding people living with disabilities to 

pastorally care for and support the nondisabled in their moments 

of weakness, challenge or distress. 
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Furthermore, this cross-disciplinary conversation highlighted that 

socially including people living with disabilities in rural locations 

can give a sense of justice and righteousness to church 

relationships and can assist in overcoming rural isolation. People 

living with disabilities in isolated locations can be themselves, 

valued as indispensable and with God given gifts that can build 

the rural Anglican Church. Rural Anglican Churches can look like 

the totality of the people that God created, and create exciting 

engagements not necessarily found in the cities. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

Three journal articles ─ two co-authored and one sole-authored ─ 

comprise this chapter. Each was a valuable step in addressing the 

overarching research question about rural Anglican church 

engagements with and by people living with disabilities. The next 

chapter is the second (and last) portfolio for this thesis. 
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CHAPTER SIX. PORTFOLIO: THE RURAL ANGLICAN 

CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA ENGAGING WITH PEOPLE 

FROM CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE 

BACKGROUNDS 

This chapter addresses the rural Anglican church in Australia’s 

engagements with people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. As aforementioned in Chapter one, several 

commonalities exist between people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds and people living with 

disabilities, facilitating both groups' involvement in this thesis. 

People from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds are 

included here because:  

 The rural Anglican church engages with this group of 

people alongside people living with disabilities. 

 They too, are frequently referred to by academics in 

research about social inclusion such as regarding accessing 

services. 

 Their own voices depicting their own experiences are also 

often unheard in scholarly conversations such as about 

religion.  

(Australian Government, 2009, p. 1; Scutella, Wilkins, & Horn, 

2009; Sims, Targowska, Kulisa, & Teather, 2014, pp. 4-5; 

Soldatic & Johnson, 2017, p. 1). 
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Originally a Co-operative Inquiry, conference paper and a case 

study regarding engagements with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds were planned and conducted as 

part of this PhD candidature. However, as discussed in the 

Introduction, due to a change in university policy limiting the 

number of publications that could be included in a thesis by 

publication, and the length of the case study itself, only one of the 

three publications resulting from this part of the PhD research 

was included in the final thesis. This is a peer-reviewed journal 

article reporting on the Co-operative Inquiry titled: ‘Connecting to 

belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian 

Anglican Church engagements with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds’. The other two publications 

completed as part of the candidature but not included in this 

chapter are: 

 Short, M. G., & Short, M. A. (2019). Relocating in Christ: 

Churches and migration. Rural Australia reimagining 

home: Understanding, reconciling and engaging with 

God's stories together (pp. 77-96). Macquarie Park, 

Sydney: Morling Press. 

 Short, M. (2015b). Three Anglican churches engaging with 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. Sydney, NSW: BCA. 

The journal article is presented here in entirety, including its 

notes and references. The layout of the article and the spelling 
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style are in accordance with the publishing style of the journal. 

This article demonstrates the value of the integrated lens in 

exploring rural Anglican church engagements with other groups of 

people, not only those living with disabilities. Findings from this 

Co-operative Inquiry framed by the integrative lens revealed 

similar themes to those identified for engagements with people 

living with disabilities. 

An explanatory summary introduces the article. The exegesis in 

Chapter seven synthesises the findings from this article with the 

three articles listed in the previous chapter. Chapter seven 

explains how the article addressed the overarching research 

question and its impact within the field. 

6.1 Explanatory introduction to the portfolio about the rural 

Anglican churches engaging with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds 

Central to this chapter is the publication about the rural Anglican 

church in Australia engaging with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds – ‘Connecting to belonging: A 

cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian Anglican Church 

engagements with people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds’. This article is a peer-reviewed journal article 

published in the Journal of Contemporary Religion. The main focus 

of this inquiry was the co-inquirers’ perceptions about the 

Anglican Church of Australia’s engagements with people from 

diverse cultural backgrounds in rural, regional, and remote 
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Australia. Figure 28 below summarises the methodological 

approach within this article. 

  

 

Figure 28. Summary of the methodological approach for the 

research project ‘Connecting to belonging: A cross-disciplinary 

inquiry into rural Australian Anglican Church engagements with 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds’ 
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integration. The church engaged people from different cultures, 

bringing them together in community. From a sociological 

perspective, the inquirers perceived culture as a way of 

understanding yourself and what you do. The rural Anglican 

church played a vital role in challenging negative social labels, 

allowing people from different cultures to participate, and 

creating belonging. Its community gave people a sense of identity, 

solidarity and belonging. From a theological perspective, the 

inquirers perceived that the church transcends theological 

distinctiveness. New Testament Christian hospitality involved 

being ready to welcome others. People from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds can participate in structured 

ways in the church by, for example, preaching, and in 

unstructured ways by, for example, pastoral visiting someone in 

the hospital. From an integrated perspective, the physical 

presence of the rural Anglican church within rural localities is able 

to provide physical and spiritual support of people from culturally 

and linguistically diverse backgrounds as they transition into rural 

communities. This research concluded that engagement occurred 

in four ways: through connection, welcome, participation and 

belonging.  

This article addressed the part of the research question: How do 

people in rural, regional and remote Australia, in particular people 

from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, perceive 

that the Anglican Church of Australia engages with them and they 

with it?  
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As a co-inquirer, working on this article helped me understand the 

need to proactively connect with and listen to the voices of 

people from diverse backgrounds within their local communities ─ 

for example, by hearing how their perceptions of their mutual 

relationships and engagements with the rural Anglican church 

changed over time. Churches at their best can be places of 

welcome, connection, participation and belonging. 

Synthesised in Chapter seven of this thesis are the key themes, 

limitations of the research and conclusions.  

The layout of the article reproduced below, including the spelling 

of words and referencing style, is according to the publishing 

requirements of the journal. 

6.2 The portfolio: Rural Anglican churches engaging 

with people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds 

6.2.1 Published journal article number 4 - Connecting to 

engaging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian 

Anglican Church engagements with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds 

Authorship, title and publication outlet: Short, M. A., Broughton, 

G., Short, M. G., Ochala, Y., & Anscombe, B. (2017). Connecting to 

belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian 

Anglican Church engagements with people from culturally and 
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linguistically diverse backgrounds. Journal of Contemporary 

Religion, 32(1), 119-133. doi:10.1080/13537903.2016.1256657 

 

Please see Appendices 1 and 5 for a copy of the permissions to 

include the journal article in this thesis. 

Abstract 

People from diverse backgrounds enrich the rural, regional, and 

remote communities where they relocate and settle. Research 

about rural diversity tends to focus on demographics (age, 

gender, country of origin) while ignoring personal narratives of 

integration, for example, engagements with religious institutions 

(such as the local Christian church). This article presents the 

research themes from an investigation using Co-operative Inquiry 

into rural diversity and the Anglican Church, with specific 

reference to the Australian experience. It is a cross-disciplinary 

dialogic exchange between social workers and theologians. 

Positive narratives about connection, welcome, participation, and 

belonging are shared. 

Introduction 

This article is a Co-operative Inquiry into Anglican Church 

engagement with people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds (CALD) in rural, regional, and remote localities, with 

specific reference to Australian experiences. Through 
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conversation, this inquiry draws out themes about church and 

migration. Migration is a worldwide phenomenon which results in 

diversity in rural, regional, and remote communities. The diversity 

due to migration is described in the literature but rarely appears 

to be narrated and existing research tends to be urban-focussed 

(Dumont 2003; McAreavey 2012).  

Social research into this field may focus on demographic 

characteristics such as population, income, and employment but 

do not always consider the role of religion (including the role of 

Christian Churches) (Kanagy, Firebaugh, and Nelsen 1994; 

Stonawski et al. 2014). Thoughtful investigations into themes such 

as social relations and engagement, social institutions, identity, 

social reality or culture in rural societies (e.g. Grace and Lennie 

1998; Herbertcheshire 2003, 460) could be extended to include 

narratives about religion. Furthermore, relocation to rural areas 

also appears to be under-represented in existing research on 

migration. 

The present inquiry seeks partly to address these gaps. Its 

purpose is to highlight positive narratives and themes collected 

from a cross-disciplinary dialogue between social workers and 

theologians about this social phenomenon. It aims to answer the 

following question: 

What are the co-inquirers’ perceptions about the Anglican Church 

of Australia’s engagements with people from diverse cultural 

backgrounds in rural, regional, and remote Australia? 
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Background information and literature search 

Multiculturalism and culturally and linguistic diversity are 

significant themes for this research. Multiculturalism is a 

“structural and comprehensive response to cultural and ethnic 

diversity” (UNESCO 1995) that promotes equality (Macionis and 

Plummer 2005, 127). It is a—controversial—movement away 

from defining cultures or norms by European or colonial links 

(Macionis and Plummer 2005; Muse 2011; Kaur 2014). 

Multiculturalism is a theory which argues that it benefits a 

society, including its institutions, to contain multiple cultures 

within it (UNESCO 1995). There has been continuous critique of 

this theory in developed countries (UNESCO 1995). This 

questioning of multiculturalism occurs partly because a number of 

people perceive multiculturalism as threatening job stability, 

security, and national culture (Giddens 2006, 498; Kurti 2013). 

The present research focuses on people from CALD backgrounds 

in rural, regional, and remote locations, also known as minority 

groups (United Nations 2012) or people from diverse 

backgrounds. CALD people are defined by the United Nations as 

groups of people who are in a non-dominant position, who differ 

from the majority of the population, and who are “endowed with 

ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics” (2012, 7, 10). In 

2013, 232 million international migrants existed globally (United 

Nations 2013, 1). Most international migrants (over 51%) in that 

year lived in the following ten countries: the United States, Russia, 
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Germany, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, the United 

Kingdom, France, Canada, Australia, and Spain (United Nations, 

2013, 3–5). Due to the differences in definitions between 

countries, it is not easy to know what percentage of international 

migrants relocate annually to rural, regional, and remote 

locations. 

Australia is a “postmodern, secular and multicultural society” 

(Bouma 2006, 3). In 2011, 1.15 million people in Australia who 

were born overseas lived outside the major cities (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics 2011a).1 The authors of this article perceive 

contemporary rural Australia to be an ideal social field in which to 

explore connections between the Anglican Church of Australia (a 

Christian denomination formally known as the Church of England) 

and rural diversity. 

‘Rural’, ‘regional’, and ‘remote’ are ambiguous terms. 

Internationally, there exist various definitions, based on individual 

country needs (United Nations Statistics Division, n.d.). In 

industrialised countries, for example, the concept ‘rural’ is based 

on the concentration of a population and is often compared to 

‘urban’, which is generally associated with a different way of life 

and a higher standard of living (United Nations Statistics Division, 

n.d.). The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare Report 

describes the task of defining rural and remote areas as 

‘challenging’ because of the diversity that exists outside the 

capital cities (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2008, 81). 
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For the Australian context, the Australian Bureau of Statistics 

(ABS) defines a ‘major urban’ population as one counting 100,000 

or more people, ‘other urban’ as referring to urban centres with a 

population of 1,000–99,999, a ‘bounded locality’ as having a 

population of 200–999, and ‘rural’ as designating populations 

below 200 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011b). According to 

the ABS, the word ‘regional’ is related to major metropolitan 

labour market numbers (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011b, 

2011d, 2011e) and the terms 

 

 

Table 1. Birthplace of person completing census (%) 2011.  

Birthplace Major City Inner Regional Outer Regional Remote Very Remote 

Australia 64% 83% 82% 79% 82% 
overseas 31% 12% 12% 12% 10% 
not Stated 5% 5% 6% 9% 8% 

Source: ABS census of population and housing, unpublished data, 2011. 

‘remote’ and ‘remoteness’ are determined by a geographical 

measure called the Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia 

(ARIA) (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011b). Some researchers 

deem the ABS’s criteria to be “unnecessarily restrictive” (Cheers 

1998, 12), while others like those conducting the National Church 

Life Survey (NCLS) are known to use other definitions at times 

(e.g. Powell et al. 2009). 
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For the purposes of this article, the term ‘rural’ combined with 

‘regional and remote’ includes all localities outside capital cities, 

which have a population equal to or less than 99,999 (that is any 

population size not included within the notion of ‘major urban’, as 

defined by the ABS’s definition discussed above). This recognizes 

that rural, regional, and remote areas have unique challenges and 

opportunities that are different to major urban settings or capital 

cities.2 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics identifies cultural diversity as 

self-perceived and groups it under the heading of ethnicity 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011b).3 Within Australia, some 

advocate that diversity be celebrated as it enhances Australian 

culture and social well-being and extends Australia’s economic 

productivity through the skills of people from different 

backgrounds (Henslin, Possamai, and Possamai-Inesedy 2014, 

285–286; UNESCO 1995). Conversely, others consider 

homogeneity to be important (UNESCO 1995; Bouma 2011). 

Australia appears to be experiencing a shift in the political 

discourse away from promoting multiculturalism (Kaur 2014). The 

focus seems to be moving to overseas business and investment; 

funding of services for programmes that support multicultural 

communities is being redirected; the Racial Discrimination Act is 

currently in question and Australia has recently adopted a more 

‘hard-line’ approach to asylum seekers and refugees (Kaur 2014). 

Australia contains diverse groups of people, many of whom are 
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from relatively small ethnic groups (UNESCO 1995). The 

percentage of people in rural areas who were born overseas 

remains fairly constant as remoteness increases. This trend is 

illustrated in Table 1 (birthplace of person completing census 

2011). The same pattern emerges with ‘language spoken at home’ 

(the exception being very remote locations where many people 

speak an Australian Indigenous language) (see Table 2: language 

spoken at home 2011). 

These statistics, however, only tell a small part of the story of 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds living 

in rural Australia (Australian Institute of Family 

 

Table 2. Language spoken at home (2011). 

Language Major cities Inner regional Outer regional Remote Very remote 

English 71% 91% 89% 84% 61% 
Australian indigenous language 0% 0% 0% 2% 24% 
other 24% 4% 5% 5% 5% 
not stated 5% 5% 6% 9% 10% 

Source: ABS census of population and housing, unpublished data, 2011 

Table 3. Religious identification (2011). 

Religion Major Cities Inner Regional Outer Regional Remote Very Remote 

Anglican 15% 22% 21% 18% 17% 
other Christian 50% 51% 51% 53% 57% 
non-Christian religion 11% 2% 2% 2% 4% 
no religion 24% 25% 26% 27% 22% 

Source: ABS census of population 

Studies 2011) and are unable fully to capture the religious 

experience of CALD people, which necessitates further qualitative 
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research in this field. With small numbers of CALD residents in any 

one rural location, people often lack immediate support 

networks. Distance from major centres means it can be difficult to 

access government and non-government support services. The 

role of other community-based organisations such as local 

churches becomes increasingly significant. Table 3 shows that, in 

2011, identification with the Christian faith in general—and 

Anglicanism in particular—was higher in rural areas than in major 

cities. Although most Australians think of ‘church’ in terms of a 

building or denomination, the earliest use of the word ‘church’ 

simply meant ‘gathering’ (Dickson 2011, 152). Geoff Broughton 

defines church as “the earthly gathering of God’s people called his 

body” (2014, 138). Christian people from the beginning came 

together geographically in mutual love to pray, sing, support each 

other, learn about Christ, and eat together (Frame 2000, 19–20; 

Dickson 2011, 152). From their inception, the members of those 

gatherings were culturally and linguistically diverse (Banks 1995, 

115). These early gatherings also engaged with their local 

communities through visiting programmes, food distribution, 

hospitals, and orphanages (Dickson 2011, 161). Authors like 

Howard Snyder argue that identification and concern for the poor 

are key signs of the church being faithful to God’s kingdom (1996, 

18). Teachings in the Bible concern the church’s role in modelling 

an alternative social reality, for example, Galatians 5:13: “You, my 

brothers and sisters, were called to be free. But do not use your 

freedom to indulge the flesh; rather, serve one another humbly in 

love.” This teaching led the researchers of the present study to 
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wonder about the extent to which this vision is reflected in the 

Anglican churches’ engagement with CALD people. 

Given its origins in the English Reformation, the Anglican Church 

in contemporary Australia has a disproportionate number of 

members from an English-speaking background (Frame 2000; King 

et al. 2010, 27; Anglicare Diocese of Sydney 2010, 23). Against the 

tendency towards homogeneity, church leaders and agencies 

have drawn on the origins of Christianity as the Church reflects on 

implications for Christian ministry and mission in a diverse 

Australia (e.g. Anglicare Diocese of Sydney 2010). An example is a 

review of multicultural ministry in the Anglican Diocese of 

Melbourne, Australia, in which Jim Houston seeks to ground such 

ministry in the Christian doctrine of ‘the image of God’ and Jesus’ 

practice of shattering the barriers that divide people from each 

other (Anglicare Diocese of Sydney 2010, 53; Houston 1993). 

Priorities for the contemporary Anglican Church in Australia 

include: welcoming parishioners from culturally diverse 

backgrounds; programmes of education on multiculturalism; the 

support of ethnic-specific ministries such as worship services in a 

particular language (Houston 1993, 55–56). 

Evidence from outside Australia indicates that the practice of 

churches with respect to racial and cultural diversity often falls 

short of their rhetoric (Emerson and Smith 2000). 

Despite this, the authors of this article—as theologians and social 

workers—believe that a number of Australian Anglican churches 
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located in rural, regional, and remote areas engage with people 

from CALD backgrounds and that this is a significant phenomenon 

worth researching. Churches in small Australian farming 

communities make significant contributions to social cohesion 

and the building of social capital within and between different 

groups (e.g. Mitchell 2005, 213–217). 

Community engagement can be seen as part of community 

development (e.g. Velander and Schineanu 2014). Such 

engagement is informed by concepts of community development, 

including social justice, participation, collective action, and 

partnership (Cheers 1998, 142). Community engagement is 

concerned with human rights which acknowledge all people as 

members of the human family and include solidarity between 

them (Mungai 2014, 229). It is not the sole province of social work 

and it is undertaken by a variety of professionals (Cheers 1998, 

146) and organisations or institutions. 

For the present research, we define engagement as a 

two way process: by which the aspirations, concerns, 

needs and values of citizens and communities are 

incorporated at all levels and in all sectors … and by which 

… organisations involve citizens, clients, communities and 

other stakeholders in these processes… Engagement seeks 

to address barriers and build the capacity and confidence 

of people to participate in, negotiate and partner with, 

institutions that affect their lives. (United Nations 2005) 
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Religious institutions like the Anglican Church of Australia 

regularly engage with local people at all levels and have the 

potential to embody justice, love, and gentleness (Frame 2000, 

330). As an example of Church engagement, Ndungi Mungai 

points to churches engaging with young Sudanese men through 

sport (2014, 227). The authors’ awareness of other examples of 

the rural Anglican Church engaging with people from diverse 

backgrounds inspired further research into this topic. 

The present qualitative research into engagements between 

Anglican churches in rural Australia and CALD communities 

adopted a methodology which facilitated dialogic exchange, 

which is consistent with the values of action research, including 

participation and respect (Alston and Bowles 2013, 198). The 

authors deemed Co-operative Inquiry the most suitable method, 

as it has been successfully used in other research about social 

phenomena (e.g. Hearn, Short, and Healy 2014; Baldwin 2006; 

Chan and Pruitt 2006; Jones-Mutton et al. 2015). 

Co-operative Inquiry is qualitative and participatory research. It is 

occasionally referred to as a collaborative, co-operative 

relationship or a reflective approach to research (Oates 2002, 27–

28; Heron and Reason 2014, 2). This methodology is research 

‘with’ people rather than ‘about’ people (Reason and Heron 

2014). Everyone is involved in the design and management of the 

research or inquiry (Heron and Reason 2014, 2) as co-researchers, 

co-subjects, co-inquirers (Oates 2002, 27), and co-authors. 
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Unlike quantitative research, Co-operative Inquiry does not label 

people as subjects or use similar terms for people and 

participants are not selected to join the research. According to 

this methodology, co-inquirers with a mutual interest or concern 

join together to form an inquiry group, share, and critically reflect 

on their experience (Research Centre for Leadership in Action 

2013; Reason and Heron 2014). Co-operative Inquiry recognizes 

that the experiences may be professional or personal and it 

respects the wisdom and practice of all involved (Bray et al. 2000, 

42). The inquiry group generates meaning about the area of 

mutual concern, which develops ideas that can inform practice 

(Reason and Heron 2014). 

This ensures that the produced knowledge is experientially 

grounded and avoids members of the research being 

disempowered or misrepresented (Oates 2002, 28). 

Co-operative Inquiry research cycles through phases (Reason and 

Bradbury, 2006, 145). In phase one, the co-researchers come 

together to inquire into an agreed area. They agree on the 

propositions that are to be explored and on the process of the 

exploration. In phase two, the co-researchers become the co-

subjects of the inquiry and record its outcomes. (Reason and 

Bradbury 2006, 145) In phase three, the co-subjects actively 

engage with the inquiry, openly sharing experiences and evolving 

inquiry themes. In phase four, the co-subjects resume the co-
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researchers’ role and begin to formulate, reflect upon, and refine 

the themes. (Reason and Bradbury 2006, 146)  

The inquiry repeatedly goes through this process of reflection–

action-reflection until the themes are finalised, a rounded inquiry 

is created (Heron 1996, 95; Reason and Bradbury 2006, 146) and a 

paper providing transformative ideas has been developed (Heron 

1996, 101). 

There are a number of potential limitations of this method from 

both theological and sociological perspectives. In having a 

collective focus, the research risks missing the reflections of 

individual researchers/inquirers (for example, the potential of 

group consensus also known as ‘groupthink’ may dominate 

individual voices) and minimising the personal side of the 

reflective process, for example, people’s personal spirituality 

(Green 2009, 154). Furthermore, it could be argued that in 

following a structured circular process, there is the risk that the 

research focuses on the works of the inquirers rather than on the 

grace they experience (Green 2009, 155). Lastly, it could be 

argued that researchers are often encouraged to be suspicious of 

the motives of inquirers and if these motives have a spiritual 

element, the research risks being undervalued (Green 2009, 154). 

Methodology 

The five authors shared a common interest in this social field and 

notably two are from CALD backgrounds. They decided to join 
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together for a Co-operative Inquiry and to research ‘with’ each 

other about this topic. Two are ordained in the Anglican Church of 

Australia: Geoff Broughton describes himself as an activist scholar 

who lectures in practical theology and prepares students—

including students from a CALD background—to minister in rural 

Australia; Mark Short is the National Director of an Anglican 

mission organisation for rural Australia, which resources a 

number of multicultural rural congregations, and was previously 

the pastor of a multi-ethnic, regionally located church which 

included a culture-specific non-English speaking congregation. 

The other three authors are social workers: Bill Anscombe is a 

lecturer at a regional university and a former member of a 

refugee resettlement group; Monica Short is a lecturer at a 

regional university, has CALD heritage, and previously taught and 

co-ordinated a multicultural Sunday School; Yangi Ochala is an 

experienced social worker in a rural-based non-government 

organisation, who migrated to Australia as an adult through a 

refugee resettlement programme. Each of the authors is an active 

member of the Anglican Church. Each acknowledges his or her 

own unique cultural background and professional and personal 

experiences related to this topic. 

Due to the distance between them, the authors agreed to weekly 

virtual meetings for three months, depending on their availability. 

Initially, they spent time getting to know each other and sharing 

their interest in the topic. At each meeting, ideas related to the 

topic were discussed; rich themes were generated and recorded. 
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Between meetings, these themes were reflected upon and 

developed, allowing each of the Co-operative Inquiry phases to 

take its turn. This facilitated vibrant connections between social 

work and theological critical thinking. The transformative themes 

which developed from the discussions are presented below. 

Findings and discussions 

All involved in this inquiry reflected upon theoretical and biblical 

concepts and upon related theological and sociological literature. 

In doing this, each author identified the elusiveness of the topic at 

times, which was partly due to the variety of definitions for key 

themes such as ‘church’, as seen through the Co-operative Inquiry 

conversation exchange outlined below. 

Bill: Church is where two or three are gathered together in the name of Jesus and 

that God’s people go out into the world as His representatives. 

Mark: To me the Church is a community that gathers, serves, and is sent. 

Geoff: It transcends cultural distinctiveness. 

The variety of ideas highlighted for everyone the importance of 

respectful cross-disciplinary conversations about the topic in 

accordance with an informed methodology. It also showed the 

need to converse across disciplines, allowing a more complete 

picture to emerge about the engagements of the rural Anglican 

Church of Australia with people from CALD backgrounds. This can 

be seen in the following conversation about the question of what 
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culture is within a church context according to individual, 

Christian theological, and social work perspectives: 

Mark: Culture to me is discovered and articulated in the encounters between 

cultures. I become aware of my culture when I share with others with a different 

culture. 

Yangi: For me, culture is the way you understand yourself and that understanding 

determines what you do, how you dress, your family life… It changes depending on 

your understanding and where you are at. Something I did in Uganda or Sudan I do 

not do now in Australia because things have changed in my new setting. 

Ongoing engagement with the topic concepts, including culture, a 

desire to reflect with wonder on the Christian Church through a 

multicultural lens, the dialogic exchanges of experiences between 

the authors, and the continual cycling through the reflection–

action–reflection process allowed themes to formulate. The 

following phases of engagement emerged from the inquiry 

conversations: connection, welcome, participation, and 

belonging. These themes are presented in more detail in the 

following sections. 

Connection 

When moving from one country to a rural, regional or remote 

location in another country, people may not have the connections 

many take for granted. They may not know where the shops are, 

how to drive or who to telephone when a pipe leaks. They may 

not have the language skills required to advocate their needs or 

the knowledge of how rurally located institutions work. The 
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church, because it pre-exists within a location, can be a rich 

source of knowledge about community linkage or integration 

(Dumont 2003) and can thus make opportunities available that 

would otherwise not occur. This is shown in the following 

comment about resettlement: 

Bill: Our first group of refugees re-settled by the local Anglican Church were from a 

war-torn country. The boys, young children, had very bad teeth requiring 

extraction, largely due to having been given sugar cubes as a comforter. I was 

enormously grateful for a number of people in the Church who crossed ethnic and 

religious divides and who genuinely showed the love of Christ and helped these 

people have their needs met—even when it was not reciprocated in any way. 

Various catalysts initiate connections between churches and 

people from CALD backgrounds. The churches’ responses to these 

initial connections can reflect the values of a Christian 

community, including the demonstration of its commitment to 

forming relationships. The following extract from our Co-

operative Inquiry conversations is an example of this: 

Mark: The leadership team of our church (parish council) were approached by a 

particular group who wished to start a worship service in their own language. The 

initiative challenged the parish council. Some felt the church service would isolate 

church members from each other while others affirmed the right of believers to do 

church in the language and form that was most meaningful to them. The service 

started and over time the service became a valued and important part of the 

church life. 

Connections may start with a single isolated contact, such as the 

one mentioned above. These contacts may or may not develop 

into relationships. Welcome goes beyond contact and implies the 
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hope of ongoing and inclusive relations. This is the topic of the 

next section. 

Welcome 

Biblical texts like Matthew 8:11–124 encourage Christians to 

provide a warm welcome to all people. John Koenig (2001) argues 

that New Testament Christian hospitality is about establishing 

relationships between people and the church, where unexpected 

levels of mutual welcoming occur. The theme of welcome is 

explored in the following discussion about contact after church 

and the inclusion of international flags within a church building. 

Yangi: If a person is new and, regardless of their background, is warmly welcomed, 

and is contacted again after the church; then I believe the Church has a welcoming 

culture. It creates engagement. 

Mark: That reminds me of an Anglican Church located in an outback mining town. 

Individual locations can have a much higher percentage of people from a CALD 

background. Almost 40% of the population of this town were born overseas. In this 

Anglican congregation of about 60 people, there were over a dozen nationalities 

represented. The walls of the church building were decorated with the flags of 

different nations and it was clear that the church celebrated its multicultural 

identity. CALD people attending the church were generally skilled mining workers 

with excellent English, but they were nevertheless appreciative of the ‘home away 

from home’ they experienced there. 

For Koenig, ‘Sharing the Feast of the Kingdom’ involves being 

ready to welcome others, especially people from diverse 

backgrounds, daring to build bridges of understanding— including 

bridges with alienated people—and opening doors for 
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compassionate sharing (2001, 15, 85, 127–128). This may mean 

sharing meals, reading the Bible together, praying with someone 

about concerns, helping with governmental and administrative 

paperwork or assisting someone to learn English. This example 

from our inquiry conversations demonstrates this: 

Mark: A man moved from overseas to Australia. On arrival he was feeling sad and 

lonely and went to an Anglican church and talked to the minister about his 

situation. The minister listened kindly and then shared with the man about God and 

how to have a relationship with Him. The man moved on to a small rural town for 

work and his wife eventually joined him there. They were warmly welcomed by the 

local church. They have been experiencing ongoing racism in their workplace, 

which is understandably upsetting. The rural based Anglican church has been 

actively caring for them, accepting them, praying for them, and supporting them in 

regards to this. 

We as inquirers (who are also the authors and the researchers) 

note that narratives such as the one above demonstrate that a 

warm and supportive welcome by the congregation towards 

people from diverse backgrounds can be embodied within local 

Anglican churches. Individuals from diverse backgrounds wish to 

be accepted and valued for the persons that they are and to have 

others share time and experiences with them. They may wish to 

have societal norms, including Church norms, explained to them 

so they can understand, respond appropriately, and feel included. 

Such actions allow people to participate and fully engage in 

church and their surroundings in a meaningful way. This leads to 

the next theme: participation. 
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Participation 

People from diverse backgrounds who choose to connect with a 

church are not always dependent on their church—they often 

contribute to it. This occurs in structured ways through people 

being on morning tea rosters, teaching Sunday School, being part 

of the leadership team, leading church music, leading services, 

preaching, reading the Bible to the community or praying. This 

contribution can also occur in unstructured ways, through people 

visiting someone who is sick in hospital, spontaneously dropping 

around a meal to someone who is ‘time poor’ or praying with 

someone at the school gate. This is shown in Yangi’s experience: 

Getting involved in Sunday School has been a blessing. It has been wonderful 

assisting the young people in their Christian walk by helping them to understand 

more of God’s love for them and learn how they can show this love to others. It has 

also helped me to become a part of the church and have opportunity to participate 

in a number of activities. 

Additionally, as CALD people continually adapt to their 

communities, they appreciate the sense that they can move from 

one level of participation to another, as illustrated by the 

following comment from Monica: 

Participation changes, for example, someone who receives instruction from people 

in the church on how to learn to drive to becoming the person who teaches others 

to drive; or the person who has received help in learning English to the person who 

reads an English Bible [at] the front of the church. 
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The researchers also considered the question why people from 

diverse backgrounds may not be encouraged fully to participate 

within rural, regional, and remote Anglican churches. For 

example, churches may present themselves on the surface as 

appreciating the inclusion of diverse cultures. However, 

hierarchies of power and privilege can still exist. The clergy and 

powerful lay leadership and congregation members may seek to 

preserve educated, white, male (and increasingly female) 

privilege. Another example of partial inclusion is when churches 

do not adapt to cultural diversity, with people from diverse 

backgrounds who join the church being expected to learn to fit 

into the church. Yangi shares her experience of this: 

Coming from an African background where going to church is a ‘big deal’ and 

everyone is excited for Sunday, I was initially very disappointed at my first 

experience of an Anglican church in a Western regional location. The service was 

‘quiet’. Songs were sung during the service but there was no vibrancy to it. I felt no 

joy. I was used to singing, dancing, sharing of testimonies as part of the services 

and a fellowship that went on for hours… The culture of doing things in this church 

may be different to my past experiences and indeed it may be even difficult to 

change, but I can now say one thing is clear: the JOY of the LORD is evident [though 

expressed differently]. 

This research recognized that church is a place where people can 

both participate and experience a sense of belonging—the theme of 

the next section. 
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Belonging 

We as authors experience the Anglican Church as an 

international, diverse, and evolving community which is part of 

the people whom God has called from ‘every tribe, language, 

people and nation’.5 Church has the opportunity to transcend and 

embrace diversity, for every person who is a ‘new creation in 

Christ’6 belongs. At times this may mean overcoming the desire to 

hold on to labels or heritage that previously affirmed the 

congregation, but such labels and heritage are exclusionary and 

cause barriers to the Christian worship of God. Communities and 

people need a sense of identity and a sense of solidarity. The 

Church has the potential to provide both. For the Church is called 

to keep in tension such dualities as faith and works, being perfect 

and being sinful, judgement and mercy, truth and love—identity, 

solidarity, and belonging. This is explained further in the following 

inquiry conversation: 

Yangi: If you see a picture of everyone who is on the parish council and if you see 

people from different backgrounds, not the same … that says something about 

diversity … it means the Church is inclusive. It is also about who is standing upfront. 

That in itself is a clear picture of the Church including people as part of the 

members. Give all people from all backgrounds the chance to participate and 

belong. Having women from all backgrounds leading is important. Including all 

children is important, for example, in prayers. 

In this multicultural context, the Church has the potential to play 

a vital role in removing social labels about people and in helping 
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people overcome social barriers to belonging, as seen in the 

following comments by Yangi: 

When one has sought and found refuge, one ceases to be a ‘refugee’. I have known 

many people … who have stopped going to particular places, including church, 

because this label is being used to identify them, even after they have been living in 

Australia for many years and are citizens. 

The Church is called to engage with different cultures and in doing 

so to bring people together in Christian community—without 

labels. We (the authors) shared stories, such as the one below, 

about how we, as church members, were positively challenged 

through such engagements. 

Bill: At the graduation party of three Australian citizens from a diverse background, 

I was impressed with the centrality of God, prayer and celebration… Each graduate 

spoke for at least 20 minutes. They identified individuals … who had helped them 

achieve an education… Credit was shared with the whole community. 

We (the authors) also shared stories and ideas about hospitality 

and how over time it opened up the opportunity for people to 

belong to a church. This led to the following perception: 

Geoff: Churches do not become good at hospitality in an instant, but learn it in 

small increments of daily faithfulness. 

In summary, people from CALD backgrounds may appreciate 

being welcomed through hospitality, opportunities to experience 

both connection with Anglican churches and a sense of belonging, 

the encouragement to flourish in their faith, and the ability to 

participate in activities. 
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Comments 

This research contains a number of limitations as it provides 

details of the positive experiences of a small number of inquirers. 

Like much qualitative research, this inquiry does not claim to 

represent the diversity of thinking and religious experience that 

exists within all rural, regional, and remote localities. Nor does it 

describe the full spectrum of problems that can be associated 

with church engagements. We consider, however, that there is 

room in the current discourses about community engagement 

and rurality to value cross-disciplinary exchanges about religion 

and religious communities. In undertaking this research we did 

not attempt to speak on behalf of all residents in rural, regional, 

and remote communities or to deny people’s abilities to 

represent their own religious experiences. We look forward to 

exchanges with other interested parties about this topic. 

Overall, this investigation affirmed for the inquiring theologians 

and social workers that people from CALD backgrounds have 

significant formal and informal community roles, abilities, and 

faith. If given the opportunity to participate, CALD people can 

enrich a church and a community. Our joint inquiry also 

highlighted for us that there is a place for privileging cross-

disciplinary narratives of positive examples of connection, 

welcome, participation, and belonging, as these themes provide a 

platform for engagement that invites others to join in. 
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This Co-operative Inquiry also reminded the inquirers that the 

Anglican Church is a presence within their localities with the 

potential to support the transition of people from diverse 

backgrounds into rural, regional, and remote communities. We 

personally found their experiences of fully engaging through 

church with others from diverse backgrounds valuable, 

transforming, and renewing. 

Recommendations 

This inquiry recommends that conversations about rurality and 

religion, including church, community, engagement, and diversity, 

continue to occur across disciplines and with the hope of 

furthering mutual learning and understanding. We recommend 

that churches proactively connect with and listen to the voices of 

people from diverse backgrounds within their local communities. 

We further recommend that these churches, which connect with 

and welcome people from diverse backgrounds, assume that their 

mutual relationships will change over time. 

Conclusion 

The Anglican Church is an international Christian community 

transcending cultural distinctiveness, which gathers people and 

serves and sends people out in the name of Jesus. It includes 

people from CALD backgrounds residing in rural, regional, and 

remote locations in Australia. Inquiring into this social field 

allowed the authors to reflect on the cultural and linguistic 
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diversity within the Anglican Church of Australia. This research 

recognizes that a warm hospitable welcome by an Anglican 

Church which is associated with a sense of connection can lead to 

positive, mutual, and participatory relationships and a sense of 

belonging for people from a CALD background. As authors, 

theologians, and social workers, we perceive that a cross-

disciplinary approach to this social field provides a richer 

understanding of church engagement. There is also the realisation 

that barriers to Christian church engagements are not 

insurmountable and the acknowledgement that, when these 

barriers are overcome, the outcome can result in wonderful 

stories about connection, welcoming, participation, and belonging 

being exchanged. 

Notes 

1. Australian major cities are defined by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2012) 

as all Australian capital cities except for Darwin, plus the locations Wollongong 

and Newcastle. 

2. In 2011, 7.59 million (34%) of Australians resided outside Australian capital 

cities (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011c, 2012). Organisations, however, 

like the Australian Institute of Family Studies (2011, 2) indicate that “little is 

known” about people/families and their experiences of living in the bush 

compared to those living in Australian cities. 

3. The Bureau draws on the Macquarie Dictionary definition of ethnicity, which 

is: 1. relating to or peculiar to a human population or group, especially one 

with a common ancestry, language, etc.; 2. relating to the origin, classification, 

characteristics, etc., of such groups; 3. of or relating to members of the 

Australian community who are migrants or the descendants of migrants and 

whose first language is not English; 4. recognisable as coming from an 
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identifiable culture. (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011b, 4; Australian 

Bureau of Statistics 2016, paragraphs 8–10) 

4. Matthew 8:11–12 states: “When Jesus had entered Capernaum, a centurion 

came to him, asking for help. ‘Lord’, he said, ‘my servant lies at home 

paralysed, suffering terribly.’ Jesus said to him, ‘Shall I come and heal him?’ 

The centurion replied, ‘Lord, I do not deserve to have you come under my roof. 

But just say the word, and my servant will be healed. For I myself am a man 

under authority, with soldiers under me. I tell this one, ‘Go’, and he goes; and 

that one, ‘Come’, and he comes. I say to my servant, ‘Do this’, and he does it.’ 

When Jesus heard this, he was amazed and said to those following him, ‘Truly I 

tell you, I have not found anyone in Israel with such great faith. I say to you 

that many will come from the east and the west, and will take their places at 

the feast with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven. But the 

subjects of the kingdom will be thrown outside, into the darkness, where there 

will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.’ Then Jesus said to the centurion, ‘Go! 

Let it be done just as you believed it would.’ And his servant was healed at that 

moment.” 

5. Revelation 7:9–10 in the Bible states: “After this I looked, and there before me 

was a great multitude that no one could count, from every nation, tribe, 

people and language, standing before the throne and before the Lamb.” 

6. 2 Corinthians 5:17 in the Bible states: “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the 

new creation has come: The old has gone, the new is here!” 
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adaptability of the integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology.  

The next chapter is the final part of the exegesis, bringing 

together the article in this chapter with the three articles listed in 

Chapter five. Chapter seven shows the themes generated by the 

integrated lens and how these four journal articles collectively 

address the research question. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: HOW 

THE JOURNAL ARTICLES ADDRESSED THE RESEARCH 

QUESTION 

This chapter synthesises the previous chapters, focusing on the 

key themes and the conclusions of the publications. The chapter 

aims to explain how the publications addressed the research 

question.  

7.1 Preliminary interpretivist overview 

This thesis inquired into engagements between the rural Anglican 

church and people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. The existing 

historical and global trends regarding the growth of religion, the 

expanding extant literature in the field and the contemporary 

questioning of organised religion has led to a re-emergence of 

scholarly interest in faith, religion and spirituality (Berger, 2014; 

2016; Bowpitt, 2000; Canda, 2003; Edwards, 2014; Gardner, 2012; 

Healy, 2008; Paul-Choudhury, 2019, para.20-21; Pew Research 

Centre, 2017).  

Social scientific investigations such as this thesis help ensure that 

academic knowledge about religion and/or spirituality is based on 

evidence. This research does have limitations, which are 

acknowledged and listed in Chapters four, five and six and 
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Appendix 8. It is recognised that not all will agree with my 

conclusions listed in this thesis. However, the evidence-based 

knowledge presented in this thesis can appropriately inform 

church engagements, grass-roots community development 

projects, education, professional development, reflective practice, 

praxis, and/or policy development and implementation.  

Chapter one outlined the overarching research question: How do 

people in rural, regional and remote Australia, in particular people 

living with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds, perceive that the Anglican Church of 

Australia engages with them and they with it? In answering this 

question from the perspective of the inquirers rather than from a 

critical perspective, this thesis posited that the faith of all people 

and the expression of their faith in community matters. 

Specifically, from a macro perspective, gaps in knowledge about 

rural Australia compared to the urban archetype exist, even 

though rural Australia is an integral part of the national 

population and a consequential social entity requiring scholarly 

attention (Regional Australia Institute, 2013; Watson, 2014). From 

a meso perspective, the rural Anglican church is an established, 

large, enduring and crucial religious-cultural-historical institution 

that actively participates in rural communities, yet there are gaps 

in knowledge about its role (Hughes & Kupciunas, 2009; Hughes 

et al., 2004; Hudson, 2016; Withycombe, 2008). At the micro-

level, scholarly conversations about social inclusion regularly refer 

to people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 
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linguistically diverse backgrounds but frequently ignore their 

personal accounts of engagement, including with rural Anglican 

churches (for example, Scutella, Wilkins, & Horn, 2009; Sims, 

Targowska, Kulisa, & Teather, 2014; Soldatic & Johnson, 2017). On 

the other hand, there are also few scholarly accounts exploring 

engagement between the rural Anglican church and various 

groups of people, including people living with disabilities and 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

Addressing these gaps required the innovation of an integrated 

lens with an epistemological base in social work, sociology and 

theology. Defined in Chapter two, the lens provides a focal point 

among the three disciplines from which to explore the research 

question. This focal point is expressed in the following ways: 

through the disciplines together critiquing ideas, overlapping 

critiques, dialoguing and challenging the assumptions of the other 

disciplines. This chapter argued that the lens also facilitated the 

extension of social work, sociological and theological knowledge 

about this field. Furthermore, the lens highlighted similarities 

between people living with disabilities and people from culturally 

and linguistically diverse backgrounds, such as the experiences of 

rural and social isolation, social exclusion, rural disadvantage and 

disengagement. 

Historical precedents for integrating knowledge across disciplines 

and an interpretivist historical critique of the generation of 

knowledge were also presented in Chapter two. It posited that 
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generating knowledge across disciplines moved through three 

overlapping temporal periods, which were summarised for this 

thesis as:- i) Period one: The holistic movement, ii) Period two: 

Disciplines became silos and iii) Emergent period three: Deliberate 

reintegration across the different disciplines (Casanova, 2006; 

Comte, 2016 [1848 & 1908]; Frame, 2009; Milbank, 2006; Taylor, 

2007). Researching the emerging third period led to the assertion 

that the most useful epistemological method for this thesis was 

the integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, 

sociology and theology. This lens and the discussion and critique 

of it provided the theoretical foundations for the thesis. In this 

chapter, it is argued that the integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology 

provided and enabled a comprehensive and rich approach for 

addressing the overarching research question. 

In Chapter three, the integrated lens was utilised to introduce and 

define the key terms in this research - that is rural, the rural 

Anglican church and engagement. Rural refers to those 

populations located outside major cities and the immediate 

suburbs surrounding them (Jonasson, 2012; Sharma, 2004; 

Watson, 2014). While rurality, from an integrated perspective, is 

both a real and imaginary agrarian community-based concept 

(Gemeinschaft) or perception of rural places, which frequently 

contain complex needs due to social and rural isolation, and rural 

decline (Tonnies, 2002 [1887]; Watson, 2014). At the same time, 

from a Christian point of view, rural areas similar to urban areas 
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are recognised in the theological tradition as being open to God’s 

goodness, able to receive God’s grace (Astley, 2003; Moller, 2112; 

Packer, 2017; Roth, 2017; Withycombe, 2008).  

The rural Anglican church functions outside major cities, 

experiencing all the associated rural social factors such as issues 

of social justice, isolation and human rights (Hughes, 2009; 

Hughes, Black, Bellamy & Kaldor, 2004; Hughes & Kumciumas, 

2009). The rural Anglican church was defined for this thesis as a 

subset of religion and religious bodies, the church, the world-wide 

Anglican Communion and the Anglican Church of Australia. From 

an integrated perspective, it was argued that the rural Anglican 

church in Australia gathers people who identify with Anglicanism 

and who are located outside major cities to make up the church. 

The rural Anglican church is a church community drawing people 

together in the power of God’s spirit to learn about Christ, pray, 

sing, support each other and eat together (Broughton, 2014; 

Frame 2000, 19–20; Dickson 2011, 152). This church is a 

multifaceted and dynamic social form that aims to mutually 

encourage all to love God and to love, engage with and care for 

their neighbour (Bonhoeffer, 1954 [1939]; 1960; 1994 [1906-

1945]; 2012 [1928-1939]).  

The rural Anglican churches in Australia engage with people 

within their environments. Engagement seeks ‘to address barriers 

and build the capacity and confidence of people to participate in, 

and negotiate and partner with, institutions that affect their lives’ 
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(United Nations, 2005, No. 11). From an integrated perspective, it 

was argued in this thesis that engagement provided people with 

connections and structures that can promote dignity, their 

spiritual well-being, their social needs and their human rights. 

This thesis privileged the voice of people living with disabilities 

and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

People living with disabilities ‘includes those who have long-term 

physical, mental, intellectual, or sensory impairments, which in 

interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and 

effective participation in society on an equal basis with others’ 

(United Nations, 2006a, Article 1). People from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds tend to be groups of people 

who are in a non-dominant position, who differ from the majority 

of the population, and who are ‘endowed with ethnic, religious or 

linguistic characteristics’ (United Nations, 2012, p. 7 & 10). 

Next, the thesis proposed that this research required a non-

traditional participatory approach which respected a posteriori 

and a priori knowledge, and the relationship between them 

(Heron, 1996; Kant, 1997 [c. 1797]; Inwagen, 2002). This research 

chose to promote both forms of knowledge. Co-operative Inquiry, 

as outlined in Chapter four, was employed as a participatory 

methodology. Co-operative inquiry is a form of second-person 

action research in which all the participants work together as co-

authors, co-participants, co-inquirers co-researchers and co-

subjects within an inquiry group (Heron & Reason, 2001; 2008). 

This non-traditional research methodology focuses on writing 
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with people rather than about people (Reason, 1998; 2003). An 

Inquiry also respects the emic and etic knowledge of all co-

inquirers. Chapters five and six were portfolios presenting 

between them the four published journal articles outlining the 

etic and emic knowledge generated by the research. These 

articles were grounded in the participatory approach. 

The co-inquirers perceived the rural Anglican church in Australia 

as actively engaging others within their localities and vice versa. 

These engagements transcended cultural and structural 

distinctiveness. The church was perceived and experienced as a 

community that follows Jesus’ example of gathering, serving and 

sending out people who then gather and serve those around 

them. This is consistent with its mission to connect with their 

neighbours and love them by sharing the Gospel and through 

service and teaching (Short, 2015a, 2015c; Short, Broughton, et 

al., 2017; Short et al., 2018; Tillotson et al., 2017). The threefold 

impact of inclusion and integration – that is gathering, serving and 

sending people out – was critiqued, argued for and 

demonstrated. 

7.2 Research outcomes: Addressing the research 

questions  

The twelve individual voices recorded in this thesis (54 in the 

wider project), and interpreted throughout this research, offered 

remarkable clarity and conviction about what matters to people 
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living with disability and from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. Faith and spirituality can matter to people who feel 

ignored and who do not always have access to the opportunities 

to flourish in society through physical, intellectual, social or 

economic means. Stories of the lived experience of tragedy, life 

and/or transformation can be lost in a sea of studies and 

statistics. Enduring engagements matter because people living 

with disability and from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds discover dignity and agency through long-term 

relationships and mature, loving communities – not always found 

in agencies with staff turnover, and standardised policies and 

procedures. 

Collectively the book chapter and the four journal articles, 

presented in Chapters four, five and six, addressed the research 

question: How do people in rural, regional and remote Australia, 

in particular people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, perceive that the 

Anglican Church of Australia engages with them and they with it? 

The publications are collated in table 4 below. 
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Table 4. Collating the publications 

Publication Type of publication No. of 

authors 

Aim and Methodology 

1. Short, M., & Healy, J. P. (2017). 

Writing 'with' not 'about': Examples 

in Co-operative Inquiry. In S. Gair & 

A. V. Luyn (Eds.), Sharing qualitative 

research: Showing lived experience 

and community narratives (pp. 188-

203). London: Routledge. 

Book chapter 2 Reflection on research 

practice informed by 

literature exploring Co-

operative Inquiry 

methodology 

2. Tillotson, N., Short, M., Ollerton, J., 

Hearn, C., & Sawatzky, B. (2017). 

Refereed journal article  5 A Co-operative Inquiry 

drawing on the lived 
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Faith matters: From a disability lens. 

Journal of Disability and Religion, 

21(3), 319-337.  

 

experience of people of faith, 

arguing for research into 

matters of faith 

3. Short, M. (2015). The Anglican 

Church of Australia and engagement 

with people living with disabilities. 

St Mark's Review, 232(July 2), 123 - 

138.  

Refereed journal article. 

 

1 Reflective paper introducing 

an integrated approach to 

exploring engagement and 

arguing for research with 

Anglicans living with 

disabilities about their 

experiences in the rural 

Anglican church. 
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4. Short, M., Seiffert, M., Haynes, R., & 

Haynes, L. (2018). Church, disability 

and rurality: The lived experience. 

Journal of Disability and Religion, 

18(1), 1-26. 

Refereed journal article. 

 

4 A Co-operative Inquiry 

addressing the overarching 

research question. 

 

5. Short, M. A., Broughton, G., Short, 

M. G., Ochala, Y., & Anscombe, B. 

(2017). Connecting to belonging: A 

cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural 

Australian Anglican Church 

engagements with people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. Journal of 

Refereed journal article. 

 

5 A Co-operative Inquiry 

addressing the overarching 

research question. 
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Contemporary Religion, 32(1), 119-

133. 



 
 

As shown in Table 4 above the authorship across the five publications ranges from 

solo-authored to five co-authors. There were two reflective pieces and three Co-

operative Inquiries. The publications came together to address the overarching 

research question. The knowledge generated by each of the publications and how they 

helped me address the research question are depicted, summarised, synthesised and 

tabulated in the subsections below (without fully re-stating each article). The 

limitations of the study, an integrated narrative presenting the collective conclusions 

of all of the publications, the impact of the research and the directions for future 

research finalise this chapter. 

7.2.1 Publication 1: Peoples’ narratives matter 

This thesis utilised the research methodology, Co-operative Inquiry, which is a 

participatory methodology that focuses on writing with people (Heron & Reason, 2008, 

p. 366). The book chapter Writing ‘with’ not ‘about’: Examples in Co-operative Inquiry 

was authored by two colleagues who reflected upon the theory informing the 

methodology. Together we critiqued our experiences of applying the methodology. 

This book chapter outlines the Co-operative Inquiry approach explaining its iterative 

process, that is the four phases that an inquiry cycle progresses through and how this 

approach can convert practice wisdom into knowledge (Reason and Heron, 1995). This 

methodology’s functionality, versatility and community-focused approach convinced 

me that Co-operative Inquiry was apposite to investigating rural Anglican church 

engagements. Figure 29 below depicts the book chapter Writing ‘with’ not ‘about’: 

Examples in Co-operative Inquiry. 
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Figure 29. Rationale for including the journal article ‘‘Writing ‘with’ not ‘about’: 

Examples in Co-operative Inquiry” in this thesis 

The reflection-action-reflection process of a Co-operative Inquiry proved suitable for 

generating knowledge and developing the argument about the rural Anglican church 

engaging with people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds. Table 5 below highlights the key themes and 

arguments from this book chapter useful for this thesis and which informed the journal 

articles. 

Table 5. Critically generating theory: ‘‘Writing ‘with’ not ‘about’: Examples in Co-

operative Inquiry” 

Summary of the critical themes and reflections: Applying a 

participatory approach  

Primary themes for this thesis 

A participatory 
research 

methodology -
Co-operative 

Inquiry - would 
be apposite to 

the thesis.

Emic knowledge.

Two authors present 
their experience of 

Co-operative 
Inquiries as co-
researchers, co-
subjects and co-

authors.

Etic knowledge.

A literature overview 
of the Co-operative 

Inquiry methodology.   
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 Inclusive, participatory research involves writing 

respectfully and compassionately within a community. 

 Researching with rather than about people. 

 CI democratises the research process, sharing power 

and the principle of equality within the research. 

 CI shares narratives, experiences and observations of 

mutual concern such as about faith-based organisations 

- which generates data useful for addressing research 

questions. 

Subsidiary themes 

 Experientially grounded. 

 Prevents inquirers from disempowerment, 

misrepresentation, being ignored or lost in the process. 

 Capacity to wonder, formulate and discuss research 

questions. 

 Accommodates an extensive range of ideas. 

 Accessible. 

 Freedom to generate new ideas, challenge dominant 

discourses and to raise consciousness. 

7.2.2 Publication 2: Faith and spirituality matter 

Faith is the highest passion in a human being (Kierkegaard, 2013 [1849], p. 219). As 

mentioned in Chapters one and five, the New Testament Book of Hebrews defines 

faith as the ‘confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not see’ 

(New International Version: Holy Bible, 2011, Hebrews 11:1). The article, ‘Faith 

matters: From a disability lens’, was authored by five colleagues. This number of 

authors was consistent with the recommended Inquiry group size in the book chapter 

about the methodology.  
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This article presents at a macro level the perceptions that people living with disabilities 

have about faith, evidencing that faith expressed individually and collectively is vital to 

many and is an important matter for research (Tillotson et al., 2017).  

Our article thematically argues through a case scenario that the praxis of faith and 

faith-based organisations provides individuals with resilience, the ability to assert their 

inherent value and the strength to contest ontologies that challenge the essence of a 

person. The Anglican Church funeral service described in the article presented an 

alternate social construct that dignifies individuals. Here, as an original scholarly 

contribution to social scientific knowledge, the personal narratives shared show the 

significance of faith and how faith influences people’s values, identity, motivation, 

justice, empathy, resilience and relationship with God and others.  

This publication identifies that the church can be a place that expresses faith in a 

community; that displays the fruit of the Spirit; values kindness, justice, inclusion and 

belonging; and upholds all people’s abilities. This inquiry called for social scientific and 

theological thinking that recognises the importance of conducting further research into 

matters of faith and the church ─ for instance how the rural Anglican church can be a 

resource providing life-sustaining and enriching support. The inquiry encouraged the 

formation of the research question: how people in rural, regional and remote 

Australia, in particular people living with disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds, perceive that the Anglican church engages with 

them and they with it. This example is depicted in Figure 30 below. 
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Figure 30. The rationale for including the journal article ‘Faith matters: From a 

disability lens’ in this thesis 

A participatory approach is an effective way to research experiences of faith and 

religion, and the connections between the subjective and objective elements of 

engagement. Religion is a broad field. A narrower research area was necessary, 

namely, the rural Anglican church in Australia. The study of disability in itself is a 

complex field with many unresolved ethical issues, such as those around the tensions 

that exist regarding the medical model and genetic counselling. Combining disability 

with faith was even more controversial ─ yet, as this inquiry argued, it is unethical to 

ignore the importance of spirituality in people’s lives simply because they live with a 

disability (Furman, Benson, Grimwood, & Canda, 2004).  

‘Faith matters: From a disability lens’ revealed a lack of understanding by sections of 

society of how people living with disabilities express faith. This article informed the 

Led me to 
wondering about 

Christian 
community 

engagements with 
different groups of 
people and if they 
need investigation

Emic knowledge. Five 
inquirers' personal 
stories posited that 

faith expressed both 
individually and 

collectively matters. 
They highlighted the 
lack of investigation 

about religion. There is 
a need for 

investigations about 
the lived experiences of 
people with disabilities 

engagement with 
churches.

Etic knowledge.  
Presented the need for 

research in this field. 
Provided a macro 
perspective about 

challenging ableism and 
disablism within 

churches. Supported 
the call for a counter 

theology - a theology of 
disability. People living 
with disabilities are to 

be respected, have 
their faith respected 

and their spiritual 
needs meet.
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decision to focus on rural Anglican church engagements with people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.  

‘Faith matters: From a disability lens’ argues for further social scientific investigation 

into hearing peoples’ voices, social and rural isolation, social justice, and sociological 

thinking. The Social Model of Disability, and theological thinking such as theologies of 

disability, were addressed in subsequent journal articles. Table 6 below highlights the 

key themes and arguments produced from this article that proved useful for this 

thesis, as observed through an integrated lens with an epistemological base in social 

work, sociology and theology. The table shows how the article addressed the research 

question and the theory generated.  

Table 6. Addressing the research question and critically generating theory: ‘Faith 

matters: From a disability lens’ 

Critically applying the integrated lens: Addressing the thesis 

question about engagement 

Primary themes for this thesis 

 Deciding on a relationship with God was momentous, 

encompassing and intimate; this relationship did not 

ignore impairment or remove someone’s identity. 

 There is a need for inquirers and others to have 

opportunities to:  

- embed their own thoughtful and passionate 

narratives into the conversations about faith.  

- talk about their personal and social 

experience of faith and disability. 

 Research is required about faith expressed individually 

and in a community through the lived experience.  
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 There is an ongoing need to challenge discriminatory 

perceptions and associated actions, for example, the 

perception that some people are unable to have faith or 

their faith is irrelevant to their well-being, e.g., for 

people living with intellectual disabilities.  

 Bible passages can inspire people living with disabilities 

to take control of their life, counter negative societal 

perceptions and build people’s resilience, so they 

overcome unfavourable comments. 

 Faith, expressed privately and in community, can allow 

people to move beyond society’s expectations and 

limitations. 

Subsidiary themes 

 Clashes exist between an individual and a family’s faith 

and society’s perceptions of personhood and faith. 

Church communities and activities, in this case, a 

funeral, can support people in processing such clashes. 

 It is unethical to refuse to honour the importance of 

faith, spirituality and religion in someone's life. 

 Faith gives dignity and people have a right to express 

their faith. 

 The medical model tends to regard disability as located 

within an individual. 

 The social model of disability resists marginalising, 

isolating, labelling, dehumanising or eradicating people 

living with disabilities. 

 Counter-theology is needed – a theology of disability. 

This theology values the life of everyone including 
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babies – perceiving everyone as gifts from God who are 

fearfully and wonderfully made. 

 Social barriers exist in society including in the church, 

and leads to isolation, exclusion, ableism and disablism. 

 Our theology, history, culture, social groups, personality, 

emotional, physical and social selves influence how we 

treat people living with disabilities. 

 Values within a church are important, for example, 

valuing the contributions of people living with 

disabilities. 

 Norms within a church are important, such as norms 

being formed by Bible passages which in turn inform 

praxis. 

 The acceptance of people living with disabilities within a 

church depends on the dominant discourse about 

disability held by the Christian community. 

 Negative theological views about disability include 

seeing disability as a) punishment or evil incarnation, b) 

challenging divine perfection, c) an object of pity or 

charity, d) incompetence and exception from religious 

practice. 

 When worshipping God or sharing stories of disability, 

the issue of disability, though valuable and present, 

seemed inconspicuous for the inquirers. 
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7.2.3 Publication 3: Enduring engagements matter  

The article, ‘The Anglican Church of Australia and engagement with people living with 

disabilities’, is a single-authored article. This journal article argues for further scholarly 

conversations about the Anglican church of Australia’s engagements with people living 

with disabilities, emphasising rural areas. As a thematic piece outlining the statistical, 

social and political environment, the article is an overview of the rural Anglican church 

in Australia. This article introduces the intellectual landscape regarding disability 

(Brock, 2012). It includes evidence that the incidence of people living with disabilities is 

higher outside major cities. The article also claims that whilst the Anglican church 

engages with rural people living with disabilities, it is at a lower rate compared to the 

percentage of people living with disabilities in the general population (National Rural 

Health Alliance Inc and ACOSS, 2013; Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009; 2012). At a 

meso level, the article challenged perspectives within the rural Anglican church, which 

characterise people living with disabilities as invisible, lacking in faith or objects of pity 

or tragedy (Charlton, 2000). It argues for a Christian approach of agency and dignity 

that embraces all people as innately precious and inviolable. Furthermore, the article 

advocates for churches to extend their welcome, ensuring all can fully participate and 

belong.  

Key Christian themes identified in the article include: the universal scope of salvation, 

Jesus’ destruction of barriers between people, the divine distribution of spiritual gifts 

to all, and recognising and affirming that people living with disabilities are already 

active and effective in Christian ministry (Patston, 2014). As a result of this article, I 

invited people to join in two original scholarly projects that contributed to social 

scientific knowledge of the field. This included the Co-operative Inquiry which is 

discussed next in this chapter – ‘Church, disability and rurality: The lived experience’ 

and also the case study and book ‘Anglican churches engaging with people living with 

disabilities’, presented in the list of publications resulting from the research. Figure 31 

below depicts the article ‘The Anglican Church of Australia and engagement with 

people living with disabilities’. 
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Figure 31. The rationale for including the journal article ‘The Anglican Church of 

Australia and engagement with people living with disabilities’ in this thesis 

The article ‘The Anglican Church of Australia and engagement with people living with 

disabilities’ also clarified my thinking about this field. Its review of relevant scholarship 

supported my view that there was a lack of understanding of how the rural Anglican 

church engages people; in this case, people living with disabilities. In turn, this article 

justified and addressed the research question in this thesis - How do people in rural, 

regional and remote Australia, in particular people living with disabilities and people 

from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, perceive that the Anglican 

church engages with them and they with it? Table 7 below shows the key themes and 

arguments from the article that are relevant for this thesis, as illuminated through an 

integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology.  

Helped me 
articulate the 

research 
questions. 

Proposed the 
research projects 
and an integrated 

approach

Emic knowledge. Drew on 
the author's experience of 
being a Christian, member 
of the Anglican church, a 

social worker and has 
family members living with 

disabilities.

Etic knowledge. Provided 
at a meso level a statistical, 
social and political account 

of the field in Australia. 
Introduces two of the 

research projects.
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Table 7. Addressing the research question and critically generating theory: ‘The 

Anglican Church of Australia and engagement with people living with disabilities’ 

Critically applying the integrated lens: Addressing the thesis 

question about engagement 

Primary themes for this thesis 

 People living with disabilities are ministering within rural 

Anglican churches and contribute to their churches. 

 Churches, as with other organisations in Australia, are 

expected to reasonably accommodate people living with 

disabilities. 

 Need to understand modern discourses about engaging 

people living with disabilities, and how they impact on 

church attendance, such as the paternalistic discourse, 

medical model, the social model of disability. 

 Key theological concepts: all people are valued because 

they are made in the image of God, the good news of 

salvation is for everyone, Jesus destroyed barriers 

between people, God is sovereign, God gives spiritual 

gifts to everyone to build up the church, so-called 

‘weakness’ is no barrier to God working powerfully 

within and through each person. 

 Narratives of exclusion within society and the rural 

Anglican church exist and need to be challenged 

 Need to record exemplars of people challenging 

exclusionary practices and rural Anglican churches 

engaging with people living with disabilities.  
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 Questions raised about rural Anglican churches, such as, 

how can churches do more than mirror societal trends 

in engaging people? 

 Argued for the embedding of meaningful engagements 

into rural Anglican churches that are consistent with 

Christian ideals so that they do not prove ephemeral 

when challenged or subject to trends. 

 Looked for exemplars around the contributions people 

living with disabilities are making to their churches, e.g., 

the case study St John’s Anglican Church Bairnsdale’s 

inclusion of people with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 

Subsidiary themes 

 Structures in society lead to the daily exclusion of 

people living with disabilities. 

 Discourses influence a rural Anglican church community 

and the way the community engages with people living 

with disabilities. 

 Literature is presenting a partial picture of the lived 

experiences of people in rural, regional and remote 

locations – this includes about the rural Anglican church 

in Australia. 

 More research into the field is required. 

 

7.2.4 Publication 4: The lived experience within rural Anglican churches matter 

‘Church, disability and rurality: The lived experience’ is an extended dialogue between 

two social workers, a sociologist and a theologian about how rural Anglican church 

engagements can challenge rural and social isolation, and reflect the totality of the 
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people God created. This number of authors, four in total, was consistent with the 

recommended Inquiry group size in the book chapter about the methodology. The 

article is a thematic piece arguing that elements of the rural archetype – such as the 

experience of disability, engagement and Anglicanism in rural communities ─ are 

different from the urban experience due to rural isolation, lower living standards and 

rural disadvantage (United Nations, 2006b; 2013a; 2013b; Dellemain & Warburton, 

2012). All the people contributing to the research embodied the integrated lens and 

drew upon their personal and professional connection to disability within the context 

of rural Anglican churches, bringing a contemporary and relevant understanding of the 

engagements described. Through a combined view of church, disability and rurality, 

this article posited that rural Anglican churches are part of a rural community’s 

construction of both the reality of disability and how a person living with disabilities 

perceives themselves. It affirms the view that every member of the church living with 

disabilities is as valuable as every other member (Morris, 2010). Figure 32 below 

depicts the article. 
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Figure 32. The rationale for including the journal article ‘Church, disability and rurality: 

The lived experience’ in this thesis 

The significance of this article to the research was that it gave personal examples of 

how, at a grassroots level, rural Anglican churches are actively engaging with people 

living with disabilities. The article also explained how rural Anglican churches can be 

grounded in rural communities and can have a strong sense of interconnection with 

their communities. Rural Anglican churches can choose to be places of belonging which 

build up people living with disabilities spiritually, support people and their identity, and 

through engagement, confront social and rural isolation. They can engage with people 

Rural Anglican 
Church 

engagements 
matter

Emic knowledge. Four 
colleagues bring to the 
research the personal 

side of socially 
constructed 

pereceptions within 
rural Anglican churches 
and rural communities. 

Narratives focus on 
living with disabilities, 
the lived experience of 

rural and social isolation 
and engagement.

Etic knowledge.  Shows 
how the rural Anglican 

church has through 
engagement a role in 
meeting spiritual and 
physical needs and in 

deconstructing negative 
social, political and 

theological  dimensions 
of disability that disable 

and isolate people in 
rural Australia. 
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living with disabilities at the points they interact with their environment, being places 

of hope regardless of social barriers, circumstances and location. Table 8 below 

highlights the key themes and arguments for this thesis, as observed through an 

integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology. 

Table 8 shows how the article addressed the research question and the theoretical 

points it developed. 

Table 8. Addressing the research question and critically generating theory: ‘Church, 

disability and rurality: The lived experience’ 

Critically applying the integrated lens: Addressing the thesis 

question about engagement 

Primary themes for this thesis 

 People living with disabilities in the rural Anglican 

churches are part of the body of Christ and are 

indispensable. 

 Rural Anglican churches are grassroots organisations 

that can engage people living with disabilities and 

advocate for their needs. 

 The rural Anglican church in Australia:  

- is amorphous with a variety of approaches to 

Christian beliefs and practices, 

- is a series of cottage industries, 

- heritage comes from the Christian scriptures, 

liturgical styles, a commitment to the gospel 

and governance shared between clergy and 

laity,  

- exists within a rural context and faces 

associated issues such as smaller 
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populations, long distances to travel and 

fewer resources. 

 Rural and social isolation experienced by people living 

with disabilities and its consequences can be 

understated.  

 Rural Anglican churches in Australia can be engaging, 

maturing and dynamic communities of inclusion and 

belonging that reflect the totality of God’s creation. 

They can reduce the impact of rural and social isolation. 

They can build identity, share life, promote dignity and 

express what it means to be in Christian community 

together. 

 Recognition that God engages with people living with 

disabilities and also of the importance of rural Anglican 

churches engaging people living with disabilities and 

their families across multiple generations.  

 People living with disabilities can be authentic members 

of communities of faith. 

Subsidiary themes 

 Need to understand the political dimensions of 

disability, the barriers that society imposes, and the fact 

that everyone is a complete human. 

 Congregation members can provide much-needed 

assistance to rural agencies and in supporting local 

people living with disabilities. 

 Connections between people living with disabilities and 

rural Anglican churches are not limited to service and 

client relationships. There is the opportunity for 
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relationships of mutuality where people living with 

disabilities are contributing congregational members. 

 Need to interpret experiences of social and historical 

engagement of rural Anglican churches.  

 Children in rural locations can have fewer opportunities 

to relate to others living with disabilities or with 

different perceptions about disability. Rural Anglican 

churches, amongst other groups, can have an essential 

role regarding someone forming their self and social 

identity with regards to their disability.  

 Smaller communities have fewer churches or people to 

engage with, and the circumstances of people living 

with disabilities can be known to many. 

 The milieu in which a person living with disabilities 

resides, its rural characteristics, the labels a community 

gives people, as well as the sense of inclusion or 

exclusion by a church, can all influence someone’s 

perception of their disability.  

 Rural Anglican churches in Australia can choose to build 

just, strong, righteous, trusting relationships based on 

Christ’s death and resurrection. 

 Theology recognises the positives and hard realities of 

life faced in rural Australia. God is understood as 

present during times of rural isolation and difficulty. 

Theology can help deconstruct ideas about disability, 

those whom society calls ‘weak’, and can provide 

Christian hope. 
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 People labelled by society as weak can, in reality, have 

strengths that are indispensable to rural Anglican 

churches and may actively minister to those around 

them. 

7.2.5 Publication 5: Connecting, welcoming, participating and belonging matter 

This journal article ‘Connecting to belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural 

Australian Anglican Church engagements with people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds’ was a Co-operative Inquiry authored by five colleagues. This 

number of authors was consistent with the recommended Inquiry group size in the 

book chapter about the methodology. The article inquired into cultural diversity and 

the rural Anglican church and was a thematic exposition that examined the importance 

of engaging through connection, welcome, participation and belonging. The article 

drew out contemporary issues about social relations and identity within an Anglican 

context from a culturally diverse perspective, which was an essential component of 

this thesis, because it addressed underdeveloped themes in scholarship about the 

relationship between multiculturalism and rural Anglican church engagement (for 

example, Grace and Lennie 1998; Herbertcheshire 2003, 460). The article made an 

original scholarly contribution to social scientific knowledge by discussing the lived 

experience of rural Anglican church engagements with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds. Figure 33 below summarises the article ‘Connecting 

to belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian Anglican Church 

engagements with people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds’. 
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Figure 33. The rationale for including the journal article ‘Connecting to belonging: A 

cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian Anglican church engagements with 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds’ in this thesis 

This article was relevant for this thesis because the article expounded four elements of 

rural Anglican church engagements with people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds. Churches exist within a particular location, they can be a rich 

source of knowledge about community linkage or integration (Dumont 2003), and can 

thus make opportunities available that would not otherwise occur.  

First, a rural Anglican church begins engaging with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds through connection, and this may or may not lead to 

a relationship. Second, a warm and supportive welcome can encourage people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds to feel part of a rural Anglican church. 

Third, people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds may wish to 
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participate fully in a rural Anglican church, not just partially. Fourth, participation can 

lead to belonging. Belonging occurs when people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds feel important to their church, and the church recognises that it 

has a role in empowering them. This may be by challenging social labels and structures 

which can become barriers to belonging. Table 9 below summarises the key themes 

and arguments for this thesis, as observed through an integrated lens with an 

epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology. The Table shows how the 

article addressed the research question and the theory generated. 

Table 9. Addressing the research question and critically generating theory: ‘Connecting 

to belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian Anglican Church 

engagements with people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds’ 

Critically applying the integrated lens: Addressing the thesis 

question about engagement 

Primary themes for this thesis 

 The rural Anglican church is an international, diverse 

and emerging community which is part of the people 

whom God has called from every tribe, language, people 

and nation. 

 The rural church can be a loving community of inclusion 

that transcends cultural distinctiveness and community 

divisions over culture. 

 Connection may start with a single isolated contact 

which may or may not lead to relationship/s. 

 Welcome involves a commitment to mutual 

understanding and compassionate sharing. 

 Belonging involves congregation members overcoming 

the desire to hold onto labels or heritage that are 
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exclusionary, instead affirming the person for who they 

are. 

Subsidiary themes 

 Migration and relocation can cause people not to have 

the connections that many take for granted.  

 The rural Anglican church can be a rich source of 

knowledge about community linkage and integration. 

The church can create opportunities within local 

communities for people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds. 

 People from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds are not always dependant on their rural 

Anglican church for assistance, and they may wish to 

contribute to their church. 

 Culture is discovered and articulated in the encounters 

between groups within a rural Anglican church. 

 The rural Anglican church can have a role in removing 

social labels and social barriers to inclusion. 

 Biblical hospitality encourages the establishment of 

warm, engaging relationships between people and the 

rural Anglican church, where unexpected levels of 

mutual welcoming and support occur. 

7.2.6 The limitations of the thesis 

The publications in this thesis generated etic and emic knowledge about how people in 

rural, regional and remote Australia, in particular people living with disabilities and 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, perceive the Anglican 

church engages with them and they with it. The publications deliberately avoided a 
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reductionist view of the church that would have ignored the voices of people living 

with disabilities and those from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. The 

participatory approach utilised in this thesis contains several limitations. These 

limitations are discussed here and acknowledged within the methodological section in 

Chapter three and the journal articles in Chapters five and six. (Further, please see 

Appendix 8 for a summary of the limitations in the individual articles with regards to 

the collection.) 

First, from a quantitative perspective, it could be argued that a potential limitation was 

the type of sampling used, which was a non-probability snowballing sampling 

technique. Furthermore, the participants - in each of the three Co-operative Inquiries - 

knew or had heard of each other before the inquiries commenced. Non-probability 

snowballing sampling produced rich and deep data instead of hard, reliable data such 

as that obtained through random sampling (Alston & Bowles, 2018, p. 157; Bryman, 

2012, p. 401). However, this participatory qualitative approach to sampling and the 

research had the advantage of being able to preference narratives by individuals and 

generate rich data. The diversity of thinking revealed in the journal articles showed 

that the inquiry members were comfortable with the methodological approach and 

consequently confident about sharing their wisdom and experiences about rural 

Anglican church engagements.  

The second limitation is a well-documented methodological dilemma that is common 

across qualitative research methodologies (Nelson, 1969, p. 160). The dilemma, which 

I experienced, is whether to investigate rural Anglican church engagements from a 

macro perspective or a micro-analysis (Nelson, 1969, p. 161). If this research was to 

choose only a macro approach, then the work risked being superficial with little 

relevance to local areas (Nelson, 1969, p. 161). On the other hand, a solely micro 

approach risked parochialism and a lack of relevance for other rural communities 

(Nelson, 1969, p. 161). This thesis is a window into how people interpret and narrate 

their values, beliefs and experiences (Bryman, 2012, p. 401) about the rural Anglican 

church at a macro, meso and micro level. Specifically, the article ‘Faith matters: From a 
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disability lens’ provided a macro perspective of faith illustrated by examples from 

Australia and Canada; the article ‘The Anglican Church of Australia and engagement 

with people living with disabilities’ gave a meso perspective focusing on the Anglican 

church in Australia; and the articles ‘Church, disability and rurality: The lived 

experience’ and ‘Connecting to belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural 

Australian Anglican Church engagements with people from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds’ supplied micro perspectives about the field. Collectively the four 

articles helped negate this dilemma as together they presented macro, meso and 

micro perceptions and insights about the field.  

Third, my positionality and closeness to the inquiry fields and the subjectivity of all 

involved in the projects will have influenced the findings regarding the churches’ rural 

engagements. As a co-inquirer, my perceptions have influenced the perceptions of 

others. To prevent this, the strategy of accommodating a range of ideas was applied in 

each Inquiry - that is regarding rural, rurality, the rural Anglican church in Australia, 

engagement, the perceptions of people living with disabilities and the perceptions of 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds (Alston & Bowles, 2018, 

p. 1558; Bryman, 2012, p. 401). Additionally, the results may not necessarily be easily 

replicated (Bryman, 2012, p. 398). Further, inherent in all qualitative research is the 

limitation that the findings, in this case, the themes presented in the research cannot 

be generalised to the whole of the rural Anglican Church in Australia. 

A fourth potential limitation was that the three Co-operative Inquiries in this thesis did 

not actively invite critical questions about structures, governances and theologies and 

liturgical practices (Hammock & Harinarayan, 2001, p. 194). In response, this research 

purposely did not elicit either positive or critical narratives. Instead, the research 

invited people to share their stories. It could be said that this risked co-opting the 

voices of people without necessarily providing the experience of engagement and 

inclusion (Hammock & Harinarayan, 2001, p. 194). This approach could have 

encouraged people to think like the dominant groups in society (Hammock & 

Harinarayan, 2001, p. 194). However, this possible weakness of Co-operative Inquiry 
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(i.e., of allowing only non-critical discussions) also benefitted this research – namely by 

facilitating trust between inquirers, ensuring the dignity of each person involved in the 

three inquiries, and giving space to people so they could share their perceptions. The 

Co-operative Inquiry methodology ensured that the views of the inquirers, both the 

common and exceptions to the norm, were honoured (Heron & Reason, 2008).  

Fifth, the literature contained evidence that engagement can be confrontational, 

resulting in clashes between aspects of culture and with the Christian gospel (Guder, 

2000, p. 85). The narratives shared in the four journal articles did not bring out the 

spectrum of conflicting perspectives that may exist within the field, but instead 

focused on the personal and professional perceptions of the co-authors and their 

actual lived experiences. This approach allowed relevant thick and thin descriptors to 

be collected, useful for addressing the overarching research question (Miles et al., 

2014; Sherratt, 2006). 

7.3 An interpretivist vision of engagement: Final comments about how 

the four journal articles collectively addressed the research question 

It was an honour to observe via the integrated lens the perceptions of the co-authors 

about engagements with the rural Anglican church in Australia. I was surprised by both 

the level of agreement that existed between each of the research projects and the 

number of exemplars of successful engagements narrated, both for people living with 

disabilities and for people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. (This 

comment refers to the journal articles in Chapter four and five as well as all the 

publications tabulated in the list of publications resulting from the research.)  

From an integrated perspective, critically, rural was shown to be different from the 

urban experience. From a social work perspective, the rural Anglican church in 

Australia has a local presence within rural locations. The churches referred to in this 

thesis perceived people as made in the image of God. These churches were intimately 

familiar with rural existence and such limitations as limited social services, and rural 
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and social isolation. In response, they were able to provide a level of pastoral care that 

moved beyond the limitations of policies and funding boundaries found in many 

human services organisations. These churches saw people as brothers and sisters or 

neighbours and not as ‘clients’ in receipt of ‘assistance’. 

Critically, from a sociological perspective, the rural Anglican church in Australia 

through its congregations can choose to mirror, construct, challenge and/or counter a 

rural society’s norms and values about groups of people in their communities and 

engage accordingly. The co-inquirers participating in this research acknowledged both 

the strengths and imperfections of the rural Anglican church in Australia in countering 

norms, values and actions.  

From a theological perspective, the inquirers critically explained that Anglican church 

engagements in non-urban areas are numerous, and they can be reciprocal 

experiences, promoting peoples’ spiritual and non-spiritual well-being. From the 

inquirers’ perspectives, an engagement that is done well involves respecting and 

showing dignity to each person while connecting people to communities of belonging 

that focus on loving God, each other and their neighbours.  

An integrated interpretative narrative grounded in these social work, sociological and 

theological perceptions emerged throughout the research process. The narrative focus 

was on exemplars of church engagement, as summarised here. Each rural Anglican 

church in Australia referred to in this thesis is perceived as unique. God is there 

engaging with people, guiding the churches to care and love others in the most 

surprising ways. Each person is to be treated with dignity; they are seen as made in the 

image of God. The four articles together show that for at least pockets of the rural 

Anglican church in Australia, there are congregations who actively engage with people 

living with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. The people genuinely feel useful with abilities and gifts to share. Their 

gifts are recognised, utilised and bless the church and their communities. People 
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reported feeling welcomed, encouraged to connect to their church, that their 

participation was valuable and that they belong to their church community.  

The co-inquirers perceive the rural Anglican church in Australia as striving to respect 

each person’s culture and abilities and to build each person up. These exemplary 

churches build people through Bible study, prayer, worship, pastoral care, sharing the 

Gospel, advocacy, talks, testimonies, sharing stories, being symbols of social justice, 

demonstrating dignity, and reminding people their sins are forgiven through Jesus. The 

rural Anglican church in Australia can also be a platform for mission, launching people 

who are enthusiastic about the Gospel into the community to love others around 

them, to talk about what Jesus has done for them, to invite them to church and to 

provide a warm, hospitable welcome. The co-inquirers perceived that when this done 

well, the rural Anglican church promotes the well-being of individuals, reflects the 

totality of God’s creation and gives integrity and dignity to people. 

The co-inquirers were aware of God’s presence and His work through the rural 

Anglican church in Australia. They considered that rural Anglican churches have the 

potential to engage positively with God and neighbours, and in doing so to be places of 

belonging that serve people living with disabilities and from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds so well that it is not even noticed that connection has happened. 

When such connections occur, people living with disabilities and people from culturally 

diverse backgrounds are viewed by who they are, what they do, and their relationship 

with God and others. Limiting labels, and words like pity do not define a person nor 

should they be associated with them. 

7.4 Translation of research into policy and practice during candidature 

This subsection outlines the translation of my work into policy and practice and the 

broader social impact upon myself, inquirers and others of the book chapter and the 

three articles, including their fairness, ontological authenticity, educational 
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authenticity, catalytical authenticity and tactical authenticity (Bryman, 2012, p. 386). 

Bryman defined these forms of impact as: 

 ‘Fairness. Does the research fairly represent different viewpoints 

amongst members of the social setting? 

 Ontological authenticity. Does the research help members arrive at a 

better understanding of their social milieu? 

 Educative authenticity. Has the research acted as an impetus to 

members to engage in action to change their circumstances? 

 Catalytic authenticity. Has the research acted as an impetus to members 

to engage in action to change their circumstances? 

 Tactical authenticity. Has the research empowered members to take the 

steps necessary for engaging in action?’ (Bryman, 2012, p. 386) 

7.4.1 Broader translation of the methodology into policy and practice: Sharing the 

Co-operative Inquiry methodology with others beyond this research 

Writing about Co-operative Inquiry has had a profound ontological and educational 

impact on me, it facilitated my connections with others and demonstrated to me the 

utility of this unique methodology to colleagues. My co-researchers involved in the 

three journal articles, are my colleagues and they gifted me with the dignity to grow as 

a social worker (Short, 2018c). I had the immense privilege of co-authoring with people 

who inspired me (Short, 2018c). Their commitment to the Co-operative Inquiry 

activities encouraged me to continue researching in the field. 

Additionally, as previously mentioned, Co-operative Inquiry is participatory, 

encouraging fairness by writing with people. Co-operative Inquiry can also be action-

focused research. It can have a catalytic and tactical impact on those involved with the 
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inquiries (emic) and others external (etic) to the research and can encourage change. 

Australian Government Department of Social Services (2014, sect. 1.2.3) argues that: 

‘Participatory Action Research can be more than a methodology. As a set of 

norms and beliefs it has a capacity to drive organisational culture and 

development. What’s more in an environment driven by regulation, 

standardisation, risk management and total quality control adopting and 

embedding Participatory Action Research as an organisational framework 

allows concepts such as inclusion, integrity, and innovation, to get equal air 

time.’ 

The completion and publication of this book chapter and the three journal articles 

generated three unexpected outcomes. Tactically it encouraged Co-operative Inquiries 

and other activities beyond the book chapter, journal articles, this thesis or this 

research field.  

First, it facilitated interest in the field as well as connections, opportunities and 

requests for future Co-operative Inquiries about rural Anglican church engagements in 

Australia. For example, Indigenous leader The Reverend Karen Kime and I (2019) 

completed a Co-operative Inquiry titled ‘Engaging with Aboriginal peoples: Challenging 

inequality in the rural Australian Anglican Church from a sociological, social work and 

theological perspective’. Another example is a proposal to inquire into how the rural 

Anglican church engages with farmers.  

Second, some colleagues (both social workers and non-social workers) noted that the 

Co-operative Inquiry approach was proving to be an effective methodology for my PhD 

studies and other projects. Several colleagues requested experiential, professional 

development opportunities that would allow them to experience a Co-operative 

Inquiry within their fields of practice (Short, Barton, et al., 2017, p. 93). The inquiries 

helped all involved make strong connections between theory and practice, and 

facilitate reflective and reflexive thinking (Short, Barton, et al., 2017, p. 93). Please see 
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the list of publications resulting from the research located at the beginning of the 

thesis and Appendix 7 for an account of the publications, workshops and presentations 

generated from these requests for inquiries. 

Third, some colleagues have requested Co-operative Inquiry workshops tailored to 

their situation. Please see Appendix 7 for a list of these opportunities. For example, I 

was asked by several members of the Combined University Field Education Group 

(CUFEG) to present the Co-operative Inquiry methodology at a meeting. At the same 

time, the NSW Branch of the Australian Association of Social Workers (AASW) also 

requested a training opportunity. I conducted a workshop for CUFEG titled ‘A brief 

introduction to Co-operative Inquiry’, recorded in Sydney, Australia, 2018 by the AASW 

NSW Branch (Short, 2018b). The AASW endorsed this free workshop, and it was listed 

for approximately two years on the national AASW online training platform at 

https://www.aasw.asn.au/events/event/introduction-to-co-operative-inquiry. See 

Appendix 6 for a copy of the workshop handout. The handout acknowledged the co-

authors of the inquiries in Chapters five and six and has included in it learning 

generated from writing the Co-operative Inquiries listed in this thesis. This workshop, 

with its handout, has led to two current international social work research projects 

about social work field education which are partnerships between the academy and 

industry. 

Additionally, the Inquiry handout contains the following testimonial by Jenny Rose, 

Director Australian Association of Social Workers, and senior social worker/student 

educator – who attended one of my workshops.  

‘… The Co-operative Inquiry workshop provided us with a model that 

seemed accessible and achievable. A group of us decided to meet 

weekly to explore the role of social workers within our Hospital 

setting providing "debriefing" sessions to staff following critical 

clinical incidents …’ (Short, 2018). 

https://www.aasw.asn.au/events/event/introduction-to-co-operative-inquiry
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This new and emerging awareness of the Co-operative Inquiry methodology and its 

application to new fields by colleagues continue within this field and beyond this 

thesis. Table 10 summarises the ways the methodology was translated into policy and 

practice and the possible type of impact this sharing potentially generated. 

Table 10. Sharing the methodology, its translation and the possible impact type 

Publication Sharing the 

methodology 

Impact type 

Short, M., & Healy, J. P. (2017). 

Writing 'with' not 'about': Examples 

in Co-operative Inquiry. In S. Gair & 

A. V. Luyn (Eds.), Sharing 

qualitative research: Showing lived 

experience and community 

narratives (pp. 188-203). London: 

Routledge. 

Publication 

Facilitated connections 

Demonstrated the 

utility of the 

methodology 

Generated 

opportunities for 

presentations, 

workshops and other 

Inquiries beyond the 

thesis 

Fairness 

Ontologically 

Educationally 

Catalytically 

Tactically 

(as illustrated 

above) 

 

7.4.2 Translating the research: Sharing the knowledge about rural Anglican churches 

engaging with people living with disabilities 

This research profoundly impacted me personally, both ontologically and 

educationally, by expanding my understanding of the church’s engagement with 

people living with disabilities within their communities in a mutually respectful way. 

This was because I have relatives who are/were living with disabilities and/or long-
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term health conditions. Co-authoring the three journal articles provided me (and each 

co-inquirer) with access to experts in the field who, in terms of fairness, had both 

personal and professional connections and extensive knowledge about the field. 

Partnering with my colleagues in generating knowledge about the field confirmed for 

me the importance of researching how faith-based organisations such as the rural 

Anglican church engage with people living with disabilities and the beauty of engaging 

well. My colleagues challenged me and helped me to expand my understanding of this 

field. They also challenged me to present the research publicly so that others can 

choose to benefit both educationally and ontologically from the research.  

 

From my perspective, the integrated lens with its epistemological base in social work, 

sociology and theology proved invaluable in sharing the knowledge. This lens 

encouraged an exhaustive exploration of the research themes. These three articles 

were to be catalysts for change creating opportunities to share the key themes with 

others. The current results of the translation of each article into policy and practice are 

explained here and then tabulated.  

 

Regarding the first article, the Co-operative Inquiry ‘Faith matters: From a disability 

lens’ led to us, the co-authors, co-presenting our Inquiry as part of a morning of public 

lectures titled ‘The new voice of people living with disabilities: A faith perspective’. Co-

inquirer and co-researcher Associate Professor Bonita Sawatzky, based in Canada, 

suggested the article be followed by public lectures when Sawatzky visited Sydney. I 

approached my industry contacts in Australia who were in conversation with me about 

researching into rural Anglican church engagements, and this led to CBM (sic) Australia 

Luke 14, The Bush Church Aid Society and Alphacrucis College hosting and sponsoring a 

morning of lectures about the field (Bush Church Aid Society, 2018a, p. 14). Key 

thinkers in the field agreed to present with us. The lectures drew together members 

from the Anglican, Baptist, Catholic, Independent, Mennonite, Pentecostal, 

Presbyterian and Uniting Churches (Bush Church Aid Society, 2018a). The lectures have 

had a possible ongoing ontological, educational, catalytical and tactical impact. In 
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response to the lectures, Heather So began the Christian Occupational Therapist 

Fellowship Australia, see Appendix 9: Email from Heathers So. In October 2019 the 

Fellowship had about 160 members. It had started organising similar activities to the 

morning of public lectures (for example, a Webinar, ‘What I wish my health 

professional knew about being a Christian and living with disabilities’ (So, 2019)). 

 

The second article, ‘The Anglican Church of Australia and engagement with people 

living with disabilities’, was published in a special edition of St Mark’s Review titled 

Perspectives on disability: Facilitating new connections and opportunities. My article 

introduced two proposed research projects – a Co-operative Inquiry and a case study – 

both with the purpose of ‘capturing narratives’ about the rural Anglican church in 

Australia engaging with people living with disabilities (Short, 2015a, p. 131) 

The article proved to be a tactical and catalytic resource, empowering action. Dr 

Louise Gosbell, affiliated with CBM Australia Luke 14 Program and a researcher in the 

field, had also published in this special edition (Gosbell, 2015). Regarding fairness, 

follow up conversations between Louise and me about our publications in the special 

edition of St Mark’s Review led to Louise proposing the following action:  

‘It is proposed, that in partnership with CBM Australia’s Luke 14 program, we 

could complement and extend Monica’s existing project by researching how 

city-based Anglican churches engage with people living with disabilities.’ 

(Gosbell, 2016). 

CSU ethics committee approved a variation in the ethics approval so that Louise could 

duplicate the research methodology and publish an essay. The research extended to 

include urban Anglican churches engagement with people living with disabilities. 

Louise organised for the industry partner CBM Australia Luke 14 Program to assist the 

research into both rural and urban churches.  
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Parallel to these events, a third article was finalised and published ─ ‘Church, disability 

and rurality: The lived experience’. This article created several opportunities and 

connections. Regarding ontological, educational and catalytic authenticity, the 

Diocesan Bishop at the time, The Right Reverend Stuart Robinson agreed to use the 

Anglican Diocese of Canberra and Goulburn as the case study for a book. I was also 

invited to present a lecture on the research at the September 2016 Anglican Diocese of 

Canberra and Goulburn Synod, attended by about 300 representatives from different 

churches and ministries from throughout the diocese. In maintaining the principle of 

fairness, towards the end of the lecture, I introduced Dr Louise Gosbell who invited the 

urban churches in the diocese to participate in the research.  

Another outcome of the journal articles was the case study and book Anglican 

churches engaging with people living with disabilities (Short, 2018a) which was 

supported by industry partners – The Anglican Diocese of Canberra and Goulburn, 

CBM Australia Luke 14 Program, the Bush Church Aid Society of Australia and Charles 

Sturt University. An essay by Dr Louise Gosbell (2018) on urban churches greatly 

enriched this book. In particular, the industry partners provided access to the diocese 

and key people as well as funding travel, professional copy-editing, graphic design, 

publication, the book launch, distribution and promotion of the book. (The book 

contained a Creative Commons License to enable production.) Part of the book was 

also published as a conversation piece in a conference edition of ‘SWift: The newsletter 

of the Australian Association of Social Workers New South Wales branch’ (Short, 

2017a) with the theme of disability.  

In response, and consistent with ontological and educative authenticity, the Anglican 

Bishops of Australia invited me to present all of my research about the rural Anglican 

church at their 2018 National Bishops’ Meeting in Canberra. Bishops from all twenty-

three dioceses in Australia attended this meeting (Andrews, 2018). The meeting also 

hosted the book launch of Anglican churches engaging with people living with 

disabilities. The Anglican Primate of Australia, Archbishop Philip Freier (2018), released 

the following:  
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‘… Monica’s book, Anglican Churches Engaging with People Living With 

Disabilities, is available free online, and I hope all Anglicans will look at it and 

learn. There are many extremely helpful recommendations, especially on page 

24 and following.’  

I am continuing to receive invitations to talk about different themes associated with 

the research. Table 11 below, summarises the past, present and emerging 

opportunities for sharing the research with others and the types of impact. 

Table 11. Sharing the research about rural Anglican churches engaging with people 

living with disabilities and the possible types of impact 

Publication Sharing the research Impact Type 

Co-operative 

Inquiry: 

Tillotson, N., Short, 

M., Ollerton, J., 

Hearn, C., & 

Sawatzky, B. 

(2017). Faith 

matters: From a 

disability lens. 

Journal of 

Disability and 

Religion, 21(3), 

319-337. 

 

Publication 

Public lecture 

sponsored by industry 

partners 

Established networks 

for change  

Engagement with 

external and internal 

groups  

Fairness 

Ontological 

Educational 

Catalytical 

Tactical 

(as illustrated 

above) 

Theoretical piece: 

Short, M. (2015) 

The Anglican 

Initiated further 

research and a book, 

with industry funding 

Ontologically 

Educationally 

Catalytically 
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Church of Australia 

and engagement 

with people living 

with disabilities. St 

Mark's Review, 

232(July 2), 123 – 

138. 

professional copy-

editing, graphic 

design, publication, 

launch, distribution 

and promotion 

New networks for 

change 

Engagement with 

industry partners 

Connections with 

other colleagues in 

the field 

Tactically 

(as illustrated 

above) 

Co-operative 

Inquiry:  

Short, M., Seiffert, 

M., Haynes, R., & 

Haynes, L. (2018). 

Church, disability 

and rurality: The 

lived experience. 

Journal of 

Disability and 

Religion, 18(1), 1-

26.  

Invitations for 

lectures and future 

research 

Future research and 

the book 

Connections and new 

networks aiming for 

change 

Blog 

 

Fairness 

Ontologically 

Educationally 

Catalytically  

Tactically 

(as illustrated 

above) 
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7.4.3 Translating the research: Sharing the knowledge about rural Anglican churches 

engaging with people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

‘Connecting to belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian Anglican 

Church engagements with people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds’ was published in 2017. (The first article was ‘The Anglican Church of 

Australia and engagement with people living with disabilities’, published in 2015.)  

Similar to the articles in Chapter five, this article shaped the whole thesis. First, the 

article successfully showed the usefulness of the integrated lens. This lens and its rich 

knowledge empowered each of the four stages of the Co-operative Inquiry. Second, 

this article brought credibility to the ontological (participatory research), 

epistemological (the integrated lens), theoretical (Interpretivism) and methodological 

(Co-operative Inquiry) approach of the thesis. Third, the article proved to be an 

effective tactical and catalytic resource for supporting conversations with industry 

partners. 

As a researcher with Lebanese heritage this article about rural church engagements 

with people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds profoundly impacted 

on me personally and as a researcher, both ontologically and educationally. The article 

expanded my understanding of how respectful rural Anglican church engagement gives 

people the dignity to express their culture and faith within their Christian community. 

The article was able to ensure fairness for all co-subjects in sharing insights about the 

field. All involved in the inquiry were keen to share our research themes with others. 

I began presenting the inquiry at conferences (for example, Short, 2014c) and people 

encouraged me to share the work so others can critique it and/or apply it within their 

own work/practice. One conference presentation ─ ‘An integrated approach: 

Transforming conversations about social inclusion and exclusion’ ─ was the catalyst for 

me receiving an invitation to present the integrated lens and the research as part of 

the Big Ideas in Social Work panel at the 2014 Australian Association of Social Workers 
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National Annual General Meeting. ‘An integrated approach: Informing conversations 

about spirituality, social inclusion and social justice’ was the title of the talk to the 

Association (Short, 2014a, 2014c).  

With regards to the sector, the journal article was also a tactical resource and the 

catalyst for a collective case study in the Anglican Diocese of Bendigo resulting in the 

book - Three rural Anglican churches engaging with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds (Short, 2015c) (published in print and online). The 

industry partners – The Anglican Diocese of Bendigo, The Bush Aid Society of Australia 

and Charles Sturt University ─ made the research possible. They provided access to key 

people in the field in the Bendigo Diocese, travel, professional copy-editing, graphic 

design, publication, book launch, distribution and/or promotion of the book. (The book 

has a Creative Commons License.) Bush Church Aid sent a copy of the book to all 

Bishops at the time, and a number indicated they were sharing the book with 

colleagues. Theologian Charles Sherlock (2016, p. 8) reviewed the book stating, ‘this is 

good work and calls for serious attention’. The Bendigo Advertiser reported: ‘A 

researcher says migrants’ experiences in Bendigo churches offer valuable lessons for 

Anglican congregations around the nation’ (Bendigo Advertiser, 2016). 

Another possible impact of the article was evidenced when Mark Short (who was a co-

author of the journal article) and I presented the research (from both the inquiry and 

the collective case study) – ‘Relocating in Christ: Churches and migration in rural 

Australia’ ─ at the Australian Association of Mission Studies 2017 Conference – Re-

imaging home: Understanding, reconciling and engaging with God’s stories together 

(Short, M.G., & Short, M. A., 2017). This led to a book chapter with the same title as 

the conference (Short, M. G., & Short, M. A., 2019).  

The findings from the journal article, conference presentations, the book and the book 

chapter were included in the presentation at the 2018 National Bishops’ Meeting in 

Canberra.  
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Table 12 below summarises the past, present and emerging opportunities for sharing 

the research with others and the possible types of impact. 

Table 12. Sharing the research about rural Anglican churches engaging with people 

living with disabilities and the possible types of impact 

Publication Sharing the research Impact Type 

Co-operative Inquiry: 

Short, M. A., Broughton, G., Short, 

M. G., Ochala, Y., & Anscombe, B. 

(2017). Connecting to belonging: A 

cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural 

Australian Anglican Church 

engagements with people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. Journal of 

Contemporary Religion, 32(1), 119-

133. 

doi:10.1080/13537903.2016.12566

57 

Publication 

Established networks – 

the pioneering 

publication for all 

articles presented in 

this collection 

Initiated further 

research and a book 

with industry funding 

professional copy-

editing, graphic design, 

publication, launch, 

distribution and 

promotion 

Conference 

presentation leading to 

book chapter 

Research shared with 

the Bishops of all 

dioceses of Australia 

Fairness 

Ontologically 

Educationally 

Catalytically 

Tactically 

(as illustrated 

above) 
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7.5 Future directions for research 

Writing this thesis raised several questions about future research on two levels. First 

on a personal level: What might I do with this research information? Who do I tell? 

How can I support the ideal that every part of the Anglican Church of Australia engages 

well with everyone in their local community? Second for the scholarly community in 

general: How can others engage with the research? Is the work relevant to other 

fields? 

I am grateful for the current invitations to share the research at conferences and 

meetings. As noted above, a Bishop has suggested researching how the rural Anglican 

church engages with farmers. Further, an experienced researcher has approached me 

asking how other researchers can be involved in future projects. These requests 

indicate to me a need to expand the research question and to consider how the rural 

Anglican church in Australia engages with other groups of people. It would be 

interesting, in partnership with others, to contrast these engagements with urban 

church engagements. 

Moreover, I can see that the five publications presented in this thesis are not the last 

word on their topics; instead, this collection is the genesis of my thinking about the 

field. Consequently, I aim to expand the scope and to continue investigating church 

engagements. This research can also help others with their contemplations about the 

rural Anglican church in Australia and encourage positive engagements that are 

spiritually uplifting for all.  

Additionally, the integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, sociology 

and theology has proven its usefulness for social scientific investigation throughout 

this research and for reflection by members of communities such as churches about 

their engagements. The lens has a wide application and can be an innovative way for 

others in the scholarly community to investigate phenomena within the fields of 

rurality, faith, engagement and further afield.  
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The lens is also generating new questions, in particular: What does it mean for people 

living with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

when rural churches close? 

7.6 Conclusion 

This thesis asked two questions. The first was an overarching question: How do people 

in rural, regional and remote Australia, in particular people living with disabilities and 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, perceive that the 

Anglican Church of Australia engages with them and they with it? This thesis argued 

that engagements were perceived as occurring in numerous ways such as through 

Bible study, prayer, worship, pastoral care, sharing the Gospel, advocacy, talking, 

narrating testimonies and stories, providing symbols of social justice and capital, 

sharing dignity, and reminding people that their sins are forgiven through Jesus. The 

inquirers in this thesis perceived that these engagements respected the right of people 

living with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

to express their faith in community. They considered that positive engagements with 

rural Anglican churches promoted the dignity of each person. They also argued that 

the positive engagements outlined in this thesis encouraged just and right 

relationships with God and others, spiritual growth and the overcoming of social and 

rural isolation.  

This research also asked what does an integrated lens with an epistemological base in 

social work, sociology and theology reveal about these engagements? The thesis 

posited that epistemology grounded in the knowledge of a single discipline could only 

partially address this research question. For example, a social work lens frequently 

amplifies the daily realities of people living with disabilities and people from culturally 

and linguistically diverse backgrounds, but risks marginalising matters of faith and 

spirituality. Social work can too quickly default to a model of ‘service delivery’ and 

marginalise and isolate people as ‘clients’ in regional and remote locations. Similarly, 

whilst a sociological lens is able to acknowledge the kind of rural communities where 
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participation and belonging are reported through statistics and social determinants, 

this lens has also ignored the importance and/or potential of spirituality. Some 

longitudinal sociological studies risk displacing the lived experience to the extent that 

people living with disabilities and from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 

do not always recognise themselves in the studies. Furthermore, a theological lens 

prioritizes faith and spirituality and may only partially recognise the connections that 

lead to participation and belonging. Well-intentioned theological and pastoral thinking 

can risk missing the lived experience of people living with disabilities and people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.  

The integrated lens with an epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology 

combines the strengths of social work theory, sociology and theology while 

overcoming some of their respective limitations. The integrated lens and its application 

throughout the research enabled a more comprehensive response to the overarching 

research question.  

Additionally, the application of the integrated lens in this thesis demonstrates its 

potential. The lens can be applied to a much wider range of research questions 

relevant to social work practice and can form the basis for collaboration between 

academics and practitioners from the respective disciplines. For example, this could 

take the form of joint teaching initiatives, cross-disciplinary research projects and the 

establishment of inter-professional coalitions at the local level to advance particular 

issues of social justice and inclusion. 

Returning to the overarching research question examined in this thesis, churches and 

individuals have a choice about how they engage with each other. This thesis reveals 

that the inquirers perceived that some rural Anglican churches in Australia model an 

alternative social reality, one of engagement between the rural Anglican church and 

people living with disabilities and people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. They promoted the model of engagement being a holistic experience of 

connection, welcome, participation and belonging. In so doing, they contributed to a 
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vision of human well-being that can be embraced and advocated by academics and 

practitioners from a diversity of disciplines and perspectives.   
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contributions to the collaborative works listed in the thesis 

A) Author contribution in: Short, M., & Healy, J. P. (2017). Writing 'with' not 

'about': Examples in co-operative inquiry. In S. Gair & A. V. Luyn (Eds.), 

Sharing qualitative research: Showing lived experience and community 

narratives (pp. 188-203). London: Routledge.  
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Appendix 2: Religious and historical contexts described  

Religion, particularly its historical and contemporary contexts, has 

been extensively documented (for example, Australian Bureau of 

Statistics, 2012; Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2018b; Pew 

Research Centre, 2012; Pew Research Centre, Hackett, & 

McClendon, 2017; World Council of Churches, 2006). Maddox 

(2005, p. 187) claimed that religious belief is a complex and 

potent ingredient in the current societal mix, and according to the 

Australian Bureau of Statistics (2018b) beliefs are an important 

aspect of many people’s lives. For example, in 2010, there were 

‘5.8 billion religiously affiliated adults and children around the 

globe representing 84% … of the world population’ (Pew Research 

Centre, 2012, p. para. 1). Religious beliefs are important because 

they answer questions about and explore the conditions of 

human existence (Durkheim, 1976 [1915], p. 3). Religion is a 

contemporary and relevant theme for study by the social 

sciences, even though the popularity of religion has been 

declining (Healy, 2010, p. 25) in some countries such as Australia 

over the last few decades. A broad range of definitions of religion 

exists within the literature, as observed through the following 

dimensions – spirituality, belief and praxis (the practice of 

religion), and relationships and community-based definitions.  

Considered first are those definitions of religion that emphasise 

the spiritual dimension. This group of definitions appears to have 

emerged because of the growth of social science literature that 
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engaged religion with the progressively popular term spirituality 

(Healy, 2010, p. 25). For example, according to Australian 

theologian and sociologist, Bouma’s definition (2006, p. 5), 

religion is a ‘socially organised and structured way[s] of being 

spiritual’. Spirituality is about what gives life meaning (Gardner et 

al., 2018, p. 2) and may be defined as ‘individualised, internal, 

eclectic, dynamic, anti-institutional and free form’ (Maddox, 2005, 

p. 161). 

 

Second, considered are those definitions that emphasise belief 

and praxis. According to this group of definitions, the practice of 

religion may or may not occur communally. One example from 

this group was the definition by the sociologist Durkheim (1976 

[1915], p. 47): religion is a ‘unified system of beliefs and practices 

relative to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and 

forbidden – beliefs and practices which unite into one single 

moral community called a church all those who adhere to them’. 

This group of definitions may or may not refer to spirituality. 

 

Third, summarised here, are those definitions of religion which 

emphasise relationships and community. This group overlaps with 

the first two groups of definitions outlined above. An example of 

this group of definitions came from social workers Canda, 

Nakashima and Furman (2004, p. 28) who perceived religion as 

‘an organised and structured set of beliefs shared by a 

community, related to spirituality’. Social worker, Healy (2010, p. 

25) also recognised that religion could be a communal activity.  
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Summarised in Figure 34 below are these three groupings of 

definitions. 

 

Figure 34. Definitions of religion important for this thesis 

 

 

Understanding 
religion is 

necessary for 
understanding 

the rural 
Anglican church

Spirituality definitions - E.g., 
theologian and sociologist 
Bouma's definition

Belief and praxis based 
defintions - E.g., sociologist 
Durkheim's definition

Relationships and 
community definitions - E.g., 
social workers Canda et al.'s 
definition
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These three groups of definitions provided this thesis with a 

multifocal perspective of the church, particularly of the rural 

Anglican church in Australia. The church is a complex religious 

community functioning within local environments across multiple 

social, cultural and historical manifestations in time and place 

(Neville, 2014, p. 12). Barth (1959, p. 141) considered the church 

to be ‘the coming together of those who belong to Jesus Christ 

through the Holy Spirit’ (Barth, 1959, p. 141). 
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Appendix 3: The church described 

As in the case of religion, there is an extensive amount of 

literature about the worldwide church. Writers who described 

and defined the church in a way that contributed to 

understanding for this research included: the author of Acts which 

was most possibly Luke (English Standard Version: Holy Bible, 

2016; Simmons, 2014), the Apostle Paul (English Standard 

Version: Holy Bible, 2016), Saint Augustine of Hippo 1972 [426 

AD], pp. 45-46; 1977 [c400], pp. 191-192), Barth (2017 [1967]), 

Bonhoeffer (1960 [1926]), Hauerwas (2010, 2015), and Pickard 

(2012). These authors were well known for their critique and 

defence of the unique qualities of Christians, as led by God’s 

Spirit, assembling in community and also of their promotion of 

the importance of the practice of listening as a collective to ‘the 

words of holy scripture … being read’ (Saint Augustine of Hippo, 

1972 [426 AD], p. 85). The works by these authors about the 

church were easily connected to conversations about the rural 

Anglican church, via the integrated lens, as demonstrated by the 

publications in Chapters five and six of this thesis (and the 

publications listed in the aforementioned list of publications 

resulting from the research).  

Additionally, these writers have made considerable contributions 

to defining the church theologically within society (sociologically). 

They were included here because their work proved useful in 

defining the rural Anglican church in Australia for the publications 
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listed in this thesis. Their work led to this thesis focusing upon 

four groups of definitions of the church. These groups of 

definitions as named for this thesis were: Pauline (Biblical) 

principles, Bonhoeffer’s perspectives, general perspectives, and 

classic Anglican Foundational Documents perspectives.  

In defining and describing the church, the Pauline (Biblical) 

principles relevant to this thesis were as follows: the church is a 

‘gathering’ …; ‘not limited by national or political boundaries’ …; 

‘universal’ …; ‘Christian people’ …; and ‘local congregations’ 

(Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], pp. 97-98; English Standard Version: 

Holy Bible, 2016, 1 Corinthians 1; 1 Corinthians 5:4; Ephesians 

1:22). The church, as Paul explained, existed by the work of Christ 

and the Holy Spirit (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], p. 98; English 

Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, 1 Corinthians 12:12-31). 

According to Paul, the relationship between Christ, the Christian 

church and the Holy Spirit is intimate. The following quotes from 

Pauline writings in the New Testament evidence this: the church 

was ‘chosen by Christ from eternity’ (Ephesians 1:4, 11 

Thessalonians 2:23, John 15:16)…; ‘created by [Jesus] death’…, 

the redemption of people exists because ‘[Christ] gave himself for 

the church’ (Ephesians 5:25)…; ‘Christ is the foundation’ (1 

Corinthians 3:11, Romans 15:20) …; ‘Christ is the cornerstone’ 

(Ephesians 2:20, 1 Peter 2:4)…; and ‘the first born amongst many’ 

(Romans 8:19, 1 Corinthians 15:20, Colossians 1:15, Hebrews 1:6, 

Revelations 1:5); ‘the head of the body, as the head of the 

Church’ (Ephesians 1:22, 4:15 & 5:23, Colossians 1:18 & 2:19); 
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‘the body … is ruled throughout by the Holy Spirit’ (1 Corinthians 

12:13, Ephesians 2:18 & 4:4) which ‘impels the individual to 

Christ’ (Romans 8:14, Ephesians 2:22); and creates community (11 

Corinthians 13:3, Philippians 2:1) (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], pp. 

97-99; English Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016). As Paul notes, 

the Holy Spirit extends into a Christian’s social life, social bonds 

and social will (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], p. 99).  

Bonhoeffer applied these Pauline principles in his definition of the 

church as ‘the communion of saints created by the resurrection’, 

and added to the definition the understanding that ‘one person 

[Jesus] can and should bear the guilt of another, and for this 

reason the last shackle of loneliness, hatred of others, is removed, 

and community [that is the church] is established and created 

anew’ (Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-1945], p. 91). Bonhoeffer’s 

definition of the church was important for this research because 

his approach contained both theological and sociological thinking 

as shown by its: focus on relationships between God and people 

through Jesus; acknowledgement of the importance of 

community; and inference that the church is a social entity 

(Bonhoeffer, 2012 [1928-1939], p. 83). The following summary of 

work by Bonhoeffer also shows this thinking. 

Bonhoeffer (1994 [1906-1945], p. 216) noted the enduring nature 

of the communion of saints: which is the ‘eternal church because 

Christ protects it’. Bonheoffer explained that this ‘eternal nature’ 

existed regardless of whether the church is ‘small or great, low or 
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high, weak or strong’ and it is due to its ‘sure foundation’ built on 

the life and teaching of Jesus, (Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-1945], p. 

216). For as Bonhoeffer (1994 [1906-1945], p. 216) noted, where 

at least two or three gather together in Jesus name there God is 

with them. The size of the gathering does not define a church. 

In his writings about the communion of saints, and similar to Paul, 

Bonhoeffer repeatedly emphasised the gathering of Christians in 

relationships within a community ─ both theologically and 

sociologically. The gathering known as the church came into being 

on the day of Pentecost when the human community became a 

spiritual community of will through the outpouring of the Holy 

Spirit (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], p. 111; English Standard Version: 

Holy Bible, 2016, Acts 2). Since its inception in Jerusalem the 

church, both from a sociological and theological perspective, has 

had: a ‘proper hierarchy, a divinely established order, a divine 

church law,… an institution into which the individuals were taken 

up and … apostles’ (Bonhoeffer, 1960 [1926], pp. 97-98). This 

church is dynamic, it is built by God and it confesses faith in Jesus 

as Christ and Lord (Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-1945], p. 86; 2012 

[1928-1939], pp. 83 - 86, Matthew 16: 13-18). The church is the 

‘body of Christ’ (Bonhoeffer, 1963 [c1940s], p. 64; 1978 [c1940], 

p. 59) and ‘the function of the church is to witness to [others] the 

resurrection of Christ from the dead’ (Bonhoeffer, 1994 [1906-

1945], p. 91). 
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Bonhoeffer was also well known for raising questions about the 

nature of the church, such as “Where is the church?” (Bonhoeffer, 

2012 [1928-1939], p. 83). This was an important question for this 

thesis because it investigated Anglican churches across rural 

locations in Australia. In answering - where? - Bonhoeffer (2012 

[1928-1939], p. 83) noted the invisible, visible and social nature of 

the church and replied theologically, sociologically, historically 

and relationally rather than geographically (2012 [1928-1939], p. 

83). In response to this integrated cross-disciplinary perspective, 

Bonhoeffer re-affirmed the classic Protestant understanding that 

the church is where people gather, where the Word is preached 

and where the sacraments are administered (Bonhoeffer, 1960 

[1926], pp. 155-156). This broad definition proved relevant to the 

research into Anglican churches located in rural Australia.  

Additionally, Bonhoeffer’s writings about the church illuminated 

for this thesis the necessity of investigating engagements by the 

rural Anglican church in Australia through an integrated lens with 

an epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology. 

Bonhoeffer took an integrated approach in critically analysing the 

church, and his repeated theme was that being a Christian, that is, 

‘being in Christ’, consists of ‘being in church-community’; and that 

the church-community, ‘like Christ, means being for the other’ 

(Bonhoeffer, 1954 [1939] p. 10; Broughton, 2011, p. 341). This 

approach helped confirm the goal of this thesis of viewing the 

rural Anglican church through its engagements and as a 

community. Additionally, themes in Bonhoeffer’s work about the 
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church were similar to those identified within the Co-operative 

Inquiries, which are presented later in the thesis. For example, 

Bonhoeffer (1960 [1926], p. 102) saw the church as a multitude of 

people, a community and a unity, all belonging together. This 

theme of belonging and inclusion was important for the journal 

articles presented in Chapters five and six. 

Other understandings of the church significant for the argument 

presented in this thesis were labelled as general definitions and 

perceptions. Generally speaking, the Christian church ‘springs 

from deep sources in Israel’s history’ (Pickard, 2012, p. 8). 

Hauerwas highlighted that there are many questions about the 

church including: What makes the church distinct? Is it ‘one 

among many voluntary agencies of like-minded people from 

similar economic status’ or not (Hauerwas, 1993, p. 12)? How 

does the church relate to the world (Hauerwas, 1993, p. 60)?  

The defining and distinguishing activity of the church is the 

coming together of people for common worship with the aim of 

integration with one another and God (Swann, 2018, p. 143). 

Recognition of the church’s distinctiveness, it is argued, allowed 

this thesis to focus on the rural Anglican church as a phenomenon 

in its own right as opposed to it being observed as a subset of 

other phenomena such as social or sporting clubs.  

Pickard (2012, p. 163) explains that the church differs from other 

organisations and phenomena because it contains a spiritual 

dimension as well as social structures marked by patterns of 
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relationships. In contemplating such themes Bender argued that a 

comprehensive and rich understanding of the church, which was 

required for this thesis, involved accepting that the church is a 

unity of divine action with human historical existence (Bender, 

2005, p. 169, as cited in Pickard, 2012, p. 119). This perspective 

also involved accepting that Christ is essential to the church, and 

that ‘Christ loved the church and delivered himself up for her’ so 

that the church can be cleansed from its sins (Saint Augustine of 

Hippo, 1968 [426-427], p. 26). This is reinforced by ‘Barth [who 

considered] … the church’s concrete identity, existence, and 

agency is located within the sphere of divine activity—in Christ 

and by the power of the Spirit’ (Swann, 2018, p. 142). 

A further important general theme for this thesis was that the 

church actively engages with others – that is, the church engages 

with the world as a participant in the mission of God (Missio Dei). 

Christian worship expressed in the church is the action of God, 

Jesus and the community for the upbuilding (Swann, 2018, p. 143) 

of everyone. As a community, Christians in the church are called 

to serve each other, regardless of their situations, rich or poor, 

within and outside the church; they are to feed the hungry and 

clothe the naked (Hauerwas, 2010, p. 98). They are also to 

recognise how their sins and mistakes impact those around them.  

The final group of definitions come from classic Anglican 

Foundational Documents as listed in the Constitution of the 

Anglican Church of Australia – that is, the Articles of Religion, the 
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Creeds and The Book of Common Prayer (Anglican Church of 

Australia, 2010, p. 3). Key definitions, descriptions and references 

from these classic documents are listed below.  

First, the Constitution of the Anglican Church of Australia was 

considered. Important for this research was its definition that 

positions the Anglican church as part of the wider church:  

‘The Anglican Church of Australia, being a part of the One 

Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church of Christ, holds the 

Christian Faith as professed by the Church of Christ from 

primitive times and in particular as set forth in the creeds 

known as the Nicene Creed and the Apostles’ Creed. This 

Church receives all the canonical scriptures of the Old and 

New Testaments as being the ultimate rule and standard 

of faith given by inspiration of God and containing all 

things necessary for salvation. This Church will ever obey 

the commands of Christ, teach His doctrine, administer His 

sacraments of Holy Baptism and Holy Communion, follow 

and uphold His discipline and preserve the three orders of 

bishops, priests and deacons in the sacred ministry.’ 

(Anglican Church of Australia, 2010, p. 3) … ‘“A member of 

this Church” means a baptised person who attends the 

public worship of this Church and who declares that he 

[she] is a member of this Church and of no church which is 

not in communion with this Church’ (Anglican Church of 

Australia, 2010, p. 3). 
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Second, the definition of the church in the Anglican Articles of 

Religion (Thirty-nine Articles) was reviewed for this research. 

These Articles emphasised the congregating or gathering of 

people. The Articles as agreed upon by the Archbishops, Bishops 

and the whole clergy of the provinces of Canterbury and York, 

London in 1562 state: 

‘The visible Church of Christ is a congregation of faithful 

men (sic), in which the pure Word of God is preached, and 

the Sacraments be duly ministered according to Christ’s 

ordinance in all those things that of necessity are requisite 

to the same’ (Standing committee of the General Synod of 

the Anglican Church of Australia Sydney, 1978, p. 630). 

In referring to the visible church (that is, those throughout the 

world who profess true religion), the Article is distinguishing it 

from the invisible church (that is, the body of all elect believers 

who will be gathered under Christ and whose number and 

identity is known only to God) (Horton, 2011, p. 396; Westminster 

Assembly, 1646, ch. 25, point i & ii). 

Third, the Creeds, which have a crucial role within Anglicanism, 

mention the church. The Apostles’ Creed referred to, ‘The Holy 

Catholic Church’, and, the Nicene Creed affirms, ‘We believe in 

one holy Catholick (sic) and apostolic church; the communion of 

saints’ (Anglican Communion, 1897 [1662]; Anglicans Online, 2017 

[381], 2017 [390]). Barth (1959, pp. 143-145) argued that in terms 

of the Creeds, holy means ‘set apart’, Catholic means ‘universal’ 
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and apostolic is the ‘hearing and transmitting of the apostles' 

testimony’.  

Fourth, the 1662 Book of Common Prayer Communion service 

contains the words ‘Beseeching thee to inspire continually the 

universal church with the spirit of truth, unity and concord’ 

(Anglican Communion, 1897 [1662], p. 270). The prayer for the 

restoration of the church stated, ‘Make thy servants, though 

unworthy, temples of thy grace to be’ (Anglican Communion, 

1897 [1662], p. 442). The litany for those at sea part ii mentions, 

‘May the church our shelter be, Ark in mercy built by Thee, 

Refuge from the storms of life, from the wearing toil and strife. 

Hear us we beseech Thee’ (Anglican Communion, 1897 [1662], p. 

462).  

Further to these Classic Foundational Documents, the Anglican 

Church of Australia has expressed its understanding of the church 

in its liturgical works. For example, in the 1995 A Prayer Book for 

Australia there are the following references: a) the Morning 

Collect Prayer for the Church: ‘Bless your Bishops, clergy and 

congregations: pour upon them the continual dew of your 

blessing that they may truly please you’; b) the Evening Prayer 

service: ‘We praise you, O God … the holy Church acclaims you’; c) 

the Holy Communion Second Order: ‘may your church be 

gathered from the ends of the earth into your kingdom’; d) the 

Reception into Communicant Membership: ‘We recognise you as 

a baptised and communicant member of the Christian Church’; e) 
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Prayers for Sunday Services options: ‘Let us pray for all people 

and for the church throughout the world’ … ‘Let us pray for the 

Church and its mission’ … ‘empower your church to proclaim the 

gospel in service’ … ‘Father, we pray for your holy catholic Church, 

that we may be one in Christ. Grant that every member of the 

Church may truly and humbly serve you’; f) Occasional Prayer for 

the Church: ‘Almighty God, we praise you for the blessings 

brought to the world through your Church’; and; g) Prayers of the 

day petitions: ‘grant that your church, being bound together in 

love and obedience to you, may be united in one body by one 

Spirit’ … ‘renew your Church with the Spirit given to us in baptism’ 

… ‘we may be living stones for the building up of your Church. … 

Everlasting God, by whose Spirit the whole body of the Church is 

governed and sanctified’ … ‘O God, you call your Church to 

witness that in Christ we are reconciled to you’ … ‘grant that your 

church throughout the world may persevere with steadfast faith 

in proclaiming the cross to be the way that leads to life eternal’ 

(General Synod, 1995, pp. 15, 29, 95, 141, 183, 186, 220, 501, 

521, 575, 582).  

These Anglican Foundational Documents described what 

identifying as an Anglican means, making them essential to 

discussions about the rural Anglican church in Australia within this 

thesis. Summarised in Figure 35 below are the four groupings of 

definitions of and perceptions about the church. 
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Figure 35. Definitions of the church relevant for the argument 
presented in this thesis  

The writings of the authors mentioned above also recognise the 

culpability of the church - both in its internal life and in its 

relationship with the surrounding culture. Three examples 

evidencing this are listed here. One example was Paul’s 

engagement with complex church issues. Paul wrote to the 
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Corinthian church about its ‘envy-fuelled disunity’ (English 

Standard Version: Holy Bible, 2016, 1 Corinthians 3:3; Hauerwas, 

2010, p. 74). Another example was Pickard (2012, p. 136) 

describing the church as a paradox for it is both holy being 

purified continuously by God and also sinful because finite and 

broken people constitute it. A third example was the Articles of 

Religion mentioning how in the ‘visible church’ evil is ‘ever 

mingled with good’ and that ‘sometimes the evil have chief 

authority in the ministration of the word and sacraments’ 

(Anglican Communion, 1897 [1662], p. 540). In response, the 

authors of the Articles called the church to be faithful ‘to the holy 

writ’ which is the Bible (Anglican Communion, 1897 [1662], p. 

539) and reminded people that evil never diminishes grace 

(Anglican Communion, 1897 [1662], p. 540). Further, the 1995 A 

Prayer Book of Australia response to these concerns is prayer:  

‘Prayers for the church. The holy catholic Church. Most 

gracious Father, we pray for your holy catholic Church: fill 

it with all truth, and in all truth with all peace; where it is 

corrupt, purge it; where it is in error, correct it; where 

anything is amiss, reform it; where it is right, strengthen 

and confirm it; where it is in want, furnish it; where it is 

divided, heal it and unite it in love; through Jesus Christ our 

Lord. Amen’ (General Synod, 1995, p. 210). 

Others, external to the church, have also critiqued the church. For 

example, Nietzsche wrote disparaging polemics against the 
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church. Examples are his statements: (2001 [1882], p. 199 & 221; 

2004 [1878], p. 269): ‘the church is this city of decline’, ‘God is 

dead’, ‘belief in the Christian God has become unbelievable’ and 

‘faith in God has collapsed’. Nietzsche called for people to be free 

spirits and to liberate themselves from the church, to have no 

association with Christianity or its buildings and to be above 

religious concepts which Nietzsche considered to be illogical 

(Nietzsche, 2001 [1882], pp. 159-160 & 199; 2004 [1878], pp. 22-

23, 27-28 & 61). Nietzsche (1888, No. 5) also denounced different 

groups of people that the church engaged with, labelling these 

people as ‘the weak, the low and the botched’. Nietzsche 

described the church as connected to people with inferiority 

complexes, and proposed that the church owed its success to the 

masses of miserable people whose weakness and misery 

Christianity has glorified (Bonhoeffer, 2012 [1928-1939], p. 169). 

Arguably, Nietzsche would have labelled the research in this 

thesis as ‘untrue’ and, as discussed in Chapter two, condemned 

the knowledge generated and published as ‘counterfeit’ 

(Nietzsche, 2001 [1882], pp. 124, 219).  

Critiques such as those by Nietzsche highlight the fact that the 

past, present and future of the church is complex and that the 

church has experienced many challenges both internally and from 

the world around it. Nevertheless, as Bonhoeffer (2012 [1928-

1939], p. 86) argued, because of Jesus’ actions, the church does 

not fear eternity. Instead, the redemption offered through Jesus 
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ensures that the unfaithfulness and sinfulness of the church are 

not the last words for the church (Horton, 2011, p. 408).  

Critiques such as those by Nietzsche do not negate the church, its 

engagements or people’s experiences of both. Additionally, the 

worth, uniqueness and dignity of people connected to the church 

is not defined by the demeaning and stigmatising language and 

labels given to them by Nietzsche. Instead, as Cameron (2011, 

chpt. 12) noted, Christian identity is found through ‘participat[ing] 

in the identity of Jesus Christ’ and is independent of negative 

labelling. 

Despite Nietzsche and others’ attempts to silence conversations 

about the church, this thesis has systematically argued, outlined, 

presented, critiqued and published ─ via an integrated lens with 

an epistemological base in social work, sociology and theology – 

engagements by the rural Anglican church in Australia with 

people living with disabilities and people from a culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds.  
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Appendix 4: The Anglican church described 

In 2015, approximately 31% of the world of 7.3 billion people 

identified as Christians (Pew Research Centre et al., 2017). Many 

denominations comprise the worldwide church including 

Anglicanism. Anglicanism has many local expressions and names, 

for example, the Church of England or the Episcopal Church of the 

United States of America. There is uncertainty about how many 

Christians in 2017 identify as Anglicans; however, it is currently 

believed to be tens of millions, possibly 80 million in 165 

countries (Anglican Communion, 2018; Null & Yates, 2017, 

Preface). Anglicanism globally is engaging with people across 

culture and geography (Pickard, 2012, p. 172). 

The Anglican church emerged out of the Reformation. This church 

follows the teachings of Jesus and found its distinctive identity in 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Grant, 2018, p. 11; 

World Council of Churches, 2018). Currently, the Anglican 

Communion comprises thirty-nine autonomous national and 

regional Churches plus six Extra-Provincial Churches and 

Dioceses; all of which are in Communion ─ in a reciprocal 

relationship ─ with the Archbishop of Canterbury, who is the 

Communion's spiritual head (Anglican Communion, 2018, para. 

15). Its Christian unity is based on the Chicago-Lambeth 

Quadrilateral, whose four elements are the final authority of the 

Bible, the catholic creeds, the dominical sacraments of baptism 
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and the supper of the Lord, and the apostolic ministry (Null & 

Yates, 2017, p. 39).  

The Church of England (since 1978 known as the Anglican Church 

of Australia) came to Australia with the First Fleet in 1788 with 

the first chaplain, The Reverend Richard Johnson (Edwards, 2014, 

p. 27). In Australia, the first Anglican Church Service was held on 

the 3rd of February 1788 in Sydney, and the first church building 

was erected in 1793 (Mitchell, 2005, p. 26). Currently, the 

Anglican Church of Australia consists of twenty-three dioceses 

(Anglican Church of Australia, 2014). The Constitution of the 

Anglican Church of Australia governs it (Anglican Church of 

Australia, 2016). The Anglican church holds to the Christian faith 

as professed in the Nicene and Apostles Creeds and the 39 

Articles of Religion (Anglican Church of Australia, 2016). It also 

engages the five Marks of Mission of the Anglican Communion. 

They are: to proclaim the Good News of the Kingdom; to teach, 

baptise and nurture new believers; to respond to human need by 

loving service; to transform unjust structures of society, to 

challenge violence of every kind and pursue peace and 

reconciliation; and, to strive to safeguard the integrity of creation, 

and sustain and renew the life of the earth (Anglican Communion, 

2015). The Book of Common Prayer benchmarks the Australian 

Anglican polity (Cameron, 2001, p. 10).  

Since its inception, the Anglican Church of Australia has known 

controversy regarding its practices. It is beyond the scope of this 
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thesis to critique debates about ecclesiology and missiology or to 

comment on the worthiness of the different expressions of 

Anglicanism in Australia. Instead, this thesis acknowledges that 

the church has been immersed in debates regarding theological 

perspectives including ecclesiology and missiology; styles of 

worship; its links to politics and the establishment; and its links to 

social divisions such as sectarianism (Grant, 2018, pp. 12-13). The 

church has been criticised for being judgemental (Grant, 2018, pp. 

12-13); and it has been challenged about social issues.  

In Australia, there are four primary expressions of Anglicanism, 

and each contains nuanced ecclesiological variations within them 

(Edwards, 2014, p. 30; Grant, 2018). The different ecclesiological 

approaches are categorised and summarised here as:   

 An emphasis on the importance of the Charismatic in 

worship. These congregations focus on an absolute 

dependence on God and the emotive response to God’s 

charisma. 

 An Evangelical focus on personal salvation, preaching the 

Gospel, mission and the authority of the Bible. 

 The High Church or Anglo-Catholic church focuses on 

tradition, the continuation of the historic Catholic church, 

liturgy, the Eucharist, renewal and independence from the 

state. 
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 The Liberal church focuses on reason and interpreting 

Christianity according to rationalist philosophies such as 

humanism (Edwards, 2014, p. 30; Grant, 2018, p. 11).  

In Australia the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2018b) lists 

‘Anglican’ as a type of religion and in 2016, 13.3%, of 

Australians identified as Anglican, as can be seen in Table 13 

below. 



 
 

 

Table 13. Australian Bureau of Statistics’ Census data: Religious affiliations, 2016 

 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2018b). 
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Appendix 6: Co-operative Inquiry handout: Sharing the methodology 

Handout 1: How to publish co-operative inquiries (Short, 2018d). 

By Monica Short mshort@csu.edu.au 

Welcome to this introduction to Co-operative Inquiry.  

This activity sheet accompanies a half an hour video -‘Co-operative Inquiry: Will it work 

for me and my workplace or placement?’ - which is available through the NSW branch 

of the Australian Association of Social Workers (AASW) or the ACT NSW Combined 

University Field Education Group (CUFEG). 

A big thank you to CUFEG (and Monica Short) for so 

actively supporting my initial concept of working 

collaboratively with the AASW NSW Branch. The 

concept of undertaking research can seem 

overwhelming when you are already working at 

capacity. When you add that many of us in the field 

do not feel confident/competent with research, it 

tends to end up in the too hard basket. The Co-

operative Inquiry workshop provided us with a 

model that seemed accessible and achievable. A 

group of us decided to meet weekly to explore the role of social workers within our 

Hospital setting providing "debriefing" sessions to staff following critical clinical 

incidents. Over several months we were able to review the literature, map with other 

similar organisations, develop a framework and have a quality improvement activity 

approved. We are now in the implementation phase of this project. The Co-operative 

Inquiry model helped us to share the workload, stay on track and achieve our goals. I 

would encourage you to see how it can benefit you! Jenny Rose, Director AASW, 

Senior social worker/student educator 

mailto:mshort@csu.edu.au
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AASW NSW partnered with CUFEG to develop this 

introductory workshop into Co-operative Inquiry. A 

strong foundation in research is fundamental to 

ethical social work practice - it acts to elucidate the 

issues social workers encounter in practice and 

evaluate the impact of potential responses. Our 

research agenda is formed by our professional 

curiosity about what is not yet known and ethical 

commitment to moving beyond assumption. Co-

operative Inquiry is one tool that researchers and practitioner researchers can use to 

seek answers and inevitably, more questions. 

Michelle Gravolin, AASW NSW Branch Manager 

Co-operative Inquiry is a participatory research 

method - one that is accessible, free, flexible and 

useful for capturing social work knowledge (Heron & 

Reason, 2001). I have found it to be a versatile 

method. For example, it can collate professional 

private troubles about social issues which then can 

be utilised to generate public conversations, issues, 

debates and policies (Mills, 1959). Another example 

is it can facilitate the process of converting social 

work practice wisdom into knowledge (epistemologies) about practice, education and 

research.  

Thank you to the wonderful Jenny Rose for the initial idea for this workshop and to our 

marvellous colleagues at AASW NSW and CUFEG who made this recording possible. 

Monica Short, Lecturer, CSU 
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The activities in this worksheet sit alongside the information presented in the video. It 

will take you about half an hour to complete the activities, depending on how you use 

this resource … [At] the end of the activity sheet is a checklist for drafting a Co-

operative Inquiry journal article. 

Worksheet Aim: To introduce you to the key concepts of Co-operative Inquiry.  

Worksheet Purpose: To encourage social workers to share publicly their insights about 

social work practice, education and research. 

Heron and Reason pioneered Co-operative Inquiry in the 1970s. Their inclusive 

methodology challenged traditional approaches to research, ontologies (concepts 

informing and underpinning the knowing and being of subject areas) and 

epistemologies (knowledge). In traditional approaches, the researcher undertakes the 

research activities like designing experiments, collecting and analysing data, and 

studying people. Co-operative Inquiry, in contrast, is participatory, egalitarian and 

democratic. It researches ‘with’ people. That is, everyone involved in an inquiry is a 

researcher, subject, participant, inquirer and author. The article Reason, P., & Heron, J. 

(2016). A short guide to Co-operative Inquiry located at http://www.human-

inquiry.com/cishortg.htm introduces the basics of Co-operative Inquiry (You may need 

to copy and paste the link into your internet search engine so as to access the article.)  

Activity one: The basics  

1. Please read the above guide by Heron and Reason, which outlines examples of 

Co-operative Inquiries, the phases of a Co-operative Inquiry, the knowledge an 

Inquiry generates, limitations and tips on running an inquiry.  

2. Then reflect on the following (if possible with one or more colleagues):  

 What field would you like to explore?  

http://www.human-inquiry.com/cishortg.htm
http://www.human-inquiry.com/cishortg.htm
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 Who would you like to talk with about this field?  

 What primary question would you ask them?  

 Where would you meet to talk?  

 How often?  

 Why?  

 Will you need approval from your organisation or a committee, for 

example, ethics approval?  

 How would you obtain the approval? 

Activity two: The phases 

A Co-operative Inquiry journeys through four phases. These four phases are described 

in Reason and Heron’s article and mentioned in the recorded workshop. They are also 

summarised in the figure below.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Co-operative Inquiry Phases (Short & Healy, 2017, p. 217) 

In reviewing the figure, what would a Co-operative Inquiry look like for your colleagues 

and you? Jot down some points for each of the phases that you would like to discuss 
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with your colleagues. What outcomes would you like to see, such as, writing a policy, 

starting a peer supervision group, putting together a checklist, writing a journal article 

etc. 

I am often asked about the process regarding translating a Co-operative Inquiry into an 

article for a journal. I have collected advice from comments of peer reviewers, which is 

listed below. I hope these points help you in your work. If you have further questions 

and comments, you are very welcome to contact me at mshort@csu.edu.au. 

All the very best with your Co-operative Inquiry and in generating the social work voice 

in public conversations, debate and policy.  

Monica Short 

Tips for writing journal articles about co-operative inquiries. 

(This attachment is based on feedback from ‘blind reviewers’ from journals. Thank you 

to the reviewers for your great feedback.) 

______________________________________________________ 

Start with choosing a possible journal to submit to, read the author instructions for the 

journal and a sample of articles published in the journal.  

Abstract – reason, aim, main argument, method, essential findings, what is new, 

conclusion, implications (University of Melbourne, 2017) 

mailto:mshort@csu.edu.au
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Tips:  

 First two sentences in an abstract are a 

thesis of the paper.  

  Question: why read this paper? 

 Start strong e.g., communicate two to 

three key words in the first sentence that 

are essential to the argument and repeat 

them throughout the whole paper.  

Helpful Links:  

http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/abstracts/ 

http://services.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/471274/Writing_an_Abst

ract_Update_051112.pdf  

Introduction – Outline the thesis, rationale, aim, purpose, research question, why is 

this Co-operative Inquiry (CI) important/significant – Why read this article? What is the 

gap being addressed? 

Tips:  

 Draft your structure in advance 

 Outline the scope of the research (Charles, 2017a) 

 Outline what is in the whole paper 
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http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/abstracts/
http://services.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/471274/Writing_an_Abstract_Update_051112.pdf
http://services.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/471274/Writing_an_Abstract_Update_051112.pdf
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Literature review – Key definitions. What is the structure? 

E.g., macro then meso then micro. For each literature 

theme follow the structure of international views first, then 

Australian views, then local views, and finally individual 

views. Review or summarise literature, what are the 

counter-arguments, present gaps and aims and how the 

research fills them, reference properly as you go.  

Tips:  

 Focus on literature related to the thesis. 

 There is a difference between:  

o Descriptive (outlining facts, providing/reproducing information),  

o Analytical (re-organising info, finding patterns or categories or 

relationships, applying models),  

o Persuasive (taking a position and making a case), and,  

o Critical writing (evaluating others work, at least two people’s different 

views/choices/voices, including your own view; start with the target for 

critique e.g., the method utilised and then go to the criteria for 

evaluating it). (Charles, 2017b; Humphrey & Economou, 2015) 

 Step by step critical thinking model:  

1. Identify key choices/points in the article,  

2. Look for alternatives,  

3. Develop a point of view on the alternatives,  

4. Gather the evidence for your point of view - such as two other opinions.  

Write up all four steps. (Charles, 2017b) 

 Link to the research question and research aims. (Charles, 2017a)                    

Methodology – Justify why this methodology, outline theoretical overview of 

methodology, apply methodology to the inquiry, explain how data was analysed and 

synthesised. Statement about ethics. Include a statement about the 
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     ‘Gap’ by artist 
Raymond Howes 
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participants/inquirers – i.e. introduce each participant/inquirer through a reflexivity 

exercise early in this section – include demography of inquirers, how the inquirers 

were recruited, explain why the research was or is important to each inquirer. 

Tips: 

 CI values epistemology – including atypical or novel methods – emic and etic 

knowledge. 

 Respectful research with people or by people rather than about people or for 

people. (Short & Healy, 2017) 

Themes (findings) – Start with how the inquiry defines key terms. Explain the overall 

picture that emerged from the minutes. Then move into themes. Show how the 

themes are similar or different to the literature.  

Tips:  

 Repeat a word or words in the title of the paper in the findings headings 

 Use headings. E.g., Theme 1:… Theme 2:… Theme 3:… Theme 4:… 

 Ask yourself, ‘What is the thesis?’ of each section 

 Use examples which have been documented in the minutes to demonstrate the 

points being made. 

Limitations - Of both your methodology and scope of the project. 

Examples: 

 Small sample 
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 Data and themes not tested 

 Groupthink 

 Not representative 

Discussion or final comments – Link findings to 

literature review. Answer the research question. 

Conclusion – Summarise everything in the paper. Revisit 

the thesis of the paper. What is the key point? What 

contribution does this research make? (Charles, 2017a) What is its significance? 

(Charles, 2017a) What implications are there for practice, policy or future research? 

Recommendations - What do you think needs to happen next as a result of the 

inquiry? 

References – Focus on what was written in last decade. Aim for more than 30 

references.      

Overall tips on writing papers and presenting arguments:  

1. Karen Healy and Joan Mulholland’s book writing skills for social workers 

contains helpful chapters on writing a literature review, journal articles and 

conference papers (Healy & Mulhollard, 2012).  

2. This link contains tips on presenting arguments: 

https://www.ted.com/talks/nancy_duarte_the_secret_structure_of_great_talks 

Some tips on presenting arguments include:  

a) Explain the ‘what is’ and ‘what could be’ 

b) Highlight the gap between what is and what could be – outline the past and 

present and the possible future. 

 ‘Summarising’ by artist Raymond Howes                 

https://www.ted.com/talks/nancy_duarte_the_secret_structure_of_great_talks
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c) In the middle of the paper move between what is and what could be – highlight 

what the counter arguments are and how to move through different situations. 

Point to the future. 

d) Call to action how things could be if the reader was to engage with this piece of 

work. 

 

‘Time to roar’ by artist Raymond Howes             

Examples of Co-operative Inquiries 

 Short, M., Trembath, K. S., Duncombe, R., Whitaker, L., & Wiman, G. (2018). 
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Education: The International Journal, online (August), 1-15. 

 Short, M., Dempsey, K., Ackland, J., Rush, E., Heller, E., & Dwyer, H. (2018). 

What is a person? Deepening students’ and colleagues’ understanding of 

person-centeredness. Advances in Social Work an Welfare Education. 20(1), 

139-156. 

 Short, M., Seiffert, M., Haynes, R., & Haynes, L. (2018). Church, disability, and 

rurality: The lived experience. Journal of Disability and Religion, 18(1), 1-26. 

 Short, M., Barton, H., Cooper, B., Woolven, M., Loos, M. & Devos, J. (2017). The 
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Social Work and Welfare Education, 19(1): p. 92-106. 
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 Tillotson, N., Short, M., Ollerton, J., Hearn, C., & Sawatzky, B., (2017). Faith 

matters: From a disability lens. Journal of Disability and Religion. 21(3), 319-

337. 

 Short, M. A., Broughton, G., Short, M. G., Ochala, Y., & Anscombe, B. (2017). 

Connecting to belonging: A cross-disciplinary inquiry into rural Australian 
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diverse backgrounds, Journal of Contemporary Religion 32(1), 119-133. 

 Healy, J., Tillotson, N., Short, M., & Hearn, C. (2015). Social work field 

education: Believing in supervisors who are living with disabilities. Disability 

and Society, 30(7), 1087-1102. 

 Jones-Mutton, T., Short, M., Bidgood, T., & Jones, T. (2015). Field Education: 

Off-site social work supervision in rural, regional and remote Australia. 

Advances in Social Work and Welfare Education, 17(1), 83-97. 

 Hearn, C., Short, M., & Healy, J. (2014). Social Work Field Education: Believing 

in students who are living with a disability. Disability and Society, 29(9), 1343-

1355. 

 Howard, A. (2009). Language, Practice and Power: The Emergence of Asset 

Based Community Development (ABCD) on the Central Coast of New South 

Wales, Australia. (Arts PhD), University of Sydney, Sydney. 

Book chapters 

 Alston, M., & Bowles, W. (2018). Research for social workers: An introduction to 

methods (4th ed.). Crows Nest, NSW: Allen & Unwin. See Chapter 10.  

 Short, M. (2018). The Co-operative Inquiry research method: A lived 

experience. In M. Pawar, W. Bowles, & K. Bell (Eds.), Social work: Innovations 

and insights (pp. 232-244). North Melbourne, Vic: Australian Scholarly 

Publishing. 
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 Short, M., & Healy, J. (2017). Writing 'with' not 'about': Examples in Co-

operative Inquiry. In S. Gair & A. V. Luyn (Eds.), Sharing Qualitative Research: 

Showing Lived Experience and Community Narratives. London: Routledge. 
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Appendix 7: List of presentations referring to the research during the 

PhD candidature 

Published professional association workshop 

1. Short, M., (2018). Introduction to Co-operative Inquiry. Australian Association of 

Social Workers online training (SWOT) workshop, Sydney, Australia. Partners 

Australian Association of Social Workers and the ACT NSW Combined University 

Field Education Group. Link 

https://www.aasw.asn.au/events/event/introduction-to-co-operative-inquiry 

Conference presentations, lecturers, webinars, and/or workshop presentations as an 

invited speaker 

1. Short, M., Rush, E., Burningham, G., & Cartledge, J. A Christian and ethical 

perspective on barriers to inclusion, Online webinar, Canberra, Australia, 2019. 

Sponsors Christian Occupational Therapist Fellowship Australia and St Marks 

National Theological Centre. 

2. Short, M. National Bishops’ Meeting – presented PhD research to Bishops from 

all 23 dioceses in Australia – Topic: Church by all for all. Canberra, Australia, 

2018. 

3. Co-operative Inquiry teleconference workshop to Lismore Allied-Health 

Workers – Topic: Co-operative Inquiry: Will it work for me and my workplace or 

placement? Sydney, Australia, 2018.  

4. Workshop for Sydney based field educators. Field educators’ supervision 

workshop. Sydney, Australia, 2018. 

5. Workshop for Westmead Children’s Hospital social work team - Co-operative 

Inquiry: A student and worker friendly research. Sydney, Australia, 2017. 

6. Northwest Regional Women’s conference. Four keynote talks – Beyond 

Indifference, Belief, Belonging and What has love got to do with it? Karratha, 

Australia, 2017. 
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7. NSW Branch Field Education Practice Group - Co-operative Inquiry: A student 

and worker friendly research. Sydney, Australia, 2017. 

8. The Diocese of Canberra and Goulburn Synod. Canberra, Australia, 2016.  

9. Co-operative Inquiry teleconference workshop to Deborah Boswell (ACU). 

Sydney, Australia, 2016. 

10. St Luke’s Hornsby Heights Women’s Event – Bread of Life. Sydney Australian, 

2013. 

11. Australian Association of Social Workers National Annual General Meeting – 

Big ideas panel - Spirituality & Social Work. An integrated lens: Informing 

conversations about spirituality, social inclusion and social justice. Melbourne, 

Australia, 2014.  

12. St John’s Park Anglican Church High Tea – Welcome home for Christmas. 

Sydney, Australia, 2013. 

Other presentations, lecturers, webinars, and/or workshop presentations at 

conferences 

1. Sawatzky, B., Tillotson, N., Ollerton, J., & Short, M. (2017). Faith matters: From a 

disability lens. Paper presented at a morning of public lectures - The new voice 

of people living with disabilities: A faith perspective, Sydney, Australia. Partners 

sponsoring the lecture: CBM Australia, Bush Church Aid and Alphacrucis.  

2. Short, M. (2017). Social justice for all: Social work, sociology and theological 

insights. Paper presented at the ANZSWWER Symposium, Auckland, New 

Zealand. 

3. Short, M. (2017). Australian Anglican Churches engaging with rural, regional 

and remote communities. Paper presented in the New Voices Panel at 

ANZSWWER Symposium, Auckland, New Zealand. 

4. Short, M. G. & Short, M. (2017). Relocating in Christ: Rural churches and 

migration. Paper presented at the AAMS Conference, Melbourne, Australia. 
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into engagements with people living with disabilities. Paper presented at the 
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6. Tillotson, N., & Short, M. (2016). Co-Presenter at the ANZSWWER Symposium - 

Matters of faith: Diversity, inclusion and consumer rights. Paper presented at 

the ANZSWWER Symposium, Townsville, Australia. 

7. Short, M., Bowles, W., Ollerton, J., Hearn, C. & Tillotson, N., (2015). Co-operative 

Inquiry: Accessible research for leaders and change agents. Paper presented at 

the AASW National Symposium, Sydney, Australia. 

8. Short, M. (2015). A collaborative research project inquiring into rural Anglican 

church engagements with people living with disabilities. Paper presented at the 

ANZSWWER Symposium, Melbourne, Australia.  

9. Short, M. (2014). An integrated approach: Transforming conversations about 

social inclusion and exclusion. Paper presented at the ANZSWWER Symposium, 

Sydney, Australia.  

10. Short, M. (2014). Beginning a journey: An exploration into how Australian 

Anglican churches engage with their local rural communities. Paper presented at 

the Joint World Conference on Social Work Education and Social Development, 

Melbourne, Australia. Translated into French, Spanish, Mandarin, Japanese and 

Braille.  

Appendix 8: Summary of limitations 

Table 15. Limitations for this thesis 

Publication 1 Limitations 

‘Writing ‘with’ 

not ‘about’: 

Examples in 

Co-operative’ 

It is a generic discussion of Co-operative 

Inquiry. The publication refers to the work 

presented in this thesis but does not fully 

discuss it. 
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Implications 

of these 

limitations for 

the thesis 

Does not specifically apply the Co-operative 

Inquiry phases to the field of rural Anglican 

churches engaging with people living with 

disabilities or with people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds. Instead 

required to read the journal articles for how 

Co-operative Inquiry is specifically applied. 

Publication 2 Limitations 

‘Faith 

matters: From 

a disability 

lens’ 

Focussed on experiences and the extant 

literature. 

Small. 

Not representative of all people or Christians 

living with disabilities. 

Risked omitting information out of respect for 

others or focusing on safe and popular themes 

Although the themes were highly relevant for 

this thesis about the rural Anglican church, the 

article did not focus on or tailor its findings 

specifically to rural Anglican churches. 

Implications 

of these 

limitations for 

the thesis 

Small. 

General in nature.  

No rural-specific themes. 

Presented broad principles and introduced the 

field and consequently highlighted the need 

for further research but not specific about 

research regarding the rural Anglican churches 

in Australia. 
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Publication 3 Limitations 

‘The Anglican 

Church of 

Australia and 

engagement 

with people 

living with 

disabilities’ 

Referred to the rural Anglican church in 

Australia. However, the three discourses – the 

contemporary paternalistic model of disability, 

the medical model, the social model of 

disability – are critiqued globally and not from 

a specific rural perspective. 

Implications 

of the 

limitations for 

the thesis 

Addressed one aspect of the research question 

in the thesis.  

Raised questions that are outside the scope of 

this thesis such as how the interaction 

between Biblical principles and social 

discourse helps inform engagements with 

people living with disabilities. This raised 

questions beyond the scope of this thesis 

about the rural Anglican church. 

Publication 4 Limitations 

‘Church, 

disability and 

rurality: The 

Lived 

Experience’ 

Small. 

Did not represent the full spectrum of thinking 

about the field. 

Its strength was also a weakness, in that the 

article focussed on a small group of people 

with the experience of living with disabilities 

and of engaging with rural Anglican churches.  

Implications 

of these 

Did not separate etic and emic knowledge so 

the work could be susceptible to groupthink 

and risked directing the research themes 
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limitations for 

the thesis 

towards socially acceptable themes for the 

group. This indicated this research needed to 

be followed up with further research in the 

field. 

Publication 5 Limitations 

Connecting to 

belonging: A 

cross-

disciplinary 

inquiry into 

rural 

Australian 

Anglican 

Church 

engagements 

with people 

from 

culturally and 

linguistically 

diverse 

backgrounds’ 

Small. 

Did not represent the diversity of thinking and 

religious experience in rural Australia. 

Did not represent the full spectrum of issues 

associated with engagements between the 

rural Anglican church and people living with 

disabilities and people from culturally and 

linguistically diverse backgrounds. 

  

Implications 

of these 

limitations for 

the thesis 

Could only present part of the experience of 

engagements between the rural Anglican 

church and people living with disabilities and 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds. More research is needed about 

rural Anglican church engagements with 

people from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds and with other groups. 
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This research did not capture the perceptions 

of people who are outside of or who have 

recently left the rural Anglican church in 

Australia. 
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Appendix 9: Email from Heather So, received 30/08/2019 

Heather So, an attendee at the morning of public lectures - The new voice of People 

Living with Disabilities: A Faith Perspective, permitted the email below to be included 

in this thesis. The email shows the ontological, educational, catalytical and tactical 

impact of the lectures.  

 

Hi Monica, 

 I don't know if you remember me, but I was the lone occupational therapist at this CBM conference last 

year that you spoke at. I benefitted so much from it, particularly from seeing theologians and academics 

with a disability speak from their hard won knowledge. On the day I was challenged to create my own 

Christian Occupational Therapists group. So I did. We are about 50 therapists strong now …  

Secondly, please pray about whether and how we can work together in the future. For example, 

whether our group can promote/come to another conference like this for some time in the future, and 

whether the wonderful team of theologians and sociologists who did so much work on disability and 

faith could have this content to teach more of us front line workers. 

Have a think, and see what is resonating with you. If nothing else, please be encouraged that your work 

on this conference last year made a deep impact in my life. All the best in your work! 

 

In His service, 

Heather So 
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Appendix 10: Photographs of Book Launches 

 

 

Figure 36. Photo of the public launch of the book: Three Anglican churches engaging 
with people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds  

 

Figure 37. Photo of the public launch of the book: Anglican churches engaging with 
people living with disabilities 


